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ISSUES

I.
Due process requires courts to adhere to
court rules and standards that guarantee litigants'
appellate rights are preserved. Appellant, a person
with a disability, was the subject of an involuntary
civil commitment case that the Department of Mental
Health (DMH), an executive agency, filed in the Boston
Municipal Court ("trial court" or "BMC").
He
requested access to the same court services as nondisabled litigants when he asked the trial court,
before and during trial, to allow him to defend his
case in the courthouse, instead of at Appellee's
psychiatric facility. Was Appellant denied due
process of law when the court denied his motions to
move the trial to the courthouse so he could have the
benefit of a functional recording device?

A. Did the trial court violate Appellant's
federal and state due process rights by allowing
the trial to proceed over objection, with use of:
1) the court's malfunctioning recorder, 2) the
clerk's personal iPhone, which the clerk had
begun to use without judicial authorization, and
3) the Appellee-attorney's personal recording
device?
B.
Did the clerk's use of his personal
iPhone to record Appellant's involuntary civil
commitment trial, before the parties knew he was
using his iPhone, and before he had permission,
constitute an "unofficial recording" under
Special Rule of the Boston Municipal Court
Department Sitting for Civil Business (Spec. R.
BMC) 308.B.?

c.

Did the trial court further violate
Appellant's due process rights by denying his
Mass. R. Civ. P. 60(b) motion (60(b) motion) to
vacate the commitment order, even after it
learned that the irregular procedures it had
authorized did not afford Appellant an original
recording of his trial, or full-length, accurate
transcript?
II.
Involuntary civil commitment invokes
substantial liberty interests because its subject can
lose his freedom for six months or longer, and face
social stigma and other negative consequences. A
litigant in a civil commitment case, like Appellant,

has a constitutional right to an appeal, including a
verbatim transcript that his appellate attorney can
review for error.
Here, it was foreseeable that
Appellant would be unable to receive a complete
transcript because the trial court allowed the trial
to proceed at Appellee's psychiatric facility, using
several unusual, and unauthorized recording devices.
The trial court refused to suspend the trial and move
it to the courthouse, based on its erroneous
assumptions and findings about people with mental
illnesses.
Did the trial court deny Appellant his
constitutional right to equal protection of law?
III. Congress has found that society isolates and
segregates people with disabilities, and they continue
to suffer discrimination. Americans with Disabilities
Act of 1990 (ADA), 42 U.S.C. §§12101(a) (2) and (5).
The ADA, §12132, prohibits public entities from
excluding people with disabilities from participating
in or receiving the benefits of services, programs, or
activities that public entities provide.
The trial
court, a public entity, prevented Appellant, a person
with a disability under the ADA, from having his trial
heard at a courthouse, and electronically recorded on
the same type of equipment as other court litigants.
Did the court violate Appellant's rights under the ADA
and concomitant state anti-discrimination laws?
IV.
Massachusetts Rules of Court and Standards
of Judicial Practice applicable to involuntary civil
commitment cases require judges to ensure there is
fully functional recording equipment for the duration
of all trials.
They also hold that involuntary civil
commitment trials are presumptively open to the
public.
In this case, 1.) the clerk knew the court's
recording device did not work properly but,
regardless, recorded the trial on his iPhone before he
received judicial authorization, 2.) the trial court
also knew, during trial, that the court's official
recording device did not work properly, and 3.) the
trial court found that involuntary civil commitment
trials were closed to the public.
Did the trial
court's refusal to move the trial to the courthouse,
and authorization of highly unconventional methods to
record Appellant's trial affect the entire framework
of Appellant's trial, undermine the trial's
fundamental integrity, and constitute structural
error?
2

V.
In Addington v. Texas, 441 U.S. 418, 425-426
(1979), the Court determined that even after an
involuntary civil commitment order has expired, there
are permanent consequences that a person civilly
committed to a psychiatric facility continues to face.
Based on erroneous assumptions about people with
mental illnesses, the trial court here found it was
proper to always deny a respondent's motion to hold
his involuntary civil commitment case in a courthouse.
The trial judge further said he believed the judiciary
in general shared this position.
Should this Court
decide that Appellant has a personal stake in the
outcome of this appeal, or alternatively, that this
appeal raises issues that are capable of repetition,
yet typically evade appellate review, and invoke
questions that affect the public interest?
STATEMENT OF THE CASE
Before the Involuntary Civil Commitment Proceedings:
On May 16, 2016, the Brockton District Court

(BDC)

issued a criminal complaint that charged

Appellant, thirty-one years old at the time, with two
misdemeanors: breaking and entering, and destruction
of property. A.295.

1

On August 1, 2016, the BDC

ordered Appellant to undergo two "Competency of
Defendant to Stand Trial"

(competency eval.)

evaluations; one was pursuant to M.G.L. c. 123,

The record appendix is referred to as "A.", followed
by the applicable page number.
Transcripts of the
proceedings are referred to as "T1", for the February
1, 2017 trial on the petition for commitment, and
''T2", for the April 25, 2017 hearing on the Mass. R.
Civ. P. 60(b) motion.
Each transcript reference is
followed by a colon(:) and the appropriate page
number.
The legal addendum at the end of this brief
is cited as "Addend.", filed by the referenced page
number.
1

3

§15(a), and the other, pursuant to M.G.L. c. 123,
§15(b). A.297.
On August 26, 2016, the BDC issued a warrant for
Appellant's failure to appear at the Probation
Department as the BDC had previously ordered. A.298.
Appellant next appeared before the BDC on December 6,
2016, and the BDC ordered him to undergo the second
M.G.L. c. 123, §15(a) competency eval. A.298.

On the

same day, the BDC ordered Appellant's hospitalization
pursuant to M.G.L. c. 123, §16(a), and Appellant went
to the Solomon Carter Mental Health Clinic (SCFMHC).
A.299.

After a January 20, 2017 competency hearing,

the BDC found Appellant incompetent to stand trial and
he remained at the SCFMHC. Id.

2

The Civil Commitment Proceeding:
On January 20, 2017, the Appellee-petitioner,

Department of Mental Health (DMH), an executive
agency, through the SCFMHC, filed a Petition for
Commitment of a Defendant Found to be Incompetent
(commitment petition), and Petition for Determination
of Incompetency and for Authorization of Medical
Treatment for Mental Illness under M.G.L. c. 123, §8B

on April 26, 2017, the BDC dismissed the criminal
charges against Appellant. A.135.
4

2

(88 petition). A.3, 15-24. 3
represented the Appellee.
the BMC. A.299.

4

David Kolman, Esq.
The BDC changed venue to

On January 25, 2017, Attorney Anne

Kealy, Mental Health Litigation Division (MHLD),
Suffolk County and McLean Hospital Commitment Unit,
filed a Notice of Appearance. A.3.s
On January 30, 2017, two days before the
commitment trial, Appellant filed a Motion to Conduct
Hearing at Courthouse with supporting affidavits and a
memorandum. A.3, 25-32.
A.33-40.

6

Appellee opposed this motion.

Without a hearing, the BMC denied

Appellant's Motion to Conduct Hearing at Courthouse
the following day. A.3, 26.

On the face of

Appellant's motion, the court wrote, "Denied.

Motion

is, inter alia, untimely." A.26.
The BMC heard SCFMHC's two petitions on February
1, 2017 at the SCFMHC. A.3-4.

When trial ended, the

court granted the M.G.L. c. 123, §16(b) petition for
The Plymouth District Attorney's Office also filed a
commitment petition pursuant to M.G.L. c. 123, §16(b),
which its Assistant District Attorney withdrew at the
start of the trial on February 1, 2017. T1:7-8.
4 A certified copy of the criminal court docket sheet
in case number
was admitted into evidence
at the February 1, 2017 commitment trial. T1:6.
5 This is a
staff position at the Committee for Public
Counsel Services (CPCS).
6 The fax cover sheet that accompanies Appellant's
Motion was dated January 30, 2017, but the clerk stamp
filed it on January 31, 2017.
3

5

commitment for a period not exceeding two months,
which expired on April 3, 2017. T1:69-72, 74; A.4,

41.

The court did not hear the 8B petition. T1:69-70.

On

February 13, 2017, Appellant filed a timely Notice of
Appeal from the February 1, 2017 order. A.3, 8.
Post-trial Proceedings:
On April 7, 2017, Appellant filed a Mass. R. Civ.

P. 60(b) motion for relief from the February 1, 2017
commitment order. A.5,
on April 25, 2017
T2:36; A.89.

43. 7

The court heard the motion

(T2) and denied it the same day.

On April 29, 2017, Appellant filed a

timely notice of appeal from the order denying the
60(b) motion, and on May 3, 2017, filed an amended
notice of appeal from the original commitment order
and 60(b) motion ruling. A.5, 10, 11.
On September 19, 2017, the Appellate Division of
the BMC (Appell. Div.) heard oral argument, and on
October 19, 2017 issued judgment dismissing the
appeal. A.145.

On November 16, 2017, Appellant filed

a timely notice of appeal from the Appell. Div.'s
judgment and decision. A.13.
STATEMENT OF FACTS
The Involuntary Civil Commitment Trial:

Appellant's appeals attorney mailed the motion on
April 5, 2017. A.42.
6
7

At trial, Appellee called one witness, Dr. Karen
Kwok, an inpatient SCFMHC psychiatrist, and introduced
one exhibit into evidence. T1:6, 10.
presented no evidence.

Appellant

Dr. Kwok testified as follows:

Appellant was homeless, and supported himself
with Social Security Income, food stamps, and homeless
shelter housing. T1:50-52.

He first came to the

SCFMHC on December 6, 2016 for a competency
evaluation, ordered during his criminal case. T1:13.
Dr. Kwok diagnosed Appellant with schizophrenia, which
caused him to be disorganized, paranoid, selfinjurious and to hallucinate. T1:17-18, 20, 21-22, 42.
Although he was paranoid about finances,

Dr. Kwok

acknowledged that police had actually discarded
Appellant's property, and left him without his wallet.
T1:51.
Appellant independently tended to his activities
of daily living; he was mobile, and self-sufficiently
dressed and toileted. T1:39.

There were times,

however, when Appellant did not tend to his hygiene
and had clogged the toilet in his room. T1:19, 27-29.
Dr. Kwok testified that one of the SCFMHC's social
workers had given Appellant a Lamb warning. T1:14.s
This is a notice to a person involved with certain
court proceedings that professionals to whom they have
7

8

At that point in the testimony, Appellant's lawyer
asked the court to hear her motion regarding the Lamb
warning, but the court stated it was not the right
time. T1:15.

Over Appellant's objection, Dr. Kwok

opined that Appellant understood the Lamb warning, and
only waived it once, when she first met Appellant more
than three weeks after his admission. T1:14-16, 21.

9

After Appellant's counsel began to cross examine
Dr. Kwok, the clerk first announced that the official
recording device had been malfunctioning. T1:36-37.
This was the first time Attorney Kealy learned about
the malfunctioning recorder.

After Dr. Kwok testified

she did not remember the information necessary to
answer a question about the Lamb warning, Appellant's
lawyer asked, "Would it be helpful to look at your
notes?" T1:37.

Dr. Kwok testified it would help to

look at her notes and, thereafter, the transcript is

provided confidential information may testify to same
in court.
The warning grew out of Commonwealth v.
Lamb, 365 Mass. 265 (1974), subsequently codified in
M.G.L. c. 233, §20B.
Practitioners who handle cases
that involve mental health issues commonly understand
its significance.
9

The transcript omits most of Attorney Kealy's crossexamination regarding the Lamb warning.
This line of
questioning was a significant portion of the trial
that was not recorded, as explained further in the
next section herein, at pp.10-18. See also A.65, 77.
8

silent about any other questions trial counsel asked
about the Lamb warning.
There was conflicting testimony about whether
Appellant was involved in physical incidents during
January, 2017, the month immediately before trial.
First, Dr. Kwok testified Appellant had not been
involved in any physical incidents in January, 2017
(T1:48), but later testified she thought he had
punched either a wall or window. T1:65-67.

Appellant

had also been restrained for incidents that involved
destruction of property. T1:23-26, 44-47.

10

Dr. Kwok

opined that Appellant's frustration stemmed from his
inability to leave the hospital (T1:43-44), and
consequently, he hit walls and windows. T1:26-27, 43.
There was one occasion when Appellant told Dr. Kwok he
punched himself in the eye. T1:20, 49.

When asked if

Appellant had been physically aggressive with staff,
Dr. Kwok testified he had spit at someone, but "there
are no other reports of- -" T1:43.
Appellant had never hit anyone while
hospitalized (T1:43), and his SCFMHC chart showed
only one incident that indicated he tried to assault
someone. T1:26.

Dr. Kwok neither observed that one

At least one chemical restraint contained a cocktail
of three drugs. T1:47-48.
9

10

incident, nor knew if the nurse who reported the
incident actually observed it. T1:47.

Appellant

had never been assaulted in the hospital

(T1:41),

never engaged in verbal altercations with other
patients, and never tried to elope. T1:48.

He watched

television, listened to music, and played video games
T1:39-41.

Appellant also participated in an arts and

crafts group and community meetings. T1:39-40.
Dr. Kwok believed that Appellant posed a
substantial risk of harm to himself, potentially
placed others in fear, and would pose a very
substantial risk of harm if he was discharged from the
hospital. T1:30-32.

As of February 1, 2017, the date

of trial, Dr. Kwok felt that the hospital was the
least restrictive setting for Appellant. T1:34, 52.
The discharge plan for Appellant included treating him
with antipsychotic medication, and securing housing
and rehabilitation services. T1:35.
The Motion to Vacate Order or Judgment:
On March 8, 2017, the Committee for Public

Counsel Services (CPCS) appointed new counsel for
Appellant on appeal. A.4,

68. 11

On April 7, 2017,

appellate counsel filed a Motion for Relief from

The assignment was to undersigned appellate counsel.
It was made March 6, 2017, but docketed March 8, 2017.
10

11

Judgment or Order, pursuant to Mass. R. Civ. P.
60(b)(2),

(5), and (6)

(60(b) motion). A.5,

42. 12

In

support of the 60(b) motion, Appellant filed three
affidavits from his lawyers (trial and appellate), and
a copy of an August 25, 2016 letter from Mark A.
Larsen, Director of the Mental Health Litigation
Division, CPCS, addressed to three Massachusetts
Chief Justices. A.65-78.

Appellee's unverified

opposition included no affidavits or other
evidence. A.79.
The matters included in the 60(b) motion were
either not recorded or, if recorded, not included on
the four cassette tapes provided to appellate counsel
for transcription. See generally A.77; T1.

These

unrecorded matters could not, therefore, be included
in the February 1, 2017 trial transcript.

The 60(b)

motion's supporting affidavits described unrecorded
conversations at trial among the judge, clerk, and
attorneys.

They also described unrecorded oral

motions and objections Appellant's trial counsel made.
The transcript omitted any reference to the fact that
Appellant and his lawyer were present from the start

12

The motion was dated and mailed April 5, 2017. A. 42.
11

of trial. A.65, 77.

The 60(b) motion and supporting

documents showed specifically that:
The trial on the commitment petition began on
February 1, 2017 in a "hearing roomu on the seventh
floor of Appellee's facility. A.66.

The room

contained two long, rectangular tables for the
attorneys, Appellant, and Appellant's psychiatrist.
These tables faced a long, rectangular table where the
judge sat. Id.

The room also contained four or five

chairs lined up behind the tables where the attorneys
sat; a chair next to the judge's table for the clerk;
and a chair, diagonal from the attorneys' tables for
the court officer. Id.

An American flag was behind

the judge's table.

On the day of trial, the clerk

Id.

who accompanied the trial judge into the room brought
a "regular tape recorder, not a digital recorder.u Id.
The trial began at 2:00 p.m.
Approximately forty-five minutes after Dr. Kwok
began to testify, clerk Michael Cronin (Cronin) told
the court that the recording device was not working
properly. A.66.

The court asked Cronin how the

recording device could malfunction, further stating,
"I thought these hearings all had brand new digital

12
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recorders!" Id. 13
is what I

Cronin answered,

"Yes, Judge,

have been trying to tell you.

recorder is not working.

I

that

The tape

noticed that it was

repeatedly stopping and starting and so I

have been

taping the proceeding with my iphone." Id. 14

Cronin

looked at the tape recorder he had used, and said, " .
. it looks about as old as some of the people in
this room right now." I d.

15

The judge asked Cronin if he had sufficient
storage on his iPhone.

Cronin said he would have to

erase some of the information already on his iPhone,
and believed he would then have enough storage to tape
the trial.

Id.

Appellee's lawyer then told the court

he could use a tape recorder that was in his office,
and the court asked him to get his recorder.

Id.

During the foregoing exchange, Attorney Kealy
repeatedly objected to the use of the iPhone and
Attorney Kolman's recorder to preserve Appellant's
trial record.

Specifically, Attorney Kealy explained

there was no way to know when Cronin noticed the tape
recorder began to malfunction, and an iPhone was an
Trial attorney Anne Kealy's words as quoted in her
first affidavit in support of the 60(b) motion.
14 Attorney Kealy's words
as stated in her first
affidavit in support of the 60(b) motion.
15 Again,
these are Attorney Kealy's words as she
remembered what transpired.
13
13

unreliable recording method. A.66.

Attorney Kealy

renewed the Motion to Conduct Hearing at Courthouse,
and repeatedly objected to continuing the trial with
the iPhone and Attorney Kolman's tape recorder.

She

also explained that the historic unreliability of the
recording devices was one reason she made the Motion
to Conduct Hearing at Courthouse in the first place.
Id.

The court denied Appellant's renewed Motion to

Conduct Hearing at Courthouse, and said the hearing
would proceed over counsel's objection.

It stated it

was satisfied the hearing had been adequately
recorded. Id.
The entire exchange among court, clerk, and
attorneys lasted about twenty minutes. A.78.

The

exchange was noted in the transcript, however, only by
the following: "(Pause)
Test, test.

(End of tape 2) THE CLERK:

It's probably (inaudible) . " Tl: 37. The

clerk at the courthouse later gave appellate counsel a
recording that consisted of four cassette tapes that
did not include any of the twenty minute conversation
described above. See T1:37; A.77-78.

Additionally,

the resultant transcript omitted all reference to the
fact that the court used malfunctioning or alternate
recording devices at trial, or trial counsel's motion

14

or objections.

Id.

At the end of the trial, the court

granted the commitment petition and involuntarily
committed Appellant for a period up to two months.
T1:70-72; A.4, 41.

Immediately upon her assignment, Appellant's
undersigned appellate lawyer mailed her notice of
appearance to the BMC clerk. A.68.

On March 13, 2017,

appellate counsel went to the BMC clerk's office to
review her client's file,

obtain documents, and ask

about the status of transcripts.

Id.

The appellate

lawyer saw an unsigned, handwritten note dated
February 1, 2017, the trial date,
Appellant's file. A.69.

in the back of

The clerk who assisted the

appellate attorney on March 13, 2017 refused to give
the attorney a copy of the note.

Id. 16

The clerk

explained she had heard the in court clerk had
recorded the trial on his iPhone, and Attorney
Kolman had also recorded part of the trial on his own
tape recorder.

Id.

She presumed that a clerk named

Michael had written the note, and was unsure it was
supposed to be in the file.

Id.

To the best of

appellate counsel's memory, the unsigned note said,

At the 60(b) hearing on April 25, 2017, the judge
said the appeals attorney should have filed a motion
to obtain the note that was in her client's file.
15

16

"FYI to the Judge, the recording equipment is not
working and I have recorded the entire hearing on my
IPhone[.]" A.69.

The clerk responsible for handling court
recordings told Appellant's appellate lawyer "there
was no way of making a CD out of the regular cassette
tapes" and the clerk's office could "only turn the
cassette tape into another cassette tape and that's
what" the clerk intended to do. A.71.17

This clerk

believed Appellant could obtain a recording of most of
the trial but said there was a possibility of "some
'stoppage' at some point in the proceeding." Id.

The

same clerk later explained that because a cassette
recorder had been used at Appellant's commitment
trial, the office "had to make a cassette tape 'the
old fashioned way[.]" A.71.

18

Although customary for

the clerk to make a CD recording of trials, the
clerk's office, instead, had to create four cassette
tapes from the three methods used at trial; this was
because the in court clerk did not record the trial
digitally. A. 68-71.
Appellant's trial counsel reviewed the transcript
This clerk was named Patty, who was different from
the clerk with whom appellate counsel met on March 13,
2017.
1 s Appellate
counsel's affidavit, quoting Patty.
16
17

and discovered that the entire trial had not been
recorded and there were significant portions missing.
A.77-78.

In her second affidavit in support

of the 60(b) motion, Attorney Kealy explained that
the transcript completely omitted: 1.) her renewed
Motion to Conduct Hearing at Courthouse, and 2.) her
repeated objections to allowing the trial to proceed
with an iPhone and Attorney Kolman's recorder.

Id.

Other occurrences at trial that went unrecorded
included the fact that: 1.) Appellant attended the
trial from beginning to end and his presence was
announced at the start of trial; and 2.) Attorney
Kealy renewed her client's objection to the BDC's
finding of incompetency, but only the word, "pause",
was heard in the recording. T1:4; A.77.
Attorney Kealy's second affidavit also stated
that throughout the transcript, the word "inaudible"
marked places in the testimony where one could only
infer what had been stated. A.78. She explained that
other sections marked "inaudible" were areas that
affected Appellant's appellate remedies because those
portions of the testimony were "critical to the
evidence." I d.

The affidavit highlighted more than

forty pages in the trial transcript where she believed
17

missing words affected Appellant's appellate remedies.
A.78.

Additionally, the words, "interruption in the

recording" or "pause", were heard often and further
reflected an incomplete or insufficient recording. Id.
The trial court heard the 60(b) motion on April
25, 2017 and denied it the same day. T2:36; A.89.
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT

The trial court abridged Appellant's due process
rights when it refused to move his civil commitment
trial to the courthouse and, instead, permitted the
clerk to use highly irregular methods to record his
trial, over strong objection. Pp.19-24. When the clerk
used his iPhone before he either disclosed its use or
asked for judicial authorization, the recording became
"unofficial" under Spec. R. BMC R. 308.8. Pp.24-26.
The court further denied Appellant due process of law
when it denied his 60(b) motion after it received
uncontroverted affidavits about what occurred during
and after trial, and a truncated transcript that
demonstrated the procedure it had authorized at trial
abridged Appellant's constitutional and statutory
appeal rights. Pp. 26-35.
The trial court denied Appellant equal protection
of the law under U.S. CONST., amend. XIV, and Mass.
18

Const., Declaration of Rights

(Declar. Rts.), art. I.

It forced Appellant to defend his involuntary civil
commitment trial under substandard circumstances to
which other litigants are not subjected. Pp.35-42.
Further, as a public entity, the trial court denied
Appellant the benefits of court services, programs, or
activities, abridging Appellant's rights under the
federal Americans with Disabilities Act and
concomitant state laws. Pp.42-45.

The errors were

structural because they permeated the entire trial.
Harmless error analysis is, therefore, inapplicable.
Pp.45-49.
Appellant continues to have a personal stake in
the outcome of this appeal which is, therefore, not
moot.

Additionally, as a case that involves mental

health proceedings, the issues are, classically,
capable of repetition and evasion of appellate review.
Further, this case raises significant, constitutional
questions that impact persons with disabilities; if
the Court does not address the issues, they may go
unresolved. Pp. 49-50.
LEGAL ARGUMENT
I.
The
and state due
United States
Constitution,

trial court violated Appellant's federal
process rights to an appeal under the
Constitution and Massachusetts
Declaration of Rights, when it denied
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Appellant's motions to move his civil commitment trial
from Appellee's facility to the courthouse.
A.
The trial court ignored applicable
court rules and standards when it authorized the
clerk to record Appellant's involuntary civil
commitment trial with: 1.) a malfunctioning court
recorder, 2.) the clerk's personal iPhone, which
the clerk began to use before he received
judicial authorization, and 3.) opposing
counsel's personal recording device.

Involuntary civil commitment invokes substantial
liberty interests.

The subject of a civil commitment

potentially faces a loss of freedom for six months or
longer, and suffers social and other consequences due
to the stigma of being labeled mentally ill. Doe v.
Doe, 377 Mass. 272, 280-281

(1979); Cohen v. Bolduc,

435 Mass. 608,

Commitment "threatens a

609 (2002).

person's liberty and dignity on as massive a scale as
that traditionally associated with criminal
prosecutions." Conservatorship of Roulet, 152 Cal.
Rptr. 425, 427, 23 Cal. 3d 219, 233, 590 P.2d 1
(1979).

Because of the potential loss of liberty and

stigma, petitioners in commitment cases must meet the
highest evidentiary standard and prove all necessary
elements beyond a reasonable doubt. Superintendent of
Worcester State Hosp.

277

v. Hagberg,

374 Mass. 271, 276-

(1978); Commonwealth v. Nassar,

916, n.11

(1980).

380 Mass. 908,

Civil commitment "proceedings are
20

formal judicial determinations.

." Standards of

Judicial Practice: Civil Commitment and Authorization
of Medical Treatment for Mental Illness
Prac.) 5:01

(Stand. Jud.

(2011), cmt. Addend.SO.

Here, it was foreseeable that Appellant would be
unable to receive an accurate transcript.

Appellant's

trial counsel first motioned the court before trial to
hold her client's trial at the courthouse, partly
because historically, facility held commitment cases
often generated inadequate transcripts due to faulty
recording equipment. In turn, these recordings yielded
incomplete and/or inaccurate recordings. A.28-29.
The BMC could have easily remedied the problem.
See United States v. Workcuff,
(1970)

422 F.2d 700, 701-702

(requirement that court reporter be present

could have easily been satisfied and violation thereof
not harmless error.)

For example, the court could

have moved the trial to the courthouse, suspended the
trial until the next day to arrange transportation for
Appellant to attend a courthouse hearing, suspended
the trial for the time necessary to secure a
stenographer, secured a working digital recorder, or
taken other action to ensure Appellant received an
accurate recording of the trial and protection of his
21

rights.

What the court could not do, however, is what

it did here; allow the trial to proceed with makeshift
equipment, not meant for official business, with no
prior notice to trial counsel, see Spec. R. BMC
308.8., when there was indication the equipment was
likely to falter.

Neither the court nor clerk could

assure that Appellant would receive an accurate
transcript to which he was constitutionally entitled
to preserve his appellate rights. See, e.g. Draper v.
Washington,

375

u.s.

372 U.S. 487, 499

277, 288

(1964).

(1963); Hardy v. U.S.,

If the court had stopped

the hearing to obtain functional recording equipment,
Appellant's due process rights under the U.S. CONST.,
amend. V and XIV, and the Massachusetts Constitution,
Declaration of Rts.

( Declar. Rts. ) , art. X and XI I

would have been preserved. Addend.1-2.
The Standards Jud. Prac. "represent a qualitative
judgment as to best practices in each of the various
aspects of the civil commitment procedure." Connolly,
J., Chief Justice of the Dist. Ct., Promulgation of
Stand. Jud. Prac.

(2012), Note, Addend.42.

They

direct courts to "strive for compliance with the
Standards.

. to be departed from only with good

cause." I d.

Standard Jud. Prac. 4:00 addresses the
22

--

continuing problem of faulty recording equipment at
hospital held commitment hearings, and states:
4:00 Location of hearings
Hearings may be conducted away from the
courthouse and at the petitioning mental health
facility or Bridgewater State Hospital.
G.L. c.
123, § 5.
Normally it is desirable to do so if
appropriate decorum,
security,
public access are available.

recordation

and

All court hearings should be held in rooms
of adequate size and appropriate condition for a
dignified and impartial judicial hearing.
The
physical setting must be sufficient to provide
for appropriate security, permit public access,
and elicit the customary respect accorded court
proceedings and parties before the court.
Hearings must be electronically recorded .
. An assistant clerk or sessions clerk
should be present to maintain custody of
the audio recording of the proceedings.
Commitment hearings must be conducted at the
courthouse
if
an
adequate
setting
is
not
available at the facility.

(emphasis added).

Here, the court lacked the "good

cause" (Chief Justice J. Connolly's Note, p.22 above),
to depart from the Standards, since the preferred
standard of holding trials at the courthouse was
readily available, and there was no valid reason to
hold the trial elsewhere.
Section 4:02 of the Stand. Jud. Prac. that
governs electronic recordings, states:

23
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The commitment hearing must be
electronically recorded on an appropriate sound
recording device under court control, or
alternately on a recording device under the
control of a party and made available to opposing
counsel.
District Court Special Rule 211.
Recordings must be preserved in accordance with
Special Rule 211, usually for at least one year.
If a recording device is not available at
the mental health facility and counsel objects,
the court should conduct the hearing at a
courthouse where a proper recording may be made
in accordance with the rule.
The trial herein was not recorded on appropriate sound
recording devices as required.

The court,

nonetheless, authorized the trial to proceed, even
though Appellant's trial counsel objected, violating
Stand. Jud. Prac. 4:02.
Additionally, statutory rights create due process
violations when the government arbitrarily violates a
statute. See Draper v. Washington, 372 U.S. 487, 488489 (1963); Vitek v. Jones,

445 U.S. 480, 488

(1980).

Section 108 of M.G.L. c. 231 provides:
Any party to a cause brought in the municipal
court of the city of Boston, or in any district
court, aggrieved by any ruling on a matter of law
by a trial court justice, may as of right, appeal
the ruling for determination by the appellate
division pursuant to the applicable rules of
court.
The same court actions that abridged Appellant's
constitutional rights also abridged his statutory
right of appeal under M.G.L. c. 231, §108.
24

B.
When the assistant clerk magistrate
used his personal iPhone to record Appellant's
involuntary civil commitment trial before he
announced it in open court, and before he
received judicial authorization, the recording
became "unofficial" under Spec. R. BMC 308.B.

Rule 308.8. of the Spec. R. 8MC is entitled
"Unofficial Recordings."

Section one states:

1. Covert Recording Forbidden. No person shall
make any electronic recording in any courtroom,
hearing room, office, chambers or lobby of a
judge or magistrate without prior authorization
from the judge or magistrate then having
immediate supervision over such place.
Here, the court sanctioned the unauthorized use of the
clerk's personal smartphone after the clerk told the
court he had already started to record with it.

The

judge then allowed the clerk to use his iPhone, even
though it was questionable that the phone had
sufficient memory. A.66.

The meaning of Spec. R. 8MC

308.8. is plain and unambiguous, and its literal
construction does not "yield an absurd or unworkable
result." Adoption of Daisy, 460 Mass. 72, 76 (2011),
quoting Boston Hous. Auth. v. National Conference of
Firemen & Oilers, Local 3,

458 Mass. 155, 162 (2010).

Indisputably, clerk Cronin was a person who recorded
Appellant's trial without prior judicial authority.
See also Sullivan v. Brookline, 435 Mass. 353, 360
(2001)

("statutory language should be given effect
25

consistent with its plain meaning.

•

II )

The

clerk's use of his iPhone, before he told the parties,
meant that Appellant could not have known before that
point, that the iPhone was the device used to record
his trial.

Under Spec. R. BMC 308.B., use of the

iPhone cannot be described as an "appropriate and
reasonable step[] in activating a backup recording
device" as the Appell. Div. found. A.150.
the Matter of N.L.,

476 Mass. 632,

See also In

635-636 (2017)

interpreting plain meaning of M.G.L. c. 123 sections
regarding motions to continue in commitment cases.
The clerk's use of his own iPhone to record the
commitment hearing, over Appellant's objection,
without the parties' prior knowledge or judicial
approval, was prohibited by law, a violation of
Appellant's privacy, and antithetical to "the
customary respect accorded court proceedings and
parties" that Stand. Jud. Prac. 4:00 envisions.
Addend.44.

The court, likewise, "dispense[d] with

proper courtroom practice" and failed to provide the
"careful consideration" it should have given to
Appellant's reasons for moving his trial to the
courthouse. Stand. Jud. Prac. 4:00, cmt. Addend.45.
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C. The trial court further violated
Appellant's due process rights when it denied his
Mass. R. Civ. P. 60(b) motion to vacate the
commitment order, even after it received
uncontroverted, verified information that the
unorthodox methods it had approved to record the
trial prevented Appellant from receiving an
original recording, as court rules require, and a
complete, accurate transcript.

Normally, appellate courts review a judge's
ruling on a motion for new trial only to determine if
there was significant legal error or abuse of
discretion. Commonwealth v. Heath,

89 Mass. 328, 333

(2016); Commonwealth v. Brescia, 471 Mass. 381, 387
( 2015) .

If, however, a "new trial claim is

constitutionally based," an appellate court exercises
"its own judgment on the ultimate factual as well as
legal conclusions." Commonwealth v.
401, 409

(1992).

App. Ct. 454, 458

Tucceri,

412 Mass.

See also Adoption of Rory, 80 Mass.
(2011) (termination of parental

rights judgment was void and trial judge should have
granted 60(b) motion.)
Appellant's 60(b) motion in this case alleged
a denial of due process of law under the U.S. CONST.,
amend. V and XIV, and the Declar. Rts., art. X and
XII.

19

He raises those constitutional violations in

Appellant filed the Motion under Mass. R. Civ. P.
60 (b) (2), relating to newly discovered evidence;
60 (b) (5), for a judgment that is satisfied, released,
discharged, or no longer equitable; and 60 (b) (6), for
27
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this appeal.

Accordingly, this Court can exercise its

own judgment about the merits of ruling on the 60(b)
motion. 20
In addition to the three affidavits Appellant
used to support his 60(b) motion, he also supported it
with a letter from the Director of CPCS's Mental
Health Litigation Division sent to several District
Court Chief Justices on August 25, 2016.

The letter

referenced: 1.) the fact that petitioners' facilities
do not use the same type of recording equipment used
in courthouses, and 2.) an inability of most hospitals
to provide adequate recordation. A.72-76.

The letter

showed that the Justices had had prior notice about
the inadequate space and equipment at hospital held
hearings, and that these were continuing problems.
The letter was not an ex parte communication as the
trial judge found. T2:31.21

"any other reason justifying relief from the operation
of the judgment."
Even under an abuse of discretion standard, see
Commonwealth v. Tucceri, 412 Mass. at 209, the trial
court erred in denying Appellant's 60(b) Motion to
Vacate Judgement or Order. See Commonwealth v.
McWhinney, 20 Mass. App. Ct. 444, 445 (1985) (no abuse
of discretion in granting new trial; appellate claims
could not be presented through reconstructed record.)
21 Ex parte communications are made during a
judicial
proceeding, "at the instance and for the benefit of
28
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In addition to condoning the clerk's continued
use of his iPhone, the court then approved use of a
second alternate recording device, contrary to Spec.
R. 8MC 308.8.

Section two of Rule 308.8. states:

2. Recording by a Party. Upon application to the
judge or magistrate presiding over a proceeding
which is not being recorded by a sound recording
device under the control of the court or by a
court reporter appointed by the court, any party
shall be permitted to record such proceeding
electronically. Other parties to the proceeding
shall be given reasonable access to review and
copy any such recording.
Attorney Kolman announced he had a recorder in
his office and, without prior application to the court
or proper notice to Attorney Kealy, offered to use it
for the rest of the trial.

Appellant's attorney

objected again but the court overruled the objection,
even though there were several indications that
Appellant's right to pursue an appeal, through an
accurate transcript, might be compromised.

The court

committed legal error when it denied Appellant's
60(b) motion after it learned definitively that
Appellant did not receive a complete transcript,
crucially important to one's appeal rights. See Eden
v. Conrail,
272

418 A.2d 278, 282,

175 N.J. Super. 263,

(N.J. Super. A.D., 1980) (further citation omitted)

one party only.
ed. 1979).

" Black's Law Dictionary 517
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(5th

("'crucial importance' of a

'complete transcript'

is

unmistakable.")
In The Search for Due Process in Civil Commitment
Hearings: How Procedural Realities Have Altered
Substantive Standards,

61 Vand. L. Rev. 959, 971

(2008), Christyne Ferris observed, "Although mentally
ill respondents receive formal hearings,

these

proceedings are widely criticized for their lack of
any real formality."

In the case sub judice,

the

affidavits incorporated in the 60(b) motion included
uncontroverted, detailed information, which showed
that the formality courts are supposed to afford civil
commitment cases was illusory.

The information showed

that the methods the court approved to record
Appellant's trial also prevented Appellant from
obtaining an original recording as Spec. R. BMC
308.A.5(a) mandates.

Rule 308.A.5(a) states:

308.A.5(a) Open Proceedings. Any person
whether or not a party, shall be permitted to
obtain a cassette copy of an original recording,
or any portion thereof, of any proceeding which
was open to the public, unless the record of such
proceeding has been sealed or impounded.
Additionally, the 60(b) motion showed that Appellant
was prevented from obtaining a verbatim transcript
that he, otherwise, could have obtained had there been
functioning recording devices at his trial.
30

Instead, the clerk's office was forced to put the
original recordings- from the clerk's malfunctioning
cassette recorder, the in-court clerk's iPhone, and
Attorney Kolman's recorder- onto a set of four
separate cassettes, which Appellant's attorney had to
send to the transcriber.

One of the clerks explained

that under regular circumstances, Appellant would have
been able to obtain a C.D. recording of his trial.
A.71.

The 60(b) motion's uncontroverted, supporting

documents also showed that Cronin had tried to notify
the trial judge that the court recording device did
not function properly and, therefore, he had taped the
trial on his own personal iPhone.
The resulting four cassette tapes were not only
unoriginal, contravening Spec. R. BMC 308.A.5. (a), but
they produced an inaudible and shortened recording
that did not even coincide with the actual length of
the trial. See Charpentier v. Commonwealth, 376 Mass.
80, 84-85 (1978)

(statute requiring appellate court to

have transcript does not allow trial judge to give
indigent defendant only partial transcript of the
record.)
At the 60(b) motion hearing, Appellee argued that
Appellant's remedy was to reconstruct the record,
31

following Dist./Mun. R.A.D.A. 8C. (c) (4) procedure.
T2:18-19; A.83-84.

This argument must fail because:

1.) trial and appellate counsel were different, 2.)

there would have been no need to stipulate if the
court had taken appropriate steps to have the trial
properly recorded, 3.) the 60(b) motion already
contained uncontroverted affidavits about what
occurred in the trial court, and 4.) Appellant did not
receive a full-length transcript because of due
process and equal protection violations, not because
of inadvertence. See Dist./Mun. R.A.D.A. 8C. (c) (4),
addressing unintelligible portions of a cassette, and
8C. (f), addressing correction or modification of the
record.

Instead, this is a case of the court's

making, where it knew early in the trial there was a
strong possibility Appellant would be unable to obtain
an adequate transcript.

The trial court, refused,

however, to take corrective measures.

It is

fundamentally unfair to require Appellant, a person
with mental health diagnoses,

to assume the added

burden of reconstructing a transcript, because he was
forced to defend his case in a substandard
"courtroom."
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The handwritten note found at the back of
Appellant's court file showed Cronin had alerted the
judge that the court recorder did not properly
function.

The clerk refused to provide a copy of this

note to Appellant's appeals lawyer, despite the
mandate of M.G.L. c. 123, §36A that "any person who is
the subject of an examination or a commitment
proceeding, or his counsel, may inspect all reports
and papers filed with the court in a pending
proceeding.

"

Neither Appellee nor the court,

however, disputed the appellate lawyer's recollection
about her conversation with the clerk with respect to
the note.
The trial here failed "to conform to the
requirements of due process of law", and the trial
judge erred when he denied Appellant's 60(b) motion.
Adoption of Rory, 80 Mass. App. Ct. 454, 457
(2011) (denial of 60(b) motion where Court vacated
judgment based on due process violation, and holding
abuse of discretion standard inapplicable.)

The note,

the events at trial, and the transcript showed that
Appellant's trial was not held in an adequate setting,
and the manner in which it proceeded prevented
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Appellant from adequately preserving all his appellate
rights.
In Hardy v. U.S.,

375 U.S. 277, 288

(1964), the

Court stated that an appellate attorney's "most basic
and fundamental tool of his profession is the complete
trial transcript, through which" a trained attorney
may find "an error, a lead to an error, or even a
basis upon which to urge a change in an established
and .

accepted principle of law.[]" (footnote

omitted)

Here, because Appellant had different trial

and appellate counsel, he was significantly
disadvantaged; his appellate counsel could not review
a complete "trial transcript before assigning errors"
and instead, had to rely "on the memory of the client
and others.
Mass. 80, 88

." Charpentier v. Commonwealth,

(1978).

376

The high stakes involved

required the BMC to closely adhere to all requirements
necessary to obtain a complete recording of the trial.
Charpentier, 376 Mass. at 86-87

(complexity of felony

cases and high stakes involved requires all defendants
the right to a stenographic record and transcript.)
Where trial and appellate counsel differ, as
here, the necessity of a complete record and verbatim
transcript becomes extremely important. See
34

376 Mass. At 87.

Charpentier,

Where the two attorneys

differ, the appellate attorney's ability to discern
errors can only be made with the benefit of a complete
transcript. See also United States v. Osorio-Cadavid,
955 F.2d 686,

687

(1992) (indigent defendant who has

new counsel on appeal is "entitled to a transcript of
his entire trial.")
A requirement that Appellant must try and
reconstruct a transcript, under the procedure the
court sanctioned, would render the rules and standards
that govern recordation of involuntary civil
commitment cases meaningless. See Draper v.
Washington,

372 U.S. 487, 498-499 (1963) where the

Court held that the federal Due Process Clause
required the State of Washington to apply its rules
that govern the provision of transcripts equally, so
both indigent and nonindigent petitioners could obtain
a complete record for appeal.

II. The court denied Appellant equal protection
of the law when it refused to move his involuntary
civil commitment trial to an adequate courtroom, and
authorized the clerk to use highly irregular recording
methods that, foreseeably, prevented Appellant from
obtaining an exact transcript.
The court based its
decisions on unsupported assumptions that people with
mental illness, such as Appellant, are heavily
medicated and at risk of suffering seizures.
The
court's unsupported findings did not justify disparate
treatment between Appellant and other litigants.
35

In Massachusetts, respondents defending against
involuntary civil commitment cases under M.G.L. c. 123
are the only class of litigants who are prevented from
having a judge hear their cases in a courthouse. A.29,
75. See M.G.L. c. 123, §5.

Here, not only did

Appellant have to defend his commitment case in an
inadequate, makeshift environment, but he was also
forced to defend it with the use of inadequate
recording equipment.
Appellant was denied equal protection of law
under the U.S. CONST., amend. XIV, and Declar. Rts.,
art. I.

The trial court had information that the

official recording device used at Appellant's trial
did not properly function.

The court, however,

barreled on with the trial, piecing together a crude,
inadequate recording system only because Appellant was
a person diagnosed with mental illness.
In Massachusetts, courts now record all judicial
proceedings either through the "For the Record"
(FTR.com) system, an online digital recording program,
or where FTR is not installed in a particular court,
through an older audio/digital recording system (JAVS)
that FTR maintains. http://www.mass.gov/courts/
features/feb-2016-ftr-update.html.
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Appellee's

opposition to Appellant's pre-trial motion to hold the
trial at the courthouse included a sworn statement by
Appellee's lawyer that he "confirmed with the BMC
clerk's office" that the digital recorders used at
mental health commitment cases were of "high
quality[.]" A.38.

The judge, likewise, said he

thought digital recorders were used at all commitment
hearings. A.66.

The clerk, nonetheless, used an

outdated, non-functioning tape recorder at Appellant's
trial, and described it as "about as old as some of
the people in this room." Id.
Use of an outdated recorder, and denial of
Appellant's motions to move his trial prevented
Appellant from obtaining an original recording or CD
of his trial, as was customary. See Spec. R. of the
BMC 308.A.5(a) at p.30 above. 22

The result was an

incomplete, truncated transcript.

If Appellant's

trial had been held in a courthouse, he would have
been on equal footing with other district court
litigants. Further, when Appellant's trial lawyer
renewed the motion to hold the trial at the
"Recording of court proceedings is governed in the
District Court Department by Rule 211 of the Special
Rules of District Court, and in the Boston Municipal
Court Department," which heard this case, "by Rule 308
of the Special Rules of the Municipal Court of the
City of Boston." Dist./Mun. Ct. Supp. R. 114.
37
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courthouse, made immediately upon learning about the
malfunctioning recorder, the court had notice that:
1.) a resulting transcript might be incomplete, and
2.) proceeding further at the SCFMHC may likely
compromise Appellant's appellate rights. See, e.g.
Charpentier v. Commonwealth, 376 Mass. 80, 83-85

(1978) (partial transcript insufficient where
stenographic record was statutorily required) .
The court denied Appellant's motions to move his
trial because of inaccurate, unsubstantiated beliefs.
Specifically, the court found that mentally ill
patients are, collectively, heavily medicated and
likely to suffer seizures. T2:18, 28, 32.

There was

neither evidence nor literature upon which the court
relied to substantiate either claim.

Importantly,

neither claim applied to Appellant.
In City of Cleburne v. Cleburne Living Center,
473 U.S. 432

(1985)

(Cleburne), the Court addressed a

challenge to a city zoning ordinance that required a
special use permit to operate a group home for
developmentally disabled people.

The Court held that

although mentally ill persons may not be considered a
"quasi-suspect class", intermediate level of scrutiny
for purposes of equal protection law, this "does not
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leave them entirely unprotected from invidious
discrimination." 473 U.S. at 446.

Citing the

''irrational prejudice against the mentally retarded"
as the basis for the city's actions, the Cleburne
Court affirmed the District Court judgment holding the
zoning ordinance invalid as applied.

Id. at 450.

Under rational basis review, the lowest level of
scrutiny for equal protection analysis, where a group
possesses "distinguishing characteristics relevant to
interests the State has the authority to implement," a
State's decision to act based on those differences
does not give rise to a constitutional violation.
at 441.

Id.

A state's decision, likewise, does not

affront the Equal Protection Clause if there is a
rational relationship between the differences in
treatment and a "'legitimate governmental purpose."
University of Alabama v. Garrett,
(2001)

(Garrett)

531 U.S. 356, 367

(citation omitted).

Rationality is

the hallmark of equal protection jurisprudence. See

Garrett,

531 U.S. at 367-368.

Regardless of the class

of persons in which Appellant is included for equal
protection analysis, the "[s]tate may not rely on a
classification whose relationship to an asserted goal
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is so attenuated as to render the distinction
arbitrary or irrational." Cleburne, 4 7 3 U.S. at 4 4 6.
Here, there was no rational basis for the BMC to
hold Appellant's trial outside a courthouse, similarly
to other litigants' trials.

The court's findings

(T2:18, 32) showed that it erroneously stereotyped
people who have mental illnesses. See Tennessee v.
541 U.S. 509, 516 (2004) (Lane), quoting 42

Lane,

U.S.C. §12101 (a) (7), discussing disabled people as
being politically powerless because of "stereotypic
assumptions not truly indicative" of a person's
individual ability to participate in, and contribute
to society.

It is axiomatic that a state may not

"deny adequate appellate review to the poor," Griffin
v.

Illinois,

351 U.S. 12, 13 (1956); likewise, the

state should not be able to deny adequate appellate
review to persons with disabilities, yet that is what
occurred here.

The Appell. Div. here found that the

court "did not utilize any language that in any way
denigrated individuals with mental health issues[.]"
A.151.

The use of denigrating language is not the

benchmark of an equal protection claim. See Garrett,
531 U.S. at 366-367.
In addition to its reliance on inaccurate
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information about the characteristics of people with
mental illness, the court also based its rulings on
other inaccuracies.

The court explained that it,

historically, it held commitment cases in the Concord
District Courthouse because judges were unavailable in
Concord and it was a short distance between the
Concord Courthouse and petitioning facilities. T2:3234.

The distances between the two petitioning

hospitals the trial judge cited, however, and the
Concord District Courthouse were: over six miles in
one instance (Memorial Veterans Hospital, Bedford),
and two and three-quarter miles

(Emerson Hospital,

Concord) in the other. https://www.google
com/maps/@42.31435,-70.970284,11z?hl=en.

Since the

SCFMHC is no greater than two and three-quarter miles
from the BMC Central Division courthouse, the
justification for denying the motions here belie the
facts on which the court relied.
https://www.mapquest.com/directions/from/us/
ma/boston/02118-2841/85-e-newton-st-42.336333,71.070633/to/us/ma/boston/02114-4703/24-new-chardonst-42.362757,-71.060749.
The court also found it had refused to hear
Appellant's commitment trial in a courthouse because
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it wanted to "expedite the" hearing. T2:23.

The

concern with timeliness was unwarranted because Dr.
Kwok, a necessary and material witness, had already
begun to testify. See In the Matter of K.P., 2017
Mass. App. Div. 4, 7 (commitment hearing considered
commenced with "relevant, material, or necessary[]"
testimony. )

The BMC's concern with speediness

resulted in abrogation of Appellant's constitutional
rights to a fair trial and appeal, and equal
protection of the law.
III. In the Americans With Disabilities Act of
1990 (ADA) , 42 U.S. C. §§12101 (a) (2) and (5) , Congress
found that society tends to isolate and segregate
people with disabilities, and they continue to suffer
discrimination. The ADA, 42 U.S.C. §12132, and cognate
State provisions prohibit public entities from
excluding people with disabilities from participating
in or receiving the benefits of services, programs, or
activities that public entities provide. The trial
court, a public entity, prevented Appellant, a person
with a disability, from having his trial heard at the
courthouse, and electronically recorded on the same
type of equipment used in other court cases.
The
court, thereby, violated Appellant's ADA and state
anti-discrimination rights.

Discrimination against people with disabilities
is outlawed. See 42 U.S.C. §12132, Title II of the
ADA; Mass. Canst., art. CXIV (114); M.G.L. c. 93, §103
(remedies for equal rights violations); Olmstead v.
L.C., 527 U.S. 581, 588-589 (1999); Crowell v.
Massachusetts Parole Board,

477 Mass. 106, 111 (2017).
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The Massachusetts Trial Court is a public entity under
the ADA, since a trial is a "service, program or
activity" under Title II of the ADA. See Shotz v.
Cates, 256 F.3d 1077

(11th Cir. 2001) (county is a

public entity, 256 F.3d at 1079, and "a trial is
undoubtedly a service, program or activity within the
meaning of §12132." 256 F.3d at 1080).

Appellant is a

disabled person under Title II of the ADA. 42 U.S.C.
§12102(1).

As a public entity, the Trial Court must

ensure that all persons who use its services,
including disabled people, have access to the "fair
and impartial administration of justice; protection of
constitutional and statutory rights and liberties,
[and] equal access to justice for all in a safe and
dignified environment." mass.gov/court-info/aboutmass-courts.
In Tennessee v. Lane, the United States Supreme
Court held that evidence that Congress considered when
it enacted the ADA included the fact that "physical
barriers in government buildings, including
courthouses and in the courtrooms themselves, have had
the effect of denying disabled people the opportunity
to access vital services and to access fundamental
rights.

"541 U.S. 509, 515 (2004), quoting the
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Court of Appeals in Lane v. Tennessee,
682

(2003).

315 F.3d 680,

As in Lane, the BMC denied Appellant, a

disabled person, access to vital services and his
fundamental rights under the ADA.
In Crowell v. Massachusetts Parole Board, 477
Mass. 106 (2017)

(Crowell),

this Court addressed the

certiorari claim of a plaintiff-prisoner who had gone

before the Parole Board. Mr. Crowell suffered from
traumatic brain injury that caused cognitive and
emotional deficits. Id. at 107-108.

This Court found

Mr. Crowell was a prisoner with a disability,
protected by the ADA and Massachusetts parole statute.
Id. at 112.

This Court also found that the Parole

Board denied Mr. Crowell's parole requests without
making "reasonable modifications" to help him qualify.
Id.

Article CXIV of the Mass. Const. states:
No otherwise qualified handicapped individual
shall, solely by reason of his handicap, be
excluded from the participation in, denied the
benefits of, or be subject to discrimination
under any program or activity within the
Commonwealth.
This Court further addressed the significance of

Mass. Const., art. CXIV, and M.G.L. c. 93, §103,
creating a civil remedy for violation of, inter alia,
Mass. Const., art. CXIV violations.

It held that the

Parole Board was required to "determine whether
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reasonable modifications could enable the plaintiff to
qualify, without changing the fundamental nature of
parole." 477 Mass. at 113.
Here, the court incorrectly concluded that it was
necessary to modify the courtroom environment and hold
Appellant's trial at Appellee's psychiatric facility,
even though Appellant had been safely transported
several times to his BDC hearings.

Even if this Court

decides that it could reasonably be concluded that
Appellant required an accommodation at trial, the
uncontroverted evidence shows, nonetheless, that the
trial court erred by fundamentally altering the trial
environment, to the detriment of Appellant's rights.

IV. The highly irregular methods and procedure
the trial court authorized to record Appellant's
involuntary civil commitment trial, resulted in an
inadequate and incomplete transcript, and constituted
structural error because it affected the entire
framework of Appellant's trial.
When an appellant alleges constitutional error
"'so basic to a fair trial that [its] infraction can
never be treated as harmless[,]'" appellate courts
review the error de novo. Commonwealth v. Vinnie,

428

Mass. 161, 163 (1998), quoting Chapman v. California,
386 u.s. 18, 23

(1967).

Constitutional errors that

are defective structurally are incapable of analysis
according to harmless error standards.
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Tumey v. Ohio,

273 U.S. 510, 522 (1927)

(disqualification of judge

with pecuniary interest in conviction); United States
v. Gonzalez-Lopez, 548 U.S. 140, 148-150

(2006) (erroneous deprivation of defendant's choice of
counsel is structural).

They affect the "framework

within which the trial proceeds, rather than simply an
error in the trial process itself." Arizona v.
Fulminante,

499 U.S. 279, 310 (1991).

The totality of the circumstances in which
Appellant had to defend his involuntary civil
commitment case resulted in an inherently flawed and
structurally deficient trial from start to finish.
From near the inception of the trial, the clerk used
his iPhone without first asking for court permission
or notifying the parties.

Next, Appellee's attorney

asked the court if he could use his own recorder,
without giving adequate notice to Appellant's trial
counsel.

The trial court either knew, as the note at

the back of Appellant's court file showed (A.69, par.
14-18), or should have known toward the beginning of
the trial, that Appellant would be unable to receive a
verbatim transcript.

The court was obligated to

correct the problem sufficiently, which it did not do.
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Before the people at the trial learned about the
malfunctioning recorder, Appellant neither knew nor
could have known that the recording device did not
properly work.

It was only immediately after Attorney

Kealy began to cross examine Dr. Kwok that clerk
Cronin first announced he had been recording the trial
on his personal iPhone, and had tried to alert the
trial judge of the problem.

Trial counsel's

uncontroverted affidavit demonstrated how, again, she
objected to the trial continuing, citing the
unreliability of the recording methods. A.66.

Again,

the court denied counsel's motion to move the trial to
the courthouse and "asked .

. the clerk, if he

believed he had enough storage on his phone to tape
the proceedings." Id. The clerk told the judge he
would need "to erase some things but he thought he'd
then have enough storage." I d.

(emphasis supplied) . 23

The court abridged Appellant's right to a fair
trial once it knew that Appellant was unlikely to
receive a "true, complete, and accurate" record, and
permitted the trial to proceed in an irregular manner,
contrary to law. ABA Stand. 6-1.7. Addend.37.
Appellant's trial lawyer put the court on notice of a

23

Trial counsel's words, as she remembered them.
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potential problem with recording devices at the SCFMHC
when she originally filed a Motion to Conduct Hearing
at Courthouse two days before trial, but the BMC
denied this motion without a hearing.

Once the

potential problem became real, however, the court was
obligated to change the courtroom environment to
ensure Appellant had a fair trial and the opportunity
to perfect all his appellate rights.

The Commentary

to the ABA Standards for Criminal Justice, Special
Functions of the Trial Judge §6-1.7 (3d ed. 2000), at
Addend.38, is instructive.

It states:

The trial judge has the duty of supervising
the record of the proceedings until an
appeal is filed.
. The judge's duty with
regard to the record is no less in those
courts where audio recording equipment is
used in place of a reporter. Indeed, even
with recordings, it appears that there are
problems of completeness or accuracy which
may require the judge's attention.
This Court has recognized a constitutional right
to a public trial in civil commitment cases. Kirk v.
Commonwealth, 4 59 Mass. 67,

69-7 0 ( 2 011)

("long-

standing presumption in Massachusetts common law that.
the public has a right to attend civil trials.").
See also Stand. Jud. Prac. 4:01, stating that "[c]ivil
commitment proceedings are presumptively open to the
public." Addend.46.

The court's finding that
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commitment proceedings are closed (T2:290)

is

erroneous. The totality of the courtroom conditions in
this case undermined both "the judicial process and
[Appellant's] right of appeal." ABA Stand. §6-1.7,
cmt.
Appellant asks this Court to apply its de novo
review authority.

He asks the Court to hold that the

trial court committed legal error when it denied his
post-trial motion to vacate order or judgment.
V. Appellant has a continuing stake in the
outcome of his appeal; the case, therefore, is not
moot. Additionally, Appellant has raised issues of
public importance for people who suffer from mental
illness, all people with disabilities, and all
Massachusetts citizens.
Since civil commitment orders
are time limited and commitment hearings are very
often held in hospitals or clinics, the trial court's
findings may affect most people with mental illness.
The issues are, therefore, capable of repetition, yet
typically evade appellate review.

Even though the commitment order under appeal has
expired, Appellant faces the type of social
consequences the Court in Addington v.
418 425-426 (1979) described.

Texas,

441 U.S.

Further, even if this

Court finds the case is moot, Appellant has raised
important constitutional issues "of public importance,
capable of repetition, yet evading review."

Superintendent of Worcester State Hospital v. Hagberg,
3 7 4 Mass. 2 71, 2 7 4 ( 19 7 8) .

See also Olmstead v. L.C.,
49

527

~J.:S.

581, 594, n.6

CcJninc.)n v;ea 1 th,

(1999);

v.

386 Hass. 811,

n. 2

raises important questions .
::jo unresolved.")

f 1982) {"case

that otherwise might

Because the court believed the

judi=iary generally shared the same position it did
with respect to motions to hold
cour~houses

corr~itment

(T2:26 , there is a strong likelihood

same issues will reoccur at other civil
trials.
dec~de

trials

Appellant, therefore,

ll;

~he

commitmer:~

asks this Court t

the case on its merits.
CONCLUSION

WHEREFORE, Appellant respectfully requests this
Court to reverse the October 19, 2017 Order of the
l. Div. of the BMC that dismissed Appellant's
appeal,

vacate the BMC's order denying Appellant's

60(b} motion for relief from judgment or order, vacate
the February 1, 2017 BMC Order of Civil Commitment,
and dismiss the underl

January 20, 2017 Petition

for Commitment.
March 16, 2018

For

llant - 880# 560278
# E.C 6

15 1 Eeaccn S-cree:. I

Tel. 617-738-1151
Email: Dkornmatt@aol.com
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IN THE MATTER OF

/

RESPONDENT'S MOTION TO CONDUCT HEARING AT COURTHOUSE
Now comes the Respondent, Max

, by his attorney, and moves this Honorable..:

Court to conduct the civil commitment and authorization to treat hearings currently scheduled .for
February 1, 2017 at the Boston Municipal Court, Central Division. As grounds therefore

Respondent states as follows:
:...n

t.

A civil commitment hearing is a solemn legal proceeding which may result in a
"massive curtailment of liberty." See Humphrey v. Cady. 405 U.S. 504 (1972);
Comroonwca1th v. Nassar. 380 MllSS. 908 (1 980). The Massachusetts Legislature has
recognized the important liberty interest at stake by placing the burden on the
Petitioner to prove each element of its case by proof beyond a reasonable doubt
Worcester ~tate Hospital v. Hagberg, 374 Mass 271 (1978).

2.

Respondent's counsel is aware of no other class oflitigants for whom adjudicatory
court hearings, in which an individual's fundamental right to liberty, privacy. and
bodily integrity are at issue, being routinely held in a non-neutral, segregated setting
such as a psychiatric hospital.

3.

While conducting hearings at the petitioning hospital may be convenient for

Petitioners and may be the preferred choice of some Respondents, a Respondent who
seeks to have his hearing held at the courthouse - a neutral location that does not
imply the propriety of continued hospitalization - is merely asserting his right to stand
on an equal footing with all other non-disabled litigants.

4.

t

."'

)
)

Equal access to the courts is guaranteed as a matter of both equal protection and the
non-discrimination provisions ofTitle II of the Americans with Disabilities Act

(ADA). Recognition of the long history of"unequal treatment of disabled persons in
the administration ofjudicial services" was the foundation of the Supreme Court's
decision in Tennessee v. Lane, 541 U.S. 509 (2004).
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lN THE MATTER OF Max

ORDER OF CIVIL COMMITMENT PtJRStJANT TO M.G.L. ch. 123, §16(b)
In accordance with M.G.L ch.l23, § 16(b), a petition has been filed by Mat:):.Lauis.\\thile. .. ...... . .........

. ... .

!Name•

Solomon Carter Fuller Mental Health Center
PhD, RN
....................................................................... of ...................................................... .
(fiospllail

(1Jtlel

Max
f\1r the commitment of ................................. .
t'\amel

Max
................................................................................ is mentally ill and that (check appropriate boxes)

I lind that .

tNamc)

failure to retain said person in a facilit) would create a likelihood of serious harm. and there is no less restrictiVe
alternative for said person.

D

failure to retain said person in strict security would create a likelihood of serious harm, and that said person i\ no! a
proper subject for commitment to any facility of the Department of Mental Health .

....s C ....-..;-~.

Iheref,m:. lt is ORDERED that the said person be committed to .. ,. ........ .......

L ..

(Hospital)

for a period not to exceed ... ..':~::{::: .. ~....'././ ..................... .. or until there is no longer a likelihood of serious harm by reason of
tUP to6 months!

mental illness, whichever is shorter: and the Court Officers, or other officers duly authorized, are hereby commanded to remove said
person to said hospital and deliver said person to the Superintendent or Medical Director and make return ofthis warrant with their
doings thereon to the Clerk. Magistrate of this Court as soon as may be.
This commitment order prohibits the respondent from being issued a firearm identification card or a license to carr; unles"
a petition fm relief is subsequent!) granted.

WlrNESS m) hand and seal at Boston. 1\tassachusetts. this

/..~ day of. T

~.b./.t.v.. - /

•

<
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COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
TRIAL COURT DIVISION
Suffolk, ss.

Boston
Docket

In Re: Commitment of M.C.
MOTION FOR RELIEF FROM JODGMBN'l' OR ORDER

Max

.

(M.C.), Respondent, through his

_j

undersigned counsel, moves this Honorable Court, pursuant>:
to: Mass. R. Civ. P. 60{b) (2): Mass. R. Civ. P.
60(b) (5); Mass. R. Civ. P. 60(b} (6); the U.S. CONST.
amends. V and XIV (Due Process and Equal Protection

~'

Clauses); the Mass. Const., Declaration of Rights, art. X,
and XII; the Americans With Disabilities Act {ADA), 42
Code

§

u.s.

12101, et. cet.; Dist./Mun.Ct.Supp. R. 114;

Dist./Mun. Ct. Supp. R. 211; Dis. Ct. BMC Spec. Rules for
Civil Bus. R. 308 A.5(a) and 308.A.5{c); Dis. Ct. BMC Spec.
Rules for Civil Bus. R. 308.B; and all applicable case law,
for an Order of Relief from this Court's Order of Civil
Commitment Pursuant to M.G.L. ch. 123, §16(b), entered on
February 1, 2017.

As grounds for this Motion, Respondent

states he was denied due process and equal protection of
the law when the Court denied Respondent's renewed Motion
to Conduct Hearing at Courthouse after the Court learned
that the recording equipment used at the commitment hearing

Add. Decis.003

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
SUFFOLK,

SS.

BOSTON MUNICIPAL COURT
CENTRAL DIVISION
DOCKET NO. 1701MH21

SOLOMON CARTER FULLER HEALTH CENTER

v.

MAX

BEFORE:

McKenna,

J.
April 25, 2017

janet G. Eldridge &Associates
Court Reporters
10 Cunningham Dri11e, So. Hamilton, MA 01982
Telephone 978-468-2222 •

Add.

Fac.rimi!e 978-468-5868

Detf!S~Q~dge@verizon.net
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1

Judge,

for the record,

2

one has actually asked me to recreate a

3

hearing.

4

although there are some parts that are

5

missing,

6

the commitment,

no

I'd suggest the transcript,

clearly does indicate a basis for
Judge.

7

Thank you.

8

THE COURT:

9

at this point,

Thank you,

Mr.

Kolman.

I ' l l put the following findings on the

10

record.

11

can.

12

I've never been accused of the allegations

13

that are contained in the respondent's

14

memorandum.

15

I

I ' l l try to be as collected as I
say that at the outset,

because

As a twenty-eight-year member of

16

the bar and now a twenty-one-year member

17

of the judiciary,

18

cases,

19

integrity is something that I cherish,

20

I do not take attacks on i t lightly.

21

I've handled a lot of

both as a DA and as a judge.

My
and

This order expired on April 3.

It

22

was extended and extended for one and only

23

one reason:

24

consult with representatives from AA or

to see if the patient would

Add. J}eois:.:OO.& ridge
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1

NA,

who,

after my questions,

2

worked here at the hospital.

I discovered

3

I did so because the patient made

4

a very reasonable statement in my opinion.

5

He did not make i t himself;

6

through his attorney in a closing

7

statement after proceedings had ended,

8

during which the patient did not testify.

9

I could have stricken the statements as

i t was made

10

not based on evidence produced at the

11

hearing.

12

The statement was,

13

patient had had issues with alcohol,

14

he had joined AA and that he was very

15

afraid,

16

to submit to medications here at the

17

hospital,

18

alcoholism.

19

quite concerned,

in summary,

that

that if he were

that he may revert to his

I took those statements at face

20

value and statements that were made in

21

good faith,

22

were lacking.

23

24

the

though evidentiarily,

they

The case was postponed to April 3
to see if the patient would not consult

Add.J,}ed$;00Sridge
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1

with AA members or NA members,

2

he wouldn't change his mind and perhaps

3

voluntarily submit to medications.

4

never got that far on April 3.
Rule 11(a)

5

to see if

We

of the Massachusetts

6

Rules of Civil Procedure states as

7

follows:

8

a pleading constitutes a certificate

9

by" -- the rule says "him" -- "that he has

"The signature of an attorney to

10

read the pleading and that,

11

his knowledge,

12

there is a good ground to support it."

13

The allegation that the court

to the best of

information and belief,

14

and/or the clerk in this case somehow

15

engaged in covert receipt -- or,

16

covert recordings of the proceedings tells

17

me that the signature,

18

signed these documents,

19

one an affidavit,

20

law

21

the proceedings or didn't take time to

22

become aware of what had occurred in the

23

proceedings.

24

received

the person who
two attorneys

one a memorandum of

either ignored what had happened in

If you'll excuse me,
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I'm going to

22

1

use my iPhone.

The Merriam-Webster's

2

dictionary definition of the word "covert"

3

means done without attracting observation,

4

implies concealment on any grounds for any

5

motive,

6

open or declared,

7

avoid being seen or heard,

8

some misdoing,

9

stealthiness,

stresses the fact of not being
suggests taking pains to
especially in

implies a sly or cautious
implies secrecy usually for

10

an evil,

11

and often emphasizes the fear of being

12

discovered,

13

done secretly,

14

avoidance of detection and in violation of

15

custom,

16

or deception."

17

i l l i c i t or unauthorized purpose

applies to action or behavior
often with skillful

law or authority,

stresses fraud

I would ask anyone in this

18

courtroom to review the three recordings

19

that happened in this case,

20

cassette recorder for which the batteries,

21

unfortunately,

22

from the assistant clerk-magistrate's

23

iPhone that he utilized with my authority,

24

in an attempt to keep the hearing

one from a new

had not been replaced;
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1

progressing; and third,

the cassette

2

recorder that Mr.

3

obtained and was then utilized by the

4

court and by the assistant

5

clerk-magistrate,

6

openly -- with the intent simply to

7

expedite the hearings so that they could

8

occur in a timely and fair manner.

Kolman graciously

not secretly

The rule itself states,

9

amongst

10

other things,

11

proceedings will be subject to the

12

availability and functioning of

13

appropriate recording devices.

14

that the recording of the

When i t was discovered by the

15

clerk,

16

digital recording recorder was not

17

operating,

18

device,

19

the cassette recorder,

20

openly and with the sole intent to see to

21

it that the proceeding was substantially

22

recorded as best as possible under the

23

circumstances.

24

who alerted me,

that the new

the supplementation of that

first by the iPhone and then by

There is,

both were done

in a memorandum that's
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1

been placed before the court,

reference to

2

"Covert recording forbidden.

No person

3

shall make any electronic recording in any

4

courtroom,

5

or lobby of a

6

prior authorization from the judge or

7

magistrate then having immediate

8

supervision over such place."

hearing room,

chambers

judge or magistrate without

The recording,

9

office,

the

10

supplementation,

11

then by the cassette recorder,

12

done

13

should say,

14

primary device to record the proceedings

15

had failed.

16

has absolutely no bearing on any fact or

17

issue in this case.

18

first with the iPhone and
were

were utilized -- those devices,

I

were utilized because the

That rule that I

just cited

Hundreds of proceedings,

criminal

19

and civil,

occur on a daily basis in our

20

court system without incident.

21

the system is not flawless.

22

courtroom 14 could not begin in a timely

23

manner for criminal matters because the

24

brand-new FTR system had failed.
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Some notes that I've made as I've

1

2

glanced through this memorandum,

I don't

3

know where McLean Hospital fits into this,

4

but at page 3,

5

in the McLean Hospital commitment unit,

6

filed a notice of appearance.

7

idea as to where that came from.

apparently, Attorney Kealy,

I have no

8

There was an objection to

9

conducting the hearing here at the

10

hospital,

11

hearing at the courthouse,

12

speak about a little later on.

13

rather than conducting the
which I ' l l

There was never a request to be

14

heard on the motion and the motion was

15

denied.

16

attorneys have routinely filed of late,

17

for which I have put my findings and

18

rulings pertaining to those motions on the

19

record.

20

It is a motion that some

I did say in the motion "denied

21

inter alia" because it was not timely,

22

not been timely filed,

23

timely filed.

24

don't fault any trial attorney.

and i t had not been

It happens every day;
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1

busy schedules and things can sometimes go

2

astray.

3

regard to those motions knows my position,

4

and I believe i t ' s the position of the

5

judiciary generally in regard to those

6

motions.

7

that a little later.

As I

said,

I ' l l come back to

As I said earlier,

8
9

But anyone who has heard me in

the continuance

was simply to grant the patient an

10

opportunity to consult with AA or NA

11

representatives,

12

that that was a concern,

13

presume of the patient,

14

there were AA,

15

once the court found out
I'm going to
and that,

in fact,

NA counselors here.

I've covered the disclosure of the

16

use if the iPhone and the recording device

17

at the hearing.
The note that is in the file

18
19

folder,

if anybody wanted a copy of the

20

note,

21

and they would have had the note.

22

note is generic,

23

discloses the communications that I had

24

with the clerk-magistrate,

all they had to do was file a motion
The

and in great part,
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1

clerk-magistrate,

when i t was discovered

2

that the new digital recorder,

3

today's recording device,

4

in courtroom 14,

like

newly acquired

weren't working.

I quote from the memorandum at the

5

"In this case,

the

6

bottom of page 10.

7

respondent's due process rights were

8

violated when the court sanctioned a

9

procedure that compromised the integrity

10

of the official court recording and

11

ultimately,

12

rights."

the patient's appellate

For four years,

13

I worked in the

14

Suffolk County District Attorney's Office

15

appellate division.

16

it.

17

i t is to get responsible lawyers and a

18

judge to reconstruct a three- to four-week

19

trial,

For two years,

Amongst other things,

I

I

ran

know how easy

let alone an hour-long hearing.
To make such a statement is a

20
21

statement that defies the reality of what

22

happened,

23

discoverable reality of what happened

24

here.

and I might add,

the easily

And what happened here was only an
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1

attempt on the part of the court,

with the

2

assistance of the clerk-magistrate,

3

make sure that the integrity of the

4

proceeding was not compromised and that,

5

as best as possible,

6

be recorded as fully as possible.

to

the proceeding could

If there is anything missing from

7

8

the recordings i t is due to inadvertence

9

and the failure of the new cassette -- the

10

failure of the new recording device and

11

nothing else.

12

they are something more than that defies

13

the record in this case.

14

To make allegations that

I have underlined here "the court

15

sanctioned a procedure."

16

my note,

"I did no such thing," and I

17

didn't.

The use of the iPhone and the use

18

of the cassette were effective recording

19

devices.

20

recording devices,

21

failure of a new piece of equipment.

22

I have here in

They were adequate alternative
needed to confront the

At the bottom of page 13,

"It was

23

foreseen here that the patient may not be

24

able to obtain a verbatim transcript of
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1

this trial."

That couldn't be further

2

from the truth.

3

time that we were able to capture,

4

will,

5

every statement that any witness made,

6

attorney had made and that I had made.

7

If -- if -- there are missing

My presumption was at the
if you

the testimony of every witness and
any

8

areas of the testimony or statements made

9

by me or the attorneys,

they were not made

10

foreseeably.

11

could and as best we could under the

12

circumstances.

13

and when I

14

assistant clerk-magistrate.

15

We acted as quickly as we

We did so in good faith,

say "we" I mean me and the

These proceedings are not open to

16

the public.

17

hearings room in the hospital where the

18

public generally cannot walk into.

19

are conducted generally with the patient,

20

attorneys,

21

security and medical personnel present.

22

They are held here in a

They

family members and needed

Page 14,

"The manner in which the

23

patient's hearing was conducted was

24

irregular,

substandard and prohibited by
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1

court rules."

2

says that what was done here was

3

prohibited,

4

Yeah,

5

nothing -- else.

Irregular?

I've already covered the word
"covert" in my earlier remarks.
Page 16,

8
9

substandard.

due to the emergency and nothing

6
7

Show me one court rule that

"Although the standards

of judicial practice are not mandatory,

10

they,

quote,

'represent a qualitative

11

judgment as to best practices.'"

12

missing parts from the quote,

13

that they're not relevant.

14

aspects of the civil commitment

15

procedure," more missing.

16

is added.

17

strive for compliance with the standards,

18

to be departed from only with good cause."

19

The failure of a recording device,

20

submit,

21

to take the action that i t did.

I ' l l presume

"Various

The word "and"

"Further direct the courts to

I would

created good cause for the court

"That there is",

22

In

23

2,

24

here," you're correct,

on page 17,

item

"That there isn't any harmless error
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1

wasn't any error here under the

2

circumstances.
I could go on.

3

I ' l l make one

4

final statement in closing.

5

letter here that is appendixed,

6

memorandum,

7

justice of the trial court,

8

justice of the district court,

9

chief justice of the Boston Municipal

10

Court,

There is a
the CPS

that was written to the chief
the chief
and the

of which I was completely unaware.
It would not have made any

11

12

difference to my rulings at this hearing.

13

It is a somewhat repetitious letter,

14

almost incoherent,

15

understood perhaps by a simple person like

16

myself,

17

my opinion,

18

communication with the judiciary over what

19

has been currently a significantly

20

contested issue pertaining to the location

21

of proceedings of this nature.

22

or at least not easily

but collectively,

I

23

letter,

24

memorandum,

that letter,

in

constitutes an ex parte

find some of the things in the

that again is appendixed to the
to be quite incredulous.
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1

said I would get back to the reasons why

2

I,

3

Commonwealth of Massachusetts,

4

these hearings should not be conducted at

5

a courthouse.

as a member of the judiciary of the
feel that

In all too many instances,

6
7

would be taking individuals,

8

fault of their own whatsoever,

9

medicated,

you

through no
heavily

from a hospital to a

10

courthouse.

11

the way has a seizure?

12

that ideologies don't take into account.

13

These are things that fairness do take

14

into account.

15

What happens if somebody on
These are things

What would happen if and when the

16

patient arrived at the courthouse,

17

the patient had a seizure or on the ride

18

back?

And where would the patient be

19

kept?

Under what circumstances would the

20

patient be kept?

21

thing:

22

would be far different from a hospital

23

setting.

24

there

I can tell you one

the circumstances and the location

I used to be the first justice in
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1

the Concord division of the district

2

court,

3

there was another judge who sat with me.

4

On two days of the week,

5

volume is not the volume of the Boston

6

Municipal Court,

whereon three days of the week,

I

because the

sat by myself.

Emerson Hospital and sometimes the

7
8

Bedford VA Hospital would request

9

commitment hearings.

If i t was on a day

10

that I could not leave myself,

11

was alone,

12

no more than a fifteen-minute,

13

ride,

14

Emerson,

patients would be transported
no-traffic

either from Bedford via Route 62,
via 2,

or

and then to 126.

In that courthouse,

15

because I

that's not the

16

busy courthouse of the Brooke courthouse

17

or many of the other courts in the

18

commonwealth,

19

hearings room in between the two larger

20

courtrooms,

21

room,

22

in an orderly fashion,

23

the conditions at the courthouse,

24

especially with due regard of the patients

there was a juvenile

a little bit bigger than this

where those hearings were conducted
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1

who appeared in front of me in that

2

hearings room.
In some courts in some locations,

3
4

because of the nature of the courthouse,

5

because of the closeness of the hospitals

6

to the courthouse,

7

unavailability of judges,

8

are appropriate,

9

everybody's acquiescence,

and because of the
those hearings

and they're done with
including the

10

patient's,

or if the patient were to be

11

incapable,

the patient's attorney.

12

Ideology didn't play a role in the

13

decision-making process for the location

14

of the hearing.

15

Most importantly,

all of the

16

hospitals in Boston today are equipped

17

with video conference machines.

18

criminal matters,

19

satisfy myself that a hearing such as this

20

hearing,

21

conference,

22

means of conducting such a hearing,

23

done arraignments,

24

hearings,

On

because I wanted to

if i t could be done on a video
would be an effective and fair
I've

I've done bail

and in my opinion,
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1

certain circumstances they wouldn't be

2

appropriate,

3

be few and far between and would be due to

4

a patient's inability to appreciate what

5

was going on in front of him or her,

6

voices were being heard or perhaps the

7

patient couldn't discern that those voices

8

were coming from individuals who were

9

speaking on the screen,

so to speak.

10

In my opinion,

the fair and

but those circumstances would

where

11

effective way of carrying out proceedings

12

of this nature would be through video

13

conferencing,

14

circumstances that I

15

except for those limited
just described.

The federal court system,

all of

16

the courthouses that are being built now,

17

opposite the jury box in every courtroom

18

there is a wall;

19

It's really a screen,

20

have to fly an expert in from California,

21

so that you won't have to take persons who

22

have physical or other forms of impairment

23

and require them to travel great

24

distances,

i t looks like a wall.

and indeed,
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1

within the Commonwealth of Massachusetts

2

where those video conferences are being

3

done for these types of proceedings.

4

They're fair and they're effective for

5

everyone.
I've probably said too much,

6

but

7

I'm really taken back by the allegations

8

that have been made against me and the

9

clerk-magistrate, who is here today

10

because he,

11

allegations,

12

clerk-magistrates that I have worked with

13

in the system, both as an attorney and as

14

a judge.

15
16

denied.

one of the best assistant

the motion is

Next hearing.
MS. KORNBLUH:

Your Honor, may I

say something?

19

THE COURT:

20

say something,

21

to,

22

is an object of the

Suffice i t to say,

17
18

too,

You may not want to

but if you think you have

you go right ahead.
MS. KORNBLUH:

I

just want to say

23

that my motion and the memorandum were not

24

meant as an attack especially against you.
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1

I

just wanted the court to know --

2

THE COURT:

I had a number of

3

people review the memorandum and the

4

affidavit that was submitted in support of

5

the memorandum and the supplemental

6

affidavit that was submitted in support of

7

the memorandum and the other parts that go

8

with the memorandum in terms of exhibits.
MS. KORNBLUH:

9

10

I understand.

I

just wanted -THE COURT:

11

One hundred percent of

12

the informed individuals who read both the

13

memo and its appendixes agreed with me

14

wholeheartedly.

15

that I said.

16

I stand by everything

I ' l l say this:

I'm not a mind

17

reader,

18

where reasonable inferences can be drawn

19

from a person's conduct,

20

statements and from a person's lack of due

21

diligence,

22

reader,

23

from a person's conduct.

24

but I've tried a lot of cases

from a person's

and while I'm not a mind

you can draw reasonable inferences

Thank you.
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MS. KORNBLUH:

1

Secondly,

I wanted

2

to know if you wanted me to give the

3

cassettes that were given to me to

4

somebody else to listen to.

5

quite clear about that.
THE COURT:

6
7

I never made any such

request.
MS. KORNBLUH:

8
9

I wasn't

Okay.

All right.

I thought you wanted someone else to

10

listen to the recordings and I have the

11

cassettes.

12

THE COURT:

I said that any fair-

13

minded person who listened to the

14

recordings would formulate the opinions

15

and decisions that I have made.

16

MS. KORNBLUH:

17

THE COURT:

18

MS. KORNBLUH:

19

THE CLERK:

Okay.

Thank you.
Thank you.

For the record,

20

docket number 201701MH,

21

petitioner, Mary Louise White,

22

MC,

23

Section 16 (c),

24

as to

docket number 77,
respondent,

this is a petition under Chapter 123,
as well as a 123,

8 (b).

If the parties for the petitioner,
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COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
Suffolk, ss.

BOSTON MUNICIPAL COURT DEPT.
APPELLATE DIVISION

M.C.
Respondent-Appellant,
Docket No. 1701 MH 0021

v.
DR. SOLOMON CARTER FULLER MENTAL
HEALTH CENTER
Petitioner-Appellee.

DECISION OF THE APPELLATE DIVISION
This matter comes before the Appellate Division on an appeal of the trial court's February
1, 2017 Order committing Respondent-Appellant M.C. pursuant to G.L. c. 123, § 16(b) and the
April 25, 2017 denial of M.C.'s Rule 60(b) motion concerning the commitment order. Also· before the Appellate Division is a Motion to Dismiss c. 123 § 9A Petition filed by Dr. Solomon
Carter Fuller Mental Health Center ("Solomon Carter") ("Motion to Dismiss"). The Appellate
Division heard oral arguments on September 19, 2017.
Baclq~round

M.C. was arraigned on charges of with breaking and entering and malicious and wanton
destruction of property in the Brockton Division of the District Court Department on May 16,
2016. On January 20, 2017, M.C. was found incompetent to stand trial on those charges.

1
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Solomon Carter petitioned to commit M.C. pursuant to G.L. c. 123, § 16(b). A commitment
hearing was scheduled in the Central Division of the Boston Municipal Court Department for
1

January 27, 2017, but it was continued to February 1, 2017 at the request of M.C.'s counsel. On
January 30, 2017, M.C.'s counsel filed a motion to have the committnent hearing held at the
courthouse, and Solomon Carter filed an opposition on January 31, 2017. The trial court denied
M.C.'s motion, in part, because it was not timely filed. 2 The commitment hearing proceeded on
February 1, 2017 at Solomon Carter as scheduled. M.C. was committed for a period not to exceed two months, with an expiration date of April3, 2017. 3 On February 13, 2017, M.C.'s counsel filed a notice of appeal of the commitment order. On AprilS, 2017, M.C.'s counsel filed a
motion for relief from judgment pursuant to Mass. R. Civ. P. 60(b). A hearing on M.C. 's motion
for relief from judgment was held on April25, 2017, and the motion was denied on that date. On
May 3, 2017, M.C. filed an amended notice of appeal in which he sought to appeal the original
commitment order and the trial court's denial of the motion for relief from judgment. After the
filing of the appellate briefs, Solomon Carter filed its Motion to Dismiss, asserting that (1) M.C.
failed to serve the Assistant District Attorney, who was a party to the proceedings, with the notice
of appeal or the amended notice of appeal, and in failing to do so, violated Rule 3 of the
District/Municipal Courts Rules for Appellate Division Appeal; and (2) that M.C.'s appeal is

1 A motion for funds was also filed by M.C. 's counsel at this time and was allowed by the trial
court.
2 M.C. 's counsel sent the motion to the Clerk's Office of the Central Division of the Boston Municipal Court Department via facsimile at 5:44p.m. on January 30, 2017. As the facsimile was
sent after business hours, the motion was docketed the following day, on January 31, 2017.
3 Prior to the expiration of the commitment order, Solomon Carter petitioned to recommit M.C.
The petition was heard on April25, 2017 and May 1, 2017, and M.C. was recommitted for up to
three months, not to exceed the date of August 2, 2017.
2
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moot because he was discharged from Solomon Carter on August 2, 2017 following a recommitmenton May 1, 2017. 4

Analysis
As to Solomon Carter's Motion to Dismiss, M.C.'s appeal is moot, as M.C. was discharged from Solomon Carter on August 2, 2017. See BayRidge Hasp. v. Jackson, 2010 Mass.
App. Div. 12 at *1 (Jan. 26, 2010) (appeal moot where patient discharged before expiration of
commitment order). This Court aclmowledges that "'[i]ssues involving the commitment and
treatment of mentally ill persons are generally considered matters of public importance,' and
present 'classic examples' of issues that are capable of repetition, yet evading review." New-

ton-Wellesley Hospital v. Magrini, 451 Mass. 777, 782 (2008). However, like the issues concerning legal sufficiency and timeliness raised in Jackson, the issues raised on appeal are unique to
this case, and are thus, unlikely to be repeated. See Jackson, 2010 Mass. App. Div. at *2 n.1 (underlying issue was faulty facsimile transmission from hospital to trial court making evidence
"completely unique to this case, and any review of it would have little or no precedential value").
Here, M.C. 's arguments on appeal arise from a unique incident- namely, that a recording
device being used to record M.C.'s commitment hearing malfunctioned. The issues raised on appeal here all relate back to the malfunctioning of the original recording device and M.C.'s subsequent requests that the hearing be moved to the courthouse, even though the trial judge was able
to secure, and authorized the use of, alternate recording devices that were able to record the remainder of the commitment hearing. Like the faulty facsimile transmission in Jackson, the issue

4 The Motion to Dismiss was originally filed by Solomon Carter on September 5, 2017. A corrected Motion to Dismiss was filed on September 14, 2017.
3
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of a malfunctioning recording device is unique to this case, and any appellate review based on
that issue "would have little or no precedential value." Jackson, 2010 Mass. App. Div. at *2 n.l.
Notwithstanding our finding that M.C. 's appeal is moot, we respond to a number of issues raised in M.C.'s appellate brief. First, M.C. states that the assistant clerk-magistrate assigned to the hearing "record[ed] the trial on his iPhone without prior judicial authorization" and
that this constituted "covert recording" in violation of Special Rule of the Boston Municipal
Court Department Sitting for Civil Business 308(B). Appellant Brief at 32. Neither the assistant
clerk-magistrate nor the judge engaged in "covert recording" as that phrase is used in the Rule.
In particular, the Rule cited by M.C. speaks to circumstances involving Unofficial Recordings.
The recording of a commitment hearing by an assistant clerk-magistrate assigned by the ClerkMagistrate to oversee the hearing can hardly be interpreted to be the type of covert recording intended to be prohibited by the Rule. Indeed, it is the opinion of this Court that the assistant
clerk-magistrate, upon learning that the recording device provided by the trial court had failed,
took appropriate and reasonable steps in activating a backup recording device and then advising
the judge that a problem had arisen with the original recording device.
Next, M.C. asserts that the trial judge "found that mentally ill patients are, collectively,
heavily medicated and likely to suffer seizures," and that this language constituted "inaccurate,
unsubstantiated information" that resulted in a "compromise to [M.C. 's] appeal rights." Appellant Brief at 42. M.C. further asserted throughout his appellate brief that the trial judge erred in
proceeding with the hearing at Solomon Carter, rather than at the courthouse. A review of the
relevant hearing transcript demonstrates that the trial judge's statements in this regard were as
follows:
... I, as a member of the judiciary of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, feel that [commitment] hearings should not be conducted at a courthouse.

4
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In all too many instances, you would be taking individuals, through no
fault of their own whatsoever, heavily medicated, from a hospital to a courthouse.
What happens if somebody on the way has a seizure? These are things that ideologies don't take into account. These are things that fairness do take into account.
What would happen if and when the patient arrived at the courthouse,
there the patient had a seizure or on the ride back? And where would the patient
be kept? Under what circumstances would the patient be kept? I can tell you one
thing: the circumstances and the location would be far different from a hospital
setting.

***
In some courts in some locations, because of the nature of the courthouse,
because of the closeness of the hospitals to the courthouse, and because of the unavailability of judges, those hearings are appropriate, and they're done with everybody's acquiescence, including the patient's, or if the patient were to be incapable, the patient's attorney. Ideology didn't play a role in the decision-making
process for the location of the hearing.
Most importantly, all of the hospitals in Boston today are equipped with
video conference machines. On criminal matters, because I wanted to satisfy myself that a hearing such as this hearing, if it could be done on a video conference,
would be an effective and fair means of conducting such a hearing, I've done arraignments, I've done bail hearings, and in my opinion, perhaps under certain circumstances, they wouldn't be appropriate, but those circumstances would be few
and far between and would be due to a patient's ability to appreciate what was going on in front of him or her, where voices were being heard or perhaps the patient
couldn't discern that those voices were coming from individuals who were speaking on the screen, so to speak.
In my opinion, the fair and .effective way of carrying out proceedings of
this nature would be through video conferencing, except for those limited circumstances that I just described.
4/25/2017 Hearing Transcript at 32:2-32:23; 34:3-35:14. Having reviewed the transcript of the
trial judge's actual statements, this Court finds that the judge did not utilize any language that in
any way denigrated individuals with mental health issues, and sufficiently provided his reasoning
for having the hearing proceed at Solomon Carter, as opposed to at the courthouse.
Conclusion
Accordingly, Solomon Carter's Motion to Dismiss is ALLOWED on the grounds that
M.C. 's appeal is moot due to the expiration of his commitment order, and M.C. 's Rule 9A appeal
is hereby DISMISSED.

5
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SO ORDERED.

~~~
"di
ey
Presl ng Justice
Fi.rs~ ~ustice, West Roxbury
DlVlSlOD
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CONSTITUTIONAL PROVISIONS
United States CONSTITUTION:
Amend. V
No person shall be held to answer for a capital, or otherwise infamous crime, unless on
a presentment or indictment of a Grand Jury, except in cases arising in the land or naval
forces, or in the Militia, when in actual service in time of War or public danger; nor shall
any person be subject for the same offence to be twice put in jeopardy of life or limb;
nor shall be compelled in any criminal case to be a witness against himself, nor be
deprived of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law; nor shall private
property be taken for public use, without just compensation.
Amend. XIV
Section 1.
All persons born or naturalized in the United States, and subject to the
jurisdiction thereof, are citizens of the United States and of the state wherein they
reside. No state shall make or enforce any law which shall abridge the privileges or
immunities of citizens of the United States; nor shall any state deprive any person of life,
liberty, or property, without due process of law; nor deny to any person within its
jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws.

Massachusetts Constitution, Declaration of Rights:
Article I.
All men are born free and equal, and have certain natural, essential, and unalienable rights;
among which may be reckoned the right of enjoying and defending their lives and liberties; that of
acquiring, possessing, and protecting property; in fine, that of seeking and obtaining their safety
and happiness. [Annulled by Amendments, Art. CVI.]

Article X.
Each individual of the society has a right to be protected by it in the enjoyment of his
life, liberty and property, according to standing laws. He is obliged, consequently, to
contribute his share to the expense of this protection; to give his personal service, or an
equivalent, when necessary: but no part of the property of any individual can, with
justice, be taken from him, or applied to public uses, without his own consent, or that of
the representative body of the people. In fine, the people of this commonwealth are not
controllable by any other laws than those to which their constitutional representative
body have given their consent. And whenever the public exigencies require that the
property of any individual should be appropriated to public uses, he shall receive a
reasonable compensation therefor. [See Amendments, Arts. XXXIX, XLIII, XLVII, XLVIII,
The Initiative, II, sec. 2, XLIX, L, Ll and XCVII.]
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Article XII.
No subject shall be held to answer for any crimes or offence, until the same is fully and
plainly, substantially and formally, described to him; or be compelled to accuse, or
furnish evidence against himself. And every subject shall have a right to produce all
proofs, that may be favorable to him; to meet the witnesses against him face to face,
and to be fully heard in his defense by himself, or his council at his election. And no
subject shall be arrested, imprisoned, despoiled, or deprived of his property, immunities,
or privileges, put out of the protection of the law, exiled, or deprived of his life, liberty, or
estate, but by the judgment of his peers, or the law of the land.
And the legislature shall not make any law, that shall subject any person to a capital or
infamous punishment, excepting for the government of the army and navy, without trial
by jury. [See Amendments, Art. XLVIII, The Initiative, II, sec. 2.]
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STATUTORY PROVISIONS
FEDERAL- AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT PROVISIONS:

42 U.S.C. §121 01. Findings and purpose
(a) Findings

The Congress finds that(1) physical or mental disabilities in no way diminish a person's right to fully participate in all
aspects of society, yet many people with physical or mental disabilities have been
precluded from doing so because of discrimination; others who have a record of a disability
or are regarded as having a disability also have been subjected to discrimination;
(2) historically, society has tended to isolate and segregate individuals with disabilities, and,
despite some improvements, such forms of discrimination against individuals with
disabilities continue to be a serious and pervasive social problem;
(3) discrimination against individuals with disabilities persists in such critical areas as
employment, housing, public accommodations, education, transportation, communication,
recreation, institutionalization, health services, voting, and access to public services;
(4) unlike individuals who have experienced discrimination on the basis of race, color, sex,
national origin, religion, or age, individuals who have experienced discrimination on the
basis of disability have often had no legal recourse to redress such discrimination;
(5) individuals with disabilities continually encounter various forms of discrimination,
including outright intentional exclusion, the discriminatory effects of architectural,
transportation, and communication barriers, overprotective rules and policies, failure to
make modifications to existing facilities and practices, exclusionary qualification standards
and criteria, segregation, and relegation to lesser services, programs, activities, benefits,
jobs, or other opportunities;
(6) census data, national polls, and other studies have documented that people with
disabilities, as a group, occupy an inferior status in our society, and are severely
disadvantaged socially, vocationally, economically, and educationally;
(7) the Nation's proper goals regarding individuals with disabilities are to assure equality of
opportunity, full participation, independent living, and economic self-sufficiency for such
individuals; and
(8) the continuing existence of unfair and unnecessary discrimination and prejudice denies
people with disabilities the opportunity to compete on an equal basis and to pursue those
opportunities for which our free society is justifiably famous, and costs the United States
billions of dollars in unnecessary expenses resulting from dependency and nonproductivity.
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(b) Purpose
It is the purpose of this chapter(1) to provide a clear and comprehensive national mandate for the elimination of
discrimination against individuals with disabilities;
(2) to provide clear, strong, consistent, enforceable standards addressing discrimination
against individuals with disabilities;
(3) to ensure that the Federal Government plays a central role in enforcing the standards
established in this chapter on behalf of individuals with disabilities; and
(4) to invoke the sweep of congressional authority, including the power to enforce the
fourteenth amendment and to regulate commerce, in order to address the major areas of
discrimination faced day-to-day by people with disabilities.
(Pub. L 101-336, §2. July 26, 1990, 104 Stat 328: Pub. L 110-325, §3, Sept 25. 2008, 122 Stat 3554.)

42 U.S.C. §12132. Discrimination
Subject to the provisions of this subchapter, no qualified individual with a disability shall, by
reason of such disability, be excluded from participation in or be denied the benefits of the
services, programs, or activities of a public entity, or be subjected to discrimination by any
such entity.
(Pub. L 101-336, title II, §202, July 26, 1990, 104 Stat 337.)

STATE PROVISIONS:

Mass. Gen. Law c. 93, §103.
Section 103. (a) Any person within the commonwealth, regardless of handicap or age as defined in
chapter one hundred and fifty-one B, shall, with reasonable accommodation, have the same rights
as other persons to make and enforce contracts, inherit, purchase, lease, sell, hold and convey real
and personal property, sue, be parties, give evidence, and to the full and equal benefit of all laws
and proceedings for the security of persons and property, including, but not limited to, the rights
secured under Article CXIV of the Amendments to the Constitution.
(b) Any person whose rights under the provisions of subsection (a) have been violated may
commence a civil action for injunctive and other appropriate equitable relief, including, but not limited
to, the award of compensatory and exemplary damages. Said civil action shall be instituted either in
the superior court for the county in which the conduct complained of occurred, or in the superior
court for the county in which the person whose conduct complained of resides or has his principal
place of business.
(c) A violation of subsection (a) shall be established if, based upon the totality of circumstances, it is
shown that any individual is denied any of the rights protected by subsection (a).
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(d) An aggrieved person who prevails in an action authorized by subsection (b), in addition to other
damages, shall be entitled to an award of the costs of the litigation and reasonable attorneys' fees in
an amount to be determined by the court.

Mass. Gen. Law c. 123.
Section 1. Definitions.
Section l. The following words as used in this section and sections two to thirty-seven,
inclusive, shall, unless the context otherwise requires, have the following meanings:
"Commissioner", the commissioner of mental health.
"Department", the department of mental health.
"Dependent funds", those funds which a resident is unable to manage or spend himself as
determined by the periodic review.
"District court", the district court within the jurisdiction of which a facility is located.
"Facility", a public or private facility for the care and treatment of mentally ill persons,
except for the Bridgewater State Hospital.
"Fiduciary", any guardian, conservator, trustee, representative payee as appointed by a
federal agency, or other person who receives or maintains funds on behalf of another.
"Funds", all cash, checks, negotiable instruments or other income or liquid personal
property, and governmental and private pensions and payments, including payments pursuant
to a Social Security Administration program.
"Independent funds", those funds which a resident is able to manage or spend himself as
determined by the periodic review.
"Licensed mental health professional", any person who holds himself out to the general
public as one providing mental health services and who is required pursuant to such practice
to obtain a license from the commonwealth. (Added by 1989, 117, Sec. 2 ejf 9-4-89.)
"Likelihood of serious harm", (1) a substantial risk ofphysical harm to the person himself
as manifested by evidence of, threats of, or attempts at, suicide or serious bodily harm; (2) a
substantial risk of physical harm to other persons as manifested by evidence of homicidal or
other violent behavior or evidence that others are placed in reasonable fear of violent
behavior and serious physical harm to them; or (3) a very substantial risk of physical
impairment or injury to the person himself as manifested by evidence that such person's
judgment is so affected that he is unable to protect himself in the community and that
reasonable provision for his protection is not available in the community.
"Patient", any person with whom a licensed mental health professional has established a
mental health professional-patient relationship.
"Psychiatric nurse", a nurse licensed pursuant to section seventy-four of chapter one
hundred and twelve who specializes in mental health or psychiatric nursing.
"Psychiatrist", a physician licensed pursuant to section two of chapter one hundred and
twelve who specializes in the practice of psychiatry.
"Psychologist", an individual licensed pursuant to section one hundred and eighteen to
one hundred and twenty-nine, inclusive, of chapter one hundred and twelve. (Added by 1989,
117, Sec. 3 eff." 9-4-89.)
"Qualified physician", a physician who is licensed pursuant to section two of chapter one
hundred and twelve who is designated by and who meets qualifications required by the
regulations ofthe department; provided that different qualifications may be established for
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different purposes of this chapter. A qualified physician need not be an employee of the
department or of any facility of the department.
"Qualified psychiatric nurse mental health clinical specialist", a psychiatric nurse mental
health clinical specialist authorized to practice as such under regulations promulgated
pursuant to the provisions of section eighty B of chapter one hundred and twelve who is
designated by and meets qualifications required by the regulations of the department,
provided that different qualifications may be established for different purposes of this
chapter. A qualified psychiatric nurse mental health clinical specialist need not be an
employee of the department or of any facility of the department. (Amended by 1989, 304,
Sec. 1 e.u: 10-25-89.)
"Qualified psychologist", a psychologist who is licensed pursuant to sections one hundred
and eighteen to one hundred and twenty-nine, inclusive, of chapter one hundred and twelve
who is designated by and who meets qualifications required by the regulations ofthe
department, provided that different qualifications may be established for different purposes
of this chapter. A qualified psychologist need not be an employee of the department or of any
facility ofthe department.
"Reasonable precautions", any licensed mental health professional shall be deemed to
have taken reasonable precautions, as that term is used in section thirty-six B, if such
professional makes reasonable efforts to take one or more of the following actions as would
be taken by a reasonably prudent member of his profession under the same or similar
circumstances:(a) communicates a threat of death or serious bodily injury to the reasonably identified
victim or victims;
(b) notifies an appropriate law enforcement agency in the vicinity where the patient or
any potential victim resides;
(c) arranges for the patient to be hospitalized voluntarily;
(d) takes appropriate steps, within the legal scope of practice of his profession, to initiate
proceedings for involuntary hospitalization. (Added by 1989, 117, Sec. 4 e.ff· 9-4-89.)
"Restraint", bodily physical force, mechanical devices, chemicals, confinement in a place
of seclusion other than the placement of an inpatient or resident in his room for the night, or
any other means which unreasonably limit freedom of movement.
"Social worker", an individual licensed pursuant to sections one hundred and thirty to one
hundred and thirty-two, inclusive, of chapter one hundred and twelve. (Added by 1989, 117,
Sec. 5 eff. 9-4-89.)
"Superintendent", the superintendent or other head of a public or private facility.
(Amended by 1986, 599, Sec. 38.)

Section 2. Mental health; regulations.
Section 2. The department shall, in accordance with section two of chapter thirty A and subject to
appropriation, adopt regulations consistent with this chapter which establish procedures and the
highest practicable professional standards for the reception, examination, treatment, restraint, transfer
and discharge of mentally ill persons in departmental facilities. Said regulations shall be adaptable to
changing conditions and to advances in methods of care and treatment of the mentally ill. Said
regulations (1) shall include, but not necessarily be limited to, provisions for inpatient care, both
during the day and at night, halfway house services, family care, attercare and home treatment, (2)
shall define the categories of mental illness for the purpose of this chapter, and (3) may provide for
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different procedures for specific types of patients or for particular facilities. (Amended by 1986, 599,
Sec. 38.)

Section 3. Transfers; notice; emergencies.
Section 3. The department may transfer any person from any facility to any other
facility which the department determines is suitable for the care and treatment of such
person; provided that no transfer to a private facility shall occur except with the approval
of the superintendent thereof. At least six days before a transfer from a facility occurs, the
superintendent shall give written notice thereof to the person and to the nearest relative,
unless said person knowingly objects, or guardian of such person; provided, however, if
the transfer must be made immediately because of an emergency, such notice shall be
given within twenty-four hours after the transfer. Except in emergency cases, no person
who at any time prior to transfer has given notice of his intention to leave a facility under
the provisions of section eleven shall be transferred until a final determination has been
made as to whether such person should be retained in a facility. (Amended by I 986, 599,
Sec. 38.)
Section 4. Periodic Review; notice.
Section 4. Each person within the care of the department and each person at the
Bridgewater state hospital under the provisions of this chapter relative to the mentally ill
shall be the subject of a periodic review under the supervision of the superintendent, if
said person is in a department facility, or ofthe medical director if said person is at the
Bridgewater state hospital, which shall include, but not necessarily be limited to, ( 1) a
thorough clinical examination, (2) an evaluation of the legal competency of the person
and the necessity or advisability of having a guardian or conservator appointed or
removed, (3) a consideration of all possible alternatives to continued hospitalization or
residential care including, but not necessarily limited to, a determination of the person's
relationship to the community and to his family, or his employment possibilities, and of
available community resources, foster care and convalescent facilities, and (4) unless a
guardian or conservator has been appointed, an evaluation of each person who is an
inpatient or resident of a facility in order to determine how much of his funds shall be
designated as dependent funds and how much as independent funds, and the formulation
and maintenance of a financial plan for the use of his dependent funds. Said periodic
review shall take place at least upon admission, once during the first three months after
admission, once during the second three months after admission and annually thereafter.
Said person shall be given a physical examination by a physician licensed under the
provisions of chapter one hundred and twelve at least once in every twelve-month period
during which he is resident in said departmental facility or at the Bridgewater state
hospital.
The superintendent or the medical director at the Bridgewater state hospital shall give
wTitten notice to said person and his guardian, or, ifthere is no such guardian and the
mentally ill person does not knowingly object, his nearest relative prior to any such
review which is made subsequent to admission. The social service department ofthe
facility or of the Bridgewater state hospital shall take part in the review and may utilize
community resources, including the area-based community mental health programs. The
results of each review shall become part of the official record of the person reviewed.
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If the mentally ill person is in need of further care and treatment, the superintendentor
said medical director shall notify him and his guardian, or, ifthere is no such guardian
and the mentally ill person does not knowingly object, his nearest relative, of that fact,
and of his right to leave the facility or said hospital if he was not committed under a court
order. If said mentally ill person was not committed under a court order and does not
choose fmiher treatment as an inpatient, within fourteen days of said notification he shall
be discharged or be made the subject of a petition for a court ordered commitment.
Following any review under the provisions of this section, or at any other time, any
patient who is no longer in need of care as an inpatient shall be discharged or placed on
interim community leave. (Amended by 1986, 599, Sec. 38.)
Section 5. Commitment or retention hearings; right to counsel; medical examination;
notice.
Section 5. Whenever the provisions of this chapter require that a hearing be
conducted in any court for the commitment or further retention of a person to a facility or to
the Bridgewater state hospital or for medical treatment including treatment with
antipsychotic medication, it shall be held as hereinafter provided. Such person shall have the
right to be represented by counsel and shall have the right to present independent testimony.
The court shall appoint counsel for such person whom it finds to be indigent and who is not
represented by counsel, unless such person refuses the appointment of counsel. The cowi
may provide an independent medical examination for such indigent person upon request of
his counsel or upon his request if he is not represented by counsel. The person shall be
allowed not less than two days after the appearance of his counsel in which to prepare his
case and a hearing shall be conducted forthwith after such period unless counsel requests a
delay. Notice of the time and place of hearing shall be furnished by the comi to the
department, the person, his counsel, and his nearest relative or guardian. The court may hold
the hearing at the facility or said hospital. (Amended by 1986, 599, Sec. 38.)
Section 6. Retention of persons; validity of orders; hearing.
Section 6. (a) No person shall be retained at a facility or at the Bridgewater state hospital
except under the provisions of paragraph (a) of section ten, the provisions of paragraphs (a),
(b), and (c) of section twelve, section thirteen, paragraph (e) of section sixteen and section
thirty-five or except under a court order or except during the pendency of a petition for
commitment or to the pendency of a request under section fourteen. A court order of
commitment to a facility or to the Bridgewater state hospital shall be valid for the period
stipulated in this chapter or, if no such period is so stipulated, for one year. A petition for the
commitment of a person may not be issued except as authorized under the provisions of this
chapter.
(b) Following the filing of a petition for a commitment to a facility or to the Bridgewater
State hospital, a hearing shall be held unless waived in writing by the person after
consultation with his counsel. In the event the hearing is waived, the person may request a
hearing for good cause shown at any time during the period of commitment. (Amended by
1986, 599, Sec. 38.)
Section 7. Commitment and retention of dangerous persons; petition; notice; hearing.
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Section 7. (a) The superintendent of a facility may petition the district court or the
division of the juvenile court department in whose jurisdiction the facility is located for the
commitment to said facility and retention of any patient at said facility whom said
superintendent determines that the failure to hospitalize would create a likelihood of serious
harm by reason of mental illness.
(b) The medical director of the Bridgewater state hospital, the commissioner of mental
health, or with the approval of the commissioner of mental health, the superintendent of a
facility, may petition the district court or the division of the juvenile court depariment in
whose jurisdiction the facility or hospital is located for the commitment to the Bridgewater
state hospital of any male patient at said facility or hospital when it is determined that the
failure to hospitalize in strict security would create a likelihood of serious harm by reason of
mental illness.
(c) Whenever a court receives a petition filed under any provisions ofthis chapter for an
order of commitment of a person to a facility or to the Bridgewater state hospital, such court
shall notify the person, and his nearest relative or guardian, of the receipt of such petition and
of the date a hearing on such petition is to be held. The hearing on a petition brought for
commitment pursuant to paragraph (e) of section 15, and sections 16 and 18, or for a
subsequent commitment pursuant to paragraph (d) of section 8 shall be commenced within
14 days ofthe filing of the petition, unless a delay is requested by the person or his counsel.
For all other persons, the hearing shall be commenced within 5 days of the filing of the
petition, unless a delay is requested by the person or his counsel. The periods of time
prescribed or allowed under the provisions of this section shall be computed pursuant to Rule
6 of the Massachusetts Rules of Civil Procedure.

Section 8. Proceedings to commit dangerous persons; notice; hearing; orders; jurisdiction.
Section 8. (a) After a hearing, unless such hearing is waived in writing, the district court
or the division of the juvenile court department shall not order the commitment of a person at
a facility or shall not renew such order unless it finds after a hearing that (1) such person is
mentally ill, and (2) the discharge of such person from a facility would create a likelihood of
serious harm.
(b) After hearing, unless such hearing is waived in writing, the district court or the
division of the juvenile court department shall not order the commitment of a person at the
Bridgewater state hospital or shall not renew such order unless it finds that (1) such person is
mentally ill; (2) such person is not a proper subject for commitment to any facility of the
department; and (3) the failure to retain such person in strict custody would create a
likelihood of serious harm. If the comi is unable to make the findings required by this
paragraph, but makes the findings required by paragraph (a), the court shall order the
commitment ofthe person to a facility designated by the department.
(c) The court shall render its decision on the petition within ten days of the completion
of the hearing, provided, that for reasons stated in writing by the court, the administrative
justice for the district comi department may extend said ten day period.
(d) The first order of commitment of a person under this section shall be valid for a
period of six months and all subsequent commitments shall be valid for a period of one year;
provided that if such commitments occur at the expiration of a commitment under any other
section of this chapter, other than a commitment for observation, the first order of
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commitment shall be valid for a period of one year; and provided further, that the first order
of commitment to the Bridgewater state hospital of a person under commitment to a facility
shall be valid for a period of six months. If no hearing is held before the expiration of the six
months commitment, the court may not recommit the person without a hearing.
(e) In the event that the hearing is waived and on the basis of a petition filed under the
authority of this chapter showing that a person is mentally ill and that the discharge of the
person from a facility would create a likelihood of serious harm, the district court or the
division of the juvenile court department which has jurisdiction over the commitment of the
person may order the commitment of the person to such facility.
(f) In the event that the hearing is waived and on the basis of a petition filed under the
authority of this chapter showing that a person is mentally ill, that the person is not a proper
subject for commitment to any facility of the department and that the failure to retain said
person in strict security would create a likelihood of serious harm, the district court or the
division of the juvenile court department which has jurisdiction over a facility, or the
Brockton district court if a person is retained in the Bridgewater state hospital, may order the
commitment of the person to said hospital.

Section 8B. Treatment of committed persons with antipsychotic medication; petition;
notice; hearing; guardian.
Section 8B. (a) With respect to any patient who is the subject of a petition for a
commitment or an order of a commitment for care and treatment under the provisions of
sections seven, eight, fifteen, sixteen or eighteen, the superintendent of a facility or medical
director of the Bridgewater state hospital may further petition the district court or the division
of the juvenile court depmiment in whose jurisdiction the facility is located (i) to adjudicate
the patient incapable of making informed decisions about proposed medical treatment, (ii) to
authorize, by an adjudication of substituted judgment, treatment with antipsychotic
medications, and (iii) to authorize according to the applicable legal standards such other
medical treatment as may be necessary for the treatment of mental illness.
(b) A petition filed under this section shall be separate from any pending petition for
commitment and shall not be heard or otherwise considered by the court unless the court has
first issued an order of commitment on the pending petition for commitment.
(c) Whenever a court receives a petition filed under the provisions of this section, such
court shall notify the person, and his nearest relative or guardian of the receipt of such
petition and of the date a hearing on such petition is to be held. The hearing shall be
commenced within fourteen days of the filing of the petition unless a delay is requested by
the person or his counsel, provided that the commencement of such hearing shall not be
delayed beyond the date of the hearing on the commitment petition if the petition was filed
concurrently with a petition for commitment.
(d) After a hearing on the petition regarding antipsychotic medication treatment the court
shall not authorize medical treatment unless it (i) specifically finds that the person is
incapable of making informed decisions concerning the proposed medical treatment, (ii)
upon application of the legal substituted judgment standard, specifically finds that the patient
would accept such treatment if competent, and (iii) specifically approves and authorizes a
written substituted judgment treatment plan. The cou1i may base its findings exclusively
upon affidavits and other documentary evidence if it (i) determines, after careful inquiry and
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upon representations of counsel, that there are not contested issues of fact and (ii) includes in
its findings the reasons that oral testimony was not required.
(e) The court may delegate to a guardian who has been duly appointed by a court of
competent jurisdiction the authority to monitor the antipsychotic medication treatment
process to ensure that an antipsychotic medication treatment plan is followed, provided such
a guardian is readily available for such purpose. Approval of a treatment plan shall not be
withheld, however, because such a guardian is not available to perform such monitoring. In
such circumstances, the court shall monitor the treatment process to ensure that the treatment
plan is followed.
(f) Any authorization for treatment that is ordered pursuant to the provisions of this
section shall expire at the same time as the expiration of the order of commitment that was in
effect when the authorization for treatment was ordered; provided that subsequent
authorizations may be ordered and any party may at any time petition the court for
modification of a medical treatment authorization that has been ordered pursuant to the
standards and procedures established in this section.
(g) An adjudication of competency or incompetency with respect to treatment for mental
illness by a court pursuant to this section shall be binding upon the juvenile court department
in any subsequent guardianship proceedings only with respect to matters which were the
subject ofthe district court or juvenile court department adjudication.
(h) Any privilege established by section one hundred and thirty-five of chapter one
hundred and twelve or by section twenty B of chapter two hundred and thirty-three, relating
to confidential communications, shall not prohibit the filing of reports or affidavits, or the
giving of testimony, pursuant to this section, for the purpose of obtaining treatment of a
patient, provided that such patient has been informed prior to making such communications
that they may be used for such purpose and has waived the privilege.

Section 15. Competence to stand trial or criminal responsibility; examination; period of
observation; reports; hearing; commitment; delinquents.
Section 15. (a) Whenever a court of competent jurisdiction doubts whether a defendant in
a criminal case is competent to stand trial or is criminally responsible by reason of mental
illness or mental defect, it may at any stage of the proceedings after the return of an
indictment or the issuance of a criminal complaint against the defendant, order an
examination of such defendant to be conducted by one or more qualified physicians or one or
more qualified psychologists. Whenever practicable, examinations shall be conducted at the
court house or place of detention where the person is being held. When an examination is
ordered, the court shall instruct the examining physician or psychologist in the law for
determining mental competence to stand trial and criminal responsibility.
(b) After the examination described in paragraph (a), the court may order that the person
be hospitalized at a public facility or, if such person is a male and appears to require strict
security, at the Bridgewater state hospital, for a period not to exceed twenty days for
observation and fmiher examination, if the court has reason to believe that such observation
and further examination are necessary in order to determine whether mental illness or mental
defect have so affected a person that he is not competent to stand trial or not criminally
responsible for the crime or crimes with which he has been charged. Copies of the complaints
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or indictments and the physician's or psychologist's report under paragraph (a) shall be
delivered to the facility or said hospital with the person. If, before the expiration of such
twenty day period, an examining qualified physician or an examining qualified psychologist
believes that observation for more than twenty days is necessary, he shall so notify the court
and shall request in writing an extension ofthe twenty day period, specifying the reason or
reasons for which such further observation is necessary. Upon the receipt of such request, the
court may extend said observation period, but in no event shall the period exceed forty days
from the date of the initial court order of hospitalization; provided, however, ifthe person
requests continued care and treatment during the pendency of the criminal proceedings
against him and the superintendent or medical director agrees to provide such care and
treatment, the court may order the further hospitalization of such person at the facility or the
Bridgewater state hospital.
(c) At the conclusion of the examination or the observation period, the examining
physician or psychologist shall forthwith give to the court written signed reports of their
findings, including the clinical findings bearing on the issue of competence to stand trial or
criminal responsibility. Such reports shall also contain an opinion, supported by clinical
findings, as to whether the defendant is in need of treatment and care offered by the
department.
(d) If on the basis of such reports the court is satisfied that the defendant is competent to
stand trial, the case shall continue according to the usual course of criminal proceedings;
otherwise the court shall hold a hearing on whether the defendant is competent to stand trial;
provided that at any time before trial any party to the case may request a hearing on whether
the defendant is competent to stand trial. A finding of incompetency shall require a
preponderance of the evidence. If the defendant is found incompetent to stand trial, trial of
the case shall be stayed until such time as the defendant becomes competent to stand trial,
unless the case is dismissed.
(e) After a finding of guilty on a criminal charge, and prior to sentencing, the court may
order a psychiatric or other clinical examination and, after such examination, it may also
order a period of observation in a facility, or at the Bridgewater state hospital if the court
determines that strict security is required and if such person is male. The purpose of such
observation or examination shall be to aid the court in sentencing. Such period of observation
or examination shall not exceed forty days. During such period of observation, the
superintendent or medical director may petition the court for commitment of such person.
The court, after imposing sentence on said person, may hear the petition as provided in
section eighteen, and ifthe court makes necessary findings as set forth in section eight, it
may in its discretion commit the person to a facility or the Bridgewater state hospital. Such
order of commitment shall be valid for a period of six months. All subsequent proceedings
for commitment shall take place under the provisions of said section eighteen in the district
court which has jurisdiction of the facility or hospital. A person committed to a facility or
Bridgewater state hospital pursuant to this section shall have said time credited against the
sentence imposed as provided in paragraph (c) of said section eighteen.
(f) In like manner to the proceedings under paragraphs (a), (b), (c), and (e) of this section,
a court may order a psychiatric or psychological examination or a period of observation for
an alleged delinquent in a facility to aid the court in its disposition. Such period shall not
exceed forty days.
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Section 16. Hospitalization of persons incompetent to stand trial or not guilty by reason of
mental illness; examination period; commitment; hearing; restrictions; dismissal of
criminal charges
Section 16. (a) The court having jurisdiction over the criminal proceedings may order
that a person who has been found incompetent to stand trial or not guilty by reason of mental
illness or a mental defect in such proceedings be hospitalized at a facility for a period of forty
days for observation and examination; provided that, ifthe defendant is a male and if the
court determines that the failure to retain him in strict security would create a likelihood of
serious harm by reason of mental illness, or other mental defect, it may Order such
hospitalization at the Bridgewater state hospital; and provided, further, that the combined
periods of hospitalization under the provisions of this section and paragraph (b) of section
fifteen shall not exceed fifty days.
(b) During the period of observation of a person believed to be incompetent to stand trial
or within sixty day's after a person is found to be incompetent to stand trial or not guilty of
any crime by reason of mental illness or other mental defect, the district attorney, the
superintendent of a facility or the medical director of the Bridgewater state hospital may
petition the court having jurisdiction of the criminal case for the commitment of the person to
a facility or to the Bridgewater state hospital. However, the petition for the commitment of an
untried defendant shall be heard only if the defendant is found incompetent to stand trial, or
if the criminal charges are dismissed after commitment. Ifthe court makes the findings
required by paragraph (a) of section eight it shall order the person committed to a facility; if
the court makes the findings required by paragraph (b) of section eight, it shall order the
commitment of the person to the Bridgewater state hospital; Otherwise the petition shall be
dismissed and the person discharged. An order of commitment under the provisions of this
paragraph shall be valid for six months. In the event a period of hospitalization under the
provisions ofparagraph (a) has expired, or in the event no such period of examination has
been ordered, the court may order the temporary detention of such person in a jail, house of
correction, facility or the Bridgewater state hospital until such time as the findings required
by this paragraph are made or a determination is made that such findings cannot be made.
(c) After the expiration of a commitment under paragraph (b) of this section, a person
may be committed for additional one year periods under the provisions of sections seven and
eight of this chapter, but no untried defendant shall be so committed unless in addition to the
findings required by sections seven and eight the court also finds said defendant is
incompetent to stand trial. If the person is not found incompetent, the court shall notify the
court with jurisdiction of the criminal charges, which court shall thereupon order the
defendant returned to its custody for the resumption of criminal proceedings. All subsequent
proceedings for the fmiher commitment of a person committed under this section shall be in
the court which has jurisdiction of the facility or hospital.
(d) The district attorney for the district within which the alleged crime or crimes occurred
shall be notified of any hearing conducted for a person under the provisions of this section or
any subsequent hearing for such person conducted under the provisions of this chapter
relative to the commitment of the mentally ill and shall have the right to be heard at such
hearings.
[Subsection (e) ef/ective until October 30. 2015. For text effective October 30, 2015, see
below.]
(e) Any person committed to a facility under the provisions of this section may be
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restricted in his movements to the buildings and grounds ofthe facility at which he is
committed by the cout1 which ordered the commitment. If such restrictions are ordered, they
shall not be removed except with the approval of the court. In the event the superintendent
communicates his intention to remove or modify such restriction in writing to the court and
within fourteen days the court does not make written objection thereto, such restrictions shall
be removed by the superintendent. If the superintendent or medical director of the
Bridgewater state hospital intends to discharge a person committed under this section or at
the end of a period of commitment intends not to petition for his further commitment, he
shall notify the court and district attorney which have or had jurisdiction of the criminal case.
Within thirty days of the receipt of such notice, the district attorney may petition for
commitment under the provisions of paragraph (c). During such thirty day period, the person
shall be held at the facility or hospital. This paragraph shall not apply to persons originally
committed after a finding of incompetence to stand trial whose criminal charges have been
dismissed.
[Subsection (e) as amended by 2015, 112 effective October 30, 2015. For text effective
until October 30. 2015, see above.}
(e) Any person committed to a facility under the provisions of this section may be
restricted in his movements to the buildings and grounds of the facility at which he is
committed by the cow1 which ordered the commitment. If such restrictions are ordered, they
shall not be removed except with the approval ofthe court. Ifthe superintendent seeks
removal or modification of such restriction, the superintendent shall notify the district
attorney who has or had jurisdiction of the relevant criminal case. If, after the superintendent
communicates the superintendent's intention to remove or modify such restriction in writing
to the court and the district attorney who has or had jurisdiction of the relevant criminal case,
neither the court nor the district attorney makes written objection to such removal or
modification within 14 days of receipt ofthe notice, such restriction shall be removed by the
superintendent. If the superintendent or medical director of the Bridgewater state hospital
intends to discharge a person committed under this section or at the end of a period of
commitment intends not to petition for his further commitment, he shall notify the court and
district attorney which have or had jurisdiction of the criminal case. Within thirty days of the
receipt of such notice, the district attorney may petition for commitment under the provisions
of paragraph (c). During such thirty day period, the person shall be held at the facility or
hospital. This paragraph shall not apply to persons originally committed after a finding of
incompetence to stand trial whose criminal charges have been dismissed.
(f) If a person is found incompetent to stand trial, the court shall send notice to the
department of correction which shall compute the date ofthe expiration ofthe period oftime
equal to the time of imprisonment which the person would have had to serve, prior to,
becoming eligible for parole if he had been convicted of the most serious crime with which
he was charged in court and sentenced to the maximum sentence he could have received, if,
so convicted. For purposes ofthe computation of parole eligibility, the minimum sentence
shall be regarded as one half of the maximum sentence potential sentence. Where applicable,
the provisions of sections one hundred and twenty-nine, one hundred and twenty-nine A, one
hundred and twenty-nine B, and one hundred and twenty-nine C of chapter one hundred and
twenty-seven shall be applied to reduce such period of time. On the final date of such period,
the court shall dismiss the criminal charges against such person, or the court in the interest of
justice may dismiss the criminal charges against such person prior to, the expiration of such
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OPINION
BIRD, C.J.
In this case, the court must decide if proof beyond a reasonable doubt and a unanimous jury verdict
are the proper standards to apply before a conservator can be appointed under the Lanterman-PetrisShort Act's (LPS Act) grave disability provisions,[IJ with the power to involuntarily commit a
conservatee to a state mental institution for up to a year.

*222 I
In December 1974, respondent, the Public Guardian of the County of Santa Barbara, was named
conservator of the person and estate of appellant, Mabel Roulet. Respondent was given the power to
confine appellant in a mental institution. Pursuant to respondent's instructions, appellant was placed in
Camarillo State Hospital. In November 1975, respondent petitioned under sections 5350 and 5361 to
reestablish the conservatorship over appellant for an additional year because of appellant's alleged
continuing grave disability due to a mental disorder.
At the time of the recommitment proceeding, appellant was 59 years old. According to the
conservatorship reevaluation form filled out by physicians at Camarillo State Hospital, appellant
could not provide for her basic needs because 11 [ s]he is so confused, and disorganized that she is
unable to make daily living plans. If she has some funds she will waste [sic] on cigarettes and
drinking." The form indicated that appellant was unwilling to accept treatment voluntarily because "...
she feels she is not mentally ill. 11
Pursuant to subdivision (d) of section 5350, appellant demanded a jury trial on the issue of whether
she was gravely disabled. At trial appellant requested that the jury be instructed that a conservator
could be appointed for her only if the jury unanimously agreed, beyond a reasonable doubt, that
appellant was gravely disabled as the result of mental disorder. The trial judge refused this instruction.
Instead he instructed the jury they need only apply the preponderance of the evidence standard and
that only 9 of the 12 jurors must agree in order to reach a verdict. Subsequently the jury found
appellant to be a gravely disabled person. [21
The trial court entered an order reestablishing the conservatorship and granted respondent numerous
powers including the power to institutionalize appellant (i.e., to continue her commitment), and to
require her to receive treatment related specifically to remedying her "grave disability."(§ 5358.) The
court further ordered that appellant lose the privilege of possessing a driver's license and the right to
enter into contracts without the consent and approval of the conservator.(§ 5357.)
*223 This appeal followed. The Court of Appeal reversed the order reestablishing the
conservatorship, unanimously holding that the reasonable doubt standard must be applied. Thereafter,
this court granted the conservator's petition for hearing.
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II
In criminal trials, proof of guilt beyond a reasonable doubt is an obstacle the state places in its own
way, in order to lessen the possibility of convicting an innocent person. This procedural constraint is
eloquent testimony to the high stakes involved a defendant's freedom and reputation hinge on the
verdict. In People v. Burnick (1975) 14 Cal.3d 306,319-322 [121 Cal. Rptr. 488, 535 P.2d 352], this
court explicitly recognized that civil commitment to a mental hospital, despite its civil label, threatens
a person's liberty and dignity on as massive a scale as that traditionally associated with criminal
prosecutions. One has only to imagine the horror experienced by a competent person falsely
committed as mentally disturbed in order to appreciate that freedom is openly on trial at a civil
commitment proceeding. Therefore, the Burnick court ruled that proof beyond a reasonable doubt
applies to mentally disordered sex offender proceedings.
( 1) The logic of Burnick is equally applicable here. The appointment of a conservator for appellant
and her subsequent confinement in a mental hospital against her will deprived appellant of freedom in
its most basic aspects and placed a lasting stigma on her reputation.

A. DEPRIVATION OF LIBERTY
The extent to which liberty is at stake can be ascertained by reviewing exactly what awaits an
individual subjected to a grave disability proceeding. When the establishment of a conservatorship is
recommended, the court may appoint a temporary conservator who has the power to keep the
individual in a treatment facility for up to six months pending the outcome of a trial on the issue of
grave disability.(§§ 5352.1, 5353.) Ifthe individual is found to be "gravely disabled," the court then
appoints a conservator and specifies the powers which the conservator will possess.(§§ 5357, 5358.)
One of the principal powers which the court may grant a conservator is the right to place a
conservatee in an institution. Unlike a person who is found to be imminently dangerous to others and
can be confined for a maximum of90 days before a new court order must issue *224 (§§ 5300-5306),
(JJ the person who is found to be gravely disabled can be involuntarily confined in a mental hospital
for up to a year by his or her conservator, with the possibility of additional year-long extensions. (§§
5358, 5361.) The period of temporary conservatorship is not included in the one-year period.(§
5361.) Ifthe conservator petitions to reestablish an expiring conservatorship, the court may order the
conservatee confined past the termination date until renewal proceedings are completed. (§ 5361.) In
effect, these statutes assure in many cases an unbroken and indefinite period of state-sanctioned
confinement. "The theoretical maximum period of detention is life as successive petitions may be
filed .... " (In re Gary W. (1971) 5 Cal.3d 296, 300 [96 Cal. Rptr. 1, 486 P.2d 1201], italics added.)
This court has previously recognized that inmates of state mental hospitals face serious restrictions on
their freedom. In In re RogerS. (1977) 19 Cal.3d 921, 929 [141 Cal. Rptr. 298, 569 P.2d 1286], the
court noted that involuntary confinement is a direct form of physical restraint. And "[i]t is beyond
dispute that a principal ingredient of personal liberty is 'freedom from bodily restraint' [citation]. ... "
(/d., at p. 927.) In People v. Burnick, supra, 14 Cal.3d 306, 323, a federal court of appeals opinion
was cited to emphasize "'the indisputable fact that civil commitment entails a "massive curtailment of
liberty" in the constitutional sense. [Citation.] The destruction of an individual's personal freedoms
effected by civil commitment is scarcely less total than that effected by confinement in a
penitentiary."'
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Again, in People v. Olivas (1976) 17 Cal.3d 236, 244-245 [131 Cal. Rptr. 55, 551 P.2d 375], this
court stated, "While wards confined in institutions of the Youth Authority may often experience
greater freedom within the institution than individuals confined in state prisons or mental hospitals
[citation], they are nevertheless incarcerated against their will, a most basic form of personal liberty
deprivation." (Italics added.)
Respondent fails to distinguish these previous decisions of this court. Instead, respondent takes false
comfort in the fact that appellant's commitment is only a "civil" confinement for remedial purposes.
*225 However, these are mere labels. Appellant's stay in Camarillo State Hospital was not any less
involuntary because the state called her incarceration by one name rather than another. As the United
States Supreme Court has authoritatively written, "commitment is a deprivation of liberty. It is
incarceration against one's will, whether it is called 'criminal' or 'civil."' (In re Gault (1967) 387 U.S.
1, 50 [18 L.Ed.2d 527, 558, 87 S.Ct. 1428].) In a subsequent opinion, the Supreme Court reiterated
that "civil labels and good intentions do not themselves obviate the need for criminal due process
safeguards.... " (In re Winship (1970) 397 U.S. 358, 365-366 [25 L.Ed.2d 368, 376, 90 S.Ct. 1068].)
This court has also rejected reliance on a civil label. "[B]ecause involuntary commitment is
incarceration against one's will regardless ofwhether it is called 'civil' or 'criminal' [citation], the
choice of standard of proof implicates due process considerations which must be resolved by focusing
not on the theoretical nature of the proceedings but rather on the actual consequences of commitment
to the individual." (People v. Thomas (1977) 19 Cal.3d 630, 638 [139 Cal. Rptr. 594, 566 P.2d 228];
see also People v. Burnick, supra, 14 Cal.3d 306, 315-316; In re Gary W., supra, 5 Cal.3d 296,307
["the California Legislature has recognized that the interests involved in civil commitment
proceedings are no less fundamental than those in criminal proceedings .... "].)
Nor can this court be swayed by the fact that appellant had her liberty taken away, allegedly for her
own good. "'Regardless of the purposes for which the incarceration is imposed, the fact remains that
it is incarceration. The rehabilitative goals of the system are admirable, but they do not change the
drastic nature ofthe action taken."' (Breedv. Jones (1975) 421 U.S. 519,530, fn. 12 [44 L.Ed.2d 346,
356, 95 S.Ct. 1779].) The law must still strive to make certain that only those truly unable to take care
of themselves are being assigned conservators under the LPS Act and committed to mental hospitals
against their will. As Justice Brandeis cautioned a half-century ago, "Experience should teach us to be
most on our guard to protect liberty when the Government's purposes are beneficent. Men born to
freedom are naturally alert to repel invasion of their liberty by evil-minded rulers. The greatest
dangers to liberty lurk in insidious encroachment by men of zeal, well-meaning but without
understanding." (Olmsteadv. United States (1928) 277 U.S. 438,479 [72 L.Ed. 944,957,48 S.Ct.
564, 66 A.L.R. 376] (dis. opn. ofBrandeis, J.).)
Therefore, appellant's protection ultimately must rest on requiring the state to match its good
intentions with proofbeyond a reasonable doubt *226 that appellant is in need of the state's care. If a
person is in fact incapable of providing for the daily necessities of life, this should not prove an
insurmountable burden for the petitioner to carry.
The concurring and dissenting opinion today relies on the argument that confinement of an allegedly
gravely disabled person is "... never in a jail, prison, or an institutional environment designed for the
punishment of persons convicted of crimes." (Cone. and dis. opn.,post, at p. 238.)
However, recent statistics from the California Department of Health (Ann. Rep., State Hospitals for
the Mentally Disordered (1975-1976) Center for Health Statistics (Apr. 1977) table 23, p. 40,
hereafter cited as Ann. Rep.) indicate that conservatees under the LPS Act are frequently placed at
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Atascadero and Patton State Hospitals. As of June 30, 1976, these institutions contained
approximately 60 percent and 40 percent, respectively, of those persons convicted of crimes and
determined to be mentally disordered sexual offenders (see§ 6300 et seq.). Hence, conservatees do
often find themselves confined in the same place as those convicted of crimes. During fiscal year
1975-1976, for example, out of the I ,325 conservatees admitted to state hospitals under sections 5358
and 5353, 23 were admitted to Atascadero and 140 to Patton. (Ann. Rep., supra, table 22, p. 39.) Of
the I ,956 total inpatient conservatees in the state hospitals on June 30, 1976, 102 were at Atascadero
and 126 were at Patton. (Id., table 23, p. 40.) The 102 conservatees at Atascadero comprised almost
10 percent ofthe total population of that institution (1,045), and the 126 at Patton comprised more
than 15 percent of the total population of that hospital (823). (Ibid.)
In Burnick, this court soberly recognized the resemblance in reality between Atascadero State
Hospital and a conventional prison. "Let us not deceive ourselves as to the nature of that institution.
(Cf. In re Gault, supra, 387 U.S. 1, 27 [18 L.Ed.2d 527, 545-546].) It was frankly described as
follows by a distinguished body of the medical profession. 'In its physical appearance, this is much
more like a prison than a hospital. In its architectural planning, it disregards the modem psychiatric
concept of the therapeutic community. There are bare corridors, bars, iron gates, rows of cells all the
stigmata of punishment rather than treatment. Patients who occupy individual rooms are locked out of
them during the day and have no opportunity to withdraw for privacy. Patients in wards have a
reasonable amount of mobility from one area of the hospital to another, although security precautions
are in evidence everywhere .... [~] Externally, the plant has a misleadingly attractive appearance. *227
Internally, despite its dehumanizing attributes, it is well-maintained and well-equipped and might be
characterized as a sanitary dungeon.' Other observers have confirmed this description." (Fns. omitted.)
(People v. Burnick, supra, 14 Cal.3d 306, 319-320.)
Therefore, the mere fact that appellant found herself confined in a hospital rather than a prison does
not eliminate the need to protect her against false confinement.
The gravely disabled person for whom a conservatorship has been established faces the loss of many
other liberties in addition to the loss of his or her freedom from physical restraint. For example, the
conservator141 is also given the powers granted to the guardian of an incompetent in chapters 7, 8 and
9 of division 4 of the Probate Code.(§ 5357; Prob. Code,§ 1852.) These include: payment ofthe
conservatee's debts and collection or discharge of debts owed the conservatee (Prob. Code,§ 1501);
management of the conservatee's estate, including sale or encumbrance of the conservatee's property
(Pro b. Code, §§ 1502, 1530); commencement, prosecution, and defense of actions for partition of the
conservatee's property interests (Prob. Code,§§ 1506-1508); disposition of the conservatee's money
or other property for court-approved compromises or judgments (Pro b. Code, §§ 1510, 1530a);
deposit of the conservatee's money in a bank, savings and loan institution, or credit union (Prob.
Code,§ 1513); the giving of proxies to vote shares of the conservatee's corporate stocks (Prob. Code,
§ 1517); and the borrowing ofmoney when it will benefit the conservatee (Prob. Code,§ 1533). In
addition, the court may grant the conservator any or all of the powers specified in Probate Code
section 1853_151 (See§ 5357.)
*228 Further an individual found to be "gravely disabled" may suffer numerous statutory disabilities,
including possible loss of the following rights:l 61to remain licensed to practice a profession (e.g., law
(Bus. & Prof. Code,§ 6007, subd. (a)); medicine (Bus. & Prof. Code,§§ 2416, 2417); to continue to
hold certain public offices (Gov. Code,§ 1770, subd. (b)); to remain employed as a teacher (Ed.
Code, §§ 44932, 87732); to establish or maintain certain relationships (e.g., custody of children (Civ.
Code,§ 232, subd. (a)(6)); marriage (Civ. Code,§§ 4201, 4506); to object to sterilization(§ 7254); to
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refuse certain types of medical treatment(§§ 5357, subds. (c), (d), 5358); to possess a driver's license
(§ 5357, subd. (a)); to own or possess firearms(§§ 8100,8102, 8103); to remain registered to vote
(Elec. Code, § 701); and to enter into contracts(§ 5357, subd. (b))).
As this review illustrates, there can be no question that a finding of grave disability may result in
serious deprivation of personal liberty. Indeed, a conservatee may be subjected to greater control of
his or her life than one convicted of a crime.

B. STIGMA
The second issue which must be resolved is whether any "stigma" attaches when an individual is
found to be gravely disabled due to a mental disorder. Respondent argues that the public attitude
toward a gravely disabled person is one of "sympathy." Unfortunately, this is not completely accurate.
There is compelling evidence, which this court acknowledged in Burnick, that society still views the
mentally ill with suspicion.
*229 "In the ideal society, the mentally ill would be the subjects of understanding and compassion
rather than ignorance and aversion. But that enlightened view, unfortunately, does not yet prevail. The
stigma borne by the mentally ill has frequently been identified in the literature: 'a former mental
patient may suffer from the social opprobrium which attaches to treatment for mental illness[l71] and
which may have more severe consequences than do the formally imposed disabilities. Many people
have an "irrational fear of the mentally ill." The former mental patient is likely to be treated with
distrust and even loathing; he may be socially ostracized and victimized by employment and
educational discrimination. Finally, the individual's hospitalization and posthospitalization experience
may cause him to lose self-confidence and self-esteem. [v.J The legal and social consequences of
commitment constitute the stigma of mental illness, a stigma that could be as socially debilitating as
that of a criminal conviction.' (Fns. omitted.) (Developments in the Law Civil Commitment ofthe
Mentally /l/(1974) 87 Harv.L.Rev. 1190, 1200-1201; accord, Rosenhan, On Being Sane in Insane
Places (1973) 13 Santa Clara Law. 379, 385, and authorities cited in fn. 11.)" (People v. Burnick,
supra, 14 Cal.3d 306, 321.)
Recently this court recognized the stigma which attaches to an individual who is found to be mentally
ill. "Not only is there physical restraint [when an individual is confined in a mental hospital], but there
is injury to protected interests in reputation [citations], an interest in not being improperly or unfairly
stigmatized as mentally ill or disordered." (In re RogerS., supra, 19 Cal.3d 921, 929, italics added.)
Moreover, grave disability proceedings carry special threats to reputation. A finding of grave
disability is equivalent to a finding that a person is unable to feed, clothe or house himself because of
a mental disorder(§ 5008, subd. (h)(l )). It is implausible that a person labelled by the state as so
totally ill could go about, after his release, seeking employment, applying to schools, or meeting old
acquaintances with his reputation fully intact.
A consistent line of cases decided by the United States Supreme Court and by this court require us to
reject respondent's reliance on "civil" labels and to hold that since grave disability proceedings
"seriously put at *230 risk both the personal liberty and the good name of the individual, the
safeguard of proof beyond a reasonable doubt is required." (People v. Thomas, supra, 19 Cal.3d 630,
638.)
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III
(2) The civil nature of grave disability proceedings is likewise an insufficient excuse for allowing a
person to lose his liberty and good name at the hands of less than a unanimous jury. Under the trial
judge's ruling, appellant theoretically could have been certified as gravely disabled and committed to
a mental hospital, even though 3 of the 12 jurors found her perfectly sane. No defendant in a criminal
case in California goes to prison after such a split jury vote. Yet, we have already seen that
commitment equals imprisonment in its impact on a person's freedom. The inescapable conclusion is
that the right to a unanimous jury verdict applies to conservatorship proceedings under the LPS Act.
Any other result would mock the care our legal system has historically taken to guard against
incarcerating the wrong person.
The need for unanimous jury verdicts is all the more apparent when one considers the uncertainties
that still surround psychiatric diagnoses. This court has recently noted that "the divergence of expert
views ... render[s] the possibility of mistake significantly greater [in the diagnosis of mental illness]
than in diagnosis of physical illness." (In re RogerS., supra, 19 Cal.3d 921, 929.)181 Against this
background of expert fallibility, the law must require, at a minimum, the jurors to agree among
themselves that a diagnosis of grave disability was accurately made in a particular case.
In People v. Feagley (1975) 14 Cal.3d 338,351 [121 Cal. Rptr. 509,535 P.2d 373], this court noted
that a defendant in a mentally disordered sex offender proceeding was entitled to a unanimous jury
verdict for "the same reasons" that he was entitled to the standard of proof beyond a reasonable doubt.
In People v. Thomas, supra, 19 Cal.3d 630, 644, this court again noted that a person threatened with
civil commitment was entitled to a unanimous jury verdict for "identical reasons" to those which
entitled him to have his alleged narcotics addiction proved beyond a reasonable doubt.
*231 Thus, this court has twice explicitly recognized that jury unanimity and the standard of proof
beyond a reasonable doubt are slices of the same due process pie. It would be curious indeed to grant
appellant one without the other. Therefore, this court concludes that appellant is entitled to a
unanimous jury verdict for reasons identical to those which entitle her to the standard of proof beyond
a reasonable doubt.
Moreover, any interpretation of section 5350, subdivision (d) as not requiring a unanimous jury
verdict would render that section unconstitutional as a violation of the equal protection clauses of the
California and federal Constitutions. 191 Section 5303 explicitly extends the protection of unanimous
jury verdicts to commitment proceedings for imminently dangerous persons. Were gravely disabled
persons facing possible commitment not entitled to the same protection, they would have just cause to
complain.
This court has previously characterized the right to a unanimous jury verdict as "fundamental."
(People v. Feagley, supra, 14 Cal.3d 338, 356.)(1°1*232 Accordingly, the state must show the
"compelling interest" which would justify distinguishing between the rights of imminently dangerous
and gravely disabled persons. (In re Gary W., supra, 5 Cal.3d 296, 306.)
Respondent fails to demonstrate any such compelling interest. At most, respondent argues that there is
a rational basis for distinguishing between the two classes of mentally ill persons. The alleged basis is
that in grave disability proceedings, the state's interest is solely one of benevolence toward the
individual. In imminently dangerous proceedings, on the other hand, the government has the
additional adversary interest of protecting others from that individual. Respondent concludes that
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there is less danger of governmental abuse in grave disability proceedings given the benevolent state
motives. Therefore, there is supposedly less need for heightened due process protection.
This argument is spurious. History is haunted by the accusing cries of those locked away "for their
own good." It would be small solace to a person wrongly judged mentally incompetent that his road to
commitment was paved with good intentions.
Moreover, this court has previously questioned whether the reality of commitment conforms to its
benign purpose. (People v. Burnick, supra, 14 Cal.3d 306, 319-320.) In many cases the "promise of
treatment has served only to bring an illusion of benevolence to what is essentially a warehousing
operation for social misfits." (Cross v. Harris (D.C. Cir.l969) 418 F.2d 1095, 1107.) For these
reasons, respondent's rational basis argument must be rejected.
Common sense alone dictates that, if anything, grave disability proceedings should be hemmed in by
more procedural safeguards than those surrounding imminently dangerous proceedings. This is
because the LPS Act makes it easier to commit gravely disabled persons than imminently dangerous
persons. In grave disability proceedings, the trier of fact need only be presented with a general
showing that the individual cannot provide for his or her basic personal needs due to a mental
disorder.(§ 5008, subd. (h)(l).) However, a much more exact showing must be made in imminently
dangerous proceedings, which require the demonstration of a threatened, attempted, or actually
inflicted physical *233 harm on another person, as well as an imminent threat of substantial physical
harm to others by reason of a mental disorder.(§ 5304.)[ 11 1
The easier the path to commitment, the more likely becomes the possibility of mistake. As the
possibility of reaching a wrong decision increases, the number of juror votes required to commit a
person certainly should not decrease. To allow a person to be certified as gravely disabled by 9 of 12
jurors, while requiring a jury to agree unanimously before a person can be found imminently
dangerous, would be to stand the doctrine of equal protection on its head.
In People v. Feagley, supra, 14 Cal.3d 338, 358, this court reached a parallel conclusion regarding the
unanimous jury verdict rights of mentally disordered sex offenders. The court noted that it was easier
to commit mentally disordered sex offenders than those accused of being dangerous to others. The
court concluded, as we do today, that surrounding the easier path to commitment with less procedural
safeguards was nonsensical. "This is common sense turned upside down, a discrimination without
semblance of rational basis let alone a compelling state interest, and a wholesale denial of equal
protection ofthe laws under both the California and fed~ral Constitutions." (Fn. omitted.) (People v.
Feagley, supra, 14 Cal.3d 338, 358.)

IV
There is an additional consideration involved in the case before this court. Since a major function of
standards of proof is to ensure the correctness of the eventual verdictl 121 an examination ofthe extent
to which LPS Act conservatorship procedures are subject to factual distortions is helpful in showing
why a high standard of proof is necessary to offset the effect of those distortions.
A proposed conservatee's only opportunity to prove his mental competency is at trial on the issue of
grave disability. In the typical case *234 (including the case at bar), the potential conservatee is
placed at an initial disadvantage because he or she is likely to be confined prior to the trial either
pursuant to a temporary conservatorship(§ 5353) or the conservatorship which is to be reestablished
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(§ 5358). These constraints limit the individual's ability to communicate freely with counsel,
witnesses, and others in preparation for trial.

Moreover, the individual's pretrial behavior during confinement can be and normally is introduced at
the grave disability hearing to help justify predictions that the individual is and will continue to be
gravely disabled. However, an individual's frantic or desperate reactions to involuntary commitment
in a mental hospital do not, in themselves, prove that he is mentally ill. (See, e.g., Kesey, One Flew
Over the Cuckoo's Nest (1962).)1 131 "Mental illness" is generally acknowledged to be a vague and
uncertain concept. Categories of mental diseases are notoriously unclear, often overlap, and
frequently change. 1141 The experts themselves often disagree on what is an appropriate diagnosis. (See
p. 230, ante.) In addition, the literature reveals that some appointed counsel, regardless of how
experienced they may be, tend to play a paternalistic rather than an advocacy role in commitment
proceedings. 1151A recent empirical study of practice under the LPS Act confirms this observation.£ 161
*235 The combined effect of these factors the difficulty of defining mental illness, the factfinder's
deference to psychiatric testimony, and the paternalistic attitude of some appointed counself 171 lends
strong support to the conclusion that proof beyond a reasonable doubt and jury unanimity are
constitutionally mandated standards necessary to assure that LPS Act conservatorships are accurately
established.

v
The due process clause of the California Constitution requires that proof beyond a reasonable doubt
and a unanimous jury verdict be applied to conservatorship proceedings under the LPS Act. This
court's decisions in Burnick, Feagley and Thomas have already held as much in regard to other civil
commitment proceedings. There is no logical reason to diverge from that path in this case. To turn
back toward the repudiated criterion of the civil-criminallabel serves only to exalt form over
constitutional substance. Logic and law, as well as regard for the value of liberty, compel this court to
follow those decisions today.f 181
The order appealed from is reversed.
Tobriner, J., Mosk, J., and Newman, J., concurred.
*236 CLARK, J., Concurring and Dissenting.
The thesis of the majority opinion appears to be that because the state has failed in caring for persons
suffering mental disabilities, only persons with the gravest disabilities those who by unanimous
opinion beyond any reasonable doubt are gravely disabled should be exposed to the degradations of
adjudication as mentally ill. If what the majority say of the chamber-of-horrors atmosphere at our
mental institutions (none of which appears in the record of this case) is true, does it follow that only
those needing the greatest help should be subjected to such a defective program?
The majority opinion is the misguided result of gratuitously applying concepts developed in
adjudicating criminal misconduct to the totally different procedure for adjudicating mental disability.
The majority see the issues to be essentially the same, and thus require the same standard of proof
beyond reasonable doubt by an unanimous jury. But the issues are different in at least one essential
ingredient. A criminal's removal from the general environment is deemed a punishment and also
serves to protect the general public. The removal is not for the purpose of affording direct benefits to
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the defendant, although it is hoped that some rehabilitative purpose will be served. On the other hand,
a mentally disabled person is not removed for punitive reasons. The primary purpose for such removal
is to benefit and protect that person.
Today's majority decision will make it more difficult to take action when the need for action is
indicated. Who benefits from this added difficulty? Certainly not the mentally disabled person in need
of professional intervention but too disabled to appreciate his or her need.
It further appears on legal analysis based on statutory considerations and applicable case law, that
both the beyond-a-reasonable doubt and unanimity concepts should be rejected. I consider first the
legal standard of proof.
The Act does not specify a standard ofproof.Pl However, it does incorporate by reference Probate
Code conservatorship provisions.(§ 5350.) Although Probate Code provisions state that civil trial
procedures are applicable, the provisions do not specify a particular standard of proof. Evidence Code
section 115 states the general burden of proof rule, providing in relevant part: "Except as otherwise
provided by law, the burden of proof requires proofby a preponderance of the evidence." (Italics
added.) The burden ofproof"otherwise provided by law" *237 includes decisional law. (Evid. Code,
§ 160; People v. Burnick (1975) 14 Cal.3d 306, 313-314 [121 Cal. Rptr. 488, 535 P.2d 352].) Under
these circumstances, it is incumbent upon this court to determine the appropriate burden of proof in
light of the policies underlying the substantive law. (People v. Burnick, supra, at p. 314, fn. 5.)
The three traditional standards of proof, (1) evidence beyond a reasonable doubt, (2) clear and
convincing evidence, and (3) preponderating evidence, represent "an attempt to instruct the fact finder
concerning the degree of confidence our society thinks he should have in the correctness of factual
conclusions for a particular type of adjudication." (In re Winship (1970) 397 U.S. 358, 370 [25
L.Ed.2d 368, 379, 90 S.Ct. 1068] (Harlan, J., concurring).) As the seriousness of the consequences
resulting from an erroneous judgment increase, a stricter standard is required to mitigate against the
possibility of error. (People v. Burnick, supra, 14 Cal.3d 306, 310.) In the context ofthe present case,
the applicable standard should be determined in light of the nature and purpose of the proceedings, the
potential deprivation of liberty, and the stigma incurred. (ld, at pp. 315, 319, 321.)
Whether a proceeding is denominated civil or criminal, its nature and purpose must be ascertained by
examining its true character. (In re Winship, supra, 397 U.S. 358, 365-366 [25 L.Ed.2d 368, 3753 77]; In re Gault (1967) 387 U.S. 1, 49-50 [18 L.Ed.2d 527, 558-559, 87 S.Ct. 1428]; Specht v.
Patterson (1967) 386 U.S. 605, 608-609 [18 L.Ed.2d 326, 329-330, 87 S.Ct. 1209].)
Grave disability is unrelated to criminal conduct. The proceedings are neither initiated by nor
connected with criminal conviction. (Cf. Specht v. Patterson, supra, 386 U.S. 605; People v. Burnick,
supra, 14 Cal.3d 306.) The Act seeks simply to provide care for those unable to satisfy their personal
needs for food, clothing, and shelter. (§§ 5008, subd. (h), 5350, 5352.) The state's purpose is solely
one of remedial treatment (People v. Valdez (1968) 260 Cal. App.2d 895, 904 [67 Cal. Rptr. 583]); it
seeks neither retribution nor protection of society the government's primary interests in criminal
prosecutions. (Specht v. Patterson, supra, 386 U.S. at pp. 608-609 [18 L.Ed.2d at pp. 329-330];
People v. Feagley (1975) 14 Cal.3d 338,361-373 [121 Cal. Rptr. 509,535 P.2d 373].) The Act serves
to protect the person from the consequence of his own infirmity rather than to protect society from the
person. When and if the conservatee is *238 confined, confinement occurs either in the private
residence of a relative or in the hospital nearest the conservatee's home. Accordingly, it must be
concluded the purpose of proceedings pursuant to the Act are remedial only, containing no element of
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either criminal or civil liability. (See In re Gary W (1971) 5 Cal.3d 296, 302-303 [96 Cal. Rptr. 1,
486 P.2d 1201].)
We are not unmindful of the potential deprivation of liberty for a gravely disabled conservatee. Such
person may be confined in a hospital for up to one year.(§ 5361.) However, potential confinement is
controlled by extensive statutory safeguards. Confinement does not necessarily follow establishment
of the conservatorship.(§ 5358.) If it occurs at all, confinement is never in a jail, prison, or an
institutional environment designed for the punishment of persons convicted of crimes.(§ 5358.)£21
Further, the conservatee is entitled to two hearings during the one-year period in addition to initial
judicial determination.(§ 5364.) The conservatee may also be released within one year if the
conservator gives requisite notice. (§ 6000.) At the end of one year, the conservatee has a right to
immediate release.(§ 5361.)
Some degree of stigma may attach to a person judicially determined to have been gravely disabled.
However, the stigma is different both in degree and kind from that following criminal conviction or
involuntary commitment as a mentally disordered sex offender. Criminal convictions carry society's
approbrium based on fear and distrust. A gravely disabled person is far more likely to be viewed by
society with compassion instead of fear. A prior criminal conviction may impose continuing legal
impairment. The Act, on the other hand, prohibits even a presumption of incompetence. (§ 5368.)
The majority's reliance on In re Winship, supra, 397 U.S. 358 and People v. Burnick, supra, 14 Cal.3d
306, is misplaced. Unlike the situation presented in the instant case, those cases involved criminal
proceedings. In both cases the consequence of an adverse decision subjected the individual to the
possibility of confinement in a penal institution. The state's asserted interest was primarily the
protection of society. Both cases concerned much greater deprivation of liberty than is here at issue.
In Burnick the defendant was confined for an indeterminate period. In Winship the defendant was
subject to potential confmement for six years. *239 Further, the proceedings reviewed in Winship
carried the greater stigma of a criminal conviction and in Burnick the additional burden of mentally
disordered sex offender.
Balancing the benefit and purpose of the Act against adverse consequences to the individual clearly
suggests the proper standard is clear and convincing proof. (See, Woodby v. Immigration Service
(1966) 385 U.S. 276 [17 L.Ed.2d 362, 87 S.Ct. 483]; Chaunt v. United States (1960) 364 U.S. 350 [5
L.Ed.2d 120, 81 S.Ct. 147]; Nishikawa v. Dulles (1958) 356 U.S. 129 [2 L.Ed.2d 659, 78 S.Ct. 612].)
The less demanding standard of preponderating evidence would be improper. While this standard
would allow full and efficient implementation of the statutory purpose, it would fail to adequately
safeguard the individual's rights. The consequences of a determination of grave disability may result
in confinement for one year. This potential deprivation ofliberty dictates a higher standard of proof
be used to minimize risk of error.
Conversely, requiring the stricter standard ofproofbeyond a reasonable doubt is inappropriate. While
insulating the individual from the possibility of erroneous decision, this standard may also prevent
individuals from receiving sorely needed aid. It must be remembered that while the consequences of
an erroneous judgment finding a person gravely disabled are substantial, the consequences of an
erroneous judgment finding a person not to be gravely disabled may well be more severe. In the latter
case, an individual may quite literally be left to languish in the streets. Application of the criminal
standard would threaten the beneficial statutory purpose while increasing the stigma.
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The majority also err in concluding that grave disability can be found only by unanimous jury verdict.
While the Act guarantees potential conservatees the right to a jury trial, it is silent as to whether the
jury's verdict must be unanimous.(§ 5350, subd. (d).) As noted, however, the Act incorporates by
reference Probate Code procedures for conservatorships. (§ 5350.) The Probate Code provides for
factual determinations by a three-fourths majority when the factfinder is a jury. (Prob. Code, §§ 1702,
1230, 1233; see Prob. Code,§ 1755.) Thus, the Legislature has provided for less than unanimous jury
verdicts in grave disability cases. Accordingly, the issue is whether the Legislature's direction is
constitutional.
*240 While the Constitution mandates unanimous verdicts in criminal proceedings, it permits a threefourths jury verdict in other cases. (Cal. Const., art. I, § 16; People v. Feagley, supra, 14 Cal. 3d 338,
352; People v. Superior Court (Thomas) (1967) 67 Cal.2d 929,932 [64 Cal. Rptr. 327,434 P.2d
623].) Grave disability proceedings under the Act being civil in nature, the legislative decision does
not violate the basic constitutional provision concerning the right to a jury.
In contrast, the Act provides for unanimous jury verdicts in imminently dangerous proceedings. (§
5303.) The majority appear to hold there to be a violation of equal protection clauses of the state and
federal Constitutions in denying persons subject to grave disability proceedings the right to a
unanimous jury verdict while granting such a right to persons subject to imminently dangerous
proceedings.
The equal protection clauses (U.S. Const., Amend. XIV; Cal. Const., art. I,§ 7, subd. (b)) require that
persons similarly situated receive like treatment under the law. (E.g., Reedv. Reed (1971) 404 U.S.
71,75-76 [30 L.Ed.2d 225,229-230,92 S.Ct. 251]; Brown v. Merlo (1973) 8 Cal.3d 855,861 [106
Cal. Rptr. 388,506 P.2d 212,66 A.L.R.3d 505]; Purdy & Fitzpatrickv. State ofCalifornia (1969) 71
Cal.2d 566, 578 [79 Cal. Rptr. 77, 456 P.2d 645, 38 A.L.R.3d 1194].) Classifications must be
reasonable in light of the purpose to be served. (E.g., Rinaldi v. Yeager (1966) 384 U.S. 305, 308-309
[16 L.Ed.2d 577,579-580,86 S.Ct. 1497]; Brown v. Merlo, supra, at p. 861; Hayes v. Superior Court
(1971) 6 Cal.3d 216,223 [98 Cal. Rptr. 449,490 P.2d 1137].)
The verdict disparity between an imminent danger proceeding and a grave disability proceeding is
justified because the persons subject to the different procedures are not similarly situated. Unlike a
gravely disabled person, an imminently dangerous person poses a threat of harm to others. This
danger gives rise to a governmental interest, analogous to the governmental interest in criminal
proceedings. When the government's actions are motivated not only by benevolence towards the
individual, but also by an interest in protecting others from the individual's behavior, potential for
abuse exists. The proceedings may be misused as a substitute for criminal prosecution, justifying the
additional safeguard of jury unanimity to protect the individual against the risk of error. (See People
v. Feagley, supra, 14 Cal.3d 338, 361 et seq.) This additional governmental interest is reflected by the
fact that commitment of those found to be imminently dangerous is mandatory.(§ 5304.) Because this
interest is not *241 present in grave disability proceedings, imminently dangerous and gravely
disabled persons are not similarly situated. !31
The purpose of the Act's grave disability provisions is to provide prompt, short term treatment and
care to those unable to feed, clothe, and shelter themselves. Obviously, the Legislature's classification
in light of this purpose is reasonable.
The majority gratuitously conclude, based on materials not part of the record herein, that because of
"the difficulty of defining mental illness, the factfinder's deference to psychiatric testimony, and the
paternalistic attitude of some appointed counsel" (ante, p. 23 5), proof beyond a reasonable doubt and
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jury unanimity are "constitutionally mandated." There is no showing that any of the nebulous factors
played any part in the instant factual determination that the conservatee is a gravely disabled person
within the meaning of the act, yet these factors are now held to constitutionally mandate the majority's
conclusions.
While the majority seek out reasons supporting the strictest test for determining grave disability even
straying far from the record to do so they pay little or no heed to reasons for rejecting their
conclusions. In determining the standard of proof and the jury requirement we are concerned with the
possibility of error in judicial proceedings. In the event of such error there is the possibility that some
persons not mentally ill may be confined, but there is also the risk that persons who due to mental
illness are unable to take care of themselves will not receive care and treatment. The latter persons
are faced with release without the ability to survive. Consideration of the right to freedom by persons
who *242 may be erroneously committed requires rejection of the standard of proof by a mere
preponderance of the evidence; humanitarian considerations for persons who may be erroneously
released require rejection of the criminal standard proof beyond a reasonable doubt and the
unanimous verdict requirement. I am satisfied that such humanitarian considerations for the mentally
ill require us to opt in favor of a clear and convincing proof test and the three-fourths jury verdict. The
Legislature's decision to provide for less than an unanimous jury verdict to support a finding of grave
disability is consistent with constitutional requirements.
I concur that the judgment must be reversed, but only for the reason that the jury was instructed to
find on the question of grave disability by a preponderance of the evidence rather than by clear and
convincing evidence. In all other respects I dissent from the majority opinion.
Richardson, J., and Manuel, J., concurred.
Respondent's petition for a rehearing was denied March 29, 1979, and the opinion was modified to
read as printed above. Clark, J., and Richardson, J., were of the opinion that the petition should be
granted.

NOTES
[1] See Welfare and Institutions Code section 5350 et seq. Unless otherwise specified, all statutory
references herein are to the Welfare and Institutions Code.
[2] How the jury voted is not entirely clear from the record. The clerk's transcript contains the verdict
returned by the jury, but that form does not indicate the number of jurors concurring. The minute
entry of the hearing does not show that the jury was polled. The order appealed from indicates that the
verdict was unanimous.
[3] "The definite impression of many data gatherers is that the conservatorship device is used to avoid
the necessity of obtaining consent to treatment from recalcitrant patients. One can only speculate on
the number of people who are coerced into accepting 'voluntary' treatment by a threat to initiate the
conservatorship process ifthe individual is unwilling to accept treatment." (Morris, Conservatorship
for the "Gravely Disabled": California's Nondeclaration ofNonindependence (1978) 15 San Diego
L.Rev. 225 (hereafter cited as Conservatorship for Gravely Disabled).)
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[4] "A report on LPS conservatorships in Santa Clara County revealed that a majority of conservatees
had no personal contact with their conservators, and in fact they did not even know their names. (Fn.
omitted.]" (Morris, Conservatorship for Gravely Disabled, supra, 15 San Diego L.Rev. 227.)
[5] These powers are as follows: "To institute and maintain all actions and other proceedings for the
benefit of and to defend all actions and other proceedings against the conservatee or the
conservatorship estate; to take, collect and hold the property of the conservatee; to contract for the
conservatorship and to perform outstanding contracts and thereby bind the conservatorship estate; to
operate at the risk of the estate any business, farm or enterprise constituting an asset of the
conservatorship, to grant and take options; to sell at public or private sale; to create by grant or
otherwise easements and servitudes; to borrow money and give security for the repayment thereof; to
purchase real or personal property; to alter, improve and repair or raze, replace and rebuild
conservatorship property; to let or lease property for any purpose including exploration for and
removal of gas, oil and other minerals and natural resources and for any period, including a term
commencing at a future time; to loan money on adequate security; to exchange conservatorship
property; to sell on credit provided that any unpaid portion of the selling price shall be adequately
secured; to vote in person or by proxy all shares and securities held by the conservator; to exercise
stock rights and stock options; to participate in and become subject and to consent to the provisions of
any voting trust and of any reorganization, consolidation, merger, dissolution, liquidation or other
modification or adjustment affecting conservatorship property; to effect necessary insurance for the
proper protection of the estate, to pay, collect, compromise, arbitrate or otherwise adjust any and all
claims, debts or demands upon the conservatorship, including those for taxes; to abandon valueless
property, and to employ attorneys, accountants, investment counsel, agents, depositaries and
employees and to pay the expense therefor from the conservatorship estate." (Prob. Code,§ 1853.)
[6] The statutes cited utilize several different phrases to refer to impairments resulting from mental
disorders. Although these terms are not always identical to the language of the grave disability
provisions of the LPS Act, a finding of grave disability would certainly be relevant to a determination
ofwhether an individual falls within the ambit of these statutory provisions.
[7] In a study of stigma and mental illness, stigmatization was found to result from the categorization
of a person as mentally ill rather than from the nature of that person's behavior. (Sarbin & Mancuso,
Failure ofa Moral Enterprise: Attitudes ofthe Public Toward Mental Illness (1970) 35 J. Consul. &
Clinical Psych. 159.)
[8] See also People v. Burnick, supra, 14 Cal.3d 306, 325-326; O'Connor v. Donaldson (1975) 422
U.S. 563, 579 [45 L.Ed.2d 396, 409, 95 S.Ct. 2486] (cone. opn. of Burger, C.J.); Ennis & Litwack,
Psychiatry and the Presumption ofExpertise: Flipping Coins in the Courtroom (1974) 62 Cal. L.Rev.
693, 699-708.
[9] It is a cornerstone of constitutional adjudication that courts interpret statutes, wherever possible, so
as to preserve their constitutionality. (See, e.g., Kash Enterprises, Inc. v. City ofLos Angeles (1977)
19 Cal.3d 294, 305 [138 Cal. Rptr. 53, 562 P.2d 1302].)

[10] The concurring and dissenting opinion seeks to distinguish Feagley on the grounds that "[t]he
defendant there had been charged with and convicted of a criminal offense as a precondition to
proceedings to determine his status as a mentally disordered sex offender." (Cone. and dis. opn.,post,
p. 241, italics added.) However, the Feagley court explicitly disclaimed reliance on the fact that the
civil commitment of a mentally disordered sex offender is triggered by a criminal conviction. "[T]he
criminal offense of which the defendant was convicted need have no relevance at all to the issues
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subsequently adjudicated in the mentally disordered sex offender proceedings." (People v. Feagley,
supra, 14 Cal.3d 338, 356.) Feagley specifically concluded that a person alleged to be a mentally
disordered sex offender has a fundamental right to a unanimous jury verdict in civil commitment
proceedings. (Ibid.)
One would have thought that the concurring and dissenting opinion's misreading of Feagley's
significance would have been laid to rest by these words of explanation by Justice Mosk, Feagley's
author: "The primary ground of invalidity identified in Feagley was a violation of the provisions of
the California Constitution guaranteeing due process (art. I, § 7, subd. (a)) and a unanimous jury
verdict (art. I,§ 16). We recognized that neither applied by its terms to 'civil actions, but we recalled
our statements in In re Gary W. ( 1971) 5 Cal. 3d 296, 307 [96 Cal. Rptr. 1, 486 P .2d 1201 ], that 'the
California Legislature has recognized that the interests involved in civil commitment proceedings are
no less fundamental than those in criminal proceedings and that liberty is no less precious because
forfeited in a civil proceeding than when taken as a consequence of a criminal conviction.' We then
explained that a mentally disordered sex offender proceeding has 'all the trappings of a criminal
prosecution, together with the worst consequences of the latter' (14 Cal.3d at p. 350) .... " (People v.
Thomas (1977) 19 Cal.3d 630,642 [139 Cal. Rptr. 594,566 P.2d 228], italics added.)
This court today does not "assum[e] the very thing at issue." (Cone. and dis. opn., post, p. 241.)
Instead, having undertaken a close analysis of the severe consequences for an individual's liberty of
commitment to a mental hospital as a gravely disabled person, this court today follows Feagley and
Thomas in characterizing as fundamental the right to a unanimous jury verdict in civil commitment
proceedings under the LPS Act.
[11] It is also more difficult for an individual found to be gravely disabled to secure his or her release.
A conservatee may be confined for up to a year, compared to the 90-day maximum for a person
adjudged imminently dangerous. Moreover, only one additional90-day period of treatment may be
ordered by the court for an imminently dangerous person and even then only if that person has
threatened, attempted, or actually inflicted physical harm on another during the initial 90-day period.
(§ 5304; People v. Feagley, supra, 14 Cal.3d 338, 358, fn. 14.) Conservatorship, on the other hand,
may be reestablished for additional one-year periods an indefinite number of times, as long as the
condition of grave disability is found to continue.(§ 5361.)
[ 12] See, e.g., Underwood, The Thumb on the Scales ofJustice: Burdens of Persuasion in Criminal
Cases (1977) 86 Yale L.J. 1299, 1306-1307.
[13] A recent study of the LPS Act points out that testimony about an individual's failure to adjust in a
hospital setting is frequently relied on to support a finding of grave disability. However, such
testimony may have little, if any, bearing on the basic question posed to the finder of fact that is,
whether or not the proposed conservatee "as a result of a mental disorder, is unable to provide for his
basic personal needs for food, clothing, or shelter"(§ 5008, subd. (h)(1)). (See Warren, Involuntary
Commitment for Mental Disorder: The Application ofCalifornia's Lanterman-Petris-Short Act (1977)
11 Law & Society Rev. 629.)
Both judges and juries tend to defer to psychiatric judgments regarding behavior that is purportedly
indicative of a mental disorder. (For a recent empirical study noting the deference of the factfinder to
psychiatric opinion testimony in civil commitment proceedings in Arizona, see Wexler & Scoville,
The Administration ofPsychiatric Justice: Theory and Practice in Arizona (1971) 13 Ariz. L.Rev. 1,
60.)
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[14] In title 9, California Administrative Code, section 813, "mental disorder" is defined as "any of
the mental disorders as set forth in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (Current
Ed.) ofthe American Psychiatric Association." This definition only serves to highlight the lack of
standards and potential for confusion, as the American Psychiatric Association frequently alters its
definitions of what constitutes a mental disorder. (See, e.g., Jackson, The Revised Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual ofthe American Psychiatric Association (1970) 127: 1 Am.J.Psych. 65.)
[15] See, e.g., Litwack, The Role ofCounsel in Civil Commitment Proceedings: Emerging Problems
(1974) 62 Cal.L.Rev. 816, 827-831 and authorities cited therein; Andalman & Chambers, Effective
Counsel for Persons Facing Civil Commitment: A Survey, a Polemic, and a Proposal (1974) 45
Miss.L.J. 43.
(16] The study suggests complacency on the part of appointed counsel. (Warren, supra, 11 Law &
Society Rev. at p. 633.) A study in North Carolina noted that "[i]nformal conversations with judges
and attorneys suggest that they defer to psychiatric opinion because they feel they lack the requisite
expertise and want to obtain help for those in need." (Hi day, Reformed Commitment Procedures: An
Empirical Study in the Courtroom (1977) 11 Law & Society Rev. 651, 665.)
The Wisconsin Supreme Court has recently mandated minimum standards for attorneys appearing in
civil commitment proceedings. Those standards call for "adversary counsel" who must represent a
client "zealously within the bounds ofthe law." (State ex rel. Memmel v. Mundy (1977) 75 Wis.2d
322 [249 N.W.2d 573, 577].)
[ 17] One recent law review article outlined the present system: "The lawyers did not consider
themselves advocates in an adversary process in which conservatorship was to be avoided. For
example, of the sixty-three court hearings observed during the study period, thirty-six lasted three
minutes or less, and only nine hearings lasted nine minutes or longer. Ironically, the conservatorship
hearings were of a shorter average duration than the 4. 7 minute average of pre-LPS commitment
hearings. The criticism leveled at the commitment hearings is equally applicable to the LPS
conservatorship hearings: 'One can only wonder what the court experience meant to more than 13,000
Californians committed last year. If the purposes of the system are so confusing to the judges, doctors
and lawyers who practice in it, the citizens who come before the court for three or four minutes must
be completely bewildered. Many must believe that they are being incarcerated for terrible deeds.'
[Fns. omitted.]" (Morris, Conservatorship for Gravely Disabled, supra, 15 San Diego L.Rev. 232.)
[18] The holding in this case shall be applied only to cases not yet final as ofthe date on which this
decision becomes final. In light of Welfare and Institutions Code sections 5361 and 5364, this court is
satisfied that final judgments establishing conservatorships over gravely disabled persons need not be
disturbed, since the new rules announced in this case will, at any rate, shortly be available to all
conservatees.
[1] All references herein to the Act are to the Lanterman-Petris-Short Act (Welf. & Inst. Code,§ 5350
et seq.) and unless otherwise specified all other statutory references are to the designated sections of
the Welfare and Institutions Code.
[2] The majority appear to argue that because persons convicted of crimes who are determined to be
mentally disordered are often confined in state hospitals as may be a mentally disordered person not
convicted of a crime confinement in a state hospital is tantamount to confinement in prison. (Ante, p.
226.) The logic of such argument escapes me.
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[3] The majority improperly rely on People v. Feagley, supra. 14 Cal.3d 338, 356 (ante, pp. 229-233)
for the theory that because a fundamental interest is involved the right to a unanimous jury verdict
the state must demonstrate a "compelling interest" justifying the distinction between grave disability
and imminent danger proceedings. The majority err first in assuming the very thing at issue. They
state that this "court has previously characterized the right to a unanimous jury verdict as
'fundamental,"' citing Feagley. (Ante, pp. 231-232.) The issue, of course, is whether the right to a jury
verdict in grave disability proceedings is "fundamental." Feagley dealt with mentally disordered sex
offender proceedings. (Welf. & Inst. Code, § 6300 et seq.) Thus the proceedings in Feagley were of
an entirely different character. The defendant there had been charged with and convicted of a criminal
offense as a precondition to proceedings to determine his status as a mentally disordered sex offender.
He was exposed in such proceedings to commitment in an institutional unit within a state prison not a
state hospital as in the instant case. This court noted in Feagley the more severe circumstances of
confinement in such a unit when compared to confinement in a state hospital, contrary to the
argument elsewhere urged by the majority in this case. (People v. Feagley, supra, 14 Cal.3d 338, 346347.) The majority thus improperly rely on Feagley as they fail to demonstrate the same or similar
fundamental right at issue here.
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Standard 6-1.6.

6-1.8

Duty to maintain impartiality

(a) The trial judge should avoid impropriety and the appearance
of impropriety in all activities, and should conduct himself or herself at all times in a manner that promotes public confidence in the
integrity and impartiality of the judiciary. The judge should not allow
family, social, political or other relationships to influence judicial
conduct or judgmenL
(b) During the course of official proceedings, the trial judge should
avoid contact or familiarity with the defendant, victims, witnesses,
counsel, or members of the families of such persons which might give
the appearance of bias or partiality.
(c) A judge should not hold membership in any organization that
practices invidious discrimination on the basis of race, sex, religion,
national origin, disability, age, or sexual orientation.
(d) It is the responsibility of the trial judge to attempt to eliminate,
both in chambers and in the courtroom, bias or prejudice due to race,
sex, religion, national origin, disability, age, or sexual orientation.
The judge should also avoid bias in hiring, and strive to achieve
diversity in his or her staff.
(e) A judge should not be influenced by actual or anticipated public criticism in his or her actions, rulings, or decisions.

Standard 6-1.7

Jud~e's

duty concerning record of
judtdal proceedings

The trial judge has a duty to see that the reporter makes a true, complete, and accurate record of all proceedings. The judge should at all
times respect the professional independence of the reporte.; but may
challenge the accuracy of the reporter's record of the proceedings. The
trial judge should not change the transcript without notice to the prosecution, the defense, and the reporter, with opportunity to be heard.
The trial judge should take steps to ensure that the reporter's obligation to furnish transcripts of court proceedings is promptly meL

Standard 6-1.8.

Proceedings in and outside of the
courtroom

(a) The trial judge should maintain a preference for live public proceedings in the courtroom with all parties physically presenL
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the trial judge to divorce him or herself from political or other public
pressure, proceeding in a principled and impartial manner, with a willingness to make unpopular rulings if necessary.
This standard stresses judicial independence not only from public
pressure, but from pressure by other governmental officials as well. The
judge must be aware that unpopular rulings will occasionally have to
be made, and that criticism is part of the judicial process.U

Standard 6-1.7.

Jud~e's duty concerning record

of

judicial proceedings
The trial judge has a duty to see that the reporter makes a true,
complete, and accurate record of all proceedings. The judge should
at all times respect the professional independence of the reporter,
but may challenge the accuracy of the reporter's record of the proceedings. The trial judge should not change the transcript without
notice to the prosecution, the defense, and the reporter, with opportunity to be heard. The trial judge should take steps to ensure that
the reporter's obligation to furnish transcripts of court proceedings
is promptly met.

History of Standard
This is former Standard 6-1.6. There are no changes.

Related Standards
ABA, STANDARDS RELATING TO TRIAL COURTS, STANDARD 2.42 (1992)
NAC, Couxrs, 6.1

Commentary
It is essential that the record of court proceedings be both complete
and accurate. The purpose of using a court reporter is to provide a true
record of the judicial proceedings. While the attorneys make the record,
11. See Standard 6-1.2(b). In many states, the bar association has a formalized process
to respond to unfair criticism of judges or judicial rulings. Su, e.g., 35 AZ Attorney 40
(1999) (Committee); Ohio Code of Prof. Resp., CANON 8, EC 8-6 (2000); 46 Rl Bar J. 3
(1996) (policy statement); SC St.Bar Rules of Conduct. Rule 8.2 and Comment (2000).
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the reporter keeps the record. The gravity of this responsibility should
not be underestimated. Any lack of confidence in the record serves to
undermine the judicial process and the right of appeal. The trial judge
has the duty of supervising the record of the proceeding until an appeal
is filed. The judge should be impartial with respect to the reporter's
record. 1 The judge's duty with regard to the record is no less in those
courts where audio recording equipment is used in place of a reporter.
Indeed, even with recordings, it appears that there are problems of completeness or accuracy which may require the attention of the judge.2
Where reporters are employed, their independence must be both apparent and genuine.
The trial judge has the same right as the other participants in the trial
to challenge the accuracy of the record. While the certification of the
reporter indicates that the record is complete and accurate so far as the
reporter's notes and recollection are concerned, the judge, when determining the record, has the right and duty to go beyond the reporter's
certification. The final determination of the record is the function of
the trial judge.3 Before the trial judge changes the record, however, this
standard makes clear that notice should be given to all parties, including the court reporter, and that the parties should be given an opportunity to be heard regarding the judge's changes. A record should also be
made of that hearing.
Computerized transcription allows rapid, if not simultaneous, production of trial transcripts. This not only has the obvious advantage of
making transcripts immediately available following the proceedings,
but also permits, where the technology is available, access to the existing transcript during the trial itself. It also allows review of the transcript while recollections of the proceedings are fresh. Immediate access
to the record created by this technology can facilitate accuracy in argument, rulings and fact-finding. Computerization of the courtroom can
also facilitate the introduction and use of documents and exhibits. The
electronic courtroom probably lies in the future of the trial process, and

1. See David J. Soari, THE CoURT AND FREE-LANCE REPoRTER PRoFESSION, Quorum
Boob (1988) 44-49.
2. See DeBenedictis, "Excuse Me, Did You Get AU That," 79 ABAJOURNAL84 (1983).

3. Ste United States v. Gallo, 763 F.2d 1504 (6th Cir. 1985) (requirements of Court
Reporter Act that court reporter record verbatim all proceedings in criminal cases had in
open court are mandatory, and it is the duty of the court, not the attorney, to see that
Act's provisions are complied with).
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trial judges are encouraged, where resources are available, to experiment with the implementation of this technology in trial practice.4 In
so doing, however, the trial judge must ensure that all parties have
equal access and ability to use the equipment.
Electronic recording systems, however, also can be invasive of privacy or could capture confidential communications. Similarly, leaving
electronic equipment operative and unmonitored when court is not in
public session or following adjournment creates the potential for misunderstanding and misuse by both the judge and interested third parties, such as the media. The trial judge should guard against any such
potential abuse.
The standard also instructs the trial judge to ensure that trial transcripts are promptly available. This can be undertaken by closely supervising the work of the court reporter or other transcription process or by
establishing a systematized mechanism for the production of transcripts. This is an especially important feature of the standard because
delay in transcript availability slows the review and appellate process.

Standard 6-1.8.

Proceedings in and outside of the
courtroom

(a) The hial judge should maintain a preference for live public proceedings in the courtroom with all parties physically present.
(b) All significant proceedings, whether or not public, should be on
the record. Relevant decisions in proceedings not on the record
should be reflected in the record.
(c) The hial judge should place or permit counsel to place any germane matter on the record which has not been previously recorded.
(d) When electronic procedures for transmission or recording are
used, the proceedings transmitted or recorded should reflect the decorum of the courtroom. When the right to counsel applies, such procedures should not result in a situation where only the prosecuting or
defense counsel is physically present before the judge.

History of Standard
The standard is new for the Third Edition.
4. Frederick I. Lederer, The Road to the Virlulll Courtroom? A Consideration ofTodlly'sAnd Tomorrow's-High-Technology Courtrooms, 50S. CAR. L. REv. 799 (1999).
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DISTRICT COURT ADMINISTRATIVE REGULATION
No. 4-79
(Amended December 29, 2011)

PROMULGATION OF STANDARDS OF JUDICIAL PRACTICE,

CIVIL COMMITMENT
AND AUTHORIZATION OF MEDICAL TREATMENT
FOR MENTAL ILLNESS
(Revised December, 2011)

Administrative Regulation 4-79 is hereby amended as follows:
The provisions of the Standards of Judicial Practice, Civil Commitment and Authorization
of Medical Treatment for Menta/Illness, as revised, are hereby promulgated for use in the District
Court Department.

Lyn~KM. Connolly
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·-,

Chief Justice of the District C6_un

Effective: January 3, 2012

Note:
The Civil Commitment Standards were first promulgated by Chief Justice Samuel E. Zoll in
1979. They were developed by the District Court Committee on Mental Health, consisting ofi-Ion.
George N. Covett (Brockton), Chair, Hon. Morris N. Gould (Worcester), Hon. Arlyne F. Hassett
(Waltham), Hon. George N. Hurd (Brockton), Hon. Walter J. Moossa (Westborough), Hon. Alvertus
J. Morse (Northampton), William J. O'Neil, Esq., Executive Director, Mental Health Legal Advisors
Committee, and Hon. Maurice H. Richardson (Dedham), with the assistance of James A. Robbins,
Esq., Administrative Attorney in the Administrative Office ofthe District Court.
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The Committee dedicated their work to Chief Justice Franklin N. Flaschner, who had died
untimely before its completion, and to Committee member Hon. Morris N. Gould, who had since
retired. As the Committee noted,
"Judge Flaschner recognized the unique problems which these sensitive and often
complex cases present for judges and other personnel in the context of a sometimes
hectic community court system in which the court's time and attention are in demand
by great numbers of litigants, most of whom are far more able to assert their
positions than is the typical respondent in a psychiatric commitment case. The late
Chief Justice was a nationally recognized leader and prolific writer in this area ....
His leadership and his commission of the District Court Committee on Mental Health
have served and continue to serve to improve the performance of the District Courts
in this as in other areas of law and judicial administration.
"Judge Gould was a charter member and a primary member of the Committee
which produced these standards . . . . His contributions were invaluable. He
administered and heard most of the civil commitment cases in central Massachusetts,
and did so in a way which brought great credit to our system in the eyes of all
involved, in no small measure because of the great human concern which he
exhibited toward the less fortunate members of society. His decisions and opinions
in this area, both as a trial judge and as a member of the Appellate Division, have
provided us with a proud legacy."
Three decades of experience and many significant appellate decisions and statutory
amendments have made a comprehensive revision of the Standards necessary, as well as their
expansion to include the District Court's responsibility since 1986 for substituted judgment
decisions concerning medical treatment of mental illness for incompetent civilly committed persons.
I am grateful to Hon. Rosemary B. Minehan (Plymouth), Regional Administrative Judge for
Region 1 and Chair of the District Court Committee on Mental Health and Substance Abuse, for
undertaking this complex task. Thanks are also due Hon. Michael J. Brooks (Natick), Regional
Administrative Judge for Region 4; Michael H. Cohen, Esq., Supervising Counsel at Bridgewater
State Hospital; Hon. Kevan J. Cunningham (First Justice, Taunton); Hon. Paul F. LoConto
(Worcester), Regional Administrative Judge for Region 5; and Debra A. Pinals, M.D., Assistant
Commissioner of Forensic Mental Health Services, Massachusetts Department of Mental Health,
for their thoughtful review and suggestions. A special word of thanks to Lester Blumberg, Esq.,
General Counsel, Massachusetts Department ofPublic Health; Stan Goldman, Esq., Director, Mental
Health Litigation Division, Committee for Public Counsel Services; Michael T. Porter, Esq., of
Connor & Hilliard, P.C.; and John M. Connors, Esq., former Deputy Court Administrator in the
Administrative Office of the District Court , for their contributions of expertise, thoughtful input,
and extensive drafting.
Unlike rules of court, the Standards of Judicial Practice are not mandatory in application.
They represent a qualitative judgment as to best practices in each of the various aspects of the civil
commitment procedure. As such, each court should strive for compliance with the Standards and
should treat them as a statement of desirable practice to be departed from only with good cause. In
addition, many references are made throughout the Standards to provisions of statutory and case law
which, of course, must be observed.
2
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These Standards may be amended from time to time. Comments and suggestions on how
they may be improved are always welcome and should be sent to the Administrative Office of the
District Court.
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Location of hearings

Hearings may be conducted away from the courthouse and at the petitioning mental
health facility or Bridgewater State Hospital. G.L. c. 123, § 5. Normally it is desirable to
do so if appropriate decorum, security, recordation and public access are available.
All court hearings should be held in rooms of adequate size and appropriate
condition for a dignified and impartial judicial hearing. The physical setting must be
sufficient to provide for appropriate security, permit public access, and elicit the
customary respect accorded court proceedings and parties before the court.
Hearings must be electronically recorded.
The judge should be accompanied by a court officer, if available, who should open
and conclude the hearing with a traditional call. In addition, or as an alternative, the
facility may provide security personnel. An assistant clerk or sessions clerk should be
present to maintain custody of court records and exhibits, including the audio recording of
the proceedings, to swear witnesses, to docket the proceedings, and to prepare any court
forms or written orders necessary.
Commitment hearings must be conducted at the courthouse if an adequate setting is
not available at the facility.

Commentary
Unlike virtually all other judicial matters, G.L. c. 123 commitment hearings may be
conducted away from the courthouse and at the petitioning facility or Bridgewater State
Hospital. G.L. c. 123, § 5. Nevertheless, the respondent's potential loss of liberty is a
significant matter, and the court, the respondent, counsel, and facility staff are entitled to a
formal and dignified hearing.
When the hearing is held at the facility, the hearing room must reflect and be conducive
to the dignity of the court and the formality and impartiality of judicial proceedings. The
physical setting must not convey, especially to the respondent, any suggestion that the hearing is
merely an administrative proceeding in which the court is somehow subordinate to the facility's
authority rather than a neutral and independent guardian of constitutional rights.
Whenever possible, the court should use the same hearing room, with an appropriate
private robing area and toilet facilities, each time proceedings are held at a facility. The facility
should provide adequate parking for the judge and attorneys. At minimum, the hearing room
must be of adequate size, clean and properly maintained, with adequate lighting and ventilation.
It must allow for public access, but should be in a quiet area of the facility. No other function or
foot traffic, and no food or drink, is permissible in the hearing room during proceedings.
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The room should contain the furnishings normally found in a courtroom, including the
required federal and state flags. G.L. c. 220, § 1. There should be a separate desk or table for
the judge, with a suitable chair, and a separate chair nearby to serve as a witness stand. The
litigants and counsel should be seated at separate tables, facing the judge. In most physical
settings, having the judge, counsel and witnesses seated around the same conference table will
prove too informal and should be avoided. The judge must wear a robe, District Court
Administrative Regulation No. 7-74 (October 1, 1974), and attorneys and witnesses should be in
attire appropriate for a formal court proceeding. The judge should direct that audible cellphones
and pagers be silenced during court proceedings.
Proceedings must be electronically recorded. District Court Special Rule 211. See
Standard 4:02 (Electronic Recording). If necessary, the facility must provide the recorder,
recording tape and microphones.
The purpose of such formality is not to inhibit the participants, but to remind them that a
formal hearing is being conducted. Informal settings in mental health proceedings may easily
foster other procedural informalities which are unacceptable in court proceedings. The court
should not permit participants to dispense with proper courtroom practice because they are
outside the traditional physical setting of a courtroom.
Sufficient security is essential at commitment hearings. The court must not, of course,
draw any adverse inferences from extensive protective measures or perceived staff concerns, but
must base its commitment decision solely on the evidence presented at the hearing.
Where hearings are normally conducted at the facility, the court should give careful
consideration to any reasons advanced by a respondent who requests that the hearing be held at
the courthouse. However the court rules on the request, the respondent may have identified
legitimate concerns with deficiencies in the hospital setting that should be corrected.
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Public access to hearings

Civil commitment proceedings are presumptively open to the public.
They may be closed only if:
1. the party seeking to close the proceedings shows an overriding interest that is
likely to be prejudiced absent closure;
2. the closure is no broader than necessary to protect that interest;
3. the court considers reasonable alternatives to closure; and
4. the court makes particularized findings supported by the record that are
adequate to justify the closure.

Commentary
It is well established that criminal proceedings are presumptively open to the public, even
when conducted outside the usual courtroom setting. See, e.g., Richmond Newspapers, Inc.
v. Virginia, 448 U.S. 555, 580 n.17 (1980) ("[H]istorically both civil and criminal trials have
been presumptively open"); Boston Herald, Inc. v. Superior Ct. Dept., 421 Mass. 502 (1995)
(criminal arraignment held in hospital intensive care unit presumptively open).
However, most courts had a longstanding tradition of denying public access to civil
commitment proceedings, except for good cause shown, out of privacy concerns arising from the
highly personal nature of the subject matter and evidence at such hearings. While there is no
express statutory authority for this, it was often assumed to be implicit in the requirements of
G.L. c. 123, § 36A that the records of such proceedings be kept confidential and separate from
other court documents.
However, Kirk v. Commonwealth, 459 Mass. 67, 75 (2011), found that§ 36A:
"does not, by its terms, provide for the closure of the court room in commitment
proceedings. It applies only to the privacy of reports, papers, and dockets. The
absence of such a closure provision is particularly notable given that the Legislature
has elsewhere provided for closure explicitly. Where the Legislature has intended
to express a preference for closure, it has thus done so explicitly" (citations omitted).
Kirk held that the "long-standing presumption in Massachusetts common law that, as a
general matter, the public has a right to attend civil trials" applies also to civil recommitment
hearings under G.L. c. 123, § 16(c) for persons acquitted by reason of mental illness and that
such hearings are presumptively open to the public.
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"Early cases in the Commonwealth illustrate that civil commitment proceedings
were not formerly afforded the publicity that has, as a general matter, been
characteristic of civil trials in Massachusetts. It is equally clear, however, that
lawmakers and courts have moved decisively away from this prior informality and
now provide in commitment cases procedural protections characteristic of criminal
trials and other civil trials ....
"The trajectory of the law as it relates to civil commitment demonstrates that
commitment hearings have been increasingly clothed with the procedural protections
and formality typical of other civil (and criminal) trials. As such trials are generally
open to the public, this supports a conclusion that proceedings pursuant to G. L.
c. 123, § 16(c), are also, as a general proposition, open to the public.
"Public access to the commitment proceedings underscores the seriousness of a
potential deprivation of liberty and combats tendencies toward informality that may
threaten an individual's due process rights. Commitment hearings are a matter of
public interest. Likewise, closure encourages skepticism and distrust among the
public- and, indeed, among those whose commitment is sought- regarding posttrial
proceedings after persons have been acquitted by reason of mental illness. We
conclude that both the legal evolution of civil commitment proceedings and the
likely beneficial effects of public access to such proceedings support a conclusion
that civil recommitment hearings held pursuant to G. L. c. 123, § 16(c), are
presumptively open to the public .... " !d. at 71-73 (citations omitted).
The Kirk decision is expressly limited to§ 16(c) recommitment hearings, !d. at 73 n.9,
and it does not discuss the privacy interests of respondents in purely civil commitments under
§§ 7 & 8. However, its holding is based on the general presumption of public access to civil
trials, and the opinion nowhere implies that any special considerations apply to § 16(c) petitions
because such respondents have related criminal charges. While Kirk does not directly address
other civil commitment hearings, the Standard suggests that the Kirk rule should be applied in all
civil commitment proceedings for mentally ill persons.
Kirk offered the following guidance on how courts should determine whether the
presumption of openness has been overcome in individual situations:
"Given the presumption that G. L. c. 123, § 16(c), proceedings are open to the
public in Massachusetts, as they are in criminal trials, we conclude that the Waller
[v. Georgia, 467 U.S. 39, 48 (1984 ),] standard should likewise be applied in such
proceedings.
"Thus, closure may occur where four requirements are met: ' [I] the party seeking
to close the hearing must advance an overriding interest that is likely to be
prejudiced, [2] the closure must be no broader than necessary to protect that interest,
[3] the trial court must consider reasonable alternatives to closing the proceeding,
and [4] it must make findings adequate to support the closure.' The essence of the
Waller standard is thus that a moving party's position must be sufficiently
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compelling to overcome a presumption of openness. The findings required for
closure must be 'particularized and supported by the record .... '
"In adopting the Waller standard, we recognize that the public disclosure of
medical information has the potential to prejudice the therapeutic treatment of a
patient. Accordingly, in determining whether the moving party has shown an
overriding interest likely to be prejudiced, the judge should take account of any
alleged prejudice to a patient's therapeutic treatment that could come about by virtue
of a public proceeding. The [moving party] has the burden of demonstrating that
prejudice is likely to occur. We emphasize also that it is within the judge's
discretion to close a limited portion of a proceeding if the Waller standard is satisfied
as to that portion ....
"[Kirk] also asserts that, to succeed in the recommitment proceeding, she 'will
have to provide detailed evidence describing her progress in treatment.' That
argument, expressed as it is in general terms, would likely be true of most
recommitment hearings. If sufficient, it would allow closure almost as a matter of
course, and thus cannot succeed. [Her] argument that the dissemination of personal
information disclosed in treatment 'may have a devastating effect on her treatment,'
while a legitimate and serious concern, is not supported by expert opinion or any
other evidence. The judge was warranted in finding these assertions insufficient to
warrant closure of the proceeding.
"The final question is whether the judge was required to make findings in
denying the plaintiffs motion. Explicit in the Waller standard is a requirement that
the judge make findings if he or she concludes that closure is warranted. Where a
judge denies a motion for closure, findings are also necessary. The reviewing court
must be able to determine the basis for the denial." /d. at 73-76 (citations omitted).
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4:02

Electronic recording

The commitment hearing must be electronically recorded on an appropriate sound
recording device under court control, or alternately on a recording device under the
control of a party and made available to opposing counsel. District Court Special Rule 211.
Recordings must be preserved in accordance with Special Rule 211, usually for at least one
year.
If a recording device is not available at the mental health facility and counsel
objects, the court should conduct the hearing at a courthouse where a proper recording
may be made in accordance with the rule.

Commentary
Like other court records related to civil commitment petitions, court-controlled electronic
recordings of proceedings are not available for public inspection without a court order. G.L.
c. 123, § 36A. They are available to the parties and their counsel. See Standard 1:02 (Privacy of
Court Records).
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Addend. 049

5:01

Rules of evidence

Formal rules of evidence should be applied in commitment and medical treatment
authorization hearings.

Commentary
Chapter 123 proceedings are formal judicial determinations in which a substantial
deprivation of liberty is at stake and there are no statutory provisions or case decisions
suspending the rules of evidence.
The next three Standards concern some of the more common evidentiary issues
encountered in commitment hearings: hearsay (Standard 5:02), expert opinion testimony
(Standard 5:03), and privileged communications (Standard 5:04).
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Ref

INFORMATIONAL DOCKET ENTRIES

I

I

Judge

Description

01/20/2017

1

Appearance filed
On this date David Kolman, Esq. added as Attorney for the Commonwealth
for Petitioner Solomon Carter Fulfer Mental Health Center

01/20/2017

2

Petition filed.
Petition filed to extend prior order of commitment under C123, section 16b.
Initial commitment order entered on docket Unknown in the Brockton
District Court, and all subsequent hearings are to proceed in accordance
with C123. s.7 and 8.

01/20/2017

01/20/2017

3

Petition for authorization to medically treat respondent filed by
Superintendent of Solomon Carter Fuller Mental Health Center (G.L. c.123
§8B).

01/2512017

4

Motion for independent clinical examination {G.Lc.123s5) (for funds) filed
by M a x -

01/25/2017

5

Motion for continuance filed by M a x -

01/25!2017

Event Resulted
The following event: Hearing scheduled for 01/27/2017 11:00 AM has been
resulted as follows:
Result: Event Continued
Reason: Defendant's request without objection

Durant

01/25/2017

Event Resulted
The following event: Motion Hearing scheduled for 01/25/2017 09:00AM
has been resulted as follows:
Result: Held

Kelly

01/25/2017

Motion for Funds in the amount of $2,375.00 allowed.

Kelly

01/25/2017

7

Appearance filed
On this date Anne Ravaud Kealy, Esq. added as Appointed - Indigent
Defendant for Respondent M a x Appearance filed for the purpose of Mental Health Hearing by Judge Hon.
Robert J McKenna, Jr..

01131/2017

6

Motion to conduct hearing at courthouse filed by M a x -

01/31/2017

Event Resulted
The following event: Motion Hearing scheduled for 01/31/2017 09:00AM
has been resulted as follows:
Result: Held

McKenna

01/3112017

Motion for reconsideration denied .
of Respondent to Conduct Hearing at Courthouse
RMC 1235mc

McKenna

Faxed to Attorney Kolman and Attorney Kealy
02/01/2017

Mise Entry: Atty Kolman for the Petitioner. Atty Kealy for the Respondent
Dr. Karen Kwok present. sworn & testifies;
ADA Riley, Plymouth County DA's office
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02/01/2017

02/01/2017

Event Resulted
The following event: Hearing scheduled for 02/01/2017 02:00PM has been
resulted as follows:
Result Held
8

McKenna

Motion filed by M a x in limine, to exclude hearsay evidence

02/0112017

Mise Entry: Motion in limine to exclude hearsay evidence is DENIED

McKenna

02/01/2017

Order involuntarily committing respondent to Solomon Carter Fuller Mental
Health Center for six months, after hearing (G.L. c.123 §8).
Commitment is actually for a period of TWO (2) Months, expires April 3,
2017:

McKenna

02/02/2017

No action taken

McKenna

on the petition per MGL Ch 123, (s) 8(b) at this time; If a petition is filed
after two (2) months. matter is to go back before Judge McKenna
02/13/2017

Notice of appeal to Appellate Divtsion on record of proceedings filed by
M a x - (G L. c.231 §108: Dist/Mun.Cts. RADA 8C(b)).

02/13/2017

9

Motion for waiver of fees/costs because of indigency as to costs of filing of
the appeal filed by M a x -

02/13/2017

10

Motion for waiver of fees/costs because of indigency as to the funds for a
transcriber filed by M a x -

02/13/2017

11

Motion for waiver of fees/costs because of indigency as to the cost of
obtaining a recording of the hearings filed by M a x -

02/14/2017

Event Resulted
The following event: Motion Hearing scheduled for 02/14/2017 09:00AM
has been resulted as follows:
Result: Held

McKenna

02/14/2017

Motion for Funds for Transcriber allowed.

McKenna

02114/2017

Motion to Waive Cost of Obtaining a Copy of the Recording of the
Hearing(s) allowed.

McKenna

02/14/2017

Motion to Waive Filing Fees allowed.

McKenna

03/07/2017

Notice of appeal to Appellate Division on record of proceedings filed by
M a x - (G.l. c.231 §108; Dist.!Mun.Cts. RADA 8C(b)).
Notice of receipt is sent to all parties per the DIM R.ADA

03/07/2017

12

Notice sent to parties
A Notice to the Parties was generated and sent to:
Petitioner: David Kolman. Esq.
Respondent Anne Ravaud Kealy. Esq.

03/08/2017

13

Appearance filed
On this date Debra Susan Kornbluh, Esq. added as Appointed -Indigent
Defendant for Respondent M a x Appearance filed for the purpose of Mental Health Hearing by Judge Hon.
Robert J McKenna, Jr..

03/17/2017
03120/2017

Mise Entry: Called Attorney Kornbluh to pick up cassette tapes.
14

Motion to amend petition caption filed by M a x -
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03/21/2017

Event Resulted
The following event Motion Hearing scheduled for 03/21/2017 09:00AM
has been resulted as follows:
Result: Held

03/21/2017

No action taken

McKenna

on Appellant's Motion to Amend Caption
03/27/2017

0410712017

Transcript portions designated by appellant (DistJMun Cts. RADA 8C(d)
or Mass. RAP. 8(b)(1)). Entire cassette{s) designated.
Stenographer to transcribe designated, agreed by appellee's attorney.
15

04/10/2017

Motion for relief from order filed by M a x Transcript received from court reporter (Dist./Mun.Cts. RADA 8C(d) or
Mass. R.A. P. 8(b)( 1)); parties notified.

04/10/2017

16

Notice sent to parties.
A Notice to the Parties was generated and sent to:
Petitioner: David Kolman. Esq.
Respondent Debra Susan Kornbluh. Esq

04/12/2017

17

Affidavit of Attorney Anne Ravaud Kealy filed.
In support of motion for new trial.

04/13/2017

Mise Entry: Opposition of petitioner. DMH to respondent's motion for relief
from judgment

04/13/2017

Event Resulted
The following event Motion Hearing scheduled for 04/13/2017 09:00 AM
has been resulted as follows:
Result: Held
Attorney Kolman for Petitioner present, Attorney Kornbluh for Respondent
present
Respondent present . ADA Reilly present

McKenna

Hearing continued to date agreeable for all parties. Parties can contact
clerk's office with agreeable dates.
me
04/25/2017

Event Resulted
The following event: Motion Hearing scheduled for 04/25/2017 02:00PM
has been resulted as follows:
Result: Held

McKenna

04/25/2017

Motion for relief from order denied
Atty. Kolman for petitioner. Attorney Kornbluh appearing for respondent

McKenna

05/02/2017

Mise Entry: Notice of appeal filed by respondent from the order and ruling
of the Boston Muntcipal Court. entered on April 25, 2017 that denied his
motion for relief from judgment or order dated April 5, 2017.

05/03/2017

Mise Entry: Appellant's M.C's amended notice of appeal in accordance with
Rule 3 and 4 of the Oist!Mun. Cts. Rules for Appellate Division appeal
received and filed

05/08/2017

Transcript portions designated by appellant (Dist.!Mun.Cts. RAD.A 8C(d)
or Mass. RAP. 8(b)(1
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05/08/2017

Transcript ordered from court reporter {Dist!Mun Cts. RADA 8C(d) or
Mass. RAP. 8(b)(1 )).
Designated transcriber is Janet Eldridge & Associates, Court Reporters, 10
Cunningham Drive, So. Hamilton, MA 01982, 978-468-2222

05/23/2017

Appeal on record of proceedings transmitted to Appellate Division
(Dist.IMun.Cts. RADA 8C(g) & 9).

05/24/2017

Transcript received from court reporter (Dist./Mun.Cts RADA 8C(d) or
Mass. RAP. B(b }( 1) ); parties notified.

05/24/2017

18

06/01/2017

Notice sent to parties.
A Notice to the Parties was generated and sent to:
Petitioner: David Kolman, Esq.
Respondent: Debra Susan Kornbluh. Esq.
Respondent: Anne Ravaud Kealy. Esq.
Appeal on record of proceedings transmitted to Appellate Division
(Dist/Mun.Cts. R.A.DA 8C{g) & 9).
Six (6) copies of the appeal on the record of proceedings sent to the
Clerk/Magistrate. Notice of receipt sent to all parties on 6/6/2017

06/06/2017

20

Notice sent to parties.
A Notice to the Parties was generated and sent to:
Petitioner: David Kolman, Esq.
Respondent Debra Susan Kornbluh, Esq.
Respondent: Anne Ravaud Kealy. Esq.

06/06/2017

21

Notice sent to parties.
A Notice to the Parties was generated and sent to:
Petitioner: David Kolman, Esq.
Respondent: Debra Susan Kornbluh, Esq.
Respondent: Anne Ravaud Kealy, Esq.

07/03/2017

Appellate Division brief filed by M a x - Dist./Mun.Cts.RADA
8A(c). 88(d}, 13(a). 16).
with appendix and transcript.

07/21/2017

Appellate Division brief filed by Solomon Carter Fuller Mental Health
Center Dist!Mun.Cts.RADA 8A(c}, 88(d), 13(a). 16)
Six copies of the brief of the Appellee/Respondent Solomon Carter Fuller
Mental Health Center received and docketed;
Notice of receipt sent per the DIM RADA

07/21/2017

22

07/31/2017

07/31/2017

Notice sent to parties.
A Notice to the Parties was generated and sent to:
Petitioner: David Kolman, Esq.
Respondent: Debra Susan Kornbluh, Esq.
Respondent Anne Ravaud Kealy, Esq.
Appellate Division brief filed by M a x - Dist!Mun.Cts RADA
8A(c}, 88(d), 13(a), 16).
Six (6) Copies of the Respondent/Appellant's Reply Brief are received and
docketed. Notice of receipt sent per DIM RADA

23

Notice sent to parties.
A Notice to the Parties was generated and sent to:
Petitioner: David Kolman. Esq.
Respondent: Debra Susan Kornbluh. Esq.
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08/22/2017

09/05/2017

Event Scheduled
Event: Appellate Hearing
Date: 09/19/2017 Time: 02:00PM
Result: Held
24

09/12/2017

09/14/2017

Motion to dismiss appeal (Mass.RAP. 10[c]) Scanned and forwarded to
the Appellate Panel filed by Solomon Carter Fuller Mental Health Center.
Mise Entry: Apellant's opposition to the Petitioner's motion to dismiss
appeal is received and docketed.
Forwarded to Appellate Panel

25

Motion to dismiss appeal (Mass.RAP. 10[c]) (corrected motion) filed by
Solomon Carter Fuller Mental Health Center.
Copies forwarded to the Appellate Panel

09/18/2017

Mise Entry: Appellant's opposition to the 2nd motion to dismiss by the
Appellee is received and docketed.
Copy forwarded to Appellate Panel

09/19/2017

Event Resulted
The following event: Appellate Hearing scheduled for 09/19/2017 02:00 PM
has been resulted as follows:
Result: Held

Coffey

09/19/2017

Taken under advisement Han. Kathleen E Coffey, Hon. Pamela M
Dashiell, Hon. Thomas C Horgan

Coffey

10/19/2017

Appellate Division decision received; trial judge notified (Dist./Mun.Cts.
RAD.A. 28). Coffey P.J., Horgan J., Dashielle J.
Notice sent

10/19/2017

Order: Upon decision of the Appellate Division, Judgment of dismissal
entered on appeal filed by M.C.; parties notified.

10/19/2017

26

Notice sent to parties.
A Notice to the Parties was generated and sent to:
Petitioner: David Kolman, Esq.
Respondent: Debra Susan Kornbluh, Esq.
Respondent: Anne Ravaud Kealy, Esq.

11/16/2017

27

Notice of appeal to Appeals Court filed by M a x - (Mass. RAP.
3(d)); trial judge & other parties notified.
Notice of receipt sent to all parties per M.R.A.P.

11/16/2017

28

Notice sent to parties.
A Notice to the Parties was generated and sent to:
Petitioner: David Kolman. Esq.
Respondent Debra Susan Kornbluh, Esq.
Respondent Anne Ravaud Kealy. Esq.

11/27/2017

Order: Notice of appeal, notice of assembly of record of appeal. appeal
entry form. and two certified copies of docket record delivered to Office of
Clerk/Magistrate of Appeals Court.; parties notified.

12/07/2017

Order: Notice of entry of appeal received from Appeals Court Clerk's
Office. case entered on Dec. 4, 2017.; parties notified.
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COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
THE TRlAL COURT
SUFFOLK, ss.

BOSTON MUNICIPAL COURT
CENTRAL DIVISION
NO. 201701cc021
SOLOMON CARTER FULLER MENTAL HEALTH CENTER

v.
M.C.

NOTICE OF APPEAL
Now comes M.C., AppeUant·Respondent in the above-entitled matter, and through his
attorney gives notice pursuant to O.L c. 123, § 9(a) thai he is appealing this Court's allowance
of the Petition for Commitment pursuant to G.L. c. l23, §§ 7-8.
As grounds therefore, AppeUant-Rc:spandent states:
I. The admissible evidence was insufficient as a matter of law to support the Court's

allowance of Solomon Carter Fuller Mental Health Center's Petition for
Commitment. O.L. c. 123, §§ 7-8.
2. The Trial Court abused its discretion when denying the Motion to Conduct the
Hearing at the Courthouse in violation of proceduml and substnntive due process
pursuant to the slh and 14* Amendments to the United States Constitution and the
Article 12 of the Massachusetts Declaration of Rights; Title II of the Americans with
Disability Act. 42 USCS § 12102~ et. seq.: and G.L c. 123 §S.
3. The Trial Court committed reversible error in violation ofthe Appellani:IRespondent's
rights to due process when aUowins the hearing to proceed over objection without
adequate recording of the proceeding directly impacting the Respondent's appellate
remedies pursuant to G.L. c. 123, §§ 9(a}. 9{b).
Dale: February 13, 2017

Respectfully submitted,
M.C.
By his attorney:

~.~1

BB0#665l0l
Committee for Public Counsel Services
Mental Health Litigation Division
7 Palmer Street1 Suite 302
Roxbury, MA 02 J 19
P: (617) 516~5823
F: (617) 427-1320

A. 008

c;gRTIFICAJE QF SERVICE

I, Anne Ravaud Kenly, hereby certify that I served the forgoing on counsel for the
Pe<itioner via fllcsimile and first-class mail, postBge prepaid.
Date:February13,2017

~~
ealy

AI16CVaUd

A. 009

~

.

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
DISTRICT COURT DEPARTMENT
BOSTON MUNICIPAL COURT
DocketNo. 1701MH21

SUFFOLK, ss.

In re Commitment of:

)

M.C.

)
)

NOTICE OF APPEAL
M.C., Respondent-Appellant (Appellant) in the above styled civil commitment action, in
accordance with Dist./Mun. R.A.D.A. 3.(a), hereby files his Notice of Appeal from the Order and
Ruling of the Boston Municipal Court, entered on April 25, 2017, that denied his Motion for
Relief from Judgment or Order dated April 5, 2017. The issue on appeal is whether the District
Court erred in denying the requested relief under Mass. R. Civ. P. 60(b)(2), (5), and (6). This
Notice of Appeal is the second one filed in this case, the first Notice of Appeal having been filed
on February 13, 2017 from the underlying commitment Order. The Court's ruling, finding, and
decision denying Appellant's Motion from Relief from Judgment or Order is on the record of the
hearing held on April25, 2017, which Appellant requested by letter and Cassette Copy Order
Form dated April26, 2017. Additionally, this Court entered Orders waiving all fees in
connection with the appeal related to the above case number on February 14, 2017.
Resp~bmitted,

April 29, 2017

-Appellant
By his attorney:
Debra Kombluh (BBO #560278)
1501 Beacon Street, #606
Brookline, MA 02446
Tel. (617) 738-1151
Email: Dkornmatt@aol.com
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that a copy of this Notice of Appeal was served by first-class mail upon
David Kolman, Esq., Dept. of Mental Health, Solomon Carter Fuller Mental Health Clinic, 85
East Newton Street, Boston, MA 02118 on April29, 2017.
Debra Kombluh

A. 010

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
DISTRICT COURT DEPARTMENT
SUFFOLK, ss.

In re Commitment of:
M.C.

BOSTON MUNICIPAL COURT
DocketNo. 1701MH21
)
)
)

AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL
M.C., Respondent-Appellant (Appellant) in the above styled action, in accordance with
Dist./Mun. R.A.D.A. 3 and 4.(a), hereby files his Amended Notice of Appeal from 1.) the Order
of Commitment the Court entered on February I, 2017 and 2.) the ruling of the Boston
Municipal Court, entered on April 25, 2017 denying Appellant's Motion for Relief from
Judgment or Order dated April 5, 2017. The issues on appeal from the February 1, 2017 Order
of Commitment include the sufficiency of the evidence, the Court's denial of Appellant's Motion
to Conduct Hearing at the Courthouse and renewed Motion to Conduct Hearing at the
Courthouse, and whether the Court's rulings violated Appellant's procedural and substantive due
process and equal protection rights under the U.S. CONST., amend. V and XIV, the Mass.
Canst., Declaration ofRights, art. X and XII, and the Americans With Disabilities Act (ADA),
42 U.S. Code§ 12101, et. cet.
The issue on appeal from the April 25, 2017 Order is whether the District Court
erred in denying the Motion for Relief from Judgment or Order under Mass. R. Civ. P. 60(b)(2),
(5), and (6). Pursuant to Dist./Mun. R.A.D.A. 4(s), par. 2, "[n]o additional fees shall be required
for" this filing. A request for copies of the recording of the April 25, 2017 hearing has
previously been made and is requested again in this Amended Notice of Appeal.

A. 011

Resp~bmitted,

May 2, 2017

-Appellant
By his attorney:
Debra Kornbluh (BBO #560278)
1501 Beacon Street, #606
Brookline, MA 02446
Tel. (617) 738-1151
Email: Dkornmatt@aol.com

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that a copy of this Amended Notice of Appeal was served by first-class
mail upon David Kolman, Esq., Dept. of Mental Health, Solomon Carter Fuller Mental Health
Clinic, 85 East Newton Street, Boston, MA 02118 on May 2, 2017.

Debra Kornbluh

A. 012

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
TRIAL COURT DEPARTMENT
Suffolk, ss.

In the Matter of M.C.

Boston Municipal CourtCentral Division
Docket No. 1701MH000021
)
NOTICE OF APPEAL

Appellant, M.C., through his undersigned counsel, pursuant
to Mass. R. App. P. 3 and 4, hereby gives notice that he is
appealing from: 1.) the Boston Municipal Court, Central
Division's February 1, 2017 order of commitment; 2.) the Boston
Municipal Court, Central Division's April 25, 2017 order denying
his motion for relief from judgment or order; and 3.) the
Appellate Division of the Boston Municipal Court's October 19,
2017 judgment of dismissal entered on appeal.
Dated: November 14, 2017

R~I:X~sr;:u~
Debra Kornbluh (BBO #560278)
Attorney for M.C., Appellant
1501 Beacon Street, #606
Brookline, MA 02446
Tel. {617) 738-1151
Email: Dkornmatt@aol.com

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this 14th day of November, 2017, I
served this Notice of Appeal upon the following attorney via
first class mail: David Kolman, Esq., Department of Mental
Health, 85 East Newton Street, Boston~;~ 02118.

11

_d/_i·/!~L>-_~· · '- ·. .:. . . ~n. . . _<J.e=-';_ti~~
_;
Debra Kornbluh

A. 013

NOTICE OF

OOCI<ETNO.

HEARING

ON PETITION(S) FOR MENTAL HEALTH COMMITMENT
AND/OR MEOICAL TREATMENT

1701MH21

Trial Court of Massac;husetts
Boston Municipal Court Department
County of Suffolk

~

\\lt
if
~.f

NAME OF RFSPOI(OENT

Max-

IN THE MATTER OF
PF.TITIONER'S NAME

PI!TITlOHER'S mU:

Mary Louise White

PhD,RN

NAMI> & AOORESS OF l't:nnONING PACILITV

Solomon cartel' Fuller Mental Health center 85 East Newton S1reet Boston, MA 02118
TO THE PETITIONER, THE RESPONDENT, AND THE·COMMITIEE FOR PUBLIC COUNSEL SERVICES:
You are hereby notified that, as indicated below,

1.

[Z] A PETITION FOR INVOLUNTARY COMMITMENT has been flied by the petitioner for the commltmenl of the
respondent to the petHionlng facility for a period of

pursuantlo G.L. c.123,

2.

0

0 one year
Ii]§ 16(b) 0§ 16(c) · 0§ 18(a).

[Zisix months

D §§ 7 and 8 0§ 15(e)

A PETITION FOR AUTHORIZATION TO ADMINISTER MEDICAL TREA.TMENTformentallllnesstorespondenthas
been flied under G .L. c. 123, § SEI by the peUUoner named above.
Note that

'

a pGtltlon under G .L. c. 123, § 88 msy be considered only if there has first been an order of commitment.

3, A HEARING on the petitlon(s) listed above will be held:

D at this court

[Z] at the facility listed above

on _...:..:.112_7_1_17_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ at __1_1_:o_o_am
_ _ __
DATii •

CLt:RK·M~T~SST. OLE~.

DATI!

1120/17

£L/2

TI&IE

{

d

~,_

LO=~L

02-LO-lL02

01/2012017 14!28
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tm1M~TR 01' MMSACHtJSE~s·
BOS'fON MWI:C'Il?AL CO'Olt!r .OBPAR~ OF '!rliS ~:a.::tAL COURT

~ Dlv.IS:tON

.

litO:

----~----------

PET.r.t'l:ON !'OR COMMXWMSN~ OF A ~AN~
J!'O'OHO '3:0 BE INCOMPlftEl'iT'

Your Petitioner, M:u::,Y Louise .Whi.tar PhD, RN, Ch:i.at Ope:ai:.ing 0££i.c:er,
Solomon Carter Fulle:!: Mental. H&a.1t:.b Ccnt:el:, .respectfully .re;p:tesents:
That t)le ltespond.~nt is a mal.e,. at;je thi.x:t.y-oue, (31) ,- ~s, (OOn:
1..2/~0/85), ~ho waa charged. in th'l Brookton Di.s.tric'a C<:aurt, with the
cri!M'I:s of B%eaki.ng & Entering t;or lti.sdemeaJ:1o:r: atict WAnton Destruoti.on
of.~~~

-$250.

·

On J~a;r 20, 2017, the Reepondent was
by .the Bl=ookton District Cou:r:t.

found

Xnc~etent

to

s~~

~al.

That the court. is. being petitiol'led pursuant to G.L. e. 12-3·,. ~16 Cb), ·
for t:he cown.itment of the Ree'pon<ie:nt to a facility o£,. or licensed
by, the Department.'of Mental Health, or to 1b:idgewatex State .

.•

Hosp~tal,

and for hia detention therein until

s~ch

time as

ther~

is

not a likelihood of serious ha~ by ~eason of mGntal ill.ness if the
Respondent is not hospitalized; o~ £ox th~ period of si* ~Aths, .
whichever is less.

·

·

That your ~et~tion~r has determined that·failure to bo~pitalize ~~e
Respondent would create a likelihood of serious ha~m by reason of
m~_nta.l ill.ness, and in support ther'ee>f st:._ates the fol.loW~J:!g:
.
·

[XJ

1.

The ~espondent is mental.ly ill by reason: of a. 71 S~stantial

~sorder,rt

within the meaning of DMH Reg. 200.01, namely:

·

Sohizophren:La., ev.idenced by auditox:y ba.ll.uainettions,
.
d1.soz:gan:i.zed bahano.r, t:ti.l:laqanized th:!.nki.ng, J.ab.i.l.e a!'S:c::Qt and.
paranai.a.
£XJ

£L/'7 d

2·.
By virtue of sa~d diso:rde~, there is,· as defined in (3,L.
c. 123, 9- l, a likelihood oi ~erious hsrm, specifically (Cheek
appropriate sections, and where applicable describe evidence of
prior behavior or affected judgment supporting sueh belief):

91/26/2517 14:28
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IJaqe'

[X]

Z

a~
a substantial.~isk ·~f physical ha~ to the person
..
himself, which has baen manifested by th~e~ts of, o~
attempts 'at, suic~de or se~ious"bcdil~har.m, ap~cifically:

.

.

.

/:Che Respolldent contihua~;~ to be a.-e %i.s~ pf ael.£-injun.~e
behaviors. He bas admi.tted to plmch:l.nq himsel.:£ in the ere
app~ox1mate~y two weeks.Ago ~esul~ng in a bl.aek wye~

[X]

.

b.

.

physical ha~ tp other persons,
l'rhich has been manifested,by homicidal or other violent
behavior o~ by others being placed in reasonable fear of
.violent behavior and sexious physical ba~ to them,
specifically:
.
.
a

subst~ntial ~isk.of

Due to hi.R

aqitated.,

i~Otive

syillpt021s, 'the Rasponden1:

~itls

c:U.&organi.~ed.

ancl paranoiA towards eathez:s.
D\tzoj.og tb.i.o .admiss:i.on, he ~as displ.ay9d threat:eni.nq
hehavior and has att~pted to·ass~~ a.~£ and a peer.

Without t-z:eat:ment :i.n a: atwctured. and superv.i:sed ho&p:i.tal.
setting, hib s:prptoro.s and bebavio:r::91 wii.J.l l..ike1y continue
1th£ch will qause a aul)a~ti~l likeJ.i.hood of nek of ba:r:m
~ othe~s.

• [X]

c.
a very uubstant1al risk of physical impairment or
injury to the person himself, as roan1fested by evidence
that ~he person's judgment is so affected that he is unable
to protect himself in the community, namely:

..

~ 3esponden~'~ severe diso~g~~a~~; :i.nh~~ts his
·abi.llty to •unot:i.on independen'Uy in the oommuni.~ or
.
p.t:Qri.de for hi:~ gaG.:i.c nececs;:i.t.ies of daily- J.iv-i.!lg". Be wo'ISJ.cl
al.so ba. unable to protec~ b.iDu;aJ.f ancl .ill •t .z:=!-sk :£car

..

tl
[X)

.

vic~zation ~

others •

'3a. (I.f a ·-aridgel-Iater commitment is

reques~&d)

The ~spondent needs strict s~9u~ity because:

3b. (If

ccmmitrn~nt

to

~ny o~her

facility is required)

~~e

.is no leas reotzoicti.ve a.lt:cz:native. to hosp.ita1;1.za.t:Lon
apPropri.a.-tc Eo:r: the llAI:Ipondent.
I

The Respondent

~

•

speak ·and read English.

The records· indicate that the neatest relative or gu.a~dian. o~ the .
Reeponden-c is: ~i.s is -Qnknown.

·.

£~/S

d

e1/2e12017 l4:2e
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I·.

:>

.

oated: January 20, 2017"
~

~

.

Leu.iea Whit&,. PI!D, RR

Chief

Opera~nq'Office~

so1omo11 CGtt'ter I!'Ul·ler Mental Heal-r.h Center

85 East Newton Street'
Bostonr MA 02119

·'

.·

£L/9 d

Lo: ~iL 02- LO-J.L02
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C~'m OF MASSACHUSE;t!T.S
BOS~ON '.Mlm';[Cl:l?A'L C~ DEP~ OF THE
C~~

.

TIU:All COtJ'.M

DIVXSXON
DKT. NO.

IN 'J:BE ~TER OF

=-.-------

=:::.....::

PE!I!~l:ON FOR DE'l'ERM::CNA'rl:ON Oi' lNCOMPE'l!ElilCT AND
:&'OR At::rn!O!n~l:ON OF !OmXcnl. ~ FOR M.m:rrA:r... ILLNESS
M.G.L. c. 123, § 8B
I, ~ Lou:i.se Wb:i.t:a, Ph!J, RN; ClU.ef Operating- O.f':f'ica=-, at the
D"'". ScSl.c:=.on Cartm:- Ft4ller Menta.l: Beal.t:h Canter, h.e:ceby petitions
th:i.s Court for a det:ermination in accordance wi.th th.e applicable
p.t:'\)Visions of law that the aboV'e-named patient is incompetent by.

...

reas9n of being incapable of making infor.med decisions concerning
the medical treatment proposed herein, and that the Court, applying
the required legal
standard, authorize
the following treatment:
.
.
.
.

Ect'l'

[ ]
l..

ft.~ORS

'

~~eatment'with an~ipsycbotic·medioat~ons

· [Xl
·[]

_Other.

'

Specify:

SOPPOl\'rXNG ntmtt:G OF

l:I;COMPE~CY

.
·In· support of the .request for a determ'ination of incompetence,
the follo~inq factors are alle9ed:
See

At~ohcd

Affidavit

In support o~ the request for author~zat1on for trea~ent with
antipsyohqtic medicatio~s or any othe~ extraordinary treatment .o~
the basis of the ~equired.substituted jud~ent test, the tollow~nq
factors are alleged:
·

see ~tt~Qhed Af£~~~~t
January 29t 2017
DB.TE

. Max:y LO'tti.se 'Wh.i. ta, PhD , RN
chief opa~~ting Officer

Dx.

carter Fuller
as ~ast N~wton Street
Boston, MA 02118

£~/l d

Solo~on

Mant~

.

Health

cent~

B1/2B/2B17

14:.28
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THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
.
BOSTON MUNICIPAL COURT DEPARTMENT OF THE TRIAL COURT

CENTRAL DIVISION

~KT ~0. - - - - -

SUFFOLK, ss.
IN RE:
COMMITMENT OF

r.,AX

AFFIDAVIT. OF KAREN KWOK.. M.D.,
AS TO COMPeTENCY

. MAX

..

TREATMENT OF

I, t<Af{EN KWOK, M.D., do hereby state to my best knowledge and belief:

.

'

1..

My narne ls Ka.ren K'Wok, M.D. 1am a licensed physician at th~ Dr. Solomon·
Carter Fuller Mental Health Center, ("SCFMHC'l
·

2.

I supervise the treatment of.said M a x - (DOI;l: 12/30185). while he' is an
Inpatient at the SCFMHC.
.

3.

l have been supervising the treatment of said patient 8i!lc:e December 7, 2016.

4.

Since that date, I have had the opportunity to meet with the patient. I meet with
· the patient once a week and participate in case coriferenoes and professiohal
consuttatlons concerning the patient. .I have also reviewed the pe~.tienfs medica.!
records and am familiar wl~ the ·patient's case history.

5.

I have'conferred with the following clinical staf,fin rendering the opinions
e?'Pressed in this affidavit;.
Sirna Mutlu, LICSW
Ro.bert Mendoza, PsyD
J'-lnior Nevins. RN BC

BACKGROUND
6.

Max. . . . . la a 31 year old man who was sent to the SCFMHC on
Dec~016 unoer the pfOvislona of M.G.L. Ch. 123, §16(a) attar a
findtng of Jncompetent to Stand Trial .and for evalua~on of· his need for
fl.ut~er hospitalization. The patient is diagnosed as having the'm~ntal
illness of Schizophrenia.

7.

The patient'B current admission $tatus is G.L Ch. 123. §16b Pending.

8.

The patient wa.e

.

.

~dmrtted

.

under the following circumstances:
.

Mr.. ~ has been.charged with Breaking ancl E:ntering and Mallc.tous
DestriiC'tio'il'Of Property. It Is alleged that on May 15,2016, he entered 2
church. He.alleg~dly attempted to cook a pizza on plates over an opan

..

£LIB

d

01/20/2017 ·14:2S
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2

flame on the stove causing the plates the lJreak and the pizza to burn which

· producad smoke. ~e WilD admitted to WorQester Recovery Center and
State Hospital under Section 16(b) from 811/16 to 8l19M6. He was seen by
. the courfcllnloian on December 6, 2016 who opi"ad that he was not
·
competent to stand trtal. The judge comnritteel. M r . - to SCFMHC
pursuant to a §16(a).
.,

9.

•

The
. p~tienra history of mental Ulness Js as·. follows:

Mr.~ has had five admissions to s1ate.hospitals. He has also been
seenc;th9state crlsl& evaluation teams on eight occasions. He has been
· admitted. to Westwo.od Ledge pn at least two occasions. He has bef:n
diagnosed With Depression with PsychoUo Feature& and DepreSsiVe
DiSQrder NOS In the past.

.·

10.

Th~ pati~ht's family history is-as follows:· ·

11.

The patient continues to suffer rTom the effects of his Illness. Specifi02!HY, his
sympto~s are as fol\ows: .
·

..

.
.
Mr.~ grandfather repo.rtedly has a histOry. of un~own mental
i11n~g~n~mother·~portedly had agoraphobia,
·

· The patie~;~t contir.ues to d1splay disorganiZed behavior, disor9aniz&d
thinktng, ~ucrrtory halluclnations.and paranoia..

.

12.

.·
13.

.

It js my opinion. that adequate treatment of this patient requires the administration
of antipsyohoticrnedicatton as set forth In 1hJs affidavit.
It is my opinion that the patient is incofl)petent to.rnake inforrried treatMent

decisions InvolVing antipsychotic medicatioJJ.
COMPETE~CY

14.

The patient does not have the present abilitY. to make Informed decisions wlth
respect to his personal·affairs; sp-ecifiCally, he does not have the present capacny ·
to mak~ info~d decisions regarding hls p~chiatric treatment, including, but not

flmJted to, the ability to make Informed decisions regarding treatment with·
antipayohotic medication.

15:

J base this conClusion on my observations and examinations of the patient and
upon the followlrm specific facts noted in the course or those observations and
examinations:
·
a.
b.

£~16

d

•

The patient denies that he is ill;
.
The patient does not unde~tand
the
nature
of
his
illness;
.
.

zo:!i~

O'G.·LO·H02

0112a/2a17 14:28
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c. .

' .

. d. .
16.

The patleht does not understand the risks and ban~fitS cSf the proposed
plan of treatment;

The patient's mental illness is persistent and lmpatrs his judgment

The patient Is currently decfining antipsychotic medication.

...

PROPOSED TREATMENT
17.

The medication treatment plan is aa follows (including medication and specific
dosage range):

PROPOSED TREATMENT
Tfe!!!1ment of choice:

rusperdal (Rl~ridone}
Altemative medicatiens:
Rlsperdal Consta

Seroquet (Quetlapine) ·
' Abilify (Ar1piprazole)
AbiHfy Malntena
Haldol (Haloperidol)
. Haloperidol Deaanoate
Clozarl1 (Ciozaplne)
. Zyprexa (01anzaplne)
Zyprexa Relprew· .
tnvega (Pallj)erldone)
Paliperidone Palmitate

. Dosa and Pose Range:
up to 8 mg by mouth dally .
Dose and Dose Riinae: .
. up to 50 nig IM every 2. weeks

up to eoo mg by mouth daily
up to 30 mg by mouth daily
. up to 400 mg IM ever}' 4 week-~
up to 20 mg by mouth/1M daity
up to 200 mg IM every four weeks
up to 900 mg by mouth daily
up to 30 mg by mouth/1M daily
up to 300 mg IM every 2 weeks

up to 12 mg by mouth daily
234 mg on Day 1 followed by
156 mg 7 days later and then

.

.

up to 234 mg IM every 4 wesk.s

Other. Routine monitoring of medication levels and 01her laboratories.: Physical
examstrnedlcal treatment.

18.

The potential Side effects of the above stated cQprse of treatment are as follows:

Fln.t-generationltvpica1 antipsychotics Haldol fhat6parldC)I), ProUxin (fluphenmne}
Trllafon Cperph&nazlnel. ·Thgratlng (chlorpromuine};
·
Fltst..generat.ionltypical antipsychotics can cause low blood ·pressure, drowsiness,
fatigue, rnuscte weakness, dry mouth, blurred vision. cW\stlpatlon, skin rash, insomnia.
amenorrhea, lactation, anorexia, and neuromuscutar·reactions. The neuromuscular
reactions Include muscle spasms (dystonia), 'motor restle~sness (akathlsis), pseudoparkinsonism (stiffness, rigidity, tremor, d[fficulty initiating movements) and tardive
dysklnesla{delayec;l onsetoftwftching andwcilhlng anvwhere in the·body, which may
persist). A poterrtially'life-thre~tenlng syndrome of feVer, rigidity, and muscle breakdown
known a~ neuralepti~ mali9nant s~ndrome, (NMS), mey develop on .very rare occasioms.
Halcfol is abo known to prolong th'e reP,Oiarb:ation time of the heart (the QTc Interval) in
some people, wh!ch may -lead to dangerous heart rhythms. Thorazine and Proroon are
known to rarely cause aplastic anemia (low blood cell cou~ts due to bone marrow

£~10~ d

91/20/2017
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•

I

whJ!e

suppresah:;,n) and agranulocytosis (life threatening de~ase in Infection fighting
blood cells),.
·
· ·
·
Abl~ltv <arieiPrazol@}:

.
.
The potential slde effects ·of Ablllfy Include headache, somnolence, and orthostatic
hypotension. Treaters should monitor patients vigUantly for problema wlth swallowing or
excesstve somnolence, especially In patients who suffer frcm p~ychosls w1th dementia.
Care should be ta,ken when Abilify Is prescribed with other centrally aatlng drugs ~
alcohol given itf.J prlmwy CNS, (central nervous s~tem), effect. "Treater~ ~hould alWay~
· monitor for Neuroleptic MaRg~nt Syndrome, (NMS}.

C1ozat11 Cclozapfn~:
·
.
Potential side effects from Clozartllrldude tachytardia, (ra~id heart beat), hypoteneicn,
(decreased blood pressure), increased $aUvation, nausea and constipation. Seizures
ean also occur in approximately 3% r::if all casas and agranulocytosis, (deplaHon of the
white blood cells that fight inWOtlon), can occur in approximately 1% of ell ca$99. To
prevent agranulocytosis, weekly wh.ite blood cell count monltorlng.'Will be done in
• i.lCCO.rdanee with FDA requirements.

lrnrQBIInyega Sustanna fpallperidone':
·.
.
.
Potential Gicie effeets from lnvegallnvega Swtenna include somnolence. sedation, .
dizziness, faintlnQ,.Iow whlte blood cell oount.lnc.rease In the. hormone prolactin; (Whlch
can ~use breast enlargement, milk production, erectile dysfunction and amenorrftea;
and loss of bone densitY over the long term), weight gain, increased blood sugar,·
(diabetes), Increased ctlolesterot and triglyceride ·levels. Local Jnjeotton site reaction,
(pain, swelling, warmth·of.the muscle) and infection are posslbleY/ith the long-acting
. Jn}ectable.fonn' of the medication. Prlaplsm, (prolonged. painful erection requiring
emergency medical treatment). is less c·omman.
RiaperdgUBisaerd'al M:t;ab/RisC?Smal Consta (rfsperldona}:
Potential side effectG from Rlsperidone, an atypical antipsychotic !'1edicaticm, fnotud~

orthostatic hypotension, (dacteased blood pressure). somnolence and weight gain.

~re arc also, to a leaser dagree, a risk· of seizures, constipation, nausea and

. extrapyiamidat syinptcms. As With aU anUpsychotlo "medications. patients need, to be
monitored regularly to avoid terdlve dyskinesia and Neurolpptio Malignant Syndrome,
(NMS). Unlike .Ciozapine, It is not known to cause agi"Bnutooytosls: thu& monitoring via ·•
frequent blood tests Is not required.

Semguel fquetiaplne fumar.:rtel:
.
.
Potential side ettects from Seroquel include agitation, somnolence, headaches,
dizziness andfor c:onsUpatlon. There have been reports of mild, transient and reversible
elevations in liver function tests•. There was ·clinically ~igniflcant weight gain: Ocular
lens t".h~nges may coeur in long time use. Therefore, researchers reQommend that·
these changes should be monitored after Initial use a~ evert sbe Months thereafter ~n
long lime use) in order to deteot the development, If any, of eataraots. AS With all
~tipsychotic medications, patients need to be monitored reg~larly to avOkl tardive
dyskinesia and NeurolePtic Malignant" Syndrome, (t~MS). As it is not krlown to cause
agranulocytosis; monitoring via frequent blood tests Is not ~uired.

01/28/2817 14:28
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5
zxe~ Relprevv/Zydis (olanzapiQBl:
•
·
· · .
Potential aide effeots from Zypre~ include ak~thisla, dJzzi!'less. sornnolence. weight.
gain, con~tipaticn, dry mouth and an Increase in prolaclln levels. ZYJ)rexa may also
cause orthostatic hypotension. Sei~ures occurred In 0.9%'oftha patferrts in pre~
.
marketing testing. Associated with dizziness, tachycardia, (rapid heart be~) and In
some cases, syncope, (fainting from a rapid drop Jn blood pressure). In 2% of patients,
certain fiver en~mes may Increase; however, there was no ln-everslbte fMn impairment
even for those whn continued to taKe-Zyprexa. ~with all antipsychotic medlcatlone,
patients need to be monitored regularty to avoid tari:fwe dyskinesia. and Neuroleptic
. Malignont Syndrome. (NMS). Unlike Clozapine, It Is not known. to cause ·
·.agranufooytosis; thus monitoring vta frequ~nt blood tests fs not required.

Zyprexa Reterew:
.
.
·
In ~dd!fion to the side effect~ of Zyprexa which are li&ted above, the lo.ng actirig
lnjeclable form of ~yprexa, ("Zyprexa Relprew"), carries the risk. of Post-tnjaction
Delirium Sedaf.icri Syndrcme, (POSS). Patients are at risk for severe druwsiness,
(Including uncOI'Isciousneos or CQma) and/or confuslon and disorientation atler each
Injection and must stay at the doctor's office or clinic for at least 3 hours after the ··
injection is given. Zyprexa R~lprew Is only prescribed by doctors who 3I1i1 enrolled In
the Zyprexa Relprew Patient care Program to patiel'lts who are also 'enrolled. lhese .
events occurred· in <0.1% of Injections and In approximately 2% of patients who reoefved
injections for up to 46 months. The majority of patlen.l& were hospitaUzed and some
required supportive care. Including intubation, !n several cases. All patients had largely
recovered by 72 hOurs. The risk of an event Is the same at each Injection, so 1he risk per
patient is cumulative.• (I.e:, increases with the number of injections).

..
..

....

ln addition, injectable medications carry the risk of pain and infection a( ihe site of
lnjootlon.

19.

of

The history the patient's treatme~l on the proposed medication 1 or on Qther
antipsychotic medications, is· as follows:

M r . - has taken ziprasldone and quetiaplne in the past with
· unknown l'illsults.

20.

The results l e)(Jleot from use of tryis medication} With this }latient; include the

following:

.

:

Decr~ased psychosis lncludfng decrAased. disorganized behavior;
decreased disorganize~ thinking, decreased auditory hallucinations and

. decreased,paranofa.

21.

Co.Qentin
Propane lei

Artane

d

·

·

ln addition t~ antipsychotic mediCation, other cou~es of treatment for psychotic.
spectrum disorders lndude the following:
Klonopln (clof'lazepam)
Ativan (!orazepam)
Benadryl

£L/2~

·
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· 22.

Long4enn plaMlng for. this patient !ncludes the following: Assisting with
·
psychiatric follow-up after. dlaoharge, identifying safe housing and identJfimg a

suitable rehabmtatton program.

sug[unnrepJ~DGM§NfFAC~RS

PROGNOmSWOHOUtlBEATMENT
23..

,.

It la rny opinion that if the above described treatment is not provide'd to this
patfent,ll'l allllkellhobd, the patient's c:on<frtlon will continue .to detsrforate an~ ~e
wiR have to remain on an inpatient unit for an undetermined length of ~ime wittiout

tre&tment.

24.

.

It ie my opinion that'ihe above-described treatment is essentfa' to amellorat& th&
disabling mentalltlnesa from which thts patfent cun:ently suffers,
ffiOGNOSIS WITH TREATMENt

25.

.

.

.

It i8 my opinfgn that ihe ·prognOSIS With treatment i& reduction In-psychosis and
. the Jlkely retw"n of the patient's abftltY to Uve safely and productively outs!de the
hOSpitaL '

PAIIEJ.fi:S RELIGIOUS CONVICTIONS
26.

. ~·

There is, to my best knowledge and belief, no evidence that the, patient has
expresSed any religious beleefs that would prohtblf compfiSnae With the tJeatment
plan.
·
PATIENt§ f6MibV '
The patient 'has no famny tnvolved In his

eare E.tnd treatment

·

PATIENT'S EXPRES§f:DI PREFERENCES·
28.

The patient has ~ dedfnfng antlpsychollc medlcaUon.

•~eipectfully submitted a~ sJgn&d J.Ulder the penalties of perjury this 20U' day of JanuaiX, 2017

KaTenWOk.-~
M.O,

,

.

Tel: (617)626-8895

..
£ll£l

d

I

Attending Paychlatrf&t
Dr. Solomon Oarter Fuller Mental Health Canter
85 East Newton Street
Boston. MA 02118

02£Ll2tJ.l9 << Sl9999U~9 woo~ M:foo ows
·
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The Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Committee for Public Counsel Services
Mental HeaLth Litigation Division
Suffolk County and McLean Hospital Commitment Unit
7 Palmer Street, Suite 302. Roxbury, MA 02119
Phone: (617)516-5819
Fax: (617)427-1320
Allee Wisebcrg
Attomey-!n-Chnrge

FACSIMILE TRANSMITTAL SHEET
PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDENTIAL

TO: Jeanne Antille/Legal Liaison (F)617-626-8728, Pat Murphy/Judges Lobby (F)617-788-8465
Dave Kolman/Genernl Counsel (F)617 -626-9256

FROM: Anne Kealy
DATE: 1!30/17
PAGES INCLUDING COVER SHEET:
RE:

t

In Re: M.C. #1701 MH21
Motion to Hold Hearings at the Courthouse with accompanying Affidavits of Counsel
and Respondent

COMMENTS:
If you have any questions or concerns, please call me at (617)516-5819.

Thank you so much

for your cooperation and prompt attention to this matter.

The information contained in tltis transmission is Attorney-Client privileged and/or
confidential and is intended only for the use of the individual or entity named above.
If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying,
distribution or taking of any action in reliance on the contents of this facsimile
transmission is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error,
please notify the sender immediately by telephone and return the original message to the
address sho·wn above via U.S. Postal Service. You wm be reimbursed for the required
postage, telephone call or other expense incurred by you. Than1c you.
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COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
TRIAL COURT
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~

CO~In) i)

BOSTON MUNICIPAL
CENTRAL DNISION
/
\
DOCKETNO: 201701MH21 ·..,;.

SUFFOLK, ss.

IN THE MATTER OF

t

t,

/,

)
)

I'

RESPONDENT'S MOTION TO CONDUCT HEARING AT COURTHOUSE
Now comes the Respondent, M a x - by his attorney, and moves this Honorable
Court to conduct the civil commitment and authorization to treat hearings currently scheduled for
February 1, 2017 at the Boston Municipal Court, Central Division. As grounds therefore
Respondent states as follows:
..

'

1.

A civil commitment hearing is a solemn legal proceeding which may result in a
"massive curtailment of liberty." See Humphrey v. Cady, 405 U.S. 504 (1972);
Commonwealth v. Nassar, 380 Mass. 908 (1980). The Massachusetts Legislature has
recognized the important liberty interest at stake by placing the burden on the
Petitioner to prove each element of its case by proof beyond a reasonable doubt.
Worcester State Hospital v. Hagberg, 374 Mass 271 (1978).

2.

Respondent's counsel is aware of no other class oflitigants for whom adjudicatory
court hearings, in which an individual's fundamental right to liberty, privacy, and
bodily integrity are at issue, being routinely held in a non-neutral, segregated setting
such as a psychiatric hospital.

3.

\\'bile conducting hearings at the petitioning hospital may be convenient for
Petitioners and may be the preferred choice of some Respondents, a Respondent who
seeks to have his hearing held at the courthouse ~ a neutral location that does not
in1ply the propriety of continued hospitalization- is merely asserting his right to stand
on an equal footing with all other non~disabled litigants.

4.

Equal access to the courts is guaranteed as a matter ofboth equal protection and the
non-discrimination provisions of Title II of the Americans with Disabilities Act
(ADA). Recognition of the long history of"unequal treatment of disabled persons in
the administration of judicial services" was the foundation of the Supreme Court's
decision in Tennessee v. Lane, 541 U.S. 509 (2004).
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Counsel incorporates, by reference, the attached Affidavits of Respondent and
Counsel in support of this motion.

Wherefore, the Respondent requests that this Honorable Court enter an order that the
G.L. c 123, § 16(b) and 8B hearings be held at the Boston Municipal Court, Central Division.

Respectfuily submitted,
MAX---ByHi~

Dated: January 30,2017

7 Palmer Street, Suite 302
Roxbury, MA 02119
(P) 617-516-5823
(F) 617-427-1320
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COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
TRIAL COURT
BOSTON MUNICIPAL COURT
CENTRAL DMSION .
DOCKETNO: 201701MHZ..I

SUFFOLK, ss.

IN THE MATTER OF

Nto.. '!
•

I,

AFFIDAVIT OF RESPONDENT
SUPPORT OF MOTION TO CONDUCT HEARING

JVl. (). 'f II M

the following

~e

,

Respondent in the above-captioned matter, hereby state that
of my knowledge and belief:

1. I am the Respondent in the above-captioned matter and a patient at Solomon Carter Fuller
Mental Health Center.

2. I have consulted with my attorney about my right to request that my hearing be held at the
courthouse rather than the hospital seeking my commitment
3. I understand that the Americans with Disabilities Act guarantees me equal access to the
courts.
4. I have discussed the benefits of holding my hearing at the courthouse with my attorney,
including the courthouse being a more neutral setting than Petitioner's hospital grounds and
that such hearings will be recorded with digital records. The quality of such recordings are
not yet known and may affect potential appellate relie£
5. I would like to assert my right to stand on equal footing with all other non-disabled litigants
and have my hearing conducted at the courthouse for the f;osfan J'1"allitir~~.l Court, C~( bwt.riora.
Signed under the penalties of petjury this ~day of

2017.

3
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COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
TRIAL COURT
SUFFOLK., ss.

IN THE MATIER OF

BOSTON MUNICIPAL COURT
CENTRAL DIVISION
DOCKET NO: 201701MH21
)
)

AFFIDAVIT OF MENTAL HEALTH COUNSEL
IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO CONDUCT HEARING AT THE COURTHOUSE
I, Anne R. Kealy, attorney for the respondent named above, hereby state that the following is true
to the best of my knowledge and belief:
1. I am an attorney licensed to practice law within the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
My B.B.O. #is 665101.

2. The Respondent is indigent in that he is currently represented by the Committee for Public
Counsel Services on a petition for commitment under G.L. c. 123, § 16(b) and a petition for
authorization to treat under G.L. c. 123, § 8B.

Mr.-

told me that he wishes for his hearings in the above-captioned matter to be
3. ·
· held at the Boston Municipal Court, Central Division.
4. I am aware of no other class oflitigants for whom adjudicatory court hearings, in which an
individual's fundamental right to liberty, privacy, and bodily integrity are at issue, being
routinely held in a non-neutral, segregated setting such as a psychiatric hospital.
S. My office has been informed by the Boston Municipal Court that hearings conducted at
hospitals within its jurisdictions will be recorded with digital records. The quality of such
recordings are not known to my office at this time.

Signed under the penalties of perjury this 3cf' day of January, 2017

4
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COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETI'S

TRIAL COURT
SUFFOLK, ss.

IN THE MATI'ER OF

BOSTON MUNICIPAL COURT
CENTRAL DIVISION
DOCKET NO: 201701MH21
)
)

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION
TO HOLD HEARINGS AT COURTHOUSE
NOW COMES the Respondent, M a x - by his attorney, and proffers this
memorandum in support ofhis motion that this Honorable Court hold the hearings on Solomon
Carter Fuller Mental Health Center's petitions for involuntary commibnent and authorization for
medical treabnent scheduled for January 30, 2017 at the Boston Municipal Court, Central
Division.
Commitment and "substituted judgment" hearings are solemn legal proceedings that may
result in a ''massive curtailment ofliberty." Commonwealth v. Nassar, 380 Mass. 908, 917
(1980), citing Lessard v. Schmidt. 349 F. Supp. 1078 (E.D. Wis. 1972); Humphrey v. Cady, 405

U.S. 504, 509 (1972). The Massachusetts Legislature has recognized the important liberty
interest at stake in commitment hearings by placing the burden on the Petitioner to prove each
element of its case by proofbeyond.a reasonabte·doubt. Worcester State Hospital v. Hagberg,
374 Mass 271 (1978).

To deny the Respondent's motion to hold the hearing at a courthouse would deny
Respondent of equal protection of the law and would violate the Americans with Disabilities Act
(ADA). See. 42 USCS § 12102, et. seq. The ADA forbids discrimination against persons with

5
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disabilities and specifically covers equal access to public accommodations. Tennessee v. Lane,
541 U.S. 509, 516-517 (2004). Here, there is no compelling state interest in holding the hearings
at the hospital, as reasonable accommodations, if needed, are available at the courthouse.
Holding the hearings at the hospital is a mere convenience for the Petitioner, which does not
meet the standard to justify the unequal treatment of Respondent. Id.
Holding the hearings at the petitioning hospital further prejudices the Respondent in that
the hospital is not neutral ground. Not only is it the place of business of the Petitioner, it is also
the institution where the Respondent is being detained. Furthermore, conducting the hearings at
.the hospital also jeopardizes the Respondent's potential appellate remedies, as the recordings in
most hospital hearings are not sufficiently complete or accurate to be transcribed.
In closing, the plain meaning of G.L. cb. 123, §5, "Commitment or Retention Hearings;
Right to Counsel; Medical Examination; Notice" demonstrates the legislative intent to ensure

increased procedural protections to Respondents. Newton-We1lesley Hospital v. Magrini, 451
Mass. 777, 784 (2008) ("statutory language should be given effect consistent with its plain
meaning and in light of the aim of the Legislature unless to do so would achieve an illogical
result"). In specifying that "[t]he court may hold the hearing at the facility or said hospital," the
interpretation more in line with legislative intent would be to safeguard the rights of Respondents
while carving out the possibility that the court may hold commitment hearings at the hospital should that be what the Respondent desires or if there is some other very compelling reason to do

so.
Under the circumstances of this case, in which the Respondent objects to the hearings
being conducted at the Petitioner's place ofbusiness, to deny him equal access to an adjudicatory
bearing of such magnitude in an actual courtroom in an actual court, violates procedural and

6
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substantive due process, Title II of the Americans with Disability Act, sr1pra, Commonwealth v.

Kirk. supra, and the spirit of increased procedural protections built into the revisions to G.L. c.
123.
Wherefore, Respondent requests that this Honorable Court enter an order that the
hearings pursuant to G.L. ch. 123, §16(b) and 8B be held at the Boston Municipal Court, Central
Division.
Respectfully submitted,

7 Palmer Street, Suite 302
Roxbury, MA 02119
{P) 617-516-5823
(F) 617-427-1320

Dated: January 30,2017

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this 301h day of January 2017, I served a copy of the foregoing motion,
affidavits, and memorandum oflaw upon Petitioner's counsel, David Kolman, Esq. VIA
FACSIMILE and electro.Uc moil.
~

&.. t;:;;.u.L

Ann

. K~y, B

0# 66sJQLO/
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A facsimile from
David Kolman
Assistant General Counsel
Department of Mental Health

85 East Newton Street
Boston, MA 02118
FAX: 617-626-9256
PHONE: 617-626-9275

To: Patty Wong-Murphy
Fax number~ 617-788-8465

Date: 1/31/2017

Comments:

Hi Patty:
Attached~

please find my opposition motion that I spoke to you about earlier today.
Thank you.
Sincerely,

. tfJ~t,__..-

j

David Kolman
'--------·--------·--------~----~-----

-----·

Protected Health Informoti11n Is personal and sensitive information ~loted to c pet!lon's health Olr"e. !t is being fg)(ed to
you after oppropriote aothori;rotion f~otn the person or under c:ircurnstances that do not r£qulre the person's
otrrhorimtion,
If you ore not the intended recipient. or the employee or agent r'et:ponsib!e to deliver it h 'lf1e intended r"eeipient, the
dise!Gsure, copying tlr distributioh of this inforiiiQtion is STR!CTLY PROHIBITED. If you oove received this fox by
error, pl=se notify the sender irnmediotefy to orrong.e for return af the attached document$.

Important Warning: This message is intended for the IJse of the person or entity to which i"t is
addressed and may contain information that Is pl"ivileged a~~d confidential, the disdosure of which is
gowmed by applia~ble le1w.
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COMMOKWF.ALTH OF MASSACI-nJSE1TS
THE TRIAL COlTRT

BOSTON Ml.TKTCTP AT. COURT
DOCKET NO. 201701lVfH21

SlJFFOLK, ss.

TN THE MATTER OF

)
)
)

THE DEPARThffi)';T OF :Vl;ENTAL HEALTH'S OPPOSITION TO DEFEl'."DA:-JT'S
!vfOTIO~ FOR CONTICCTD\G COl\·I:vfTThfE;\T HEARING AT COURTHOUSE~~'
NOW COl'vfES the Petitioner, Department of\rfental Health ("Department") and
hereby opposes submits Respondent's \1otion for Conducting the Commitment a1 the

Court House. As grounds thereof, Petitioner states the follov.~ng:

M a x - bas a Ch.123 16b commitment pending whlch was originally
schedu1ed for January 27, 2017 and was subsequently continued to FebJUary 1~, 2017 at

respondents request due to djfficulty in obtaining an expert. M r . - was
transferred to the Dr. S<>lomon Carter Fuller Mental Health Center (Hereinafter referred
to as SCF) from the Brockton Distirct Court and is currcn£1y held w/o baiL If the
commitment hearing were outside the SCF as respondent is requesting, the Plymouth
County Sheriffs Office would have to commute from Plymouth County to the SCF to
pick up M r . - and transfer him to the Boston Municipal Court at considerable
time and expense.

M r . - has also engaged in self harming behavior and has required
numerous restraints since being at lhe SCF. On January 12, 2017, \ 1 r . punched himself in the face for no appar~nt reason as a result of his mental illness. In
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:Mr.-Mr.-

addition, M r . - ha.<; on nun1erous occasions engaged in punching windows and

walls as recently as 'the week of 1115/2017.

has requited trained mental

staff assistance on numerous occasions to dccscalatc

Mr.-

so that he ~on't bann

himself and others. Furthermore, even 'With trained staff to deescalate, :vt:r.-has

stj)] required 4 restraints in the month of December.

would pose a safety

risk to bjmself and others due to his behavior as a result ofhls mental illness and thai

there would not be trained mental health support staff accompanying M r . - were

he to be transported by sheriff or v.-ilile he was in custody of the Court in a holding cell
until his case were to be called.
Respondent's counsel alleges concerns that the recordings at the SCF are n.ot
sufficiently accurate or complete to be transcribed. Counsel bas not been able to provide

any support or evidence that there arc or have been any issues with the digital recorders
that have been in use by the Court at the SCF. It should further be pointed out that the
Court obtained these digital recorders and that these digital recorders continuously
remain in the custody of the clerk. I would respectfully suggest that the Court would

only purchase and use high quality and digital recording device. I have also confirmed
with the Boston Municipal Court Clerk's Office that these recorders have been tested
with satisfacto.r.y results aJJ.d that eels have been made with these recorders with no issues.

Furthermore, I have consulted with DMH Attorney Nathan Frommer of the Tewksbury
Legal Office who has indicated that digital recorders have been used at Commitment
Hearings at Tewksbury Hospital and there have been no issues with a full and complete
hearing being recorded. This has also been confmned with former DMH Attorney

Barbara Gavins Jones who has also confirmed that digital recorders were in use back

2
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when she worked at Tewksbury State Hospital and there were no issues with the hearings
being transcribed. As a result of this, there would be no barrier or hindrance to the Court
being able to provide a full and accurate copy of the recording if it were .requested.
In addition, respondent suggest that having the hearing at the hospital instead of

the Courthou..~ is in violation of the Americans with Disability Act. Re.o;;pondent appears
to be alleging that the ADA is being violated because the respondent who is a disabled
person is being denied the benefit ofhaving a mental health commitment hearing at the
Courthouse instead of the hospital. In order to be valid, an ADA claim must allege that a
disabled person has been denied some benefit that a public entity has extended to nondisabled individuals. In this matter, a non-disabled individual would not be subject to a
commitment hearing so the ADA W<lu1d not apply. It should also be noted that the
respondent would be having the benefit of a commitment hearing at the SCF in an open
and neutral room off the inpatient unit in which the public would have right of access and
there would be a clerk, record via digital recording device, separate table for both parties
and the Judge with both a Massachusetts and United States Hag. Tn addition, the

COJDJtlitment statute under M.G.L. Chapter 123 §.5 expressly permits the commitment
hearing to be at the Facility. Even if the Court were to find that the ADA applies in this
matter, there would be au exception as Title JI ofthe ADA not absolute. See Disability
Rights New Jersey, Inc. v. Commissioner, New Jersey Department of Human Services,
796 F.3rd 293 (201S). States may "impose legitimate safety requirements necessary for
the safe operation of their services, programs, or activities so long as such requirements
arc ba.c;ed on actual risks .... In this matter, h would be a legitimate and necessary safety

3
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requirement to have th.e Hearing crt the hos.pital so that

Mr.-

PAGE

would not engage

in b.armfull behavior to himself or others.
Furtbennore, requiring the hearing to be at the Courthouse would require Dr.
Kwok who is the doctor assigned on unit 4 who has 14 patients under her care to be

away from the hospital with limited coverage for her.. If Dr. Kwok were not at the
hospital~

it would interfere as to the safe operation on unit 4 ac:; she would not be able to

respond to emergem;ies or necessary psychiatric interventions.

Wherefor, the Petitioner respectfully reque!'!tS that th.is Honorable Court denies
Respondent's motion.

Respectfully submitted,
The Department of Mental Health

By i~ttorney ~

(V~&t__

Dated: January 31,2017

David A. KoJman, E~q:··-
Assistant General Counsel
85 East Newton Street
Boston, MA 02118
(617) 626-9275
BBO # 647047
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COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
THE TRIAL COURT
BOSTON MUNICIPAL COURT
CENTRAL DIVISION
DOCKET NO. 201701MH21

SUFFOLK, SS.

TN 1'HE MATII.!R 01' MAX

AFFIDAVIT OF DAVID KOLMAN, J.D.

I, David Kolman, J.D., do liereby state to my best knowledge and belief that:

1.

1 am

an assistant general counsel employed at the Department of Mental

Health.
2.

I am representing the Department of Mental Health in the matter of the
commitment hearing of M A X - - -

3.

This matter is currently scheduled for hearing on Wednesday, February 1st,

2017.
4.

I have been informed that the Dr. Solomon Carter Fuller Mental Health
Center have significant concems for the safety and wellbeing of Mr.
-

if he were transferred via sheriff to the BMC as he would be

unaccompanied by trained mental health staff to try to deescalate him from
his self-harming behavior and his dangerous behavior towards others.
5.

I have also confirmed with the BMC clerk's office about the high quality of the
digital recorders in their possession. It has been indicated that there have
been no issues with the recordings of mental health commitments nor the
transfer of these hearings to cds.

6.

I have also spoken to a current DMH attomey and a former DMH attomey of
the Tewksbury Legal Office who have indicated that they have have been no

Issues with the digital recorders used to record commitment hearings at the
Tewksbury State Hospital.
7.

I have reviewed the docket sheet of M r . - and conformed that he is
currently held without bail on his pending criminal matter.
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Signed under the pains and penalties of pe~ury this

31st

2017.

David Kolman, J.D.
Assistant General Counsel

DMH
85 East Newton Street
Boston, MA 02118
(617) 626-9275
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DAVID KOLMAN

CERTIFICATE OF Sf;E,VICE

I, David Kolman, hereby certify that I have this day served a copy of the
foregoing response to the respondent's motion upon the following individuals: Anne
Kealy, Esq., Respondent's attorney via Faxsimile.
Dated: January 31, 2017

N)~fL_

.J

David A. Kolman. Esq.
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The Commonwealth oJMassachusetts
TRIAL COURT OF THE COMMONWEALTH
BOSTON MUNICIPAL COURT DEPARTMENT· CENTRAL DIVISION
EDWARD W. BROOKE COURT HOUSE, SIXTH FLOOR
24 NEW CHARDON STREET
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02114

SnFOLK,SS

No.

l70lMH2l

••••<>•N~•><H••<••<

l:\ THE MATTER Or Max

ORDER OF CIVIL COMMITMENT PURSUANT TO M.G.L. cb. 123. §16(b)
In accordance with M.G.L ch.l23. § J 6(b). a petition has been filed by
PhD. RN

Mar.y.J..ouis.~.\lhile .................................................
(Name)

.

Solomon Caner Fuller Mental Health Center
................. of .................................................................................... .

{Title)

Max···
for the commitment of ............................. .
1"\ame)

Ma:>.····

I find that ..

. .... is mentally ill and that !check appropriate boxe.s):

t:-...Jme!

failure to retain sa1d per"m m a t:tnlit; would create a
alternative for said person.

D

li~elihood

of serious harm. and there is no less restricll\c

ll1ilure to retain said person in strict security would create a likelihood of serious harm, and that said person is not a
proper subject for commitment to any facility of the Depanment of Mental Health.

Therefore. it is ORDERED that the said person be committed to ......... ~ ..~ ..

l ..:=.f... ::::................. .
!Hospital)

for a period not to exceed

...':-/.. ~.

--3. :1.7.

.... or until there is no longer a likelihood of serious harm by reason of

tup tv 6 n:kmths)

mental illness, whichever is shoner: and the Coun Officers. or other officers duly authorized, are hereby commanded to remove said
person to said hospital and deliver said person to the Superintendent or Medical Director and make rerum ofthis warrant with their
doings thereon to the Clerk·Magistrate of this Court as soon as may be.
This commitment order prohihit; the respondent from being issued a firearm identifi<.:ation card or a license to carr} unless
a petition for relief is sub;equentl) granted.
WITNESS nt) hand and seal at Boston, Massachusetts. this J_

-~day of .~E.btt~.~-;Y·

... 201.7

~~·-iil~;;~;;;·"M~;;iar~i·c~uri..i);;i>~ri·r;;~;;i
OngmaJ

OVER

10 Cferk-Ma.g:1~trate

Copie\ tf' Court Officec

h<~spnaL

and pauent'.;; t

~Htn'id

ORDER OF COMMITMENT 16(bl
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150 I Beacon Strct.:L :;606
Brookline, f\lA 02446

RA KORN

U

ATTORNEY AT LAVv'

T: 617-738-1!51
F: 866-9!2-7503

F· Dkornmatt]:aol.com

April 5, 2017
Boston Municipal Court
Edward W. Brooke Courthouse
Off
of the Civil Clerk
Floor
24 New Chardon Street
Boston, JViA 02114
Re: Comm i tmen t of M. C.
Docket No. 1701MH21
Dear Sir or Madam:
Enclosed please find a Motion
Relief from Judgment I
led on behalf of M.C., Respondent, as his appellate lawyer.
Kindly mark this Motion for
r
before Justice R. McKenna on
April 13, 2017 at 2:00 p.m. or whenever Justice McKenna will
hear the
ion for Commitment and Petition for Determination
Incompetency filed by
Solomon Carter Fuller Mental Health

c.
Thank you for your attention to the enclosed materials.
to call me at the above number if you have any quesFeel
tions.

Enclosures
cc:

David Kolman, Esq.
Patricia Reilly, ADA
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COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
TRIAL COURT DIVISION
Suffolk, ss.

Boston Municipal Court
Docket No. 1701MH21

In Re: Commitment of M.C.
MOTION FOR RELIEF FROM JUDGMENT OR ORDER

Max

(M.C.), Respondent, through his

undersigned counsel, moves this Honorable Court, pursuant
to: Mass. R. Civ. P. 60 (b) (2); Mass. R. Civ. P.
60(b} (5); Mass. R. Civ. P. 60(b) (6); the U.S. CONST.
amends. V and XIV (Due Process and Equal Protection
Clauses); the Mass. Const., Declaration of Rights, art. X,
and XII; the Americans With Disabilities Act (ADA)/ 42 U.S.
Code§ 12101, et. cet.; Dist./Mun.Ct.Supp. R. 114;
Dist./Mun. Ct. Supp. R. 211; Dis. Ct. BMC Spec. Rules for
Civil Bus. R. 308 A.5(a} and 308.A.5(c); Dis. Ct. BMC Spec.
Rules for Civil Bus. R. 308.B; and all applicable case law,
for an Order of Relief from this Court's Order of Civil
Commitment Pursuant to M.G.L. ch. 123, §16(b), entered on
February 1, 2017.

As grounds for this Motion, Respondent

states he was denied due process and equal protection of
the law when the Court denied Respondent's renewed Motion
to Conduct Hearing at Courthouse after the Court learned
that the recording equipment used at the commitment hearing
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malfunctioned.

As further grounds for this Motion for

Relief from Judgment or Order, Respondent states:
Procedure and Facts

Prior to Commitment Proceedings:
Respondent is M.C., a thirty-one year old man who is
involuntarily hospitalized at Petitioner's facility, the
Solomon Carter Fuller Mental Health Clinic in Boston
(SCFMHC), pursuant to M.G.L. c. 123, §16(b).

A criminal

complaint that charged M.C. with breaking and entering and
destruction of property issued in the Brockton District
Court on May 16, 2016 and the Brockton District Court
ordered M.C. to undergo a M.G.L. c. 123, §15(a) "Competence
to Stand Trial" evaluation on August 1, 2016.

On the same

day, the Brockton District Court ordered M.C. to undergo a
M.G.L. c. 123, §15(b) "Competence to Stand Trial & Crim.
Responsibility" evaluation; M.C. underwent this evaluation
at the Worcester Recovery Center and Hospital. See Public
Docket Report, admitted as Petitioner's Ex. "1" at the
civil commitment hearing on February 1, 2017.
On August 19, 2016, the Brockton District Court
ordered M.C. to report to the Probation Department twice a
week in person.

The criminal docket shows the case was

brought forward (presumably by the Probation Department) on
August 26, 2016 and the Brockton District Court issued a
2
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warrant.

When M.C. appeared again before the Brockton

District Court on December 6, 2016, that Court ordered M.C.
to undergo a second M.G.L. c. 123, §15(a)

~competence

to

Stand Trial" evaluation, and found that M.C. was
incompetent to stand trial.

On the same day, the Brockton

District Court further ordered M.C.'s hospitalization
pursuant to M.G.L. c. 123, §16(a), at which time, M.C. went
to the SCFMHC.

Pursuant to M.G.L. c. 123, §15(b), the

Brockton District Court held a competency hearing on
January 20, 2017, and found M.C. incompetent to stand
trial.

Also on January 20, 2017, the SCFMHC, represented

by David Kolman, Esq., filed a Petition for Commitment of a
Defendant Found to be Incompetent, and a Petition for
Determination of Incompetency and for Authorization of
Medical Treatment for Mental Illness under M.G.L. c. 123,
§8B.

The Brockton District Court granted a request to

change venue to the Boston Municipal Court (BMC) .
The Commitment Proceedings:
On January 23, 2017, Attorney Anne Kealy, Mental
Health Litigation Division (MHLD), Suffolk County and
McLean Hospital Commitment Unit, filed a Notice of
Appearance. See affidavit of trial counsel that accompanies
this motion as Ex.

~A"

and is incorporated in this motion.

The BMC scheduled a hearing on the SCFMHC's two petitions
3
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for January 27, 2017.

On January 25, 2017, Attorney

Kealy filed a motion to continue the hearings on the
Petition for Commitment and Petition for Determination of
Incompetency.

The BMC granted the motion to continue and

rescheduled the hearing for February 1, 2017.

On January

30, 2017, M.C. filed a Motion to Conduct Hearing at
Courthouse, which the SCFMHC opposed.

1

Without having the

attorneys present their positions on the Motion to Conduct
Hearing at Courthouse, this Court denied M.C.'s Motion.

In

denying the Motion to Conduct Hearing at Courthouse, the
Court ruled as follows, "Denied.

Motion is, inter alia,

untimely." See Ex. "A".
The hearing on the two Petitions commenced on February
1, 2017 in a "hearing room" at the SCFMHC. See Ex. "A" for
a description of the room the SCFMHC sets aside for
commitment hearings.
Karen Kwok.

The SCFMHC's only witness was Dr.

Approximately forty-five minutes into Dr.

Kwok's testimony, Michael Cronin, the clerk, notified this
Court that the recording device was not working properly.
Ex."A".

At this point, the Court asked Mr. Cronin how the

recording device could malfunction, and further stated its
understanding that all recording devices used at facilities
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were brand new digital devices.

Mr. Cronin indicated that

he had tried to alert the Court to the problem before the
matter was aired.

He further stated that when he noticed

the recorder did not function properly, he began to tape
the proceeding with

his IPhone. Ex. "A".

M.C.'s lawyer renewed M.C.'s Motion to Conduct Hearing
at Courthouse.

Attorney David Kolman told the Court he

could use a recorder he had in his office, and the Court
denied M.C.'s renewed Motion.

Over M.C.'s strong

objection, the commitment hearing proceeded by use of two
recording devices: Michael's IPhone and the recording
device Attorney Kolman retrieved from his office.

On the

same day, the Court granted Petitioner's Petition for
Commitment and involuntarily committed M.C. for a period up
to two months.

2

Newly Discovered Evidence - The Recording Devices:
On March 13, 2017, M.C.'s undersigned appeals attorney
went to the BMC's Office of the Clerk to review this file.
See appellate counsel's affidavit that accompanies this
motion as Ex. "B" and is incorporated herein.
of the Court file,

At the back

there was an unsigned note dated

1

The fax cover sheet that accompanied the Motion to Conduct
Hearing at Courthouse was dated January 30, 2017.
The
clerk stamp filed the Motion on January 31, 2017.
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February 1, 2017, the date of the within hearing.

The

unsigned note was directed to the presiding Judge, who was
Justice Robert McKenna.

The unsigned note stated that the

recording equipment in use at the hearing did not function
properly, and it also indicated that the person who wrote
the note was recording the entire proceeding on his IPhone. 3
The Clerk's Office was unable to make a CD of the hearing
because at the commitment hearing, the clerk did not use a
digital recording device; a digital recorder is the type of
recorder typically used in District Court proceedings. See

Ex. "B" and "C".

Instead, the Office of the Clerk created

a set of four cassette recordings from the various methods
used to record M.C.'s commitment trial.

The original

transcript of the commitment hearing is being completed and
will be filed with this Court in accordance with Dist./Mun.
R.A.D.A. 8C(c).
Authority and Discussion
I .

THE RESPONDENT IN A CIVIL COMMITMENT CASE HAS A
FEDERAL AND STATE CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHT TO A FAIR
TRIAL, HELD IN AN ENVIRONMENT THAT AFFORDS HIM DUE
PROCESS AND EQUAL PROTECTION OF LAW.
A. RESPONDENT' S DUE PROCESS AND EQUAL PROTECTION
RIGHTS INCLUDE THE RIGHT TO HAVE THE COURT HEAR

2

The Court did not hear the Petition for Determination of
Incompetency, filed under M.G.L. c. 123, §8B.
3
As stated in Ex. "B", the clerk with whom undersigned
counsel met on March 13, 2017 would not provide the
undersigned with a copy of the unsigned note.
6
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EVIDENCE IN AN ENVIRONMENT THAT AFFORDS HIM THE
SAME DIGNITY AND COURTROOM ACCOUTREMENTS TO WHICH
ALL LITIGANTS ARE ENTITLED, INCLUDING ACCESS TO
RECORDING DEVICES THAT ARE OPERATIONAL AND MEET
THE SAME LEGAL STANDARDS TO WHICH ALL LITIGANTS
ARE ENTITLED.

M.C. brings this Motion for Relief from Judgment or
Order pursuant to Mass. R. Civ. P. 60(b) (2), "newly
discovered evidence which by due diligence could not have
been discovered in time to move for a new trial under Rule
59(b);" Mass. R. Civ. P. 60(b) (5), which allows relief from
judgment or order if "it is no longer equitable that the
judgment should have prospective application;" and Mass. R.
Ci v. P. 60 (b) ( 6), which allows the Court to grant relief
for "any other reason justifying relief from the operation
of the judgment."
Involuntary commitment to a psychiatric facility
produces a loss of freedom and a stigma of mental illness.
Doe v. Doe, 377 Mass. 272, 280-281 (1979); Cohen v. Bolduc,
435 Mass. 608, 609 (2002). See also, Conservatorship of
Roulet, 152 Cal. Rptr. 425, 427, 23 Cal.3d 219, 223, 590
P.2d 1 (1979)

("civil commitment to a mental hospital,

despite its civil label, threatens a person's liberty and
dignity on as massive a scale as that traditionally
associated with criminal prosecutions."); Commonwealth v.
Nassar, 380 Mass. 908, 917 ( 1980)
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(curtailment of a

person's liberty that is associated with involuntary
commitment requires application of "a doctrine of 'least
restrictive alternative' . . . . ")

Recognizing the

significant loss of liberty at risk in commitment cases and
the stigma associated with mental illness, the Supreme
Judicial Court in Worcester State Hosp. v. Hagberg held
that the standard of proof required for entry of judgment
in commitment cases, was beyond a reasonable doubt. 374
Mass. 271, 276-277 (1978).
Respondents in civil commitment cases are the only
class of litigants in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts who
are not entitled to have their cases heard in a courtroom
that is located in a courthouse. See Ex."C", letter from
Mark A. Larsen, Director of the Mental Health Litigation
Division, to Chief Justices Paula M. Carey, Paul C. Dawley,
and Roberto Ronquillo dated August 25, 2016 that
accompanies this Motion and is incorporated herein.

In

addition, most court hearings in Massachusetts are now
recorded through either the FTR.com system or the older
JAVS recording system.
http://www.mass.gov/courts/features/feb-2016-ftrupdate.html.

Cassette tapes are not used in court hearings

and are an antiquated recording method.
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In seeking relief from the Court's Order of
Commitment, Respondent invokes the protections contained in
two of the Massachusetts Constitution, Declaration of
Rights articles.

The first protection is included in art.

X, which states, "Each individual of the society has a
right to be protected by it in the enjoyment of his life,
Liberty and property, according to standing laws."
Massachusetts appeals courts construe art. X of the
Declaration of rights synonymously with the U.S. CONST.,
amend. XIV. City of Boston v. Keene Corp., 406 Mass. 301,
308 (1989)

("the considerations relevant to art. 10 review

are virtually identical to those under the Fourteenth
Amendment to the United States Constitution.")

See also

Opinion of the Justices, 354 Mass. 799, 802-803

(1968) that

construes the Declaration of Rights, art. X and Fourteenth
Amendment synonymously.

The second provision is the

Declaration of Rights, art. XII, which states, "[N]o
subject shall be arrested, imprisoned, despoiled, or
deprived of his property, immunities, or privileges, put
out of the protection of the law, exiled, or deprived of
his life, liberty, or estate, but by the judgment of his
peers, or the law of the land."

It is axiomatic that the

"standing laws" and "law of the land" mandate that all
persons have access to a dignified, impartial courtroom and
9
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court proceeding that offers all the accoutrements
necessary for a fair trial and preservation for appeal. See
~Olmstead

v. L.C., 527 U.S. 581, 588-589 (1999),

construing Title II of the ADA of 1990, and highlighting
the findings Congress made when it enacted the Act,
primarily 42 U. S. C.

§

12132, related to a public entity's

services, provisions, and activities.
The American Bar Association's Standards for
Criminal Justice Special Functions of the Trial Judge are
instructive.

The relevant Standard states:

Standard 6-1.7 Judge's duty concerning
record of judicial proceedings

The trial judge has a duty to see that the
reporter makes a true, complete, and accurate
record of all proceedings. The judge should at
all times respect the professional independence
of the reporter, but may challenge the accuracy
of the reporter's record of the proceedings. The
trial judge should not change the transcript
without notice to the prosecution, the defense,
and the reporter, with opportunity to be heard.
The trial judge should take steps to ensure that
the reporter's obligation to furnish transcripts
of court proceedings is promptly met.
http://www.americanbar.org/publications/criminal_justice_se
ction_archive/crimjust_standards_trialjudge.thml#6-1.7
(ABA Stand.6-1.7).
In this case, the Respondent's due process rights were
violated when the Court sanctioned a procedure that
compromised the integrity of the official court recording
10
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and, ultimately, MC.'s appellate rights.

In order to

ensure that the clerk could provide a "true, complete, and
accurate recordn,

(ABA Stand.6-1.7), the Court should have

granted M.C.'s renewed Motion to Conduct Hearing at
Courthouse, which would have allowed M.C. to have a trial
that included basic courtroom provisions.

Instead, M.C.

lost his liberty in an environment that was legally
substandard and inadequate, and through means contrary to
law.

As the available "officialn transcript shows, M.C.

was unable to obtain a verbatim transcript of his
commitment hearing because of the malfunctioning equipment.
This fact, that the Clerk and M.C.'s trial lawyer brought
to the Court's attention, compromised M.C.'s due process
right to pursue an appeal based on all the information in
the record.

The appeals attorney herein is forced to press

M.C.'s rights on a makeshift record.

Further, although the

Court knew the official recording device was faltering, it
nonetheless denied M.C.'s Motion to Conduct Hearing at
Courthouse, which trial counsel renewed once everyone
became aware that the recording device did not work.
Long ago, the United States Supreme Court addressed
those necessities which are integral to a person's right of
appeal.

In Hardy v. U.S., the Court stated that the

appellate attorney's "most basic and fundamental tool of
11
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his profession is the complete trial transcript, through
which his trained fingers may leaf and his trained eyes may
roam in search of an error, a lead to an error, or even a
basis upon which to urge a change in an established and
hitherto accepted principle of law. 5 Anything short of a
complete transcript is incompatible with effective
appellate advocacy." 375 U.S. 277, 288 (1964).

By

disallowing M.C. to have his commitment hearing in a
courtroom that was adequately equipped, the Court
compromised M.C.'s right to the effective assistance of
counsel under the Due Process Clauses of the U.S. CONST.,
amend. V and XIV, and Declaration of Rights, art. X and
XII. See Matter of S.S., 2016 Mass. App. Div. 101 (Mass.
Dist. Ct. App. 2016).
B. VARIOUS MASSACHUSETTS RULES OF COURT WERE
VIOLATED.

Several provisions in the Massachusetts Rules of Court
For the District Courts and Boston Municipal Court apply to
the circumstances here.

For instance, The Dist./Mun.

Ct.

Supp. R. 114 states, nRecording of court proceedings is
governed in the District Court Department by Rule 211 of
the Special Rules of District Court, and in the Boston
Municipal Court Department by Rule 308 of the Special Rules
of the Municipal Court of the City of Boston."

12
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Since the

present case was held in the Boston Municipal Court, it is,
therefore, governed by Spec. R. of the Mun. Ct. City of
Boston R. 308.

The District Courts and Boston Municipal

Court/Special Rules of the Boston Municipal Court
Department Sitting for Civil Business (Dis. Ct. Spec. Rules
for Civ. Bus.) include specific requirements the BMC must
follow when the Court records civil hearings.

The

relevant provisions are The Dist.Ct./BMC/Spec. Rules for
Civil Bus. R. 308 A.S(a}, which states:
Open Proceedings. Any person whether or not a
party, shall be permitted to obtain a cassette copy of
an original recording, or any portion thereof, of any
proceeding which was open to the public, unless the
record of such proceeding has been sealed or
impounded.
Dis.Ct./BMC/Spec. Rules for Civil Bus. R. 308 A.S(c),
which states:
Ordering Cassette Copies. A request for a
cassette copy shall be filed with the clerk-magistrate
on a form prescribed by the Chief Justices of the
District Court Department and the Boston Municipal
Court Department for their respective departments. In
order that multiple cassette copies may be made
simultaneously whenever possible, any person making
such a request regarding a proceeding that is
presently pending on appeal shall certify that he has
notified all other parties of his request.
It is obvious that here, M.C. was prohibited from accessing
a full and accurate cassette copy of his commitment
hearing.

It was foreseen here that M.C. may not be able to

obtain a verbatim transcript of his trial.

13
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The within

situation is unlike one that cannot be foreseen due to a
fire in the courthouse, U.S. v. Kelly, 167 F.3d 436, 437
(1999), or some other cause that the parties could not have
anticipated.
The Court allowed the clerk to record a portion of his
hearing on the clerk's IPhone, which was prohibited ab
initio by Dis. Ct. BMC Spec. Rules for Civil Bus. R. 308.B.
See Rule below.

The Court even questioned the clerk about

whether he had enough memory on his IPhone to record the
whole proceeding. Ex. "A".

The Clerk's Office then made a

cassette recording from all three devices used - the
original cassette recorder, the in-court clerk's IPhone
recorder, and Attorney David Kolman's recorder he reported
he kept at his Department of Mental Health office.

Under

regular circumstances, M.C. would have been able to obtain
a C.D. recording of his trial. See Ex. "B".
The manner in which M.C.'s hearing was conducted was
irregular, substandard, prohibited by Court Rules, and
contrary to the way court proceedings are supposed to be
preserved.

It was also a violation of Dis. Ct. BMC Spec.

Rules for Civil Bus. R. 308.B, which states:
B. Unofficial Recordings.
1. Covert Recording Forbidden. No person shall
make any electronic recording in any courtroom,
hearing room, office, chambers or lobby of a judge or
14
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magistrate without prior authorization from the judge
or magistrate then having immediate supervision over
such place.
2. Recording by a Party. Upon application to the
judge or magistrate presiding over a proceeding which
is not being recorded by a sound
recording device
under the control of the court or by a court reporter
appointed by the court, any party shall be permitted
to record such proceeding electronically. Other
parties to the proceeding shall be given reasonable
access to review and copy any such recording.
The in-court clerk at the SCFMHC where M.C.'s commitment
hearing was held had no "prior authorization from the judge
or magistrate" to record M.C.'s commitment hearing.

The

fact that there was a covert recording of the trial,
clearly forbidden by the District Court BMC Special Rules,
is further evidence that M.C. did not receive the due
process and equal protection of law to which he was
entitled.

Further, no party filed an application with the

hearing Judge to record the proceeding electronically.
When Attorney Kolman announced that he had a recorder in
his office, and offered to allow the Court to use it to
record the rest of the trial, Attorney Kealy objected.

At

this point, the Court should have realized the hearing
could not be conducted properly and that M.C.'s right to
pursue an appeal might be compromised.

This Court should

have granted M.C.'s renewed Motion to Conduct Hearing at
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the Courthouse, and should now reconsider its decision and
grant the within Motion to Vacate Order or Judgment.
Standard 4:00 of the STANDARDS OF JUDICIAL PRACTICE CIVIL COMMITMENT AND AUTHORIZATION OF MEDICAL TREATMENT FOR
MENTAL ILLNESS provides that commitment hearings can be
conducted at the petitioner's mental health facility.

The

Standard further provides that:
All court hearings should be held in rooms
of adequate size and appropriate condition for a
dignified and impartial judicial hearing.
The
physical setting must be sufficient to provide
for appropriate security, permit public access,
and elicit the customary respect accorded court
proceedings and parties before the court.
Hearings must be electronically recorded.
The judge should be accompanied by a court
officer,
if
available,
who
should
open
and
conclude the hearing with a traditional call.
In
addition, or as an alternative, the facility may
provide security personnel.
An assistant clerk
or sessions clerk should be present to maintain
custody of court records and exhibits, including
the audio recording of the proceedings, to swear
witnesses,
to docket the proceedings,
and to
prepare
any
court
forms
or
written
orders
necessary.
Although the Standards of Judicial Practice are not
mandatory; they "represent a qualitative judgment as to
best practices in .

.

various aspects of the civil

commitment procedure . . . [and]" further direct the courts
to "strive for compliance with the Standards . . . to be
departed from only with good cause." Connolly, J., Chief
16
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Justice of the Dist. Ct., Promulgation of Standards of
Judicial Practice, Civil Commitment and Authorization of
Medical Treatment for Mental Illness (2012), Note, at 3.
The clerk's use of his own personal IPhone to record the
commitment hearing, without the parties' knowledge or
judicial approval, was prohibited by law, a violation of
M.C.'s privacy rights, and antithetical to any concept of
"the customary respect accorded court proceedings and
parties" that Stand. Jud. Prac. - Civ. Commitment & Author.
of Medical Treatment, Standard 4:00 envisions.
II.

A
HARMLESS
ERROR
ANALYSIS
IS
INAPPLICABLE,
REGARDLESS OF WHETHER THE PARTICIPANTS CAN RECREATE
GAPS IN THE RECORDING, SINCE PREJUDICE TO RESPONDENT
IS PRESUMED WHERE THE COURT VIOLATED RESPONDENT'S
FUNDAMENTAL LIBERTY INTERESTS UNDER THE U.S. CONST.,
AMENDMENTS V AND XIV, MASSACHUSETTS DECLARARION OF
RIGHTS, ART. X AND XII, AND THE AMERICANS WITH
DISABILITIES ACT WHEN IT DENIED RESPONDENT'S MOTION
TO REMOVE THE COMMITMENT HEARING TO THE COURTHOUSE.

This Court should provide Respondent relief under
Mass. R. Civ. P. 60(b)(2),

(5) and 60(b)(6), regardless of

whether the Court and parties receive a complete and
accurate transcript of the commitment hearing.

The claimed

errors herein are so egregious and so antithetical to the
right to a fair trial, that a harmless error analysis is
inapplicable. See e.g. Commonwealth v. Vinnie,

428 Mass.

161, 163 (1998), quoting Chapman v. California, 386 U.S.
18, 23 (1967)

("Constitutional errors that were preserved
17
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or resurrected are reviewed to determine whether or not
they were harmless beyond a reasonable doubt, unless the
constitutional right infringed is 'so basic to a fair trial
that [its] infraction can never be treated as har.mless
error.'")

(emphasis added}.

Here, M.C.'s right to a fair trial was abridged once
the Court was made aware that a "true, complete, and
accurate" (ABA Stand. 6-1.7} record was unlikely, and the
Court permitted the trial to proceed in a manner that was
irregular and contrary to law.

The Court was notified that

there were potential problems with recording the hearing in
the hospital when M.C.'s lawyer filed a Motion to Conduct
Hearing at Courthouse.
without a hearing.

The Court denied M.C.'s motion

Once the potential problem became a

reality, it was incumbent upon this Court to ensure M.C. a
fair, impartial trial in an appropriate courtroom.

As the

Commentary to Standard 6-1.7 states, "The trial judge has
the duty of supervising the record of the proceedings until
an appeal is filed."
One provision of the ADA's public services section
provides,

"Subject to the provisions of this subchapter,

no qualified individual with a disability shall, by reason
of such disability, be excluded from participation in or be
denied the benefits of the services, programs, or
18
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"' -

activities of a public entity, or be subjected to
discrimination by any such entity." 42 U. S.

c. § 12132.

The Court in Olmstead v. L.C., 527 U.S. 581, 590 (1999),
interpreting 42 U.S. c. §§12131 ( 1) (A) and 12131 ( 1) (B),
stated that "'public entity' includes 'any State or local
government,' and 'any department, agency,

(or] special

purpose district.'" The Olmstead Court also addressed the
ADA's federal regulations' reasonable modifications
provision, that was meant to implement the discrimination
proscription in 42 U.S.C. §12132.

The regulation states:

A public entity shall make reasonable
modifications in policies, practices, or
procedures when the modifications are
necessary to avoid discrimination on the
basis of disability, unless the public
entity can demonstrate that making the
modifications would fundamentally alter the
nature of the service, program, or activity.
28 CFR §35.130(b) (7) (1998).

See also Humphrey v. Cady, 405

U.S. 504, 512, 517 (1972), where the Supteme Court reversed
and remanded the denial of a habeas corpus petition on
equal protection grounds. In Humphrey, the State of
Wisconsin opted to commit the petitioner for a potentially
indefinite time period under the Wisconsin Sex Crimes Act,
as opposed to the Wisconsin's Mental Health Act.

By

bringing the commitment petition under the Sex Crimes Act,
petitioner did not have the benefit of a jury trial and
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other procedural protections available to people tried
under the Mental Health Act.

The District Court dismissed

petitioner's habeas corpus petition and the Supreme court
reversed and remanded.

The Court held that the

petitioner's equal protection claim seemed "persuasive", in
light of the fact that petitioner was "deprived of a jury
determination, or of other procedural protections, merely
by the arbitrary decision of the State to seek .

.

commitment under" the Sex Crimes Act, and not the Mental
Health Act. 405 U.S. at 512.
Likewise in this case, the Court's decision to allow
M.C.'s trial to proceed with recording equipment not under
the Court's control (the IPhone and Attorney Kolman's
personal recorder), and not sanctioned by Court Rules and
standards denied M.C. equal protection of the law.

As the

Commentary to ABA Stand.6-1.7,
http://www.americanbar.org/publications/criminal_justice_se
ction_archive/crimjust_standards_trialjudge.thml#6-1.7
states, a "judge's duty with regard to the record is no
less in those courts where audio recording equipment is
used in place of a reporter. Indeed, even with
recordings, it appears that there are problems of
completeness or accuracy" that require the judge's
attention.

Here, M.C. could not be confident that he
20
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would receive an accurate record and this lack of
confidence "serve[d] to undermine the judicial process and
right of appeal." Commentary to ABA Stand. 6-1.7,

Id.

In sum, the procedures used to conduct the trial here
abridged Respondent's federal and state constitutional
rights.

Respondent is not required to show that the errors

actually harmed him; harm is presumed where the claimed
errors were fundamentally unfair and went to the essence of
the trial.

The unstructured and haphazard manner in which

this trial occurred permeated the entire proceeding and
deprived M.C. of the process he was due.

No amount of

after the fact reconstruction of the record can ever repair
the harm M.C. suffered by the fundamentally unfair manner
in which the Court committed him to Petitioner's hospital.
WHEREFORE, Respondent requests this Court to vacate
its Order of Civil Commitment of February 1, 2017
committing M.C. to the SCFMHC for up to two months, dismiss
the January 20, 2017 Petition for Commitment, and order
Respondent's immediate discharge.
April 5, 2017

RespJ1ful:y su7ted,

De~ttih
2
Appellate Attorney for M.C.,
Respondent
1501 Beacon Street, #606
Brookline, MA 02446
Tel. (617) 738-1151
E-mail: Dkornmatt@aol.com

(kef
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that a copy of this Motion, together
with the accompanying exhibits, were mailed to David
Kolman, Esq. Department of Mental Health, Solomon Carter
Fuller Mental Health Clinic, 85 East Newton Street, Boston,
MA 02118~ and Patricia Reilly, Assistant District
Attorney, Plymouth County District Attorney's Office, 32
Belmont Street, Brockton, Massachusetts 02301 on April 5,
2017 and were also sent via email to Attorney Kolman at:
David.kolman@Mass.Mail.State.Ma.us.
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IMPOUNDED
COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
TRIAL COURT
SUFFOLK, ss.

BOSTON MUNICIPAL COURT
CENTRAL DIVISION
DOCKETNO: 201701MH021

IN THE MATIER OF

)
)

M.C.

)

AFFIDAVIT OF MENTAL HEALTH ATIORNEY ANNE KEALY
IN SUPPORT OF THE MOTION FOR NEW TRIAL
I, Anne R. Kealy, attorney for the respondent named above, hereby state that the following
is true to the best of my knowledge ~d belief:
1. I am a licensed Massachusetts attorney employed as a trial attorney in the Roxbury unit of
the Mental Health Division at the Committee for Public Counsel Services who represented
the above-named Respondent in the hearing on February 1, 2017 regarding the Civil
Commitment Petition filed by the Solomon Carter Fuller Mental Health Center,
(hereinafter, "Hospital").
2. On January 30, 2017 to the hearing, I filed a Motion to Conduct Hearings at the
Courthouse pursuant to G.L. c.123, §5 which allows for civil commitment hearings and
hearings requesting authorization for medical treatment to be held at the courthouse if
requested by the Respondent.
3. In the Motion, I argued that the Respondent had a due process and equal protection right
to have his hearings held at a neutral location, the courthouse, rather than at the
petitioning facility in light of the implicit bias which results.
4. I also argued in the Motion that the recording of the hearing at the Hospital may not be of
sufficient quality to preserve my Client's appellate rights because while "my office has
been .informed by the Boston Municipal Court that hearings conducted at hospitals within
its jurisdictions will be recorded with digital records. The quality of such recordings are
not known to my office at this time."
5. The Motion to Conduct the Hearings at the Courthouse was denied. As the basis, the
judge wrote on the face of the Motion that it was untimely, however, there is no timing
requirement pursuant to G.L. c. 123, §5 that requires a respondent's motion to have his
hearings at the courthouse be filed at any certain time.

6. The civil commitment hearing took place at the Hospital in the "hearing room" on the
seventh floor. The room provided for the mental health proceeding contains two long
rectangular tables for counsel, the respondent and the attending doctor which faced one
long rectangular table where the judge sits. There are 4-5 chairs lined up behind "counsel
tables," a chair at the end of the judge's table for the clerk, and a chair approximately
diagonal from counsel table where the court officer sits. There is an American flag
behind the judge's table.
7. On the day of the hearing, the clerk accompanying the Honorable Judge Robert J.
McKenna brought with him a regular tape recorder for the proceeding, not a digital
recorder.
8. The hearing began at 2:00pm and approximately 45 minutes into the hearing, during the
cross-examination of the attending physician, the clerk, Michael Cronin, stated to Judge
McKenna: "Yes, Judge, that is what I have been trying to tell you. The tape recorder is
not working. I noticed that it was repeatedly stopping and starting and so I have been
taping the proceeding with my iphone."
9. I immediately objected and argued that the proceeding could not continue because there
·was no way ofknowing when the clerk noticed the tape recorder malfunctioning and
recording it on the iphone was not reliable. I also renewed the Motion to have the
hearing at the courthouse and noted to the court that this very issue, ie. the adequacy of
the recording, was one of the bases I raised in my Motion.
10. The Court did not specifically address my objection at that time but stated that the
Motion to conduct the hearing at the courthouse was still denied. Judge McKenna asked
Mr. Cronin, the clerk, if he believed he had enough storage on his phone to tape the
proceedmgs. Mr. Cronin told Judge McKenna that he'd have to erase some things but he
thought he'd then have enough storage. I objected again stating that I did hot believe that
the iphone was the proper device to record the proceeding.
11. The Court again did not rule on my objection. He stated to the clerk: "I thought these
hearings all had brand new digital recorders!"
12. The clerk replied: "Well, I don't know, Judge. I mean, look at [the tape recorder]-it
looks about as old as some of the people in this room right now."
13. At that time, Petitioner's counsel, David Kolman, advised the Court that he had a tape
recorder in his office that he could go get that could be used to record the proceeding.
Judge McKenna asked Attorney Kolman to go get his tape recorder.
14. When Attorney Kolman returned with his tape recorder, it had been tested and appeared
to be recording the proceeding, I again objected to the proceeding going forward and the
manner in which it was being recorded.
15. Judge McKenna stated that the hearing would proceed over my objection because he was
satisfied that the hearing had been sufficiently recorded between the original tape
recorder, the iphone and the current tape recorder supplied by Petitioner.
16. I asked that my objection be noted for the record.
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Signed under the penalties of peljury this 22nd day of March, 2017

-,.'
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COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
TRIAL COURT DIVISION
Boston Municipal Court
Docket No. 1701MH21

Suffolk, ss.

In Re: Commitment of M.C.
AFFIDAVIT OF M.C.'s APPELLATE LAWYER
1.
I am an attorney in good standing in the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts.
2.
The Committee for Public Counsel Services (CPCS) has
certified me to accept all types of mental health cases commitment, guardianship, substituted judgment, and appeals.
3.
I am a mentor and Regional Coordinator for the CPCS
Mental Health Litigation Division (MHLD).
4.
I have regularly accepted mental health cases in the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts since 2002.
5.
On March 6, 2017, the CPCS assigned me to represent M.C.
in the above appeal.
6.
This Court entered an Order of Commitment against M.C.
on February 1, 2017 and authorized M.C.'s involuntarily
hospitalization until April 3, 2017.
7.
The February 1, 2017 commitment hearing took place at
the Solomon Carter Fuller Mental Health Clinic (SCFMHC),
Petitioner's, Department of Mental Health (DMH) facility.
8.
On March 7, 2017, I mailed my Notice of Appearance as
M.C.'s appellate lawyer to the Clerk of the Boston Municipal
Court (BMC) .
9.
On March 13, 2017, the undersigned attorney went to the
office of the Clerk at the BMC, 24 New Chardon Street, 6th
floor, Boston, MA 02114 in order to:
a.
b.
c.

review this file,
obtain copies of relevant documents for the appeal,
and
inquire about the status of the transcripts .
. · .. ··· ...
.

.....,..

I. ·/fOOa.
...... .

'·
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10. When I was at the courthouse reviewing M.C.'s file on
March 13, 2017, I interacted with a front desk clerk whose
name was Denise.
11.
Denise assisted me by making me copies of most of the
documents I indicated I needed.
12.
Denise also told me that she did not know the status
of the transcripts since a clerk named Patty handled civil
appeals and Patty was out of the office on March 13, 2017.
13.Denise thought Patty had already obtained the recordings
in order to be able to make transcripts.
She did not
know the status of the recordings Patty had requested and
indicated she would leave a message for Patty to call me on
March 15, 2017.
(March 14, 2017 was a snow day and most
business offices were closed.)
14.
In reviewing M.C.'s file, I found a handwritten,
unsigned note located at the back of the Court file.
15. The unsigned note in the back of the Court file was
dated February 1, 2017, the date of M.C.'s commitment hearing.
16.
I asked Denise for a copy of the unsigned note that
was in my client's Court file but Denise would not make me a
copy, explaining she was unsure it was supposed to be in the
file.
17.
Denise also said the note was presumably from the
clerk (Michael) who was at the commitment hearing on February 1,
2017.
18.
I read the unsigned note in the file and to the best
of my recollection it said, "FYI to the Judge, the recording
equipment is not working and I have recorded the entire hearing
on my IPhone[,]" or words to that effect.
19.
Denise also told me she had heard the recorder did not
work on the day of M.C.'s commitment hearing but that the
clerk had recorded everything on his !Phone.
20.
Denise also related that she knew David Kolman, Esq.
offered to get a tape recorder from his office so the remainder
of the hearing was recorded with that recorder.
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21.
David Kolman, Esq. is the attorney for the Department
of Mental Health, the petitioner herein and agency who
prosecuted this commitment hearing against M.C.
22. After I went to the Clerk's office on March 13, 2017,
I spoke with Anne Kealy, Attorney at Law, who represented M.C.
at his commitment hearing on February 1, 2017.
23. When I told Attorney Kealy about the note in the Court
file, Attorney Kealy explained that about forty-five minutes
into M.C.'s commitment hearing, the clerk, named Michael, said
"Judge, this is what I've been trying to tell you.
The tape
recorder has been stopping and starting.
So, I've been taping
the whole hearing on my phone."
24. According to Attorney Kealy, the presiding Judge asked
Michael how "this" could happen, referring to the
malfunctioning recording equipment. The Judge further asked the
clerk if he had enough memory on his IPhone to be able to record
the entire hearing.
25.
Over Attorney Kealy's objection, the Court continued the
commitment hearing at the Solomon Carter Fuller Mental Health
Clinic, using the clerk's IPhone and Attorney David Kolman's own
recorder.
26. On March 16, 2017, I spoke with someone at the BMC
Clerk's Office named Patty, in an effort to find out about the
status of the recording herein and what I needed to do to obtain
a transcript of the hearing.
27.
Patty had assumed Attorney Kealy had already picked up
the CD of the recording of the commitment trial but also
indicated that missing from the file was the form which
indicates the recordings are complete.
28.
I told Patty that Attorney Kealy had made a
request for the recording but had not received same.
29.
Patty told me she
Commitment hearing for
ready; she also said I
the Clerk's Office did
attorneys.
30.

would make a CD of the
me, and would call me when the CD was
needed to pick up the CD in person since
not typically mail the CD to the

I told Patty that a portion of the hearing would probably
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be on the clerk's IPhone as I understood the recording equipment
had malfunctioned.
31.
Patty had been made aware of the malfunctioning equipment
but believed that between the clerk's IPhone and Attorney David
Kolman's recorder, a recording of the commitment hearing would
be produced.
32.
During my phone conversation with Patty, I expressed
my hope that I could receive a true and accurate recording of the
entire commitment hearing.
33.
Patty said she thought I would be able to receive a
recording of most of the commitment hearing but that there may
be some "stoppageu at some point in the proceeding.
34. On March 17, 2017, Patty left me a voice message
saying, "We've just discovered that there is no way of making a
CD out of the regular cassette tapes.
We can only turn the
cassette tape into another cassette tape and that's what we're
gonna do and when it's ready, I will call you and let you know.

"
35.
Patty and I subsequently spoke on March 17, 2017.
She
explained that they had to make a cassette tape "the old
fashioned wayu because there was an old fashioned cassette
recorder used at this commitment hearing.
36.
Patty further explained on March 17, 2017 that a
digital recorder was not used at the hearing within, which was
why the Clerk's office could only make cassette tapes.
She said
that there were four cassette tapes ready for me to pick up.
37.
On March 21, 2017, I picked up the four cassette tapes
that were in the Clerk's Office and mailed them to Janet
Eldridge, a transcriber who both the undersigned and David
Kolman, Esq., Attorney for DMH agreed to use pursuant to
Dist./Mun.Cts. R.A.D.A., Rule 8C (c) (1).
38.
The original transcript of ·the February 1, 2017 commitment
hearing is being prepared and will be filed with this Court.
This Affidavit is SIGNED under the PAINS.~./- PENALTIES of
perjury on the 5th day of April, 2017.
'~
~

j

J

I

y~~
Debra Kornbluh
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Le Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Committee for Public Counsel Services
Mental Health Litigation Division
44 Bromfield St., znd Fl., Boston, MA 02108
TEL: 617-988-8341
FAX: 617-988-8488

ANTHONYJ.BENEDETTI
CHIEF COUNSEL

MARK A. LARSEN
DIRECTOR

August25,2016
Hen. Paula M. Carey, Chief Justice
Executive Office of the Trial Court
One Pemberton Square
Boston, MA 02108
Hen. Paul C. Dawley, Chief Justice
Administrative Office of the District Court
Edward W. Brooke Courthouse - 1st Floor
24 New Chardon Street
Boston, MA 02114-4703
Hen. Roberto Ronquillo, Jr., Chief Justice
Administrative Office of the Boston Municipal Court
Edward W. Brooke Courthouse- 6th Floor
24 New Chardon Street
Boston, MA 02114
Re: ADA and Civil Commitment Trials
Dear Chief Justices Carey, Dawley, and Ronquillo:
I am writing because of our concern that trying civil commitment cases at the petitioning
hospitals without the informed consent of the respondent is a violation of the integration
mandate of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) and is inconsistent with the Trial
Courts' Mission and ADA policy. As Director of the Mental Health Litigation Division of
the Committee for Public Counsel Services (CPCS), I am taking specific action with
regard to our responsibilities under the ADA. I am asking that the trial courts meet with
us to consider what steps should be taken to assure that individuals facing involuntary
civil commitment or involuntary treatment are integrated into the courthouse based civil
justice system.

Since the Boston Municipal Court proposed using videoconferencing for trying civil
commitment cases under Chapter 123, we have engaged in extensive research on the
ADA and its applicability to civil commitment trials.
As Director of the Mental Health Litigation Division, I am instructing our staff attorneys to
advise every client that they are entitled to have their cases tried at a courthouse just
like other civil litigants. If the client wants to seek an accommodation and request that
the trial occur at the petitioning hospital, we will file such a motion. In either case, the
client must give informed consent. If the client does not or cannot provide informed
consent, then counsel must, under Massachusetts Rule of Professional Conduct 1.14,
consider filing an appropriate motion regarding the location of their trial. Counsel must
object to any restraints being used while transporting clients to court or while at court.
Similarly, I am providing the private attorneys on the Mental Health Litigation Division
panel with a memo that they should follow a similar process. I have taken these actions
because CPCS, as a public entity, like the Trial Court, is subject to the integration
mandates of the ADA. 42 U.S.C. §§ 12131(1) (A) (B) and Olmstead v. L.C. by Zimring,
527 u.s. 581' 590 (1999).
Individuals protected by the ADA include those who are regarded as having a disability.
It is not a requirement that a person have an actual disability. It is sufficient that the
person is regarded as having a disability. 42 U.S.C.S. § 121 02(1 )(C) and (3). Individuals
facing involuntary commitment or treatment are qualified, disabled individuals under the
ADA since they are regarded by the petitioners as being mentally impaired to such a
degree that it substantially limits one or more of their major life activities.
In enacting the ADA, Congress found, in part, that:
(2) historically, society has tended to isolate and segregate individuals
with disabilities, and, despite some improvements, such forms of
discrimination against individuals with disabilities continue to be a
serious and pervasive social problem;
(3) discrimination against individuals with disabilities persists in such
critical areas as ... access to public services; and
(5) individuals with disabilities continually encounter various forms of
discrimination, including outright intentional exclusion ...
overprotective rules and policies ... segregation, and relegation to
lesser services ...
42 U.S.C. § 12101(a).
The ADA specifically lists "overprotective rules and policies," "failure to make
modifications to existing facilities and practices," and segregation as examples of the
ways in which disabled individuals are isolated from the general population. 42 U.S.C. §
12101 (a)(5). Failing to modify an overprotective and unnecessary practice that isolates
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and segregates members of a protected class is the type of discrimination Congress
outlawed in Title II of the ADA. Olmstead, supra at 596-7.
Congress enacted the (ADA) to protect persons with disabilities from discrimination
based solely on their disability. Congress sought to address discrimination by lessening
the stigma associated with disability and allowing for the integration of protected
individuals into the mainstream of society. ld. at 592. The Supreme Court has
recognized that mental illness carries a stigma such that Due Process applies. "It is
indisputable that commitment to a mental hospital "can engender adverse social
consequences to the individual" and that "[whether] we label this phenomena 'stigma' or
choose to call it something else ... we recognize that it can occur and that it can have a
very significant impact on the individual." Vitek v. Jones, 445 U.S. 480, 492 (1980)
(citing Addington v. Texas, 441 U.S. 418, at425-426(1979).
Trying civil commitment cases at the petitioning hospital without the informed consent of
the respondents illegally segregates them, as members of a protected class, from
members of the general public who have their cases tried at a courthouse. It isolates
our clients in rooms that are closed or virtually inaccessible to the public and, in many
cases, fall far short of the accoutrements of the formal judicial process that are found in
the courtrooms of the Commonwealth. See, §§4:00 and 4:01 "Standards of Judicial
Practice: Civil Commitment and Authorization of Medical Treatment for Mental Illness."
(Judicial Standards). 1 These are examples of the condescending, overprotective,
discriminatory practices Congress meant to end with enactment of the ADA.
A more appropriate policy would be to try involuntary civil commitment cases at
courthouses, unless the respondent requests, as an accommodation, that the trial be
held at the petitioning hospital. Trying these cases free of isolation, in a public space
that is dedicated to the resolution of civil disputes, and integrated into the civil justice
mainstream, would meet the Congressional aspiration that our clients should be free of
the stigma that has plagued and continues to plague those labeled as mentally ill. See,
Jasmine Harris, "Processing Disability," 64 Amer. Univ. Law Review 457 (2015).
Allowing the respondent to decide would also recognize the autonomy of our clients,
who are detained, against their will, in hospitals, which all too often, they did not choose.
The regulations implementing Title II of the ADA require that "a public entity shall
administer services, programs, and activities in the most integrated setting appropriate
to the needs of qualified individuals with disabilities." 28 C.F.R. § 35.130(d)(the
"integration mandate"). The "most integrated setting" means one that "enables
individuals with disabilities to interact with nondisabled persons to the fullest extent
possible ... " 28 C.F.R. §Pt. 35, App. A (201 0). See also, "Statement of the Department
of Justice on Enforcement of the Integration Mandate of Title II of the Americans with

1

Available at http://www.mass.gov/courts/docs/forms/districUmental-health-standards.pdf. The standard
regarding the conduct and location of the hearing has changed little since the first standards were
promulgated in 1979. See, Schwartz and Stem, Trial Manual for Civil Commitment, Mental Health Legal
Advisors Committee (1979) pages Vl-1 to Vl-3.
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Disabilities Act and Olmstead v. L.C. 2 The most integrated setting for hearing civil
commitment petitions is the courthouse, not a makeshift courtroom at the petitioner's
facility. Most hospitals use a conference room, boardroom, or one used for group, art, or
movement therapy. These rooms lack a judges' bench, counsel tables, a witness stand
and, in many cases, recording equipment similar to that found at the courthouse.
Civil commitment cases filed pursuant to sections 7, 8, 16, and 18 of Chapter 123 are
the only Massachusetts court proceedings tried, as a matter of course, away from a
courthouse. The only difference between these Chapter 123 cases and most other civil
proceedings is the alleged mental illness of the respondent. While some have
suggested that hearing civil commitment cases at the courthouse can harm the
respondents or pose a security risk, there is little evidence to support those beliefs. 3
Just because a person has or is believed to have a mental illness, does not mean that
they are dangerous or in need of any more supervision or security than other civil
litigants. This is borne out by those district courts that regularly hear civil commitment
cases at the courthouse, by all the superior courts that hear section 9(b) petitions for
release and all chapter 123A petitions.
Trying civil commitment cases at the courthouse is not a fundamental alteration of any
service or program. See, 28 C.F.R. §§ 35.130 and 35.130(b)(7). The only change that is
required is one that brings civil commitment cases into the mainstream and "the most
integrated setting appropriate to the needs of qualified individuals." 28 C.F.R. §§ 35.130
and 35.130(d). Most hospitals are ill equipped to provide the "appropriate decorum,
security, recordation and public access" available at a courthouse. See, "Standards"
supra. Many of the rooms are not appropriate "for a dignified and impartial judicial
hearing" and fail to "elicit the customary respect accorded court proceedings and parties
before the court." Trying civil commitment cases at the courthouse will make it easier to
schedule trials so that they can be conducted "forthwith", as required by Chapter 123,
§5 and the District Court Standards thereby enhancing judicial economy. Judges will not
need to adjust their schedules to attend trials away from the courthouse, but will be able
to schedule commitment trials as part of their regular civil calendar.
The Trial Courts' Mission Statement calls for the "fair and impartial administration of
justice; protection of constitutional and statutory rights and liberties; equal access to
justice for all in a safe and dignified environment; and the efficient, effective and
accountable resolution of disputes." It is difficult to conceive how holding civil
commitment trials at the petitioner's place of business is consistent with this mission. No
other cases are tried in such a fashion. As a result, the trials have the feel of a medical
review, not an adversarial proceeding that protects the constitutional and statutory rights
of citizens of the Commonwealth.

2

Available at http://www.ada.gov/olmstead/g&a olmstead.htm.
Steadman, et al, Rethinking Risk Assessment: The MacArthur Study of Mental Disorder and Violence,
Oxford University Press (2001) and Steadman, Pinals et al., "Gun Violence and Victimization of Strangers
by Persons with a Mental Illness: Data from the MacArthur Violence Risk Assessment Study,· Psychiatric
Services, 66 Psychiatric Services 1238 (2015).
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We are asking that the Trial Courts meet with us to draft and implement a policy that is
consistent with the integration mandate of the ADA. This would include scheduling all
civil commitment trials at the courthouse unless, after consulting with assigned counsel
and without the interference of the petitioner or the petitioners' agents or employees, the
respondent requests, as an accommodation, that the trial occur at the petitioning
hospital. In addition, we are asking that the Trial Court consider adopting a standing
order that it is the obligation of the petitioner to provide safe, unrestrained transport from
the hospital to the courthouse and that while at the courthouse, the respondent should
not be physically restrained or held in a locked portion of the courthouse.
I look forward to meeting with the Trial Courts to discuss this issue and to aid in the
drafting and dissemination of policies, protocols, and standards to assure compliance
with the integration mandates of the Americans with Disabilities Act.
Sincerely,

Mark A Larsen, Director
Mental Health Litigation Division
MAUbhs
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IMPOUNDED
COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
TRIAL COURT
SUFFOLK, ss.

IN THE MATIER OF

BOSTON MUNICIPAL COURT
CENTRAL DIVISION
DOCKET NO: 201701 MH021
)

)

M.C.

)

SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF MENTAL HEALTH ATTORNEY ANNE KEALY
IN SUPPORT OF THE MOTION FOR NEW TRIAL
I, Anne R. Kealy, attorney for the respondent named above, hereby state that the following
is true to the best of my knowledge and belief:
I. I am a licensed Massachusetts attorney employed as a trial attorney in the Roxbury unit of
the Mental Health Division at the Committee for Public Counsel Services who represented
the above-named Respondent at the hearing on February 1, 2017 regarding the Civil
Commitment Petition filed by the Solomon Carter Fuller Mental Health Center,
(hereinafter, "Hospital") which was held at the Hospital.
2.

3.
4.

5.

6.
7.

Yesterday, I received an electronic copy of the transcript prepared from 4 cassette tapes which
were provided by the clerk of the Boston Municipal Court to the transcriber which purportedly
contained the complete recording of the commitment hearing in the above-docketed matter.
After reviewing the transcript, I believe that the transcript is not complete because the entire
proceeding was not recorded.
There are significant portions of the proceeding omitted which must not have been recorded and
therefore, not transcribed.
The Respondent, Max - w a s present at the beginning of the hearing and at all times,
however, this was not reflected by the transcript although his presence was noted for the record at
the beginning of the hearing when all parties were noted for the record.
I was present when the Clerk swore in the only witness provided by the Petitioner, Dr. Karen
Kwok, however, this was not reflected in the transcript.
I renewed the Respondent's objection to the finding of incompetency by the court below, the
Brod.ion District Court, maintaining that the Court's finding was invalid because it relied upon
an inadmissible hearsay, a report, and not a live witness to do so. My renewed objection was not
reflected in the transcript, but appears to be indicated by "pause," and thus not properly recorded
even though counsel for the Petitioner was clearly responding to the objection I made on p.4 of
the transcript.
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8. There are several parts of the transcript in which it is noted "interruption in the recording," or
"pause," which reflects that the recording is incomplete or insufficient. See Transcript at 8, 27,
32, 37, 57, 66.
9. There are notations of"inaudible" throughout the transcript not only in contexts where the words
missing could reasonably be inferred but more significantly in areas which affect the ·
Respondent's appellate remedies because the portion of the testimony is critical to the evidence.
See Transcript at 6,8, 10, 15, 20, 21, 23, 25, 28, 29, 32, 35,36-57,61,62.64-68,71-74.
10. Most significantly, there is nothing in the transcript as to the objections made by Respondent, the
renewed Motion to Conduct the Hearings at the Courthouse, or the Court's ultimate ruling that it
was satisfied that the proceeding was sufficiently recorded between tape recorder, the iphone and
the recording device that Petitioner's counsel provided. The approximately 20 minute
conversation between the clerk, the Court and both counsel, at which time these objections, the
renewed Motion, and the ultimate ruling were made, occurred at the beginning of the
Respondent's cross examination of Dr. Kwok. See Transcript at 37; see also Affidavit of Mental
Health Attorney (detailing the conversation between the parties that is not reflected in the
transcript ofthe 4 cassette tapes provided by the Clerk).

Signed under the penalties of perjury this II th day of April, 2017

Jt~~;4t
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COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
SUFFOLK, SS.

DISTRICT COURT DEPARTMENT
Docket No.: 1701MH21

IN THE MAITER OF:

MAX

)
)
)
)

I

I

OPPOSITION OF PETITIONER, DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL HEALTH, TO
RESPONDENT'S MOTION FOR RELIEF FROM JUDGMENT

Now comes the Petitioner, Department of Mental Health ("Department"), and
respectfully requests that this Honorable Court enter an order denying Respondent's Motion for
Relief from Judgment on the basis that said Motion is now moot and fails to set forth a sufficient
basis for the relief requested. In support of its Opposition, the Department states as follows:

PROCEDURAL HISTORY
On or about December 6, 2016, the Respondent, M a x - after having been found
incompetent to stand trial, was committed to the Solomon Carter Fuller Mental Health Center
("SCF") for further evaluation and observation p~suant to the provisions of Mass. Gen. L. c.
1

123, §16(a). Thereafter, SCF timely filed a Petition for Commitment of a Defendant Found to be
Incompetent. A commitment hearing was scheduled for January 27, 2016, and was to take place
at SCF.

Couns~l

for Respondent was appointed by the Court on January 23, 2017 and by mot~on.

of Respondent's counsel, the hearing was continued to February 1, 2017. On or about January
30, 2017, Respondent's counsel filed a motion to have the commitment hearing held at
courthouse, however, the motion was denied, in part, as untimely.
1

The Solomon Carter Fuller Mental Health Center is operated by the Department
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InRe:MaxOpposition of Petitioner to Respondent's
Motion for Relief from Judgment

The commitment hearing went forward on February 1, 2017, at SCF and but for the
Petitioner's expert, Karen Kwok, M.D., no other witnesses were called by the Petitioner or
Respondent. During the hearing, the Court encountered mechanical problems with the cassette
recorder and the Clerk began to digitally recording the proceedings with his iPhone. The Court
was made aware of the mechanical problems with the cassette recorder and after Petitioner's
counsel offered a substitute cassette recorder, the Court authorized the use of the second cassette
recorder. At this time, Respondent's counsel renewed her Motion to Conduct Hearing at
Courthouse, however, said Motion was denied after the Court determined that the proceedings
had been adequately recorded by means of the original cassette recorder, the Clerk's iPhone and
the second cassette recorder. At the conclusion of the hearing, the Court granted the Petition and
M r . - was committed to SCF for a period of two months, with an expiration date of
April 3, 2017. Prior to the expiration of the order, the Department filed a new Petition for
Commitment, which is currently scheduled to be heard on Aprill3, 2017. In addition to filing a
9(a) appeal in this matter, on April 5, 2017, Respondent's counsel filed, with copies served on
the undersigned and the Assistant District Attorney, the instant Motion for Relief from judgment
and has requested that the Motion be scheduled for hearing on Aprill3, 2017, or when the
subsequent Petition for Commitment is scheduled to be heard.

ARGuMENT
1. · Respondent's Motion is Untimely and Moot.
While the Respondent's Motion makes numerous assertions and arguments in support of
dismissal of the underlying commitment order, the uncontroverted fact is that the commitment
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InRe:MaxOpposition ofPetitioner to Respondent's
Motion for Relief from Judgment
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order at issue has already expired. In fact, Respondent's counsel served the instant Motion two
days after the order Respondent is now seeking relief from had already expired. As
acknowledged by Respondent's counsel, the commitment order issued by the Court on February
1, 2017, was for a period of two months. Moreover, as set forth in the commitment order itself,
the order expired onApril3, 2017. See Order of Civil Commitment Pursuant to M.G.L. ch. 123,
§ 16(b), dated February 1, 2017 (attached hereto and incorporated herein as Exhibit A). As a

result, the order at issue no longer has any force and effect, and thus, any such request for relief
from the order is now moot. For this reason, Respondent's Motion must be denied.
In addition, Respondent's counsel has failed to timely serve the instant Motion in accordance
with Rule 6 of the Massachusetts Rules of Civil Procedure. Since service was made by first class
mail, Respondent's counsel was required to serve the Motion no later than April 3, 2017, in order
to have the matter heard on Aprill3, 2017, as requested by Respondent's counsel. As noted on
the cover letter and the Certificate of Service signed by Respondent's counsel, the instant Motion
was not served until AprilS, 2017, and thus, Respondent's Motion has not been served in a
timely manner. Therefore, Respondent should not be allowed to present his Motion as scheduled
on Aprill3, 2017.

2. Respondent's Motion Fails to Set Forth Adequate Grounds for Relief.
A. Newly Discovered Evidence.

Despite the numerous allegations and claims asserted by Respondent's counsel, it appears
that the bases for the instant Motion are "newly discovered evidence" and violation of the
Respondent's due process and equal protection rights. Although it is difficult to discern from the
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Respondent's Motion, the newly discovered evidence appears to be a hand-written note that was
in the court file, which was directed to the Judge and stated that the recording equipment was not
working properly and the hearing was being recorded on the individual's iPhone? All of this
was known to Respondent's counsel at the time of the hearing. Indeed, the fact that the cassette
recorder stopped working and that the Clerk had begun recording with his iPhone served as the
basis for Respondent's counsel to object on a second occasion as to the location of the hearing
and renew her motion to have the hearing take place at the courthouse. It is also possible that the
"newly discovered evidence" is the fact that the court provided four cassette recordings as
opposed to a CD from a digital recording device, however, this too is information that
Respondent's counsel was well aware of at the time of the hearing. In fact, the original
recording device brought by the Clerk was a cassette recorder, and thus, Respondent's counsel
had to be well aware of this fact and the need to order copies of the cassettes in order to obtain a
transcript of the proceedings.
In sum, while the Respondent seeks relief from the Commitment Order on the basis of newly
discovered evidence, the Respondent has failed to present any such newly discovered evidence
or other information that would otherwise support his Motion for Relief from Judgment. As a
result, Respondent's Motion must be denied.

2

Although the note was unsigned, it seems likely that the note was made by the Clerk at the time of the commitment
hearing in order to notify the Court that the cassette recorder had malfunction·ed and was no longer working.
Moreover, the suggestion by Respondent's counsel that the Clerk had inappropriately engaged in a covert recording
of the hearing is unwarranted and unfair. Rather, the Clerk acted in open court in the presence of all parties, was
simply taking action to ensure that there was a complete recording of the proceedings and fully disclosed to the
Court what had taken place.
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B. Due Process and Equal Protection Rights.
In support of the Respondent's Motion for Relief from Judgment, Respondent counsel avers
that the Respondent's due process and equal protections rights were somehow violated since the
hearing took place at the facility as opposed to the courthouse. Petitioner respectfully submits
that Respondent's position is misguided and is not supported by the facts or applicable law.
Mass. Gen. L. c.123, §5 specifically provides that the "court may hold the hearing at the facility
or said hospital'' Thus, the location of the hearing is clearly within the discretion of the Court.
While Respondent's counsel references a letter from the Director of the Mental Health Litigation
Division for CPCS, which summarizes their interpretation of the Americans with Disabilities Act
and applicable case law, the Petitioner disputes the legal conclusion proffered by CPCS that
hearings held at the facility or hospital is a violation of the Americans with Disabilities Act.
Moreover, Respondent has failed to cite any case law which supports any such violation.
Respondent's counsel further avers that use of a cassette recorder is antiquated, and as such,
somehow violated the Respondent's due process and equal protection rights. This notion again
is not supported by any case law and is contrary to customary District Court practice. The trend
may certainly be toward the use of digital recorders, however, the fact that a cassette recorder
was utilized does not equate with a violation of due process or equal protection. In fact, in his
Motion for Relief from Judgment, the Respondent quotes Rule 308(A)(5) of the BMC Special
Civil Rules, which permits a party to obtain a cassette copy of the original recording (emphasis
added). Moreover, Rule 8C of the District/Municipal Courts Rules for Appellate Division
Appeal sets forth a specific process for obtaining a transcript from a cassette copy of the
proceedings. Clearly, the court rules anticipate the use of cassette recorders during proceedings
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in the District/Municipal courts. Moreover, the Respondent has failed to set forth an adequate
basis to support their contention that the use of a cassette recorder is tantamount to a violation of
the Respondent's due process and equal protection rights.
Lastly, Respondent's counsel seems to suggest that Respondent is somehow denied a
complete transcript due to the use of a cassette recorder or the occurrence of a malfunction of the
cassette recorder during the hearing. However, the use of all three devices served to provide a
record of a substantial part of the hearing such that the Respondent has not been prejudice or
otherwise denied his due process or equal protection rights. Interestingly enough, while ·
Respondent's counsel cites Rule 308(A)(5) of the BMC Special Civil Rules in support of the
instant Motion, she omitted any reference to section (A)(l) of Rule 308, which states that "all
courtroom proceedings ... shall be recorded electronically, subject to the availability and
functioning of appropriate recording devices .... " (emphasis added) Thus, the court rules
recognize that there may be times when a recording devi.ce has malfunctioned or may not be
available. Indeed, the Rule 8C of the Rules of Appellate Division Appeal provides for instances
where there is no transcript available or where portions of the cassette recording is inaudible or
unintelligible in which case the parties shall use reasonable efforts to stipulate to the content.
Moreover, by receiving representation of counsel in this matter, a continuance to allow
counsel time to adequately prepare for the hearing, opportunity to obtain an IME and to present
evidence in defense of the Petition for Commitment as well as the right to confront the
Petitioner's witness, the Respondent was undoubtedly afforded due process and equal protection
under the law. Furthermore, while parts of the recording may be inaudible, the Petitioner
respectfully submits that transcript, read as a whole, clearly sets forth sufficient testimony to
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support an order of commitment in this matter. Thus, Respondent has failed to set forth an
adequate basis to establish a violation of his due process and equal protection rights.

3. Relief Sought is Inappropriate and Unjustified.
Notwithstanding the arguments in support of his Motion for Relief from Judgment, the
Respondent erroneously requests that the Court dismiss the underlying Petition for Commitment
and issue an order compelling the Respondent's discharge from the SCF. The Petitioner
respectfully submits that the appropriate remedy would be to have the matter scheduled for a
new hearing. The fact that a judgment may be vacated should not serve as a basis to summarily
dismiss the underlying Petition. Rather, once a judgment is vacated the appropriate remedy
would be to reschedule a hearing so the matter may be properly adjudicated.

CONCLUSION
WHEREFORE, for the reasons stated above, the Petitioner, Department of Mental
Health, respectfully requests that this Honorable Court enter an order denying Respondent's
Motion for Relief from Judgment.
Respectfully submitted,
Department of Mental Health,
by its attorney,

David A Kolman, Esq.
Assistant General Counsel
85 East Newton Street
Boston, MA 02118
Tel: (617) 626-9275
BBO #647047
Aprill3, 2017
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I, David A. Kolman, attorney for the Petitioner, Department of Mental Health, hereby
certify that the following document:
1. Opposition of Petitioner, Qepartment of Mental Health, to Respondent's
Motion for Relief from Judgment.
was served, via in hand and via ~acsirnile, on;
Debra Kornbluh, Esq.
1501 Beacon Street, #606
Brookline, MA 02446

David A Kolman, Esq.

Date:
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The Commonwealth ofMassachusetts
TRIAL COURT OF THE COMMONWEALTH
BOSTON MUNICIPAL COURT DEPARTMENT· CENTRAL DIVISION
EDWARD W. BROOKE COURT HOUSE, SIXTH FLOOR
24 NEW CHARDON STREET
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02114

No.

SUFFOLK, SS

IN THE MA ITER OF

~-~~ ..

1701MH21

1 1!1............................................. ~:..:..~.:.::: ....~.....................

ORDER OF CIVIL COMMITMENT PURSUANT TO M.G.L. ch. 123. §16(b)
In accordance with M.G.L. ch.l23, §J6(b), a petition has been filed by Macy..Louis.w.hile ................................................... ,
(Name)

PhD, RN
Solomon Caner Fuller Mental Health Center
...................................................................................... :..................... of ................................................................................................................. .
(Title)

(Hospital)

·Maxfor the comminnent of .......................................................................................................................................................................................... ..
(Name)

MaxI find that .............................................._. ............................................................................. is mentally ill and that (check appropriate boxes):
(Name)

failure to retain said person in a facility would create a likelihood of serious harm, and there is no less restrictive
alternative for said person.

0

failure to retain said person in strict security would create a likelihood of serious hann, and that said person is not a
proper subject for commitment to any facility of the Depanment of Mental Health.

Therefore, it is ORDERED that the said person be committed to ......... ~...C. ..Y.........

t. .:::...............................................................

(Hospital)

........................ or until there is no longer a likelihood of serious harm by reason of

for a period not to exceed .....~.::-... ::5....~.1./
(up to 6 months)

menta! illness, whichever is shoner; and the Court Officers, or other officers duly authorized, are hereby commanded to remove said
person to said hospital and deliver said person to the Superintendent or Medical Director and make return ofthis warrant with their
doings thereon to the Clerk/Magistrate of this Coun as soon as may be.
This commi_tment order prohibits the respondent from being issued a firearm identification card or a license to carry unless
a petition for relief is subsequently granted ..

* . . :f..b~:.~·;,..........'......·,·~0.1.:i.~.·....:.. -- ..

... .WITNESS~; h~~d a~d ~~~~ ~t· Bos~o~.· M~~~~u;e~s:·~~~O.!...~· d~;-~i: . .

44-~;o;;;;;,~-M~Oi~i;;;iiC;;;;;to;;p;;;;;;;en;
'lriginalto Oerk-Magislrate
'lies to Court Orticcr, hospital, and patient's Counsel.
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In Re: Commitment of M. C.

MOTION FOR RELIEF FROM JUDGMENT OR ORDER

111111111

\

r

\~\
\f~ 7'- ~

(M.C.), Respondent, through his

- ... Sj~
~ ~ 7
···'
.. i

undersigned counsel, moves this Honorable Court, pursuant
to: Mass. R. Civ. P. 60 (b) (2); Mass. R. Civ. P.
60(b} (5); Mass. R. Civ. P. 60(b} (6); the U.S. CONST.
amends. V and XIV (Due Process and Equal Protection

Clauses); the Mass. Const., Declaration of Rights, art. X,
and XII; the Americans With Disabilities Act (ADA), 42 U.S.
Code§ 12101, et. cet.; Dist./Mun.Ct.Supp. R. 114;
Dist./Mun. Ct. Supp. R. 211; Dis. Ct. BMC Spec. Rules for
Civil Bus. R. 308 A.5(a) and 308.A.5(c); Dis. Ct. BMC Spec.
Rules for Civil Bus. R. 308.B; and all applicable case law 1
for an Order of Relief from this Court's Order of Civil
Commitment Pursuant to M.G.L. ch. 123, §16(b), entered on
February 1, 2017.

t'

t:. 'f

Boston Municipal Court~ \
Docket No. 1701MH21
Y. ~ '

Suffolk, ss.

Max

~

As grounds for this Motion, Respondent

states he was denied due process and equal protection of
the law when the Court denied Respondent's renewed Motion
to Conduct Hearing at Courthouse after the Court learned
that the recording equipment used at the commitment hearing
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The Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Executive Office ofHealth and Human Services
Department of Mental Health
Office of the General Counsel
CHARLES D. BAKER

G01•ernor

Reply to:
Assistant General Counsel
David Kolman
85 East Ne'>'<1on Street
Boston. MA 02118
(6 I 7)626-9275
Fax: (617) 626-9256
www.state.ma.ustdmh

KARYN E. POLITO

Lie11tenant Governor
MARYLOU SUDDERS

Secretary
JOAN MIKULA

Commissioner
LESTER D. BLUMBERG

General Cowuel

September 7, 2017

ATIN: Patty Murphy
BMC Central Division
Appellate Division
24 New Chardon Street, 61h floor
Boston, MA 02114
RE: In the Matter of M.C.: Docket#: 1701 MH000021
Dear Attorney Murphy:
Enclosed, please find Appellee's Motion to Dismiss. Please forward this
to the Appellate Panel's attention for their consideration.
If you have any questions, please don't hesitate to contact me at (617) -6269275.
Sincerely,

David A. Kolman
Assistant General Counsel

Cc: Debra Kornbluh, Patricia Reilly

Mass

@>11111

Deportment of

. Mental Health
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COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
APPELLATE DIVISION OF THE BOSTON MUNICIPAL COURT
CENTRAL DIVISION

IN THE MATTER OF MC.
CASE NO. 1701MH000021

MOTION TO DISMISS C.123 §9A PETITION

NOW COMES the Appellee, the Dr. Solomon Carter Fuller Mental Health
Center (DCFMHC), and moves that this Honorable Court dismiss the C. 123 §9A appeal
for noncompliance with Dist./Mun.App.Div.R.3(a) as Assistant District Attorney Reilly
was never served the notice of appeal (Exhibit 1) nor served the Amended notice of
appeal (Exhibit 2). In addition, upon conversation with the Assistant District Attorney, it
was brought to .my attention that she was also never sent Appellant's brief nor her reply
brief.
M.C. was originally committed by the Boston Municipal-Court on February I 5\
201 7 pursuant to Ch. 123 § 16b with an expiration date of approximately 2 months on
4/3117. Assistant District Attorney Reilly was present representing the Assistant District
Attorney's office and addressed the Court on the record. She indicated that she was
withdrawing her petition and joining in pursuant to Ch.123 § 16d and preserving the
District Attorney's rights under M.G.L. 16b.
Subsequent to M.C.'s commitment expmng, M.C., through his Appellant
attorney, filed a motion seeking relief from judgment on April 51h, 2017. This motion
was served on Assistant District Attorney Reilly and DMH counsel (Exhibit 3) thereby
clearly acknowledging the District Attorney's Office was a party to the proceeding. The
motion for relief from Judgment was originally scheduled on April 13, 2017, in which
DMH counsel was present and Assistant District Attorney Reilly was present. The matter
was continued by all parties to April 25th, 2017 in which Appellant's counsel and DMH
counsel were present. After hearing, the Court denied M.C.'s motion seeking relief from
judgment.
The Appellee would respectfully argue that Municipal Court Appellate Division
Rule 3 was not complied with as the Assistant District Attorney was a party to the
commitment proceeding and was not served with the notice of appeal nor the amended
notice of appeal. In addition, Appellee is respectfully suggesting that Appellant's
counsel was aware that Assistant District Attorney Reilly was a party to this proceeding
as Assistant District Attorney Reilly was served with Appellant's motion for relief from
Judgment by Appellant's counsel thereby acknowledging Assistant District Attorney
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Reilly was a party to the commitment proceeding. Under M.G.L. c. 123, the District
Attorney's office had standing in the underlying commitment matter , and thus, is a
necessary party to the case and the instant appeal. By failing to properly serve the
District Attorney's office with the notice of appeal and appellate brief, the Appellant has
effectively denied the District Attorney's Office their right to appear and be heard in this
matter. Furthermore, MC was recommitted on May 1st, 2017 for a period of 3 months
(Exhibit 4) and was subsequently discharged from the Dr. Solomon Carter Fuller Mental
Health Center on 6/27/16 (Exhibit 5) thereby rendering this matter moot.
As a result of Appellant not following Municipal Court Appellate Division Rule
3, 13(b), and 19(b) as well as this matter being moot, DSCFMHC is respectfully
requesting that Appellant's 9A appeal be dismissed.

Respectfully submitted,
Massachusetts Department of Mental Health
By its attorney,
·I'·
L--(
.''~. . ~.::t._..._,
·David A. Kolman
Assistant General Counsel
Massachusetts Department of Mental Health
85 East Newton Street
Boston, MA 02118
(617) 626-9275
B.B.0.#647047
Date: September 7, 2017
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COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
THE TRIAL COURT
SUFFOLK, SS.

BOSTON MUNICIPAL COURT
APPELLATE DIVISION
DOCKET NO. 1701MH000021

IN THE MA ITER OF M.C.

AFFIDAVIT OF DAVID KOLMAN, Esq.

I, David Kolman, do hereby state to my best knowledge and belief that:

1.

I am attorney employed by the Department of Mental Health who represented
DMH in regard to two separate commitments of M.C. and am also
representing DMH in relation to the 9A hearing on M.C.

2.

On 9/6/17, I contacted Assistant District Attorney Tricia Reilly of the
Plymouth District Attorney's office who was a party to the C. 123 16b
commitment under appeal as well as to the motion to vacate under appeal.

3.

I contacted Assistant District Attorney Reilly to determine if she was going to
attend and present to the Court in relation to M.C.'s 9A oral argument.

4.

Assistant District Attorney Reilly indicated surprise that there was an appeal
and indicated that she was never provided notice of the appeal, the
appellant's brief, or had any contact from Attorney Kornbluh subsequent to
the motion to vacate.

Signed under the pains and penalties of perjury this ___7.;_;t:;.:. :h__ day of September
2017.

·"

:1:-- ~--c,-,
David Kolman
Assistant General Counsel
DMH
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Certificate of Service
I, David Kolman, Assistant General Counsel for Appellee, DMH, hereby certify that I
have served Appellant's counsel, Debra Kombluh, 1501 Beacon Street, #606,,
Brookline, MA 02446, and Assistant District Attorney Patricia Reilly, 215 Main Street,
Suite 270, Brockton, MA 02301 VIA both First Class Mail and email.

Signed under the pains and penalties of perjury, this September 7, 2017.

,. .

t::-,

J)c;~l--David A. Kolman
Assistant General Counsel
Massachusetts Department of Mental Health
85 East Newton Street
Boston, MA 02118
(617) 626-9275
B.B.0.#647047
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COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
DISTRICT COURT DEPARTMENT

SUFFOLK, ss.

BOSTON MUNICIPAL COURT
Docket No. 1701MH21

In re Commitment of:
M.C.
APPEAL ON THE RECORD OF PROCEEDINGS

Notice is hereby given, pursuant to Rule 8C(b} of the
Dist./Mun. R.A.D.A.,

that Appellant, M.C., intends to proceed

under Dist./Mun. R.A.D.A. 8C.

Appellant previously filed his

Notices of Appeal on February 13, 2017; April 29, 2017; and May
2, 2017.

The transcript is currently being prepared.

Dated: May 18, 2017

J

~

~;

Respe~fu~~y/submitteft;

lj t
Deb;:-~~r~i~h~ ,~;cf,Ws~~2;8
r·${/

1501 Beacon Street, #606
Brookline, MA 02446
Tel. ( 617) 738-1151
Email: Dkornmatt@aol.com

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this 18th day of May,2017, I served
this Appeal on the Record of Proceedings upon the following
attorney via first class mail: David Kolman, Esq., Department of
Mental Health, 85 East Newton Street, Boston, fJjY 02118.,

, ~: ~: l-~-ih -_ ~·

[.-
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Debra Kornbluh

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
THE TRIAL COURT
SUFFOLK, ss.

BOSTON MUNICIPAL COURT
CENTRAL DIVISION
NO. 201701cc021

SOLOMON CARTER FULLER MENTAL HEALTH CENTER

"·
M.C.

APPEAL ON RECORD OF PROCEEDING
Notice is hereby given that Appellant, M.C., intends to proceed under Dist./Mun.App.Div.R. 8C
in respect to his appeal from this Court's order of February 1, 2017, committing him to the
Solomon Carter Fuller Mental Health Center pursuant to G.L. c. 123, §§ 7-8. Appellant's notice
of appeal brought pursuant to G.L. c. 123, s. 9(a) and the Cassette Copy Order Form were filed
with this Court on or about February 13, 2017.
Respectfully submitted,
M.C.
By his attorney:

March 7, 2017
BBO #665101
Committee for Public Counsel Services
Mental Health Litigation Division
7 Palmer Street, Suite 302
Roxbury, MA 02119
P: (617) 516-5823
F: (617) 427-1320

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I, Anne R. Kealy, counsel for the Appellant/Respondent, hereby certify that on this 7th day of
March 2017, I served a copy of the foregoing via FASCIMILE and first-class mail, postage
prepaid, upon Appellee-Petitioner SCFMHC's counsel, David Kolman, Esq.
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CO\l\10~\\'EALTH

t'SE1 TS
DISTRICT COL'RT DEPAR1\1El'T

St.FFC>LK. ss.

BOSTO:'\' \·lL':'\'JClPAL COLRT
Docket. r\c1 J-Ol.\IH2J

In reCommitment
\f

A\iExDED NOTICE OF APPEAL

Respondent-Appellant (Appellant) in the aboYe styled action. m
Dist '\1un R.A.D.A. 3 and -Ual. hereby files his Amended l'otice
Commitment the C)urt entered on FebruarY l.
.\1unicipal Court. entered on April') .
Jud~ment

to Conduct Hearing at the
C ounhouse. and whether the

Appeal fr"1m l ! the Order

2 l the ruling of the

BllSWn

17

or Order d;m:d AprilS, 2017. The

Commitment include the

I7

()f

\\'ith

em appeal

1. 201-

tht'

oftbe evidence. the Coun·s demal ,,L\ppe!l;:mt'
and renewed \lotion

w Conduct Hearing at tbe

m!ings \·iolated Appellant· s procedural and sub5tantin·

process and equal protection rights under the U

COxST., amend. \' and :\I\'. !.he \

Declaration of Rights, art X and XJl and the Amencans \\'ith Disabilities

).

-L: US Code§ 12101. et. cet.

The issue on appeal from the April 25, 2017 Order is \vhether the District Ct)ur1
erred in denying the \lotion for Relieffn.1m Judgmem or Order under

R. Ci' P. 60(b)(2).

for" this filing. A request for copies of the recording oftbe April 25. 20 J7 heanng has
previously been made and is requested again in this Amended Notice of Appeal
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May 2, 2017

· Respectfully submitted,
M a x - Appellant
By his attorney:
Debra Kornbluh (BBO #560278)
ISO 1 Beacon Street, #606
Brookline, .MA 02446
Tel (617) 738-1151
Email: Dkommatt@aol.com

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that a copy of this Amended Notice of Appeal was served by first-class
mail upon David Kolman, Esq., Dept. of Mental Health, Solomon Caner Ful\er Menta\ Health
Clinic, 85 East Newton Street, Boston, MA 02118 on May 2, 2017.

Debra Kornblub
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COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
TRIAL COURT DIVISION

~

~
~

Suffolk, ss.

Boston Municipal Court
Docket No. 1701MH21

~
~
~

In Re: Commitment of M.C.

~

~
~

MOTION FOR RELIEF FP.OM JUDGMENT OR ORDER

Max

(M.C.), Respondent, through his

~

~

undersigned counsel, moves this Honorable Court,. pursuant

~

to: Mass. R. Civ. P. 60(b) (2); Mass. R. Civ. P.

~
~

60(b) (5); Mass. R. Civ. P. 60(b) (6); the U.S. CONST.

~

amends. V and XIV (Due Process and Equal Protection

~
~
~

:!)

Clauses}; the Mass. Const., Declaration of Rights, art. X,
and XII; the Americans With Disabilities Act (ADA), 42 U.S.

~

Code§ 12101, et. cet.; Dist./Mun.Ct.Supp. R. 114;

~
~

Dist./Mun. Ct. Supp. R. 211; Dis. Ct. BMC Spec. Rules for

~

Civil Bus. R. 308 A.S(a) and 308.A.5(c); Dis. Ct. BMC Spec.

~

r,

Rules for Civil Bus. R. 308.8; and all applicable case law,

~

for an Order of Relief from this Court's Order of Civil

~
~

Commitment Pursuant to M.G.L. ch. 123, §16(b}, entered on

~

February 1, 2017.
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~
~

~

~
~
~
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~
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As grounds for this Motion,· Respondent

states he was denied due process and equal protection of
the law when the Court denied Respondent's renewed Motion
to Conduct Hearing at Courthouse after the Court learned
that the recording equipment used at the commitment hearing

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that a copy of this Motion, together
with the accompanying exhibits, were mailed to David
Kolman, Esq. Department of Mental Health, Solomon Carter
Fuller Mental Health Clinic, 85 East Newton Street, Boston,
MA 02118, and Patricia Reilly, Assistant District
Attorney, Plymouth County District Attorney's Office, 32
Belmont Street, Brockton, Massachusetts 02301 on April 5,
2017 and were also sent via email to Attorney Kolman at:
David.kolman@Mass.Mail.State.Ma.us.
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TRIAL COURT OF THE COMMONWEALTH
BOSTON MUNICIPAL COURT DEPARTMENT- CENTRAL DIVISION
EDWARD W. BROOKE COURT HOUSE, SIXTH FLOOR
24 NEW CHARDON STREET
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02114

No.I701 MN 0077

SUFFOLK, SS

IN THE MATTER

OF~?.~·-········································ ........................................

ORDER OF CIVIL COMMITMENT PURSUANT TO M.G.L. ch.l23, §16(c)
Mary Louise White
In accordance with M.G.L. ch.l23, § 16(c), a petition has been filed by ····················································································,
(Name)

Chief Operating Officer
Solomon Carter Fuller Mental Health Center
............................................................................................... of ................................................................................................................. .
(Title)

(Hospital)

Maxfor the commitment of ......................................................................................................................................... .
(Name)

MaxI find that ........................................................................................................................... is mentally ill and that (check appropriate boxes):
(Name)

failure to retain said person in a facility would create a likelihood of serious harm, and there is no less restrictive
alternative for said person.

D

failure to retain said person in strict security would create a likelihood of serious harm, and that said person is not a
proper subject for commitment to any facility of the Department of Mental Health.

Therefore, it is ORDERED that the said person be committed to ......... ~.G..± ........................................................................... .
(Hospital)

S . :...&.:...1...7........................ or until there is no longer a likelihood of serious harm by reason of

for a period not to exceed ........

[up to one (I) year]

mental illness, whichever is shorter; and the Court Officers, or other officers duly authorized, are hereby commanded to remove said
person to said hospital and deliver said person to the Superintendent or Medical Director and make return of this warrant with their
doings thereon to the Clerk/Magistrate of this Court as soon as may be
This commitment order prohibits the respondent from being issued a firearm identification card or a license to carry unless
a petition for relief is subsequently granted.
WITNESS my hand and seal at Boston, Massachusells, this ....

\...~ day of ···~·····

............................... , 20 J ..7......... .

~-T~
.
-~ Justice of the Boston Municipal Court Department
L

Onginalao Cleok-Magistr:Jte
Copies to Couo1 Officer. hospital, and patient's Counsel.

ORDER OF COMMITMENT 16(c)

.................................................. .

OVER

A. 155
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EXHIBIT 5

.. ·· ..

A. 106

.

.
Max

nit#: CH00094668

User: Dan Reynolds RN

DOB: Dec 30, 1985

Age/Sex: 31/M

Account#: HW000005538

Date: 6/27/16 22:19

Room/Bed:

Type: Nurse Notes

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Discharge Note
Forensics notified the unit that the Court has released M a x - to the community.
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COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
APPELLATE DIVISION OF THE BOSTON MUNICIPAL COURT
CENTRAL DIVISION
Suffolk, ss.

Docket No. 1701MH000021

In the Matter of M.C.

OPPOSITION TO APPELLEE'S MOTION TO DISMISS
C.123 §9A PETITION

M.C., Appellant, through his undersigned counsel,
pursuant to M.G.L. c. 123, §16(d) and Dist./Mun. R.A.D.A.
3. (a), hereby files this opposition to Appellee's,
Department of Mental Health (DMH), "Motion to Dismiss C.123
§9A Petition" dated September 7, 2017, and respectfully
requests this Court to deny Appellee's Motion.

As grounds

for this opposition, Appellant states:
Appellee's Motion to Dismiss and supporting "AFFIDAVIT
of DAVID KOLMAN, Esq." omitted a material fact that is
dispositive herein; namely, that on April 26, 2017, the
Brockton District Court (BDC) dismissed the criminal
charges against Appellant, at which time the Plymouth
County District Attorney's Office was no longer a party who
was entitled to notice in this case.

Rule 3. (a) of the

Dist./Mun. R.A.D.A. states:
(a) Filing the Notice of Appeal. An appeal
permitted by law from a trial court to the Appellate
Division shall be taken by filing a notice of appeal
together with the filing fee . . . . A copy of said
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notice of appeal shall be served on all other parties
in accordance with Rule 13(b).
Before April 26, 2017, undersigned appellate counsel
provided notice to Assistant District Attorney Patricia
Reilly, who represented the Commonwealth of Massachusetts
at the within commitment hearing, of Appellant's Motion for
Relief from Judgment or Order (60(b) motion), said notice
being required by M.G.L. c. 123, §16(d). A.66. 1

In fact,

Attorney Reilly appeared at the Solomon Carter Fuller
Mental Health Clinic (SCFMHC) for the hearing on the 60(b)
motion on April 13, 2017, the first scheduled court date on
the motion.

(See A.10 of the Record Appendix to this

appeal, which shows Attorney Reilly appeared at the
hearing.)

The trial court herein continued the hearing on

the 60(b) motion, which it heard and denied on April 25,
2017. 2

Attorney Reilly did not appear at this second court

date and had no further involvement in any of Appellant's
commitment proceedings. See transcript of the hearing on
the 60(b) motion at T2:2, 4, that is included in the Record
1

The letter, "A", refers to the Record Appendix that accompanied
Appellant's initial brief, followed by the appropriate page number.
The letter, "T", refers to either the first transcript ("Tl") or second
transcript ("T2"), included in the Appellant's Record Appendix,
followed by the appropriate page number.
2 Appellant disputes Appellee's assertion in par. 3 of its "Motion to
Dismiss C.123 §9A Petition" that the "matter was continued by all
parties to April 25, 2017.
The trial court sua sponte continued
the hearing when a dispute about the timeliness of serving memoranda of
law arose.

2
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Appendix and Transcript Volume that accompanied Appellant's
initial brief.
On April 10, 2017, the Brockton District Court heard
Appellant's motion to dismiss his criminal charges in case
no.

the BDC denied this motion to dismiss

without prejudice. See p.22 of Ex."A", Respondent's "Motion
to Dismiss and Request for Immediate Discharge," which is
attached to this Opposition and incorporated by reference.
The BDC, thereafter, granted Appellant's motion to dismiss
the criminal charges on April 26, 2017.

The Plymouth

District Attorney's Office was no longer a party to either
of Appellant's two commitment proceedings after April 26,
2017.

The attached Exhibit demonstrates that Attorney

David Kolman received notice on April 27, 2017, via
facsimile and email, that the BDC had dismissed the
criminal charges against Appellant one day earlier (See
pages 4, 22, and 23 of the attached Exhibit, showing
Appellant's trial counsel, on April 27, 2017, sent Attorney
Kolman a copy of "Respondent's Motion to Dismiss and
Request for Immediate Discharge" that included a certified
copy of the criminal court docket.)
Undersigned appellate counsel filed a Notice of Appeal
from the denial of the 60(b) motion on April 29, 2017
(A.3), three days after the BDC dismissed the criminal
3
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charges and the Plymouth District Attorney no longer had
any involvement in these proceedings, and an Amended Notice
of Appeal on May 2, 2017 (RA.4), six days after the BDC
dismissed the criminal charges and the Plymouth District
Attorney no longer had any involvement in these
proceedings.

There was no requirement that Appellant send

notices of appeal or briefs to the Plymouth District
Attorney.

The Plymouth District Attorney had neither a

right to appear nor be heard after April 26, 2017.

In its

September 7, 2017 "Motion to Dismiss C.123 §9A Petition,"
Appellee omitted the crucial fact that the BDC dismissed
the underlying criminal charges against Appellant.
Additionally, Appellee's assertion that Appellant was
"discharged from the Dr. Solomon Carter Fuller Mental
Health Center on 6/27/16" (p. 2 of Appellee's motion) does
not render the within appeal moot.

The egregious

violations of Appellant's due process and equal protection
rights under the U.S. CONST., amend. V and XIV, and
Massachusetts Declaration of Rights, art. I, X, and XII
meet criteria for the mootness exceptions the Supreme
Judicial Court enunciated in Superintendent of worcester
State Hospital v. Hagberg, 374 Mass. 271, 274 (1978).

The

Hagberg Court held that there was an exception to the

mootness doctrine where the "[t]he issue is one of public
4
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importance, capable of repetition, yet evading review." Id.
Accord, Acting Supt. Of Bournewood Hosp. v. Baker, 431
Mass. 101, 103 (2000), holding that "(I]ssues which involve
the rights of the mentally ill are classic examples of
issues that are 'capable of repetition, yet evading
review.'" (further citations omitted).

Additionally,

Appellant readopts and realleges all the arguments in his
Reply Brief that pertain to the reasons he maintains a
personal stake in the outcome of this case and the reasons
this appeal is not moot.
WHEREFORE, Appellee respectfully asks this Court to
deny Appellee's "Motion to Dismiss C.l23 §9A Petition,"
proceed to hear oral argument, and rule on the important
issues this appeal involves.
September 9, 2017

Respectfully Submitted,
Debra Kornbluh (BBO 560278)
Attorney for M.C., Appellant
1501 Beacon Street, #606
Brookline, MA 02446
Tel. (617)738-1151
E-mail: Dkornmatt@aol.com
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that a copy of this Opposition,
together with the accompanying Exhibit, was mailed to David
Kolman, Esq. Department of Mental Health, Solomon Carter
Fuller Mental Health Clinic, 85 East Newton Street, Boston,
MA 02118 on this gth day of September, 2017.
Debra Kornbluh
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EXHIBIT

A. 113

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSEITS
TRIAL COURT
SUFFOLK, ss.

BOSTON MUNICIPAL COURT
CENTRAL DIVISION
DOCKET NO: 20170 I MH077

IN THE MAITER OF

)

)

RESPONDENT'S MOTION TO DISMISS
AND REQUEST FOR IMMEDIATE DISCHARGE
Now comes the Respondent, M a x - through his attorney, and respectfully
moves this Honorable Court to dismiss the Petition for Involuntary Commitment and Petition for
Medical Treatment filed by Solomon Carter Fuller Mental Health Center, (hereinafter,
"Hospital"), on April3, 2017. As grounds therefore, M r . - states that he is currently no
longer a lawful patient and being involuntarily held by the Hospital because the index offense
was dismissed on April 26, 2017. The Petition pursuant to G.L. c. 123, § 16(c) is now moot
because the underlying criminal charges are no longer pending. Further, the Petition for Medical
Treatment must also be dismissed because the Petition cannot be heard if not preceded by an
order of civil commitment. See G.L. c. 123, §8B(b ). Proceeding with a commitment hearing
would thus violate M r . - s rights under G.L. c. 123, §§16(c) and 8B(b). The
Respondent must be immediately discharged.
As further grounds, Respondent states the following:
I. On April 3, 2017 and April 4, 2017, the Hospital filed a Petition for Involuntary
Commitment and a Petition for Authorization to Administer Medical Treatment. See
#1701 MH77, attached as Exhibit A.
2. A hearing on the Petition for Involuntary Commitment pursuant to G.L. c. 123, §I 6(c) of
Resp.ondent, M a x - was held before the Honorable Robert J. McKenna on April
25, 2017, however, the presentation of evidence did not conclude and the hearing was
continued to May 1, 2017 to finish the taking of testimony.
3. On April 26, 2017, in
the Respondent's Motion to Dismiss pursuant
to G .L. c.l23 §16(f) was allowed by the Brockton District Court (J. Vitali, presiding).
See Certified Docket, attached as Exhibit B.
4. After the case was dismissed, over objection, the Brockton District Court ordered the
Respondent be returned to the Hospital even though the Hospital no longer had authority

to hold the Respondent because there is no current commitment in place, and he is
therefore, no longer a lawful patient. See Order of Civil Commitment in #170IMH21,
attached as Exhibit C; Cf In Re E.C., 89 Mass. App. Ct. 813,816 {2016)(holding that
despite the criminal charges having been dismissed, the hospital still retained authority
over the Respondent because the new petition for commitment pursuant to G.L. c.123,
§ 16(c) was filed before the expiration of the commitment under G.L. c.123,§ 16{b)).
5. Further, notwithstanding that the hearing on the instant Petition for Commitment
commenced and is still pending, the Hospital does not retain authority of the Respondent
because the Petition pursuant to G.L. c.l23, §16(c) is no longer valid since the underlying
criminal charges were dismissed, and there is no current commitment. See G.L. c.123,
§6(a)(allowing for the retention of a person "during the pendency of petition for
commitment"); In Re E. C., supra.
6. While the Hospital can no longer retain the Respondent pending the current Petition for
Commitment pursuant to G. L. c. I 23, §I 6(c), and Respondent is no longer a lawful
"patient," if the Petitioner beli_eves it necessary, it can file a petition under G.L. 123, § 12
and seek further commitment pursuant to those procedures. See In Re C.B., 12-ADMS400 15, App. Div., Southern District (March I 1, 2013 ).
7. As a matter oflaw, the pending Petition for Commitment pursuant to G.L. c.l23, 16(c)
must be dismissed, and the Respondent immediately discharged.
For these reasons, the Petition for Commitment and Petition for Medical Treatment must
be dismissed and the Respondent discharged.

Respectfully submitted,

MAX
By His

Dated: April27, 2017

7 Palmer Street, Suite 302
Roxbury, MA 02119
(P) 617-516-5823
(F) 617-427-1320
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:1.

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
TRIAL COURT
SUFFOLK, ss.

BOSTON MUNICIPAL COURT
CENTRAL DIVISlON
DOCKET NO: 20170 I MH077

IN THE MAITER OF

)
}

AFFIDAVIT OF ATTORNEY ANNE KEALY
IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISMISS
AND REQUEST FOR IMMEDIATE DISCHARGE
l, Anne R. Kealy, attorney for the respondent named above, hereby state that the following is true
to the best of my knowledge and belief:
1. I am a licensed Massachusetts attorney who represents the above-named Respondent.
2. 1 represent the Respondent on the Petition for Involuntary Commitment pursuant to G.L.
c.l23 §16(c) which was filed on April3, 2017, the day the commitment order pursuant to
G.L. c.l23 §16(b) in 1701MH2l expired. See Exhibit C.
3. Yesterday, I learned from Respondent's defense counsel that on April 26, 2017, in
Dkt#l615CR2530, the Respondent's Motion to Dismiss pursuant to G.L. c.123 § 16(f) was
allowed by the Brockton District Court (J. Vitali, presiding). See Certified Docket,
Attachment B.
4. Defense counsel also informed me that after the case was dismissed, over objection, the
Brockton District Court ordered that the Respondent be returned to the Hospital even
though the Hospital no longer had authority to hold the Respondent because there is no
current commitment in place, and he is therefore, no longer a lawful patient. .
5. At my request, the Brockton District Court Clerk provided me by facsimile with a certified
docket of#l615CR2530 which reflects that the criminal charges were dismissed on April
26th.
Signed under the penalties of perjury this 271h day of April, 2017.

;<~

3
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3.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on April 27, 2017, I served a copy of the foregoing motion, affidavit, and
accompanying attachments upon Petitioner's counsel VIA FACSIMILE and electronic mail.

~&:.t:'fJOJ ~
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2017-04·03 14:34

BMC Copy Room 6177888675 >> 6174271320

NOTICE OF HEARING

OOOCSTHD

ON P!TmON(8) JCOR M&NTAI. HEALTH COMMtTMEHT

Trial Court of Ma..ar:hua,JI:s

Bo•ton Municipal court ••nment

201701 MH 77

AHDIOR MEDICAL TRU.lMI!HT

p 1/3

$

County or SuftoJIC

Nll"l! OP IIIISPOHDiiNT

IN THE MATT!R OF

MAX-

PITmDNII:IrlltfAUI

I

PITifiONIIR't Tntll

MARY LOUISE WHITE, PhD, R.N.

CHIEF OPERATING OFF

SOLOMON CARTER FUUER MENTAL HEALTH CENTER, 66 E. NEWTON SmEET, BOSTON
TO THE P!TinONER, THE R&SPONDE!HT, AND THE! COMMITTEE FOR PU8UC COUNSiiL SERVICES:
You am hereby notified that, as Indicated below,

1.

IZl A PETITION POR INVOLUNTARY COMMITMENT hall been flied by the peUUoner for the commitment of the
respondent lo trto potiUOQlng facQily for a period af Qsbr months 0 one year
pursuantlo G.L. c. 123,

2.

0

0

§STand 8

Os 16(e) Os 16(b) ll]s 16(c)

0§ 18(a).

A PETITION FOR AUTHORIZATION TO ADM IN ISTeR MEDICAL TREATMENT for mental mnessrc respondent has

been llfed under G.L. c. 123,

5 BB by lhG peUUOner named above.

Nor. lffat a petition undsr G.L c. 123, § BB msy be con:.ldend only If thete hBB ftrat been an otTier of commitment.

3. A HliARIHG an the peUUon(a) llstea above wm be held:

0

at this court

[Z]at the facility listed above

on

APRIL 11,2017
DATe

a

I

1..-m

----·---~--------·
TN!:

Do\~

41312017

·-

JT
INSTRUCTIONS TO CLERk-MAGISTRAl&

1. lmmcdlehaly upon the 1111ng of !he petllfon(s) listed ebave, a capy orthll ncllce must be~ and Ant to ftle petitioner and the

raspandenllnadcllllon,~Mmlfc:ounselhasbMnPnwioU51yappointed.acopyofthlsnoUcamustbesentlmmedla1elybyfadnevery

caaala:

·

Mental Hellllh Lttlgellon Unit
Commltlcc far PubUc Counsel SeNices

4-4 Bromfield S1reel
Boalan, tM 02108
Fax nurnhar. 617J988.8489

2. A copy of thla notice must also 1M sent Immediately to the respondent's nearest relallve or guardian (If known).
3.

If It Is lrldiQ!ed aboVe lhat o hearing has been schcdui!HJ under GJ.. c. 123, §§ 16(e). 16(b). 16(c) or 18(a), capias of this notlca mll51
be sent lo the crimlnBI defense attorney and to lhe Olstric:t Attorney In the underlying criminal case.

mo

c-.orm twll

2017-04-03 14:34

BMC Copy Room 6177888675

04-03-'17 10:48 fRON- ll'IH-METRO OOSTON

6174271320

>>

617-62&-921 6
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•
COMMON1fi:AL1'H OF MASSACBIJBTTS .
BOS'l'OR MO!UCJ:PAL CO~ DIUl1~ 01' !rim TRIAL COUR'l!
CEN~RAL

9U!YOLK,

D:IVISIOH
ltO.

lUI •

t

Dl THE MAft'K"R. OF MAX~lJI···
Plr.r:t!!l:OH I'OR

COMMI~

FOUml TO BE

'lour Petitioner,

~~~

OF A

D~

INCOMPB~

Louis• Whi.te, .Ph.D., R.N.,

Chi~ Operatinq
:e.:spect~ully

Of'ficaJ:, SolOIIlOD. carter Fullen:' Mental Bualtb Center,

represents;
That the Respondent is a male, aga thirty-oae, (31f, ~aars,(DOB:
12/30/85), who waa charqed in the srockton D~s~~ct Court, with
the cximes of Breakinq & Entering £or ~~demeanor and Wanton
D~U\totion of liropo~t~ -$250.
·
On 3anua;y 20, 2011, tne Respondent was found nncompetent to
Stand !erial by tho kook ton Diauiet. CO'Ilrt..

That the cour~ is bainq pe~i~loned pursuant to G.L. c. 123,· 516(o)
for the commitment of the R~spondent to a facility of, or licensed
by, the Cepa%tment of Mental Health, or to B~idgewa~er State
Hospital, and tor his detantion therein until such ~. as there
is not a 1ikelihooa ot serious harm by reason of mental illness if
the Respond~nt is not hospitalized, or for the per1od of one 7ea:,
whichever is less.

That your Petitioner has determined that failure ~o ho•pita1~ze
the Respondent would craate a likelihood o! serious ha~ by
reason of mental illnc5&, and in support thereof ~tates tho
following:

(X)

1.
The Respondent i9 mantall:t ill by reason of D "substantial
disorder," within the meaninq of DMH Reg. 200.01, namely:
Schi~~:opluenia, •vi. deuced by audi toxy bal.lucinaticna,
d.iaorganized behavior, di&g.r;oanized thinking and. paranoil!l.

IXl

2.

By virtue of said disorder, thGrQ is, as det1ned in
G.L. c. '123, Sl, a likelihood o:f serious harin, specifically

(check appropriate sections, and where ~pplicable descr1be
evidence ot prior behavior or affeeted judqment supporting
suc}l belief) :
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a substantial risk of physical harm to the pe~son
which ha$ been manifoated by threats of, or
attempts a.t, .sUicide or ser1owr bodily harm, .specifically:
a,

h~elf,

The B.eapondent: contanues to be at.

d.~

of

self-in~u:.:i.ou,e

beha\l'~z:a • Dlui.A~ t.bie acbission 1 he has admi. tt.ec:l to
p~ohinq h:imaal~ in the eye and has bee~~ puchiftg g1~•

Al1d

plexigla•sa.

( )

b.
a substantial ri5k of physical bar.m eo other
persons. which has been manifested by hcqicidal or
other violent behavior or by others being placed in
reasonable fea·r· of 'Violent behavior and serious
physical ha~ to them, specifically:

[X)

a.

a very substantial risk ot physical ~airment or
to the parson himsel!, as manifested by evidence
that the penon's judgment is 3o affected that he is
unable to protect himself in the community, namely:
~jury

.Responclan t:.' c aeven disorqan:lsta tion, inh:lbits his
abil:L t.y to function independently in the commun;i.ty or
p:ovide £or hia basic necea~itiea of daily living. He
would Also be un"able to pz;oi;egt himself and :La at. ~iak
for vioti&Uza tign by otb•~s •

The

[)

3a.

[X) Jb.

(lf a Bridgewater commitment is reques~ed)
the Respondent needs strict security because:

(If commitment to any other facility is requixed)

~ i~

no

appropria~

The Respondent

le•e ~strictive a1ternativa to hoapitali~atioft

for the

~

Respondaft~.

speak and read English •

.The r&oord9 indicate that the nearest relative or guardian of the
Respondent is:
~is is unknown.
April 3, 2017
DATE

Louise Whi. te, PhD, 1Uf
Chief Qpe%ating Of~iae:
Dr. Solomon carter FUlle~ Mental Health Center
95 East Newton Street
Boston, MA 02118

Ma~
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~d ~· w~ W: hoping~ §8(b) Petition could 111so be baud u that pm~ he=icg.
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COMNOI!tNEAL'rB 01'

JABSACBU~S

sOS'!raN MDNl:C:li'AL COUR'l' DEPABfttBR'l OF IJ!Ere T1UAt. COUR!r
~

Dl'nSZQil

SDi'EULK, ss.

OM. NO. :Gk?t7 Ol d)#t

77

~OR J"'R DB~ION

B'OI\

D~.

OF :tNCC'KPE'mme!: MD
FOil HEH'1'AL ll:iloRBSS
. K.G.L. e. 123, S BB

AU~P.AT~OH 01!' MEDI:QL ~

1, MaJ:y Louise 11b.i.te, PhD, !Uf, Chi~ Ope:r:a:i.ng Oft.ice:.:, at the
carter Fa.Uer Menta.! lea1th Cent:er, hereby petitions

Sol.~n

this Cow:t for a determination in accordance with the applicable
provi&ions of law that the above~named patiem: is incompetent by
reAson of being incapable of making informed decisions concerning
the medical treatment proposed herein, and that t~e Court, applying
the requir~d leqal standard, authorize the fo~~owing treatment:
[ ]

T~eatment
ECT

[ ]

Other.

f,X)

with antipsychotic medlcations

Spacify:

In support of the request for a
the following factor~ aro alleQed:

dete~ination o~

incompetence,

See Attached. l\ffidavit

. In support of ~be request for authorization for treatment with
antipsychotic medications or any o~ar e~traordinary trGatm~n~ on
the baeis of the required sUbsticuted judgment te~t, the fol~owing
factors are alleged:
See Atta.ghecl Affidavit
~

P&pril 3, 2017
DATE

Mary

l.tO~ta,

PhD, lUl
Cbie:f Opeza:Uq O£::fi.Qa~
Dr. solomon carter FQlle~ Ment~

85 East Newton Street
Boston·r 1m

A. 123

lo.

02118

Realth

Caata~

-----

-------------
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THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
BOSTON MUNICIPAL COURT DEPARTMENT QF THE TRIAL COURT
.
CENTRAL DIVISION
SUFFOLK, SS.

DOCKET NO. &o17

rJl mJ.\? 1

lNRe:
COMMITMCHT

MAX

.

AFFIDAVIT OF KAREN KWOK, M.D••

AS TO COMPETENCY AND PROPOSED TREATMENT OF
I, KAREN KWOK, M.D., do hereby state to my be8l knowledge end tleltef:

1.
2.

My name ts Karen Kwck, M.D. I am a Hcensed physician at the Or. Solomon
Carter Ful\er Mental Health Center. (•scFMHC'1.
I &Upervise the treatment of said M a x - (OOB: 12130186), while hels en
Inpatient at the SCFMHC.

3.
4.

.

·

I have been supf:HVising the treatment of said patient since December 7, 2016.
Since that date, I have had the opportunity to meet with the paUent l meet with

the patient once a weak and participate In casa conferences and P,"'feaaional

consultations concerning the patient. I have also reviewed the patient's medical

records and am familiar wtth the pauent's case hlst~ry.

6.

t have conferred with lhe following cHnical staff In rendering the opinions
expressed In thl~ affidavit:

Max-

Sima Mutlu, LJCSW
Robert Mendoza, PayD
Junior Nevlna, RN BC

BACKGROUND

e.

ls a 31 year old man who was sent to the SCFMHC on
Dac~016 underUle provlBions orM.G.L Ch.123, §16(a) after a
finding of lnGOmpetant to Stand Trial and for evaluation of his need for
fUrth~r hospitalization. The patient is diagno•ed aa having the 111enta1
lllnesa of Sctlizophrenia.

7.

The patient's current admission status Is G.L Ch. 123, §16(c) Pendtng
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The patient was admitted under the following circumstances:

Mr.-bas been charged with Breaking and Entering and Malicious
Daa'iUciJOn"''t Property. It 19 aUeged that on ~ay 15, 2016, he antarvd a
· church. He allegedly atternpted to cook a pizza on plates over an open
flame on the atove causing the plates the ~and the pizza to bum wttlch

produced smoke. He was admitted to Worcaster ~ecovery Center and
State Hospital under SllCtlon 15b ftorn 811/16 to 8119118. He was seen by
the court clinician on December 6, 2016 who opined that he wa& not

.

compe1ent to stand trial. The judge committed M r . - to SCFMtcC
under Section 18a. .
.
.
.

9.

The patient's histoly of mental Utness Is as foUoW9:

.

M r . - - has had fiVe admissions to state hoapitala. He has also been
see;;""by"'iiiiata CIW'a evaluation teams on e1gt1t occulons. He haS been
admitfsd to Watwood Lodge on at l1118st two occaelona. He has be'en
diagnosed witt. O.prMaion wllh Psychotic Features· and Depressive
Df:sorder NOS in the past.
10.

. The patiant'e family history is as foUows:
Mr.~ grandfather reporledly has a his~ry of unknown
llln~ grandmother reportedly had agoraphobia.

11.

mental

The paUeot conUnues to suffer from the eHecfs of.hls Illness. SpecHicalty, his
sympton)B are as fellows:

Tha patient continuea to display disorganized behavior, disorganized
thinking. audltory halluolnadona and paranoia•.
12.
13.

lt Ia my opinion that adequate treatment of this patient requires the administration

or antlpaychatic medication as set forth in thls affidavit

It is my opinion lhat the p~tlenlls Incompetent to make infonned treatment
deci6ions involving ;anUpsyc;hotio medication.

C.OMPI!TENCY
14.

The patient doea no{ ttaw the pre$ent ability to ll12Jke tnformed decisions wlth
respect to his personal affalra;. speclflcally, he does not have the present capacity
to make lnfonned decisions regarding hla psychiatric treatment, lnoludlng, but not
limited to, the abilily to make Informed decisions regarding treatment with
antipsychotic meclicatioo.
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16.

I baae this concl.uslon on my observations and axamtnationa of lhe pat\ent and
upon the following specific facts noted in the course of those observations and
elC&mfnaUons:

a.
b.
a..

d.
1~.

The patient denies that he Is ill;
The patient does not understand the natdns of his itlness:
The patleot does not understand the rtsks and benefits of 1he proposed
plan or treatment;
The patient's mental INness fs persistent and Impairs his judgment.

The patient is currently declining antlpSY,chotlc medication.
fB,OPOSeD TREATMENt

17.

Tha medication treatment plan is as foHows (including medication and specifiC
dosage nange):

PROPQSEDTREAJMENT
Jmtrnent of cho\ce:

DO!O end DOS! Range:

Rlspetdal (Rl!peridone)

up to 8 mg oral dally

Pop tnd Dote Raooa:

·Alt4rnatJvg riredpUoy:
•.

Rlsperdal Oonsta
Seroquel (Quetfapine)
Abffify (Arlpiprazole)

up to 50 mg IM evart 2 weeka
up to 800 m; oral daily
up to 30 mg oral dally
up to 4100 mg IM avery 4 weab

A.bUify Melntena

up lo 20 mg Ofl!IIIIM daily
up to 200 mg •M every four weeks
up to 900 mg oral dally
·
up \o 30 mg oratiiM dally

Haldo1 (HaJoperidol)'
Ha!Opertdol DeQanoata
Clozaril (Ciozspine)

Zyprexa (Oianzaplne)

up to 300 mg IM every 2 week&
up to 12 mg oral dally

Zyprexa Rslprevv

lnvega (P~peridone)

Invegal Sustenna (Pa41peridone Palmitate) 234 mg on Day 1 foYowed by
156 mg 7 days later and then
up to ~34 mg IM ~ry 4 weeke

.Qibm: Routine monltorfng of medication levels and other labOratories. ~:'hysical
emms/medfcal treatment

18.

The potential·slde effects

ot the above stated col;Jrse of treatment are as follows:

Firat11eneratlon/typlgl antiR!vchotjcc Haldal fha1Rpedd91l. Prall!fn (flyRf.!ensJne)
Trllefon <pemhgf.2fnt). lbar.Jn9 fcbJqmromazJno):
Finst-generatfonltypicel antlpsyoholl~ can cause low blood pteSaute, drowsiness.
fatigue. mustfe weakneu. dry mouth, b1urrad vision, conatipatlon, akin rash, lnscmnta,
arnenorrf1ea, lactation, anorexia. and neuramusculetr raadions. 1he neuromuacular
reactions Include mUSCle epaams (dystonia), motCif' testJesaness (alealhlsla), pseudoPBrkinsonf~m {sUffneas, rfgldity, tremor, dlfflculty Initiating ~eml!lnts) and tardlve
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dyskinesia (delayed onset or \Witching and writhing anywhere it\ lhe body, which may
persist). A potentially llfa-thraatening syndrome of fever, rlgldKy, ~ muscle breakcsown known as neuteleptlo malignant eyndrame, (NMS). may develop an very rare occasiOnS.
- Hatdot ls al~ known to prolong the repolarization time of Ute ~{the QTc Interval) in
eoma p&oJH, which may lead to dangerow haart rhythms. Thorazine and Prollxin are
t<nown to rarety cause aplutic anemia (low blood ceiJ counts due to bone marrow
SUppression) and agnundocytcsls (life thraatsntl1g decrease In infection fighting white
blood Galls).

AbitlfxfAbllfx ll!lnienatAII!tillf farip1pra20ie#J.rlplpmqle lautplll:
The potenllal stela elf'ect8 or Abllify fndude l'laadachu, akathisla. somnolence, and

orthoatatlc hypotension. Potential side affecls rrom Ability Malntena and Aristacla include
possible drowsiness, dlzzlnMa, or lighl.fleadedness.

qlazarlt <sfgpliJ!l:
.
Potential side effects tram Clozaril include tachycardia, {rapid heart boot), hypotension,
(decreaed blood presaure),lncreaaed salivation, nausea at\CI col\ttlpatton. Seaures
can also occur io approximately 3% of ali Gaues and agranulocytoBI9, (depleti«lf' of the
white blood oell$ thilt r~ght Infection), can ccour In approximately 1'MI or an cues. To
prevent agranutotYtosis, weetdyo Whit! btood call count monitoring wiJ be done In
accoidance with FOA requirements .

.

lnvaaallnyeqa Sust!ftna lp!lfarkfone):
Potential side etrocte from lnvagallnvega Sustanna lrodude somnolence, sedation.
dizziness, feinting, low white blcad cea count, inareaaa In the hormone proladJn, (which
can cause breast enlargement, mftk produdlon. erectile dyefuncOon anti amenatrhta;
and loss af bone density over "the long term), weight gam. lnCn!!ased blood sugar,
(dlabetu), increased choleatem& and triglyceride level&. locaii!'!Jecticn elta nractfon,
(pain, eweltlng, wannth tlf the muscle) and lnfect1on are possible w\th the long-atting
injectable farm of the medtcatlon. Prispbrrl, (prolonged1 painful ereetlon requiring
emergency medlcaJ treatment), Is leaa common.
Rl!petd.aVRltperdal M-tabiRI.sperdal Oon.8ta Crtanridgnp}:
PotenuaJ !Ide etrac:ta from Risperldone. an atypical antipsychotic medication, Include
orthostatic hypotenaton, (decreased blood pressure), somnolence and weight gain.
There we a!so, to a le:aser degrev, a risk of selzuret, constipation, nausea QJ'Id
extrapyramidal symptoms. M with aU antipsychotic medications, patients ,..d to be
monitored regulerly to avoid t~U'dive dySkinesia and Neuroleptic Malignant Syndrome,
(NMS). Unlike Clozapme, lis nat known to cause agranuloc:ytosi&; thus monRorfng via
frequent b!ood tests Is not raquired.
§ergguel (gu!di~pine fumarate}:
Potential aide effedS from Seroquel inckJde agitation, somnolence, headaches,
d1zzlness andlor consUpatfon. There have been reports of mild, uanslant and ravar31bla
elevations In liver funcUon tests. ThBre waa clinically signlftcantwelght gain. Ocular
lens change$ rMY occur In long time usa. Tharafora, researchers rucommend tft~
these changes should be monitored after lniUal USI!I and evetY sll( months thereafter (in
long time use) In order to detect the development, If any, of c8taracbi. As with all
anlipayCholic medlc:atlons, patlentG need to be monitored regularly to avoid tatdlva
dyvklnesla and Neurdeplic Malignant Syndroma, (NMS). At. Ills not k.nawn to cause
egranulocytasta; monitoring uta frequent blood testa Ia not reqv.ired.
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Zyprua fotnuainel:
.
Potentia! aide effects frOm Zypraxa lndude akathlsla, dlzzineuu, somn~. Wltig~t
gain, CX?nstipatlon. dly mouth and an Increase in prolactin ltvels. lyprexa may alae
causa orthqstaa~c hypotenmon. Setnn& occurred In 0.9% of the patients In pre-

'

marketing testing. Associated with dizziness, tacfb'cardia, (rapid heart beat) and In
soma caie&, &yncope, (fainting from a rapid drop hi blOOd Pfl!Siure}. ln 2% of patients,
certain liver 81"1ZYf11ea may increase: how~~Ver, them waa no lmwersible liver Impairment
evan for thaae who c:ontlnued to take Zypre)Ca, As with all anlipaychotlc mediCSUorn•.
patlema ncaed to be monitored regular1y lo avoid tardive dyskinesia •nd Neuroleptic
Malignant Syndrome, (NMS), Unfb Qoztplne, It fs not known to ~use
agranulocytosis: thus monitoring via frequent blood tests IS not required.
Zyprga RelpE!M(:

.

In addilicm to the Side effects of Zyprexa which are listed abCVe; tha long ac:Ung
Injectable farm of Zyp~. rzyprexa Retprew1. carries the risk of Post·injection
Delfrlum Sedatton Syndrome, (PDSS). PaUenla are al risk fet severe dr04'Siness,
(liu:Judlng unconsciousness or C:cma) and!Ot" confusion and dioorientation after each
Injection and must stay at the- doctor8 off!co or clln~ ror at lea3t a ho~ after the
InJection fs given. Zypreca Relprew Is only prescribed by doolora whO are enroRed In
. tho Zyprua Relprew Patient Care Program_to patients who are also enroUed. The9e
ewnts occurrad In <0. t% oflnJecbons and (n approximately 2% of patients who recanted
lnjBCtlqns for up to 46 mbnlt\S. The malority of patients were hoapitaf«ed and some
tequinKI supportive care, including lnlubalion, In several casea. AU pat•nts had large!}'
recov.rad by 72 hours. The risk of an event is the same at each injection, so lhe rl8k per
patient bl cumulative, (J.e., increases with the number of lnjectfona).
In addition, Injectable medications c;any the risk or pain and infaction at the site of lnjedlon.

19.

The hi&tory of the patient's treatment on the proposed medication, or on other
antipsychotic medloatlons, is as follows:

M r . - has taken zJprasldone and quetlaplna In ttie past wlth · ·
unknown ruults. ·
20.

·

The reaulls I expeot from use of this medication. with this patient, include the
fol~mg:

Decreued psychoala including decreased disorganized bohavtor,
decreased disorganized thinking, decreaaad auditory hallucinations ahd

decreaaed paranoia.
21.

In addition to anUpaychotic medication, other courses of trBatrnent fer psychOUo ·
spectrum disorders !Jlclude the following:
Klonoptn (clonazepam)

Allvan (lorazeJ:tam)
Benadryl
Cogentln

Propanalol
Arfane
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22.

long-term plaMing for this patient InclUdes lhe following:
Aaaa.ting with psychiatric follow-up after discharge, Identifying safe
houafng.and Identifying a auitabla rehabnitatlon program.

SU§SDTUJEOJUOGMEN[FACTORS
PROGNOSIS WITHOJ.IT TREATMENT
23.

It Is my opinion that if 1he above described treatment fa nDt provided lo this
patient, In aU likelihQOd, the patfeors Condltlon will conunue to deterlomla and he
Wflf have to remain on an inpatient unit for" an undetermined length at time without
treatment.

24.

It ls my opinion thlill the above-described treatment Ia essential to ameliorate the
disabling mental illness from which this patient currenUy auffers.

PROGNOSIS WITH TREAJMENI
25.

It ta my opinion Utat the prognoais wtth treatmant is reduction in psychosis and ·
the tikefv return of the patlenrs ablflly to live safely and productively outside the
hospital.
fATIENrS REUGlOUS CQNVICTIONS

26.

There £, to my beat knowledge and beUef, no evidence that the patient has
expressed any reHglous beliefs that would prohibit comp\lance with the treatment
p~n.

PATIENT'S FAMILY

27. · The paUant has no family involVed In his care and lreabnent.
PAJL§.NT"S EXPREssED PBEEERENCES

28.

The patient has bean declining antipsychotic medication.

Respectfully submitted and signed under the penalties of perjury this ~ day of April, 2017.

Karen Kwok, .M.D.
Attending Psychiatrist
·
Or. SolomOn Carter Fuller Mental Ae~h Center

85 Eut Newton Street
Boston. MA 02118
~el:

(617}626-8895
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BROCKTON DISTRICT COURT
Docket Report

. . . . . . COmmonwealth v a . . - - Max
CASE TYPE:
Criminal
ACTION COD!: 2S6/16A*O
DESCRIPTION:
B&E FOR MISDEMEANOR c268 §16A
CAS! DISPOSmON DATi 04126/2017

FIL.E DATE:
CASE TRACK!

0511612016

CASE STATUS:

CASE DISPOSITIOM:

STATUS DATE:
CASE SESSION:

Closed
0-412612017

Dismissed

CASE JUDGE:

PARTIE&
Appointed ·Indigent Defendant
Bruce S Raphe\

t.ew Office or Bruce S. Raph~ PC

Law Office of Bruce S. Raphe!, PC
700 Weat canter Street
Suite 3
West Bridgewaler, MA 02379
Work Phone (508} 587-6100
Added Date: 08101/2018

PARTY CHARGES
Dleposltlon
Date

Town
Abington

2

Olamissed

0412612017

Oismlased

0412612017

0511512016
266/12710..0
Abington
DESTRUCTION OF PROPERTY ·$250. WANTON c268 §127

A i COPY ATTEST
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BROCKTON DISTRICT COURT
Doc:ket Report

EVENT&
Date

06/1612016

0810112016

i!'i

Santon

Event

Result

Reaultfng Judtl•

Arraignment Sesalon

Arraignment

Bemard

Pre-Trial Session RoomS
Arraignment Sesllon

Pretrial Hearing

Held • Released on
Pere. Recog
Defendant Failed To

-Rocm1
07/19/2016

;.,-

-Room1

White

Appear

Default Removal Hearing

Held • Default
Removed
Event Continued

Clifford

Brennan
Vitali

0811912016

Pre-Trial Se&llon Rooms

Pretrial Heating

0812612016

Arraignment SeNion
-Room1

Status Review

Aualgnment Session

Default Removal Hearing

Defendant failed to
appear
Held

Pre·Trial Session ••

Status Review

Evant Continued

Vttall

Pre·Trial Session -

Mental Health Hesrlng

Held

Vk.eti

Event Continued

VitaU

~:..fl,

12J0612Me ..

-Room1

01/0812017

RoomS

0112012011

Mandell

RoomS

0411012017

Pre..Trlat Seuion -

Status

Ret~lew

Roome

0411912017

Pre·Trial SssalonRoomS

Motion to Dlsmlsa

Event Continued

Bernard

0412612017

Pre-Trial Session -

Status Review

Held

Vttan

Roome

FINANCIAL SUMMARY
Feee/FinHICosta
Total

Depoalt Acccunt(e) Sumr118ry

Aaaeaaed

Paid

Dlemlaeed

Balance

326.00

o.oo

0.00

326.00

Received

Applied

CheckaPakl

Satan~•

Total

A~~li11ilar
.,.~

CL!R

j Printed: 0412712017 10:31 am

Case No: It iS
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INJ'ORM.ATtONAl. DOCKET I!NTRl!S

Dlta
0511el2016

Dncrtptlon
1

Judga

Appearance flied
On thla date Paul M Freitas. Esq. added as Appointed - Indigent Defendant
for Defendant Max
Appearance filed tor the purpose of Case in Chief by Judge Han. Julie J
Bernard.

Event Resulted

Bernard

05116/2016

Terms and Conditions for releaae under c278 §42A ordered. Conditione
Of'dered:Stay away from court otdeced location
Stay away from United Church of Christ. Abington

Bernard

05/1612016

Complaint lalued upon new arrest

05/1612016

Defendant arraigned before Court and counsel appointed.

Bernard

05116/2016

Ball revocation warning (276158) given to the deiendant

Bernard

0511612016

Released on Personal Recognizance

Bernard

07/19/2016

Event Resulted
The folloWing event Pretrial Hearing schedUled for 07/1912016 09:00AM

Whlta

0511e/2016

The follcwlng event Arraignment $ChedUied fer 0511612016 oa:oo AM has
been resulted aa follOws:
Result: Held • Released on Pers. Recog

hu been reaulted as foltowa:
Result Defendant Failed To Appear
Warrant Form Generated

0711912016

Warrant
BentOn: 071191201616:13:10
0810112016

Order for examination of defendant aa to COMPETENCE TO STANO
TRIAL Issued to pursuant to G.L.c, 123, § 15(a)

Cliffom

08101/2016

Event Resulted

Clifford

The following event Default Removal Hearing scheduled for 08101/2016
09:00 Nit has been resulted as follows:
Result: Held • Default Removed
Mise Entry: Defenda"t examined under Ch. 123, sec 15A for competency
and petition a.flowed

08101/2016
08/01/2016

08/0112016

2

Clltfcrcl

Rret/1m

Clifford
Order for hospitalization and examination of defendant aa to
COMPETENCE TO STANO TRIAL & CRtM. RESPONSIBiliTY pursuant
to G.l. c 123. § 15(b} lstued toWon:ester Recovery Center end Hospltel
returnable 0811912016 09:00AM Pretrial Hearing
A
py
Defendant la ordered committed without bad because OTHER to P
eounly
correction returnable tor 08/19/201e o;:ao AM
Hearing; mlttlrnus Issued.
CLE
'

House"'

.g.:r

R Of SAID COUR"t

Court location of nelet event (if not thla court): Brockton Dlstrict Court
Further Orders:
"Defendant Ia held without ball pendlng a SectJon 1fi evatuatton•

Printed: 0412712017 10:31 am
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08/01/2016

4

Appearance filed
On this date Paul M Freitas, Esq. dlamlsaedlwlthdrawn as AJ)polnted Indigent Defendant ror Defendant M a x . _

0810112018

5

Appearance tUed
On thla date Bruce S Rephaf, Esq. added es Appointed - lndfgent
Defendant fer Defendant Ma:a
Appearance flled fer the pUrpose of aee In Chief by Judge Hon. Paula J.
ctifford.

..@

Event Resulted

06119/2016

Mandell

The foltowfng event: Pratrial Haamg scheduled for 08/19120t6 09:00AM
has been reaultad as follows:

ReauteventContinued

0811912016

3

Pretrial conference report filed.

0811912016

Terma and Conditions for release under c276 §42A ordered. Conditions
ordered:Orug end Atcohol abellnenca. Drug and Alcohol screeningt1astlng,
Other condltlon(s):
-Report lo the Probation Department twice a W86k In person

Bernard

0812612016

Event Resulted
The following event: OlsCOV8fY Compliance & Jury Election scheduled for
0912612016 09:00 AM has been resulted as follows:
Resutt Brcught Forward

Bernard

0812612016

Event Reeulted
The followtng event Status Review acheduled for 0812512016 02:00 PM
has bien resulted as follows;
Rasutc Defendant felled to app&ar

Bl'ennan

oei291201e

Warrant Form Generated

warrant
Sent On: 0812912016 13;58:54

OB/2912016

Warrant Form Generated

Warrant
Sent On: 0812912016 14: 17;37

1210612016

1210&12016

Warrant recalled:
Default Warrant cancelled on 1210612018 f o r - Max
Order for ~emlnatlon of defendant as to COMPETENCE TO STAND
TRIAL. fssuect to pursuant to G.l.c. 123, § 15(a)
Attorney~

12/06/2016

Balliet. Eaq•• Christian T
Event Resulted
The following event: Default Removal Hearing acheduled for 1210812016

';:.;.~~.'!:• been ruulled aa follows:
1210812016

Ball ordered; $ $0.00 surety bond or$ $100.00 cash.

( Printed: 0412712017 10:31 am
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12/0612016

Defendant 19 ordered committed to Plymouth County House of Correction
In llsu of having posted ball In the amount ordered: ($0.00 Bond; S100.00
Cash), returnable for 0110612017 09:00AM Status Review: mittimus
Issued.

Vitali

Court location of next event (If not your court):
Further Ordera:

12/0612016

Order for hotpltalizatlon and examination of defendant because he or aha
has been found INCOMPETENT TO STAND TRIAL pursuant to G .Lc. 123
§ 16(a) lsaued to Solomon Carter Fuller Mental Health Center returnable
01/06/2017 09:00AM Status Review.

Vitali

01106/2017

Copy of report to commonwealth-both parties have a copy

Vitali

01/0612017

Event Resulted
The fallowing event Status Review scheduled for 0110612017 09:00AM
has been rasulted aa follows:
Result: Event Continued

Vdall

Defendant Is ordered committed without ball because OTHER to Plymouth
County House of Correction returnable for 01/20/2017 09;00 AM Mental

VItali

01/06/2017

7

Health Hearing: mittimus Issued.
Court location or next event (If not thla court):
Further Orders:
01/0612017

Habaaa Corpus for prosecution Issued to Solomon Carter Fuller MentaJ
Health Center returnable for 01120/2017 09:00AM Mental Health Hearing:
Further Orders:

Vitali

01/0612017

Order for hospitalization and examination of defendant because he or she
has been found INCOMPETENT TO STAND TRIAL pursuant to G. L.c. 123
§ 18(a) Issued to Solomon Carter Fuller Mental Health Center returnable
0112012017 09:00AM Mental Health Hearing.

VItali

01/11/2017

8

Oefendanra motion for e)(J)arte approval ot funds filed with affidavit In
support of motion filed.

01/1312017

Motion allowed. (for funds)

Bernard

0112012017

Event Resulted
The following event Mental Health Hearing scheduled for 0112012017
09:00 AM has been resulted aa follows:
Result: Held

VItali

Flied In court: Request for change of venue for ctvll commitment-heard

VItali

01/20/2017

and allowed

Petition for commitment of a defendant found to be
Incompetent
· Commonwealth& petition for commitment of the~t----- AIW'II
to a department of mental health facility
t~": 1
:.1St
Summons lett with Carmen Morales on 1118117
•
~

I.

After competency hearing (15b) defendant Ia found tncompet

~

rDf SAID COU"Y.·

Pending 16b peHtlon-counsal to be appointed and hearing to be sCheduled
between 2-14 days unless additional Ume Is requested by CPCS mental
health attorney

I

Printed: 04/2712017 10:31 am
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0312112017

9

Oefendanft motion to Olamlaa flied with affidavit in support of motion
flied.

0410712017

Habeas. Corpus for prosecution Issued to Solomon Carter Fuller Mental
Health Center returnable tor 04/1012017 09:00 AM Status Review:
Further Orders:

04(10/2017

Event Resulted
The following event: Status Review acheduled for 0411012017 09:00 AM
has been resulted n follows:
Result: Event Continued- Judge Vttall elgned transportation order

Vitali

Defendant's motion to Dismiss flied.
MotiOn denied w/o ptejudtce

Vitali

04110i20i7

Hebeas Cotpua tot praucutfon Js8u8tJ to SOlomon Carter fuller Mental
Health Center returnable for 0411912017 09:00 1-M Mouon to Oismlss:
Further Ordera:

VItaU

04/1912017

Event Resulted
The foliowJng event: Motion to Olsmlaa scheduled for 0411912017 09.00 AM
has been resulted as followa:
Result Event Continued

Bernard

04/19/2017

Habeas Corpus for proaecutton laauad to Solomon Carter Fuller Mental
Heallh Center returnable tor 0412612017 09:00 AM Status Review:
Furthet Ordeta!

Bernard

04/2612017

Event Rasultad
The faltowlng event: Ststut Review scheduled for 0412612017 09:00 AM
has been mulled as follows:
Result Held

Vitali

0412812017

Charges Olsposed::
Charge# 1 B&E FOR MtSDEMEANOR c266f16A
On: 0412612017 Juclge! Hon. Michael A VItali
Ofsmls&ed

04110/2017

04/2612017
04/26/2017

10

Ch1119e # 2 OESTRUCTlON OF PROPERTY -$250, WANTON c266 §127
On: 0412612017 Judge: Hon. Michael AVitali
Dismissed
Defendants motion to dlamtas pursuant to CH.123 S.16(F)-heard and
allowed
Notice to compute parole eligibility of defendant found Incompetent to
stand trial. C123 §16(1)

VItali

A~C0fiYA111fi

·f.~

CL!R OF MID COURT
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The Cornmonwealth, ojJvtassach~etts
TRIAL COURT OF THE COMMONWEALTH
BOSTON MUNICIPAL COURT DEPARTMENT- CENTRAL DIVlSION
EDWARD W. BROOKE COURT HOUSE, SIXTH FLOOR
24 NEW CHARDON STREET
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02114

No.

1701tvtH21
... ""

'~·-~~·~·-~-

ORDER OF CIVIL COMMITMENT PURSUANT TO M.G.L. ch. 123. §I6(b)
ln accordance with M.G L. ch. 123. § l6(b). a petition has been filed by Mal)·.. Louis.\Vhitc ............................................ .
!Name)

PhD, RN

Solomon Carter Fuller Mental Health Center
of .

ffitk)

for the commitment of

!HosptUl)

Max····

i lind that ,. .............. ., .

is mentally ill and thal (check appropriate boxes)
(:-;.:~me)

failure to retain said person in o fociliry would create a likelihood of serious hann, and there is no lc!.s restrictm.:
alternative for said person.

0

failure to retain said person in strict security would create a likehhood of serious harm, and that said person ts not a
proper subject for commitmcnlto any facility of !he Department of Mental Health.

Therefore, it is ORDERED that the said person be com mined to ......... ~... C. ..

Y =:.f....:::........................................
(Bospnal)

for a period not to exceed ....'=/.::: ~- '.././......

or until there is no longer a likdihooo of serious hann by reason of

(up 10 6 mcmrhs l

mcmal illness, whichever is shorter; and the Coun Officers. or other officers duly authorized, are hereby commanded to remove said
person to said hospital and deliver said person to the Superintendent or Medical Director and make return ofthis warrant with their
doings thereon 10 the ClerkJMagistrate of this Coun as soon as may he.
This commitment order prohibits the respondent from being issued a firearm identification card or a license to carry unless
a petition for relief is subsequently granted.
WITNESS my hand and seal at Boston, Massachusetts, this

Ouginaii!Y Clrr~·Magi.tralc
Cupic~ !nCuun Officer. hospilill.lllld pallc:nl s Cnomcl

ORDER OF COMMITMENT 16{b)

r.~ day of

T.r b/.l.r..A., ""'-"-;>'

... '20 i ').

OVER

~XH\
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The Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Executive Office ofHealth and Human Services
Department ofMental Health
Office of the General Counsel
CHARLES D. BAKER

Governor

Reply to:
Assistant General Counsel
David Kolman
85 East Newton Street
. Boston, MA 02118
{617)626-9275
Fax: (617) 626-9256
www.state.ma.us/dmh

KARYN E. POLITO

Lieutenant Governor
MARYLOU SUDDERS

Secretary
JOAN MIKULA

Commissioner
LESTER D. BLUMBERG

General Counsel

September 13, 2017
Attn: Patty Murphy
BMC Central Division
Appellate Division
24 New Chardon Street,
Boston, MA 02114

·
6th

Floor

RE: In the Matter ofM.C.: Docket #1701 MH000021
Dear Ms. Murphy:
In my previously filed motion to dismiss for MC, I erroneously referenced
and attached a discharge date from a previous DMH hospitalization in exhibit 5.
Enclosed, please find a corrected motion to dismiss referencing the correct
discharge date from the Dr. Solomon Carter Fuller Mental Health Centerand the
correctly attached Exhibit 5. If the Court is amenable, please substitute the
attached corrected motion to dismiss and exhibit 5 for my previously filed motion
to dismiss. I apologize for my error.
If you have any questions, please don't hesitate to contact me at (617) -6269275.
Sincerely,

~

David A. Kolman
Assistant General Counsel
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COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
APPELLATE DIVISION OF THE BOSTON MUNICIPAL COURT
CENTRAL DIVISION

IN THE MATTER OF M C.

CASE NO. 1701MH000021

MOTION TO DISMISS C.123 §9A PETITION

NOW COMES the Appellee, the Dr. Solomon Carter Fuller Mental Health
Center (DCFMHC), and moves that this Honorable Court dismiss the C. 123 §9A appeal
for noncompliance with Dist./Mun.App.Div.R.3(a) as Assistant District Attomey Reilly
was never served the notice of appeal (Exhibit 1) nor served the Amended notice of
appeal (Exhibit 2). In addition, upon conversation with the Assistant District Attomey, it
was brought to my attention that she was also never sent Appellant's brief nor her reply
brief.
M.C. was originally committed by the Boston Municipal Court on February 15\
2017 pursuant to Ch. 123 §16b with an expiration date of approximately 2 months on
4/3/17. Assistant District Attomey Reilly was present representing the Assistant District
Attorney'.s office and addressed the Court on the record. She indicated that she was
withdrawing her petition and joining in pursuant to Ch.l23 §16d and preserving the
·
District AttorneY's rights under M.G.L. 16b.
Subsequent to M.C.'s commitment expmng, M.C., through his Appellant
attorney, filed a motion seeking relief from judgment on Aprjl 5th, 2017. This motion
was served on Assistant District Attorney Reilly and DMH counsel (Exhibit 3) thereby
clearly acknowledging the District Attomey' s Office was a party to the proceeding. The
motion for relief from Judgment was originally scheduled on April 13, 2017, in which
DMH counsel was present and Assistant District Attomey Reilly was present. The matter
was continued by all parties to April 25th, 2017 in which Appellant's counsel and DMH
counsel Were present After hearing, the Court denied M.C.'s motion seeking relief from
judgment.
The Appellee would respectfully argue that Municipal Court Appellate Division
Rule 3 was not complied with as the Assistant District Attomey was a party to the
commitment proceeding and was not served with the notice of appeal nor the amended
notice of appeal. In addition, Appellee is respectfully suggesting that Appellant's
counsel was aware that Assistant District Attomey Reilly was a party ·to this proceeding
as Assistant District Attorney Reilly was served with Appellant's motion for relief from
Judgment by Appellant's counsel thereby acknowledging Assistant District Attomey
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Reilly was a party to the commitment proceeding. Under M.G.L. c. 123, the District
Attorney's office had standing in the underlying commitment matter , and thus, is a
necessary party to the case and the instant appeal. By failing to properly serve the
District Attorney's office·with the notice of appeal and appellate brief, the Appellant has
effectively denied the District Attorney's Office their right to appear and be heard in this
matter. Furthermore, MC was recommitted on May 1st, 2017 for a period of 3 months
(Exhibit 4) and was subsequently discharged from the Dr. Solomon Carter Fuller Mental·
Health Center on 8/2/17 (Exhibit 5) thereby rendering this matter moot.
As a result of Appellant not following Municipal Court Appellate Division Rule
3, 13(b), and 19(b) as well as this matter being moot, DSCFMHC is respectfully
requesting that Appellant's 9A appeal be dismissed.

Respectfully submitted,
Massachusetts Department of Mental Health
By its attorney,
.

Jt~P~

David A. Kolman
Assistant General Counsel
Massachusetts Department of Mental Health
85 East Newton Street
Boston, MA 02118
(617) 626-9275
B.B.0.#(}47047
Date: September 13, 2017
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COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
THE TRIAL COURT
SUFFOLK, SS.

BOSTON MUNICIPAL COURT
APPELLATE DIVISION
DOCKET NO. 1701 MH000021

IN THE MATTER OF M.C.

AFFIDAVIT OF DAVID KOLMAN, Esq.

I, David Kolman, do hereby state to my best knowledge and belief that:

1.

I am attorney employed .by the Department of Mental Health who represented
DMH in regard to two separate commitments of M.C. and am also
representing DMH in relation

2.

to the 9A hearing on M.G.

On 9/6/17, I contacted Assistant District Attorney Tricia Reilly of the
Plymouth District Attorney's office who was a party to. the C. 123 16b
commitment under·appeal as well as to the motion to vacate under appeal.

3.

I contacted Assistant District Attorney Reilly to determine if she was going to
attend and present to the Court in relation to M.G.'s 9A oral argument.

4.

Assistant District Attorney Reilly indicated surprise that there was an appeal
and indicated that she was never provided notice of the appeal, the
appellant's brief, or had any contact from Attorney Kornbluh subsequent to
the motion to vacate.

Signed under the pains and penalties of perjury this _ __,_7..:.:..th.:....___ day of September
2017.

,,
David Kolman
Assistant General Counsel
DMH
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Certificate Of Service
I, David Kolman, Assistant General Counsel for Appellee, DMH, hereby certify that I
have served Appellant's counsel, Debra Kombluh, 1501 Beacon Street, #606,,
Brookline, MA 02446, and Assistant District Attorney Patricia Reilly, 215 Main Street,
Suite 270, Brockton, MA 02301 VIA both First Class Mail and email.

Signed under the pains and penalties of perjury, this September 7, 2017.

David A. Kolman
Assistant General Counsel
Massachusetts Department of Mental Health
85 East Newton Street
Boston, MA 02118
(617) 626-9275
B.B.0.#647047
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COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
APPELLATE DIVISION OF THE BOSTON MUNICIPAL COURT
CENTRAL DIVISION
Docket No. 1701MH000021

Suffolk, ss.
In the Matter of M.C.

OPPOSITION TO APPELLEE'S SECOND MOTION TO DISMISS
C.123 §9A PETITION

M.C., Appellant, through his undersigned counsel,
pursuant to M.G.L. c. 123, §16(d) and Dist./Mun. R.A.D.A.
3. (a), hereby files this opposition to Appellee's,
Department of Mental Health (DMH), second "Motion to
Dismiss C.123 §9A Petition" dated September 13, 2017, and
respectfully requests this Court to deny Appellee's Motion.
As grounds herefore, Appellant readopts and realleges all
arguments made in his initial and reply briefs, and in his
September 9, 2017 Opposition to Appellee's first "Motion to
Dismiss c.123 §9A Petition."
WHEREFORE, Appellee respectfully asks this Court to
deny Appellee's first and second "Motion to Dismiss C.123
§9A Petition," proceed to hear oral argument, and rule on
the important issues this appeal involves.
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September 15, 2017

Respectfully Submitted,

Debra Kornbluh (BBO 560278)
Attorney for M.C., Appellant
1501 Beacon Street, #606
Brookline, MA 02446
Tel. (617)738-1151
E-mail: Dkornmatt@aol.com

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that a copy of this Opposition,
together with the accompanying Exhibit, was mailed by
regular mail and email to: David Kolman, Esq. Department of
Mental Health, Solomon Carter Fuller Mental Health Clinic,
85 East Newton Street, Boston, MA 02118 on this 15th day of
September, 2017.

Debra Kornbluh

2
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DOCKET NUMBER

NOTICE TO THE PARTIES
CASE NAME

In the -;natter of: null -

1701 MH000021

Trial Court of Massachusetts
BMC Department

$

Max

ATIORNEY (OR PROSE PARTY)'rO WHOM THIS COPY OF NOTICE IS ISSUED

Debra Susan Kornbluh, EsQ.
Law Office of Debra Kornbluh
1501 Beacon St 606

COURT NAME & ADDRESS

BMC Central
24 New Chardon Street, 6th Floor
Boston, MA 02114

Brookline, MA 02446

-

TO THE PARTIES TO THIS CASE:

-

~-

The enclosed indicates the Court's action in this matter.

Appellate Division decision received (See attached); trial judge notified (Dist./Mun.Cts. R.A.D.A.
28).
Coffey P.J., Horgan J., Dashielle J.
Notice sent.

DATE ISSUED

October 19, 2017
015

CLERK-MAGISTRATEJASST. CLERK

Daniel J Hogan
Date!Time Pnnted: 10-19-2017 14:29:46

DOCKET NUMBER

ORDER
CASE NAME

In the-matter of: null -

1701 MH000021

Trial Court of Massachusetts
BMC Department

Max

ATTORNEY (OR PROSE PARTY)•TO WHOM THIS COPY OF NOTICE IS ISSUED

Debra Susan Kornbluh. EsQ.

COURT NAME & ADDRESS

BMC Central
24 New Chardon Street, 6th Floor

Law Office of Debra Kornbluh
1501 Beacon St 606

Boston MA 02114

Brookline MA 02446

-

ORDER
Order: Upon decision of the Appellate Division, Judgment of dismissal entered on appeal filed by M.C.;
parties notified.

NOTICE OF ENTRY OF ORDER
This Order has been entered on the docket on the "Date Order Entered" shown below and this notice is
being sent to all parties.
DATE ISSUED

October 19, 2017
020

JUDGE ISSUING ORDER

CLERK-MAGISTRATE/ASST. CLERK

Daniel J Hogan
DatefTime Pnnted. {current date/lime)

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS

BOSTON MUNICIPAL COURT DEPT.
APPELLATE DIVISION

Suffolk, ss.

M.C.
Respondent-Appellant,
Docket No. 1701 MH 0021

v.
DR. SOLOMON CARTER FULLER MENTAL
HEALTH CENTER
Petitioner-Appellee.

DECISION OF THE APPELLATE DIVISION

Tilis matter comes before the Appellate Division on an appeal of the trial court's February
1, 2017 Order comnlitting Respondent-Appellant M.C. pursuant to G.L. c. 123, § 16(b) and the
April25, 2017 denial of M.C.'s Rule 60(b) motion concerning the commiunem order. Also· before the Appellate Division is a Motion to Dismiss c. 123 § 9A Petition filed by Dr. Solomon
Carter Fuller Mental Health Center ("Solomon Carter") ("Motion to Disnliss"). The Appellate
Division heard oral arguments on September 19, 2017.
Background

M.C. was arraigned on charges of with breaking and entering and malicious and wanton
destruction of property in the Brockton Division of the District Court Department on May 16,
2016. On January 20, 2017, M.C. was found incompetent to stand trial on those charges.

1
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Solomon Carter petitioned to commit M.C. pursuant to G.L. c. 123, § 16(b). A comrninnent
hearing was scheduled in the Central Division of the Boston Municipal Court Deparnnent for
January 27, 2017, but it was continued to February 1, 2017 at the request of M.C.'s counsel. 1 On
January 30, 2017, M.C.'s counsel filed a motion to have the commitment hearing held at the
courthouse, and Solomon Carter filed an opposition on January 31, 2017. The trial court denied
M.C.'s motion, in part, because it was not timely filed. 2 The commitment hearing proceeded on
February 1, 2017 at Solomon Carter as scheduled. M.C. was committed for a period not to exceed two months, with an expiration date of April3, 2017. 3 On February 13, 2017, M.C.'s counsel filed a notice of appeal of the comminnent order. On AprilS, 2017, M.C.'s counsel filed a
motion for relief from judgment pursuant to Mass. R. Civ. P. 60(b). A hearing on M.C. 's motion
for relief from judgment was held on April 25, 2017, and the motion was denied on that date. On
May 3, 2017, M.C. filed an amended notice of appeal in which he sought to appeal the original
commitment order and the trial court's denial of the motion for relief from judgment. After the
filing of the appellate briefs, Solomon Carter filed its Motion to Dismiss, asserting that (1) M.C.
failed to serve the Assistant District Attorney, who was a party to the proceedings, with the notice
of appeal or the amended notice of appeal, and in failing to do so, violated Rule 3 of the
District/Municipal Courts Rules for Appellate Division Appeal; and (2) that M.C. 's appeal is

1 A motion for funds was also filed by M.C. 's counsel at this time and was allowed by the trial
court.
2 M.C. 's counsel sent the motion to the Clerk's Office of the Central Division of the Boston Municipal Court Department via facsimile at 5:44p.m. on January 30, 2017. As the facsimile was
sent after business hours, the motion was docketed the following day, on January 31, 2017.
3 Prior to the expiration of the commitment order, Solomon Carter petitioned to recommit M.C.
The petition was heard onApril25, 2017 and May 1, 2017, and M.C. was recommitted for up to
three months, not to exceed the date of August 2, 2017.
2
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moot because he was discharged from Solomon Carter on August 2, 2017 following a recommitmenton May 1, 2017. 4

Analysis

As to Solomon Carter's Motion to Dismiss, M.C.'s appeal is moot, as M.C. was discharged from Solomon Carter on August 2, 2017. See BayRidge Hosp. v. Jackson, 2010 Mass.
App. Div. 12 at *1 (Jan. 26, 2010) (appeal moot where patient discharged before expiration of
commitment order). This Court acknowledges that '"[i]ssues involving the commitment and
treatment of mentally ill persons are generally considered matters of public importance,' and
present 'classic examples' of issues that are capable of repetition, yet evading review." New-

ton-Wellesley Hospital v. Magrini, 451 Mass. 777, 782 (2008). However, like the issues concerning legal sufficiency and timeliness raised in Jackson, the issues raised on appeal are unique to
this case, and are thus, unlikely to be repeated. See Jackson, 2010 Mass. App. Div. at *2 n.1 (underlying issue was faulty facsimile transmission from hospital to trial court making evidence
"completely unique to this case, and any review of it would have little or no precedential value").
Here, M.C.'s arguments on appeal arise from a unique incident- namely, that a recording
device being used to record M.C. 's commitment hearing malfunctioned. The issues raised on appeal here all relate back to the malfunctioning of the original recording device and M.C.'s subsequent requests that the hearing be moved to the courthouse, even though the trial judge was able
to secure, and authorized the use of, alternate recording devices that were able to record the remainder of the commitment hearing. Like the faulty facsimile transmission in Jackson, the issue

4 The Motion to Dismiss was originally filed by Solomon Carter on September 5, 2017. A corrected Motion to Dismiss was filed on September 14, 2017.
3
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of a malfunctioning recording device is unique to this case, and any appellate review based on
that issue "would have little or no precedential value." Jackson, 2010 Mass. App. Div. at +2 n.l.
Notwithstanding our finding that M.C. 's appeal is moot, we respond to a number of issues raised in M.C. 's appellate brief. First, M.C. states that the assistant clerk-magistrate assigned to the hearing "record[ed] the trial on his iPhone without prior judicial authorization" and
that this constituted "covert recording" in violation of Special Rule of the Boston Municipal
Court Department Sitting for Civil Business 308(B). Appellant Brief at 32. Neither the assistant
clerk-magistrate nor the judge engaged in "covert recording" as that phrase is used in the Rule.
In particular, the Rule cited by M.C. speaks to circumstances involving Unofficial Recordings.
The recording of a commitment hearing by an assistant clerk-magistrate assigned by the ClerkMagistrate to oversee the hearing can hardly be interpreted to be the type of covert recording intended to be prohibited by the Rule. Indeed, it is the opinion of this Court that the assistant
clerk-magistrate, upon learning that the recording device provided by the trial court had failed,
took appropriate and reasonable steps in activating a backup recording device and then advising
the judge that a problem had arisen with the original recording device.
Next, M.C. asserts that the trial judge "found that mentally ill patients are, collectively,
heavily medicated and likely to suffer seizures," and that this language constituted "inaccurate,
unsubstantiated information" that resulted in a "compromise to [M.C.'s] appeal rights." Appellant Brief at 42. M.C. further asserted throughout his appellate brief that the trial judge erred in
proceeding with the hearing at Solomon Carter, rather than at the courthouse. A review of the
relevant hearing transcript demonstrates that the trial judge's statements in this regard were as
follows:
... I, as a member of the judiciary of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, feel that [commitment] hearings should not be conducted at a courthouse.

4
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In all too many instances, you would be taking individuals, through no
fault of their own whatsoever, heavily medicated, from a hospital to a courthouse.
What happens if somebody on the way has a seizure? These are things that ideologies don't take into account. These are things that fairness do take into account.
What would happen if and when the patient arrived at the courthouse,
there the patient had a seizure or on the ride back? And where would the patient
be kept? Under what circumstances would the patient be kept? I can tell you one
thing: the circumstances and the location would be far different from a hospital
setting.

***

In some courts in some locations, because of the nature of the courthouse,
because of the closeness of the hospitals to the courthouse, and because of the unavailability of judges, those hearings are appropriate, and they're done with everybody's acquiescence, including the patient's, or if the patient were to be incapable, the patient's attorney. Ideology didn't play a role in the decision-making
process for the location of the hearing.
Most importantly, all of the hospitals in Boston today are equipped with
video conference machines. On criminal matters, because I wanted to satisfy myself that a hearing such as this hearing, if it could be done on a video conference,
would be an effective and fair means of conducting such a hearing, I've done arraignments, I've done bail hearings, and in my opinion, perhaps under certain circumstances, they wouldn't be appropriate, but those circumstances would be few
and far between and would be due to a patient's ability to appreciate what was going on in front of him or her, where voices were being heard or perhaps the patient
couldn't discern that those voices were coming from individuals who were speaking on the screen, so to speak.
In my opinion, the fair and .effective way of carrying out proceedings of
this nature would be through video conferencing, except for those limited circumstahces that I just described.

4/25/2017 Hearing Transcript at 32:2-32:23; 34:3-35:14. Having reviewed the transcript of the
trial judge's actual statements, this Court finds that the judge did not utilize any language that in
any way denigrated individuals with mental health issues, and sufficiently provided his reasoning
for having the hearing proceed at Solomon Carter, as opposed to at the courthouse.

Conclusion
Accordingly, Solomon Carter's Motion to Dismiss is ALLOWED on the grounds that
M.C. 's appeal is moot due to the expiration of his commitment order, and M.C. 's Rule 9A appeal
is hereby DISMISSED.
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I. D.

Evict.
6

4

PROCEEDINGS

1

2

THE CLERK:

For the record,

3

calling the matter of docket number

4

201701MH21.

5

Solomon Carter Fuller Mental Health

6

Center, petitioner Mary Louise White,

7

RN;

8
9

The petitioner -- at the

Respondent, Max
The attorney for the petitioner,

Attorney David Kolman.

Attorney for the

10

respondent,

Attorney Anne Kealy.

11

Karen Kwok,

present,

12

ADA Reilly from the Plymouth County

13

District Attorney's Office is present.

14
15

16

PhD,

sworn,

Dr.

testified.

(Pause)
MR.
(phonetic),

KOLMAN:

. Mr.

Ouellette

who were present at the point.

17

Mr. Ouellette did represent Mr.

18

and the court had given Mr.

19

opportunity to call any witnesses.

20

not have any witnesses present.

Their

21

counsel did raise an objection.

The court

22

heard the objection and denied it,

23

received the report and moved

24

Judge,

Ouellette an
He did

(inaudible)

i t ' s been moved in the
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5

1

criminal court jurisdiction and

2

(inaudible)

scope of my sister's

3

objection.

I would also suggest,

4

the court has made that finding,

it's

5

unfortunate that Mr.

mental

6

health status has not significantly

7

improved and he remains incompetent.
THE COURT:

8
9

since

Your

All right.

objection is noted on the record and your
As to the

10

client's rights are saved.

11

motion in limine,

12

evidence as i t ' s set out in the motion.

13

that motion is denied as well,

14

client's rights are saved.

that i t exclude hearsay

and your

As to the motion pertaining to

15

16

evidence relating to privileged

17

communications,

18

action on the motion at this time,

19

objections,

20

the proceedings.

I'm not going to take any

if any,

21

Mr. Kolman,

22

MR. KOLMAN:

23

Judge,

24

did allude to,

pending

during the course of

whenever you're ready.
Thank you,

as an initial matter,

Judge.

as my sister

the Department seeks to
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6

1

introduce as Exhibit 1,

and kindly

2

premarked by the clerk,

a certified

3

criminal docket sheet in relation to Mr.
on docket number

4
5

pending charges of

(inaudible)

misdemeanor

6

and malicious destruction of property --

7

sorry,

8

I'm not sure i t ' s under or over 250.

wanton destruction of property.

(Pause)

9

10

MR. KOLMAN:

specifically,

11

Judge,

on January 20,

2017, Mr.

12

after a hearing in court,

13

incompetent to stand trial.

14

THE COURT:

was found

That's Exhibit Number

15

1 and your objection is noted on the

16

record.

17

MS. KEALY:

18

MR. KOLMAN:

Thank you,

Your Honor.

Thank you,

Judge.

19

(Certified Criminal

20

Docket Sheet,

21

Number

22

Entered into Evidence as

23

Exhibit No.

24

MR. KOLMAN:

Judge,

Docket

1.)

in light of
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1

the court's - - i n light of this, Mr.
being found incompetent to stand

2
3

t r i a l - - actually,

Judge,

4

believe ADA Reilly has a motion in regard

5

to her petition first,

6

THE COURT:

7

MS. REILLY:
Honor.

9

DA's office,

10

I

before I proceed.

Attorney Reilly.
Thank you,

Patricia Reilly,

8

I'm sorry,

Your

for the Plymouth

as assistant district

attorney.
The Commonwealth filed a motion,

11

12

petition,

13

Procedurally,

14

the docket as to whether or not the

15

defendant had been found incompetent on

16

the previous date,

17

of caution, we filed a petition to commit

18

because DMH's petition had been submitted

19

earlier; however,

20

incompetent.

21

found incompetent in December.

22

as well,

under 16 (b).

there was some confusion on

and out of an abundance

he has not been found

The docket indicates he was

So when DMH submitted their

23

petition on January 6th,

they had to have

24

a hearing within two weeks.

However,
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all

a

8

1

parties,

the judge,

the ADA and the

2

defense attorney were present and did not

3

(interruption in recording),

4

incompetency hearing on January 20th.

5

The defense was objecting to

the hearing,

6

having a hearing on that date.

So the

7

Commonwealth filed a petition.

However,

8

i t was clarified.

9

incompetent.

He had never been found

So DMH's petition was

10

considered filed that day,

11

20th.
Therefore,

12

on January

the Commonwealth can

13

withdraw our petition and just join in as

14

far as 123.16 (d),

15

under 16 (b) (2)

16
17

MS.
filing

preserve our rights

regarding it,

KEALY:

if necessary.

No objection to the

(inaudible).

18

THE COURT:

19

MS.

REILLY:

Thank you.

20

MR.

KOLMAN:

With the court's

21

permission,

22

Kwok to the stand.

That may be done.

the Department would call Dr.

23

THE COURT:

24

MR.

KOLMAN:

Doctor.
If I may,
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9

THE COURT:

1

Go right ahead.

2
KAREN KWOK,

3

Sworn.

DIRECT EXAMINATION

4
5

M.D.,

Q

(By Mr. Kolman)

Good afternoon,

Doctor,

6

please state your name for the record,

7

spelling your last name.

8

A

Karen Kwok,

K-W-0-K.

9

Q

And Doctor,

where are you employed?

10

A

At the Dr.

11

Solomon Carter Fuller Mental

Health Center.

12

Q

And in what capacity?

13

A

I'm an inpatient psychiatrist.

14

Q

And Doctor,

15

A

Yes.

16

Q

Doctor,

are you board-certified?

have you previously testified

17

before the court in regard to Chapter 123,

18

(7)

19

hearings?

and

20

A

Yes.

21

Q

Doctor,

22

(8)

or Chapter 128.16(b)

or 16(c)

is i t safe to say you've testified

over fifty times before the court?

23

MS. KEALY:

Objection.

24

THE COURT:

The objection is
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overruled.

1

2

A

3

Q

(No audible response)
And Doctor,

each time you testified before

4

the court,

5

expert by the court?

6

A

Yes.
MR. KOLMAN:

7

Judge,

at this

point --

8
9

were you recognized as an

Q

10

And these were all courts in the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts?

11

A

Yes.

12

Q

And including this court?

13

A

Yes.

14

MR. KOLMAN:

Judge,

at this point,

15

the Commonwealth would request that Dr.

16

Kwok be recognized as an expert in

17

purposes of this proceeding.

18

THE COURT:

Objection?

19

MS. KEALY:

No objection or

20

stipulation,

THE COURT:

21
22

All right.

(Inaudible).

23
24

Your Honor.

MR. KOLMAN:
Q

Doctor,

Thank you.

are you familiar with Max
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1

2

A

Yes.

3

Q

And how do you know him?

4

A

He was my patient on the inpatient unit of

5

the Dr.

6

Health Center.

7

Q

Solomon Carter Fuller Mental

And prior to your testimony today,

have

you transferred any records for Mr.

8
9

10

A

Yes.

11

Q

And what records have you reviewed?

12

A

I've been able to review the records of

13

the Dr.

Solomon Carter Fuller Mental

14

Health Center and the Worcester Recovery

15

Center State Hospital.
MS. KEALY:

16

Objection,

Your Honor.

17

Move to strike the last portion as to the

18

hearsay motion that I
THE COURT:

19
20

are records that,

21

of business,

22

Doctor?

filed.
And I take i t these

in the ordinary course

that you would rely upon,

23

THE WITNESS:

24

THE COURT:

Yes,

Your Honor.

The objection is noted
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1

on the record.

2

saved.

3

Q

Doctor,

Your client's rights are

just for the record,

you indicate

4

you had a chance to review the records of

5

Solomon Carter Fuller.

6

psychiatrist,

7

therapist, mental health worker,

8

and psychologist notes?

9

A

Yes.

10

Q

Okay.

Doctor,

social worker,

in addition,

11

anyone,

12

in regard to Mr.

13

A

who,

nursing

if

I've been able to speak with other members
of the treatment team,

15

nursing staff,

16

staff,
Q

occupational

have you had a chance to speak to

14

17

Does that include

including the

the occupational therapy

the social worker and psychologist.

And Doctor,

forgive me,

I didn't ask you

18

earlier.

19

to review the Worcester records.

20

Mr.

21

Center?

You indicated you had a chance
When was

at Worcester Recovery

22

A

I believe i t was in 2016.

23

Q

It was a short period of time?

24

A

I believe that was for between eighteen or
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nineteen days in August.

1

2

Q

Okay.

And Doctor,

when did Mr.

3

first come to the Dr.

4

Fuller Mental Health Center?

5

A

On December 6,

6

Q

And Doctor,

Solomon Carter

2016.

was that in relation to the

7

docket sheet that's been introduced to the

8

court,

9

A

Yes.

10

Q

Okay.

the two criminal charges?

And originally,

was Mr.

11

sent to the Solomon Carter Fuller for

12

purposes of a competency evaluation?

13

A

Yes.

14

Q

And at some point,

15

20th,

16

trial;

specifically January

he was found incompetent to stand
correct?

17

A

Yes.

18

Q

He was returned back to the Solomon Carter

19

Fuller?

20

A

Yes.

21

Q

Doctor,

22

have you had an opportunity to

observe Mr.

in the unit?

23

A

Yes.

24

Q

And how often have you had a chance to
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14

observe him?

1

2

A

I would say five days a week.

3

Q

In addition,
speak to Mr.

4
5

have you had a chance to

A

Yes.

6

MS. KEALY:

Objection.

7

THE COURT:

Overruled.

8

Q

Doctor,

when you met with Mr.

and spoke to him,

9

10

did you give him what's

referred to as a Lamb warning?

11

A

Yes.

12

Q

And Doctor,

in your expert opinion,

did

13

Mr.

14

to you would be repeated in court at a

15

later date?

16

A

Yes.

17

Q

Doctor,

understand that what he said

in addition,

if you're aware,

18

the social worker give Mr.

19

Lamb warning?

20

A

Yes.

21

Q

Do you recall Mr.

22

did
the

response to

the social worker?

23

MS. KEALY:

Objection.

24

THE COURT:

Overruled.
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1

A

I

recall his response to me.

2

Q

Okay.

But you don't to the social worker?

(Inaudible)

3
4

A

5

Q

(Inaudible)

if I can quote her.

Okay.
(Pause)

6
7

MR. KOLMAN:

8

you could give me one moment.
THE COURT:

9

10

I'm sorry,

Judge.

Take your time.

(Pause)
MS. KEALY:

11

Your Honor,

is this an

12

appropriate time to ask to be heard on my

13

motion as to the Lamb warning?

14

THE COURT:

15

MR. KOLMAN:

16

Not at this time.
If I may approach

counsel.

17

(Pause)
MR. KOLMAN:

18
19

Your Honor, may I

approach the witness?

20
21

If

THE COURT:
Q

Doctor,

You may.

I'm handing you a document,

22

specifically the middle of this document.

23

Would you please review it.

24

out loud.

Don't read i t

Let me know if i t refreshes
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1

your recollection as to Mr.

2

response to the social worker when given

3

the Lamb warning.

4

A

Yes.

5

Q

And what did Mr.
social worker?

6
7

A

"He said okay what we talked about be
talked about in court."

8
9

say to the

Q

Okay.
MS. KEALY:

10

Your Honor,

if I may

11

object to there not being any date or

12

time,

any foundation as to that statement.

13
14

MR. KOLMAN:

I'm sure we can

stipulate that was from December 13.

15

MS. KEALY:

Your Honor,

16

the motion because,

17

doctor did not give

18

not given by my client until the 29th of

19

December,

20

the motion.

specifically,

I

filed
the

a valid waiver was

which is before Your Honor in

21

THE COURT:

22

MR. KOLMAN:

23

THE COURT:

24

MR. KOLMAN:

I can see that.
May I proceed?
Go right ahead.
Okay.
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1

Q

Doctor,

based on your review of the

2

records,

your conversations with staff and

3

your own interactions and observations

4

with Mr.

5

opinion,

6

certainty,

have you formed an
to a reasonable degree of medical
as to his current diagnosis?

7

A

Yes.

8

Q

And Doctor,

in your expert opinion,

is that diagnosis?

9

10

A

I believe Mr.

11

Q

Just in general,

has schizophrenia.
Doctor,

what is

schizophrenia?

12
13

what

A

Schizophrenia is a chronic mental illness

14

in which a person at times loses touch

15

with reality.

16

Q

And specifically in regard to Mr.
what symptoms of schizophrenia

17

18
19

does he exhibit?
A

paranoia and hallucinations.

20

21

He's exhibited disorganized behavior,

Q

Doctor,

can you give the court some

22

examples of Mr.

23

behavior?

24

MS. KEALY:

paranoid

Objection.
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Calls for

18

a narrative.

1

THE COURT:

2

Overruled.

3

Q

Please continue.

4

A

In terms of paranoia,

he has said

5

repeatedly that he believes he is here

6

because the court wants his money and that

7

the police are trying to use his food

8

stamps.

9

Q

He said that to you?

10

A

Yes.

11

Q

Okay.

12

A

Probably most recently,

Q

Okay.

A

He appears paranoid about his food,
declining meals.

18

presealed packages.
Q

And Doctor,

often

They're unpackaged,

in

you also made reference to Mr.

having disorganized thought and

20
21

disorganized behavior;

correct?
yes.

22

A

Disorganized behavior,

23

Q

Okay.

24

as well.

paranoia?

17

19

but

And do you have any other examples

of Mr.

15
16

yesterday,

throughout his hospitalization,

13
14

And when did he say that to you?

I'm sorry.

Can you give the court

some examples of Mr.
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disorganized behavior.

1

2

A

disorder

3
4

Q

A

7

8

is it

or

has introduced himself as

Mr.

••••••(phonetic).
Q

I apologize.

Can you give the court some
disorganized

examples of Mr.

9

behavior.

10
11

I'm sorry,
(phonetic)?

5
6

struggles with

So Mr.

A

So he really,

really struggles.

He has

12

been,

over the last two months almost

13

less than two months -- been throwing

14

coffee and food on the walls of his room.

15

He's thrown coffee at the ceiling, had

16

clogged his toilet with socks and towels.
He's also been spitting on the

17
18

kitchen tables,

where he knows other

19

patients eat.

20

into his hand and rubbing the spigot that

21

the water comes out of in our water

22

fountain with the spit.

He's also been spitting

He has

23

Q

Has he engaged in any self-harm,

24

A

Yes.
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Doctor?

20

1

Q

2
3

And when was that and what did he

Okay.
do?

A

That was approximately January 12th.

On

4

January 12th,

5

eye.

6

that he had punched himself in the eye.

I

I noticed he had a black

asked him about it,

7

Q

Did he indicate why?

8

A

No.

9

Q

And Doctor,

do you attribute this action

10

as a result of Mr.

11

his mental illness?

12

A

Yes.

13

Q

Okay.

and he said

And Doctor,

symptoms of

you earlier

(inaudible)

14

described as a disorganized behavior.

15

you attribute that,

to Mr.

mental illness and his

16
17

symptoms?
MS.

18
19

as well,

Do

A

KEALY:

Yes.
THE COURT:

20

has knowledge,

21

Objection.

22

Q

That was a yes?

23

A

Yes.

24

Q

Okay.

Well,

if the doctor

the doctor may testify.

And Doctor,

originally when you
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21

he did not

1

first met with Mr.

2

engage in a discussion with you;

3

A

Yes.

4

Q

When was the first time Mr.

correct?

engaged in a discussion with you?

5
6

A

I would say on December 29th.

7

Q

And Doctor,

at that time,

did Mr.

understand the Lamb warning?

8
9

A

He did.

10

Q

Doctor,

has Mr.

11

of all,

Doctor,

12

issue with food intake?

had any -- first
had an

has Mr.

13

A

Yes.

14

Q

Can you describe that to the court.

15

A

He has struggled with his food intake over
Initially,

he was

16

the last two weeks.

17

eating and drinking an adequate amount of

18

food and fluid,

19

two weeks ago,

20

both food and fluid intake.

21

and about a l i t t l e under
he started to struggle with

For one to two days,

he didn't

22

drink fluids,

and he started to drink from

23

(inaudible).

During that period,

24

really wasn't eating.

he

More recently,
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the

22

1

staff estimate that he's been eating about

2

twenty-five to thirty percent of his

3

meals,

4

yesterday,

5

ate -- I want to say closer to fifty

6

percent of his meals,

7

hundred percent of one meal.

plus some snacks,

and then

I believe he did better and

and maybe one

8

Q

And Doctor --

9

A

There was one day that was better and that

10
11

was yesterday.
Q

12

So yesterday there was a significant
improvement in his food intake?

13

A

Yes,

over that day.

14

Q

Doctor,

from your observations of Mr.

15

have you noticed any weight

16

loss in Mr.

17

arrived at the hospital?

18

A

19

So Mr.

since he first

has declined to be

weighed.

20

Q

I'm sorry,

(phonetic).

21

A

He looks better,

but I don't know.

22

wears very baggy clothing and he has

23

declined to be weighed.

24

Q

Okay.

Has he indicated why?
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He

23

1

A

No.

2

Q

Has Mr.

since he's been in the hospital?

3
4

A

Yes.

5

Q

Okay.

If you can,

please expand upon what

these restraints were and what happened.

6

7

required any restraints

A

He's required restraints on the floor
On the 7th,

he was throwing

8

(inaudible).

9

a metal laundry hamper and he required
He was

10

restraints in the course of that.

11

threatening towards himself and other

12

people.
On the 9th

13

14

Q

I'm sorry,

In fairness,

Doctor.

15

7th,

he required restraint.

16

throw a laundry hamper

17

A

No,

no.

18

Q

Okay.

He just threw the laundry hamper.
And Doctor,

do you attribute that

behavior as a result of Mr.

20

mental illness?

21

A

The disorganization.

22

Q

Okay.

24

And Doctor,

was there a further

restraint on December 9th,
A

He did not

(inaudible)

19

23

on the

2016?

Yes.
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1

Q

Okay.

What happened on that occasion?

2

A

He was punching glass.

3

Q

When you say "punching glass," are you
referring to a window?

4

5

A

Yes.

6

Q

Okay.

7

A

Yes.

8

Q

And were they successful?

9

A

No.

10
11

And did staff try to intervene?

That's why they had to resort to

another restraint.
Q

And Doctor,

from your knowledge and

12

experience now,

does staff try to redirect

13

patients before they do the restraint?

14

A

They do.

15

Q

And is i t fairly uncommon for staff to
require restraints?

16
17

They do.

A

Yes.

18

MS.

19

THE COURT:

20
21

Objection.
Well,

the doctor has knowledge,
Q

Doctor,

22

15th,

23

date?

24

KEALY:

A

once again,

if

she may testify.

drawing your attention to December

2016,

was there a restraint on that

Yes.
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1

Q

2
3

Okay.

Doctor,

what happened on December

15th?
A

He punched a glass window and was kicking
a door.

4

5

Q

Did staff try to intervene?

6

A

Yes.

7

Q

And what happened when staff tried to
intervene?

8
9

A

10
11

He

(inaudible)

to kick the door harder

when this happened.
Q

12
13

A

14

Q

Okay.

Did he require restraints from that

issue,

as well?

(No audible response)
And Doctor,

did you attribute this

15

behavior,

16

symptoms and his mental illness?

17

A

Yes.

18

Q

Doctor,

19

30th,

as well,

to Mr.

drawing your attention to December

2016 --

20

MS.

21

leading the witness,

22

MR.

KOLMAN:

23

be i f

24

assaulted," blah,

I

said,

KEALY:

He's

Objection.
Your Honor.
Judge,

leading would

"0 n December 3 0 t h ,

blah,

blah.
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to a date is not leading.

1

THE COURT:

2

overruled.

3

4

The objection is

Q

Doctor,

drawing your attention to December

5

30th,

2016,

did Mr.

6

restraint on that occasion?

7

A

Yes.

8

Q

Okay.

9

A

On that occasion,

What happened on that occasion?

10

at staff,

11

female.

12

Q

require

Doctor,

he threw his tray,

and then attempted to assault a

did you attribute this behavior,

13

as well,

14

mental illness,

15

behavior,

16

mental illness and its symptoms?

17

A

Yes.

18

Q

Okay.

spit

to symptoms of Mr.
or,

as well,

do you attribute this
to Mr.

And on that occasion,

did he

require restraint?

19

20

A

Yes.

21

Q

Doctor,

has Mr.

indicated why

22

he's engaged in this behavior of punching

23

walls and windows?

24

A

Well,

he has said he's upset.
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1

he doesn't want to be in the hospital.

2

That's about it.

3

Q

And Doctor,

has Mr.

been

4

involved in any disorganized behavior

5

recently?

6

A

Yes.

7

Q

Okay.

for the court.

8
9

If you can, please expand upon i t

A

So more recently, Mr.

continues

10

to struggle with all the other things that

11

have already come up,

12

Q

I'm sorry,

and yesterday, he --

just for the record,

he's

engaged in the same behavior?

13
14

A

Yes.

15

Q

Please continue.

16

A

The spitting.

He also does

(interruption

in recording)

17
18

MS. KEALY:

Objection.

THE COURT:

Overruled.

Move to

strike.

19
20
21

Q

Please continue.

22

A

That Mr.

had defecated in the

23

(interruption in recording)

seemed

24

confused and didn't want to shower and
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1

change his clothing,

2

play the Wii video game -- well,

3

asked the staff to bring the Wii video

4

game over,

5

a

6

eventually did shower.

7

Q

and instead asked to
actually

and after about a half an hour,

(inaudible)

I'm sorry,

staff approached him,

Doctor.

and he

Just for my confusion,

8

you indicate i t was reported to staff that

9

Mr.

had defecated on himself.

Did staff determine that he did?

10
11

A

Yes.

12

Q

Okay.

And what reason did Mr.

give for not wanting to shower?

13

14

A

He didn't give a reason.

15

Q

Do you attribute this,

16
17

as well,

to his

mental illness?
A

Oh,

actually,

he did -- we did talk about

i t later.

18
19

Q

Oh,

20

A

He said that other people had done that in
life.

21
22

I'm sorry.

Q

And Doctor,

do you attribute Mr.

23

• • • • • • • • behavior in not showering

24

after he defecated himself --
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MS. KEALY:

1

Objection.

2

Q

-- as a result of his mental illness?

3

A

Yes.
MR. KOLMAN:

4

I'm sorry, what was

5

the basis of the objection?

6

MS. KEALY:

Characterizing the

7

evidence,

Your Honor.

8

witness.

The doctor said he didn't

9

(inaudible).

10

THE COURT:

11

MR. KOLMAN:

12

Q

Doctor,

Leading the

Please.

Overruled.

Thank you.

has Mr.

had any issues

13

with regard to maintenance of the

14

bathroom?

15

A

Yes.

16

Q

Okay.

17

A

He has been clogging the toilet with
towels and so on.

18
19

In what ways?

Q

Currently,

is Mr.

taking

medication?

20
21

A

No.

22

Q

You would like him to so;

23

A

Yes.

24

Q

Doctor,

correct?

in your expert opinion,
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were to be discharged today,

1

2

would he pose a substantial risk of harm

3

to himself -- to his self-harming behavior

4

as a result of his mental illness?

5

A

Yes.

6

Q

Why is that,

7

A

He punched himself in the eye

Doctor?

8

intentionally,

9

really hasn't improved since that time.

10

Q

Doctor,

and his mental status

in your expert opinion,

if Mr.

were to be discharged today,

11

12

would he pose a substantial risk of

13

serious physical harm to others or place

14

others in fear of serious physical harm,

15

due to his mental illness?

16

A

17

I believe he would place other people in
fear.

18

Q

Why is that?

19

A

That's based on his attempts to assault

20

the female patient and throwing large

21

objects.

22

Q

23
24

How is Mr.

mood,

his agitation

level?
A

He has periods when he's very agitated and
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1

then,

2

and have a conversation and concentrate on

3

things that he wants to concentrate on.

4

Q

at some times,

Okay.

And Doctor,

he can be more calm

does

when Mr.

5

get agitated,

do you attribute that to his

6

symptoms of his mental illness?

7

A

Yes.

8

Q

Why is that,

9

A

We need to define "agitation."

Doctor?
So

10

agitation can be a part of schizophrenia.

11

He has many other symptoms that indicate

12

he has schizophrenia,

13

that the level of disorganization has been

14

gaining,

15

frustration,

16

Q

Doctor,

and i t ' s my belief

and the paranoia causes
which leads to agitation.

in your expert opinion,

if Mr.

were to be discharged today,

17

18

would he pose a very substantial risk of

19

harm to himself,

20

for himself,

21

illness?

22

A

Yes.

23

Q

Doctor,

24

to the ability to care

as a result of his mental

what's the basis for this expert

opinion?
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1

A

I believe that his ability to take care of

2

himself is so limited at this time,

3

looking at his oral intake,

4

poor.

5

of tape 1)

6

he is

7

I

8

really points to an inability to care for

9

himself.

10

Q

which has been

He went a couple days without
his food intake is small,

(inaudible)

bathe.

(end
and

His defecation,

think is a hygiene issue for him and

Doctor,

in your opinion,

if Mr.

11

were discharged in his current mental

12

state,

13

himself at this time food and shelter?

would he be able to provide for

14

A

I

don't think so.

15

Q

Why is that?

16

A

The circumstances in which he came here

17

indicate he isn't able to handle his

18

current mental status behavior.

19

Q

20

Has he had any hallucinations,
(inaudible)?

21
22

A

23
24

Q

MS. KEALY:

Objection.

THE COURT:

Overruled.

Yes.

What are they?
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1

A

At one point,

so after going thirty-eight

2

days without showering,

3

him again to shower and he said that he

4

didn't have clothes.

5

him a change of clothes -- I was there,

6

actually -- and he said that the pants

7

were laughing at him.

8

Q

Doctor,

the staff asked

The staff brought

you indicated that Mr.

had a brief hospitalization at Worcester

9

10

Recovery Center,

in August of 2016,

11

about eighteen days;

for

correct?

12

A

Correct.

13

Q

In relation to his mental status now,

14

was his mental status at Worcester

15

Recovery Center?

16

MS.

17

THE COURT:

18
19

KEALY:

how

Objection.
Does she have the

basis for it?
MR. KOLMAN:

Judge,

I'd proffer

20

for the court the doctor had a chance to

21

review followup,

22

gotten worse.

23
24

just to say that he's

THE COURT:

Why don't you ask the

doctor that.
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MR.

1

2

Q

Doctor,

KOLMAN:

Okay.

you indicated you had a chance to

3

review the Worcester Recovery Center

4

records;

correct?

5

A

Yes.

6

Q

And Doctor,

was that to help you give a

diagnosis and treatment of Mr.

7

8

A

Yes.

9

Q

In relation to Mr.

mental

10

status at Worcester Recovery Center,

11

is his mental status now?

12

A

Worse.

13

Q

And Doctor,

how

in your expert opinion at the

14

current time,

15

setting than an inpatient hospitalization

16

in which Mr.

17

substantial risk of serious physical harm

18

to himself or others,

19

illness?

20

A

No.

21

Q

Doctor,

is there any less restricted

would not pose a

due to his mental

i t ' s your hope,

if Mr.

22

is committed,

23

antipsychotic medications;

24

A

to get him to take
correct?

Yes.
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1

Q

Assuming Mr.

were to take

2

antipsychotic medications and improve,

3

what would the eventual discharge plan be

4

for him?

5

A

Helping him to identify safe housing and

6

helping him to potentially identify a

7

rehabilitation program, which might

8

include

9

suitable followup.

10

Q

I

(inaudible)

school and identifying

know i t ' s an unfair question,

Doctor,

11

but how long do you think it would take,

12

if he were to take the antipsychotic

13

medication,

to improve?

14

MS. KEALY:

Objection.

15

THE COURT:

Well,

if the doctor

16

has an opinion, based on her medical

17

information and expertise,

18
19
20

MS. KEALY:

she may answer.

It calls for

speculation.
THE COURT:

I understand.

It's

21

not really speculation,

but i t ' s an

22

assessment,

23

the doctor has accumulated from Worcester

24

and here and her expertise,

based on the information that

as she is an
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1

expert in the area of mental health

2

issues.

3

Q

You may answer.

4

A

I

5

Q

Okay.

(inaudible)

MR. KOLMAN:

6

further questions.

7

Judge,

I have no

Thank you,

Doctor.

8

THE COURT:

Attorney Kealy.

9

By the way,

if any of the

10

attorneys wish to just remain seated while

11

you're asking questions or objecting,

12

feel free to do so.

13

MS. KEALY:

14

too,

I'm going to stand,

Your Honor.
THE COURT:

15

Okay.

16

17
18

CROSS-EXAMINATION
Q

(By Ms. Kealy)

Dr. Kwok,

what's called a Lamb warning to Mr.

19

on December 6th;

20

isn't that

right?

21
22

A

Yes.

23

Q

And at that time,

24

you provided

you believed he did not

understand the warning.
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1

A

Oh,

On December 6th,

no.

I believe he

2

walked -- i t was actually December 7th

3

I

4

Q

believe he walked away from me.

Didn't you actually say in your notes that

5

you did not believe he understood that

6

what you were told by him was not

7

privileged and that i t was not voluntary?

8

A

I

could be wrong,

but I

didn't think I

did

that.

9

10

Q

Would i t be helpful to look at your notes?

11

A

Sure.

12

(Pause)

13

(End of tape 2)

14
15

probably

16

THE COURT:
set to resume.

18

Kealy.

19

MS.
Q

(By Ms.

test.

It's

(inaudible)

17

20

Test,

THE CLERK:

Go right ahead,

KEALY:

Kealy)

did shower

21

early on in his admission

22

isn't that right?
A

He showered maybe

24

Q

He showered during

Attorney

(Inaudible) .

Mr.

23

We're all

Thank you.

(inaudible);

(inaudible).
(inaudible)
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1

A

I think he did,

but I could be wrong.

2

Q

If one of your nursing staff had indicated

3

that he showered the week of December

4

16th,

5

correct?

6

A

in her summary,

I don't know if that's correct, but I can
see.

7

(Pause)

8

MS. KEALY:

9

Your Honor, may I

approach?

10

THE COURT:

11

12

would that be

Q

Uh-huh.

I'm showing you this document,

13

(inaudible)

14

to yourself.

(inaudible)

15

A

16

Q

And was that a note from December 16th?

17

A

Yes.

18

Q

And does the note indicate that he

19

(Inaudible),

portion right here

the

yes.

showered "once this week"?

20

A

Yes.

21

Q

And there was another time he was changing

22

his clothes.

He does that independently?

23

A

Sometimes he changes his clothes.

24

Q

And he does that independently?
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1

A

Yes.

2

Q

And he uses the bathroom by himself?

3

A

Yes.

4

Q

He doesn't need assistance.

5

A

No.

6

Q

And he walks about the unit?

7

A

Yes.

8

Q

And in fact,

9

A

Yes.

10

Q

He has no other means for exercise;

A

That's right,

although there are some

13

exercise programs on

14

a lot

15

on the unit.

16

isn't

that right?

11

12

he paces quite a lot.

Q

17

(inaudible)

(inaudible)

but i t ' s

A lot of people walk

And he's been homeless since approximately
2007?

18

A

That's what he told me.

19

Q

He's also been

20

A

Yes.

21

Q

And he watches TV?

22

A

Yes.

23

Q

And he attends

24

A

Yes.

(inaudible)

(inaudible)

on the unit.

group?
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1

Q

In fact,

he's told staff that he

(inaudible)?

2
3

A

Yes.

4

Q

And he requested an MP3 player to play
music?

5
6

A

7

Q

(Inaudible)
He attends community meetings from time to
time?

8
9

A

From time to time.

10

Q

And he sometimes attends

11

A

Yes.

12

Q

He likes to

13

A

(Inaudible)

14

Q

He attends arts and crafts groups?

15

A

Yes,

16

Q

And in these groups,

(inaudible)?

(inaudible)

he does.
approximately how

17

many patients are present; more than

18

three?

19

A

I'm pretty sure.

I would say anywhere

20

from two to ten patients are in a group

21

(inaudible)

22

Q

not been during group

23
24

And these incidents you talked about have

A

(inaudible).

Which are these?
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1

Q

him in

2
3

The ones in which they were restraining

A

(inaudible)

I don't think-- I don't think there
(inaudible).

4
5

Q

He plays Wii video games

(inaudible).

6

A

Yes.

7

Q

He often does

8

A

Yes.

9

Q

He likes to

10

A

(Inaudible)

11

Q

Does he talk to you about being nervous

(inaudible),

to.

(inaudible)

around people sometimes?

12
13

A

Yes.

14

Q

You said that he sometimes exhibits
disorganized behaviors.

15

16

A

17

Q

Yes.
(Inaudible)

disorganized behavior

(inaudible)

18
19

A

Yes.

20

Q

He has not been assaulted.

21

A

He has not been assaulted.

22

Q

Based on his behavior-- I'm sorry.
MS.

23
24

KEALY:

Strike that,

Honor.
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1

Q

And there's no
he was

2

(inaudible)

community,

(inaudible)?

3

A

I don't have an answer to that.

4

Q

Prior to coming to this hospital
(inaudible).

5
6

A

I

7

Q

(Inaudible).

really don't know the specific day.
So,

no.

He has not been

assaulted in the community.

8
9

A

I don't know.

10

Q

Prior to this admission,

has there been

disorganized behavior --

11

12
13

but

MR. KOLMAN:
Q

Doctor,

14

Objection.

if you know?

THE COURT:

The doctor may.

15

A

Yes.

16

Q

You stated that you believe he has

17

(inaudible)

hallucinations?

18

A

Yes.

19

Q

In your expert opinion,

20

treatment,

21

have hallucinations.

even with

patients sometimes continue to

22

A

Sometimes.

23

Q

(Inaudible)

24

A

Sometimes they do not respond to
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1

treatment,

and then they're

2

and still aware.

3

Q

And people

4

A

Some people.

5

Q

And even with treatment,

(inaudible)

(inaudible)

he can continue

6

to have these delusional problems that

7

(inaudible).

8

A

It's not likely,

though.

9

Q

You don't know.

10

A

(Inaudible).

11

Q

During the time that you have been his

12

attending,

13

aggressive with any staff.

14

A

Well,

he has not been physically

he spit at one staff person, but

there are no other reports of

15
16

Q

He has not hit anybody here.

17

A

No,

18

Q

All right.

he did not hit anybody.
It's fair to say i t ' s

19

stressful for patients who live on this

20

unit.

21

A

It can be.

22

Q

He has very little privacy.

23

A

He

24

Q

And he has expressed clearly he doesn't

(inaudible).
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want to be in the hospital.

1

2

A

He has expressed that,

3

Q

In fact,

5

he's expressed sometimes

(inaudible)

4
A

yes.

frustration.

That's his explanation.

I don't know if

6

that is -- I don't know that that's what

7

underlies the outbursts or the

8

disorganized behavior.

9

Q

On December 7th,

you said he had to be

placed in a physical hold.

10
11

A

Yes.

12

Q

And this was because he was a throwing
laundry basket against the wall.

13
14

A

Yeah,

that's what everybody said.

15

Q

And he was given a chemical restraint.

16

A

Yes.

17

Q

And this lasted five minutes.

18

A

Yes.

19

Q

And he was calm after eight minutes.

20

A

Yes,

21

Q

No one was harmed.

22

A

No.

23

Q

He didn't threaten anyone.

24

A

He didn't verbally threaten,

he must have calmed down.

no.
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1

Q

It would have been in the note as to the

2

restraint that he threatened someone,

3

wouldn't it?

4

A

If he had made a threat,

a verbal threat,

i t would still probably be in the note.

5
6

Q

He was not threatened.

7

A

Oh,

8

Q

Yes.

9

A

He was not threatened.

10

Q

On December 9th,

he was not?

(inaudible)

11

three days after he was

and admitted,

he was observed

punching a window?

12

13

A

Yes.

14

Q

Did you observe that?

15

A

No.

16

Q

And he was given a chemical restraint?

17

A

I believe so.

18

Q

And no one was harmed.

19

A

Other than

20

Q

No

21

A

No.

22

Q

He was in his room.

23

A

I believe so.

24

Q

No glass was broken.

(inaudible)

(inaudible) .
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1

A

No.

2

Q

On December 15th,

about ten days after his

3

admission,

he was observed yelling and

4

banging on his window again?

5

A

Yes.

6

Q

And he was kicking the inside of his door
of his bedroom.

7

8

A

Yes.

9

Q

And he was given a chemical restraint and

10

was brought to

11

harmed.

12

A

13

(inaudible)

and no one was

You're right in that he didn't require
certain medical attention.

14

Q

No one was harmed.

15

A

I don't know

16

Q

Was anyone harmed by him banging at the

(inaudible)

window in his bedroom?

17
18

A

No,

19

Q

So he didn't require medical attention.

20

A

(No audible response)

21

Q

He didn't require medical attention.

22

A

No,

23

Q

On December 30th, he also received a

24

I think he was trying to

(inaudible)

(inaudible).

chemical restraint?
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1

A

Yes.

2

Q

He was agitated and yelling?

3

A

Yes.

4

Q

Were you present?

5

A

I don't think so.

6

Q

Doctor,

the reports I've seen about

7

someone allegedly being assaulted was made

8

by a patient?

9

A

I think a nurse said that.

10

Q

A patient reported it to the nurse.

11

A

Well,

I don't know that he told her that.

12

I don't know if the patient reported i t

13

only,

14

just don't know the answer to that

15

question.

or if the nurse also observed i t .

16

Q

This incident lasted five minutes also?

17

A

Yes.

18

Q

He received a chemical restraint?

19

A

Yes.

20

Q

10 milligrams of Haldol?

21

A

Right.

22

Q

Two milligrams of Ativan.

23

A

(Inaudible).

24

Q

100 milligrams of Benadryl?
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1

A

Yes.

2

Q

There have been no physical incidents ln
the month of January?

3

4

A

That's correct.

5

Q

You say you observed he had an abrasion on
his face?

6
7

A

Yes,

(inaudible)

8

Q

You don't know what caused that?

9

A

(Inaudible).

10

Q

He's not engaged in any verbal fights with
patients?

11

12

A

No.

13

Q

He hasn't attempted to elope or leave?

14

A

No.

15

Q

He apologized to you on January 12th for
yelling and for the outbursts he made.

16
17

A

He did.

18

Q

He explained that he was frustrated about

19

being here.

20

A

(Inaudible)

21

Q

He has also made i t clear he doesn't want

22

to take any medication.

23

A

Yes,

he was clear about that.

24

Q

He's a recovering drug addict.
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1

A

2

I don't know about that.

that he struggled with alcohol.

3

Q

He believes medications

4

A

(Inaudible)

5

Q

(Inaudible)

6

A

(Inaudible)

7

Q

He has been expressing

8

A

(Inaudible)

9

Q

(Inaudible)

(inaudible)

(inaudible).

threaten to harm himself

(inaudible)

10
11

A

He hasn't said he was going to, but then

12

he did have a black eye.

13

was going to do that.

14

Q

relating to his eye.

16

any medical attention.
A

18
19

He didn't say he

He never asked for any medical attention

15

17

He had told me

No,

It didn't require

he doesn't really require medical

attention for punching himself.
Q

If that had required medical attention,

20

staff would have gotten it; isn't that

21

right?

22

A

I think you're right.

23

much

(inaudible)

24

(inaudible).

I think there's not

at that point,
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1

Q

He receives SSI?

2

A

Yes,

3

Q

(Inaudible)

4

A

Yes.

5

Q

And he receives food stamps.

6

A

Yes,

7

Q

And he's gone to shelters?

8

A

Yes,

9

Q

And he goes to AA meetings?

10

A

He actually said that that was

11

Q

Yes or no,

12

A

(Inaudible)

(inaudible)

we talked about food stamps.

he's been in a homeless shelter.

he goes to AA meetings?
go to AA meetings.

MS. KEALY:

13
14

moment,

16
17

one

please?
THE COURT:

15

Your Honor,

Take your time.

(Pause)
Q

He's expressed some paranoid thoughts
about the court wanting

18

(inaudible)?

19

A

Yes.

20

Q

His insurance is paying for his admission
here;

21
22

A

isn't that right?

I'm not sure.

I think some type of

23

insurance pays for part of his admission,

24

but he's not

(inaudible).

So I don't know
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the answer to that.

1

2

Q

And you say he's expressed some paranoid
thought about the police?

3
4

A

Urn --

5

Q

The police using his food stamps?

6

A

Yes,

7

Q

In fact,

he did say that.
the police have thrown out his

property.

8
9

A

Yes.

10

Q

That was confirmed by the social worker.

11

A

Yes.

12

Q

And he no longer has his wallet.

13

A

Yes.

14

Q

And that was in custody of the police

15
16

department.
A

Oh,

I'm sorry.

I don't know what was in

17

the custody of the police department.

18

do know that he worried about

19

and the social worker was able to confirm

20

that they said his belongings were thrown

21

out, but I don't know specifically what

22

the belongings were.

23
24

Q

I

(inaudible)

He told the social worker he planned to go
to a shelter.
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1

A

Yes.

2

Q

And has the hospital contacted any of the
shelters on his behalf?

3
4

A

He hasn't indicated what area he would

5

like to live in or which shelters.

6

also don't believe that he is able to

7

manage that at this time.

8

Q

We

Has the hospital called any shelters,
located any -- searched for any for him?

9

10

A

Have we called any shelters?

11

Q

You didn't refer him to any or inquire of

No.

12

other hospitals concerning pending of a

13

commitment hearing?

14

MR. KOLMAN:

15

THE COURT:

16

A

Well,

Objection.
Overruled.

i t is possible that Mr.

17

will not have to be discharged to a

18

generic shelter,

19

social worker would

20

(inaudible)

23
24

(inaudible)

She will

shelter.

21
22

but I ensure that our

(Pause)
MS.
at this time,

KEALY:

No further questions

Your Honor.

MR. KOLMAN:

Thank you,
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Very briefly.

1

Very,

THE COURT:

2

very briefly.

3

REDIRECT EXAMINATION

4
5

Q

(By Mr. Kolman)

Doctor,

cross-examination

6

(inaudible)

(inaudible)

8

Do you recall a note by Social

9

10

Worker Sienna Martin

11

the December 15th

12

to Mr.

13

(inaudible)
A

Yes,

I

(phonetic)

(inaudible)
(inaudible)

regarding

in relation
about

paranoia?

know I talked to
MR. KOLMAN:

15

(inaudible).

Your Honor, may I

approach the witness?

16
17

to Mr.

paranoia regarding

7

14

you were asked on

Q

Please review this note and see if i t

18

refreshes your recollection specifically

19

(inaudible).

20

A

Oh,

yes,

(inaudible)

21

Q

It does refresh your recollection?

22

A

Yes.

23

Q

So what did she say?

24

A

She is writing that he swore at her,
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1

he believes that the police are trying to

2

(inaudible)

3

Q

And Doctor,

just one other question.

4

cross-examination,

5

Mr.

6

worker would try to find a shelter.

7

you aware that he talked about

8

(inaudible)?

9

A

Oh,

you indicated that if

were discharged,

yes,

MS.

11

MR. KOLMAN:

13

tells about
Q

15

A

Were

KEALY:

If I may?

I'm sorry.

Are you aware that he

(inaudible),

about his house.

So you wouldn't discharge him to a
shelter,

14

the social

yes.

10

12

On

anyway;

That's right.

correct?

Right.

16

MR.

KOLMAN:

17

MS. KEALY:

Nothing further.
Just briefly,

Your

Honor.

18

19
RECROSS-EXAMINATION

20

21

Q

(By Ms. Kealy)

Do you believe that he

22

allegedly said he thinks the police are

23

(inaudible).

24

ability to take care of his daily needs in

Has that affected his
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the hospital?

1

2

A

He struggles with his daily needs,

but I'm

3

not sure if i t has to do with the belief

4

that the police are

5

MS.

KEALY:

6

MR.

KOLMAN:

(inaudible)
Thank you.
The Department would

7

rest;

unless counsel has questions,

8

Department would rest.
THE COURT:

9

10

anything,

You don't have

do you?

11

MS.

12

THE COURT:

13

the

KEALY:

No,

Your Honor.

I ' l l hear you,

Attorney Kealy.

14

MS.

15

KEALY:

Your Honor,

Mr.

has admitted to the hospital
He's a

16

that he does not want to be here.

17

young man;

18

is a recovering alcoholic,

19

to live his life without substance abuse.

20

He has made that clear to the staff here.

he prefers to be outside.

He

who is trying

He is before the court today

21
22

because the hospital wants to keep him for

23

six months.

24

a serious

An involuntary commitment has

(inaudible)

of personal liberty.
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1

It mandates the highest possible burden,

2

Your Honor,

3

doubt,

proof beyond a reasonable

and the burden never shifts to Mr.

4

He has the right to have a mental

5
6

illness,

as Your Honor found,

that they

7

established that he has a mental illness.

8

He has a right to have a mental illness

9

and still have freedom,

unless they're

10

able to show that there is a connection

11

between an illness and the risk of harm,

12

and that there is no less restrictive

13

alternative,

14

their burden.

15

Your Honor.

Your Honor,

They have failed

the evidence

16

(inaudible).

17

standard,

18

best-interests standard.

19

evidence shows is,

20

two-month admission, Mr.

21

angry and frustrated.

22

he threw laundry basket.

23

harmed.

24

sufficiently to need medical assistance,

This is the risk-of-harm

Your Honor.

It is not a
What the

on three occasions in a
was

He punched windows,
No one else was

He was not even harmed
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1

Your Honor.

2

At one point,

3

were three

4

himself.

5

self-harm is not enough to demonstrate

6

that he will be at serious bodily injury

7

if he were released today.

Your Honor,

Your Honor,

8

9

(inaudible)

he says he -- there

staff,

that he punched
one incident of

he has engaged with

he has engaged with patients.

He's

10

been verbal when he's wanted to.

11

engaged in activities when he's wanted to.

12

He's communicated when he's wanted to.

13

He's made i t clear that he likes to be

14

private.

15

community,

16

almost two-month admission,

17

December 6th to today,

18

there were three incidents in December,

19

Your Honor.

He'd rather be out in the
and you've heard that in an

20
21

He's

Your Honor,

February 1st,

that

(End of tape 3.)
MS.

KEALY:

if Your Honor

22

had heard the story that he was so

23

impulsive he couldn't contain his anger

24

and he was verbally engaging with
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1

patients,

that he had such -- that he had

2

judgment that prevented him from -- that

3

he actually engaged physically repeatedly

4

with patients.

5

Your Honor.

That isn't the evidence,

The evidence is he was in his room

6
7

punching windows,

frustrated,

8

laundry basket.

9

made i t a secret that he doesn't want to

Your Honor,

throwing a
he has not

10

be here,

11

one was harmed,

12

just isn't sufficient to demonstrate that

13

he has an inability to live in the

14

community or that he is at very

15

substantial risk of harm.

16

but only three incidents where no
even himself,

He has been eating.

and that

He came to

17

this hospital,

as the doctor said, perhaps

18

overweight.

19

he had been homeless,

20

dehydrated and he was nourished.

21

to this hospital without any nutritional

22

risk,

23

while he's been here,

24

times more than others.

He came to this hospital and
and he was not
He came

without any medical concerns,

and

he has eaten some
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He has used,

1

perhaps,

bad judgment

2

yesterday for allegedly defecating on

3

himself,

4

here for two months and he is used to

5

being homeless,

6

eating sparingly.

7

sparingly.

Your Honor.

Your Honor.

he has been

He's used to

He's used to showering

This is something that doesn't

8
9

However,

mean that he is at harm to himself.

He

10

knows he can go to a shelter and obtain

11

services there.

12

himself in terms of his substance-abuse

13

issue.

He has tried to help

There is simply not enough

14
15

evidence,

Your Honor,

to keep him beyond a

16

reasonable doubt that the hospital has

17

established,

18

to himself or others,

19

and not just a small amount,

that there is a risk of harm
an imminent risk,
Your Honor.

What the standard requires is a

20

21

substantial risk of serious bodily harm or

22

injury,

and they simply have not met that

23

burden,

Your Honor.

24

He is not hurting anyone.
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1

keeping to himself.

He is sleeping.

2

is eating sufficiently.

3

improving.

4

because he wants to better himself,

5

doesn't want to take in substances,

6

he's had problems in the past,

He

He started

He doesn't take medication

when

Your Honor.

I think that demonstrates,

7

8

actually,

very clear,

organized thinking,

9

that he doesn't want to put something in

10

his system when he's had problems with

11

substances,

Your Honor.

12

He has informed staff that he'd

13

stay in a shelter if he were discharged.

14

He's able to get his SSI,

15

He has a right to be homeless,

16

his food stamps.
Your Honor.

They have not met their burden in

17

demonstrating that there is no less

18

restrictive alternative,

19

met their burden in demonstrating that his

20

behavior,

21

here,

22

resolved very quickly,

23

shown that he has an illness,

24

to risk of harm sufficient to meet the

and they have not

in the two months he's been

based on three incidents that were
that they have
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1

standard,

The evidence simply is not there.

2

3

I ask that you deny the petition.
THE COURT:

4

5

Attorney

Thank you,

MR. KOLMAN:

Judge.

Thank you.
Respectfully,

8
9

Thank you,

Kealy.

6
7

Your Honor.

sister.

I disagree with my

We would agree,

solely on

you

10

can't

11

homelessness.

12

would respectfully suggest to the court,

13

unfortunately as a result of Mr.

14

• • • • • • • s major mental illness,

15

schizophrenia,

16

disorganized behavior,

17

suggest,

18

discharged,

19

risk of serious risk of serious physical

20

harm both to himself and others due to his

21

mental illness.

22

(inaudible)

of course,

However,

(inaudible)

the Department

with symptoms including

agitation,

paranoia,

and I'd
were

if Mr.

he would pose a substantial

I believe counsel has miscounted

23

when she referred to restraints;

24

were actually four incidents.
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1

December 7th,

2

and December 30th the doctor testified to.
I'd also,

3
4

December 9th,

unfortunately,

Judge,

December 18th

point out that,

the urgent level of Mr.

behavior increased

5

On December 30th,

(inaudible)

6

restraints.

he spit at

7

the staff and i t was reported he attempted

8

to assault a female here.
December 15th, he was banging a

9

10

window,

kicked the door and he then

11

responded

12

kicking and required restraining him.

13

(inaudible)

Judge,

increased level of

I'd also suggest what's

14

concerning is that the

15

worse January 12th.

16

determined on January 12th,

17

day or two prior;

18

day

19

indicated he punched himself in the face

20

and didn't indicate why.

21

indicates i t was the result of his mental

22

illness.

(inaudible)

got

He punched -- i t was
so probably a

i t ' s unclear what exact

he punched himself in the face.

He

The doctor

23

The doctor also indicated to the

24

court during direct examination that this
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1

behavior of punching windows didn't stop

2

in December;

3

There's a level of agitation.

4
5
6

i t continues to this day.

Judge,

I'd suggest,

as well,

what's concerning as a result of Mr.
current life,

he's not,

7

though at this point,

8

to be concerned for his health,

9

suggest that regarding food,

even

he's not at a level
I'd

a discharge

10

would result in concern for his ability to

11

care for himself.

12

Judge,

unfortunately,

as well,

13

recently as the other day-- I can't

14

remember the exact date -- Mr.

15

defecated himself.

16

even with staff support,

17

that he can't take care of himself.

18

cannot take care of himself.

19

Judge,

as

Refusing to shower,
to shower shows

unfortunately,

He

I'd suggest,

20

at this point,

without treatment,

21

doctor is indicating Mr.

22

pose a substantial risk of serious

23

physical harm to himself and others.

24

There is no less restrictive setting
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1

(inaudible)

2

symptoms.

his mental illness and

The doctor did indicate,

3

interactions

from her

4

observations,

5

she did not believe at this point Mr.

6

would have the wherewithal,

7

to his disorganization,

8

shelter.

9

Thank you.

10

THE COURT:

(inaudible),

(inaudible)

due

a

What are the incidents

11

that you say occurred during the month of

12

January?
MR. KOLMAN:

13

No,

I said,

Judge,

14

the four restraints were December 7th,

15

9th,

16

in the face

17

January 12th.

18

restraint but indicated a pattern of

19

punching windows and continues in this

20

time period, but no restraints.

21

the doctor's testimony on direct.

13th and 30th.
I

believe was the week of
The doctor indicated not a

MS. KEALY:

22

The punching himself

Your Honor,

That's

I

would

23

object to that characterization of the

24

evidence.

There's not been any evidence
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1

as to any incidents or

2

January.

in

The doctor testified to that.
MR. KOLMAN:

3

(inaudible)

That's what she said

I'm happy to ask the

4

on direct,

Judge.

5

doctor but the doctor did state on direct

6

a pattern of behavior of punching windows.
THE COURT:

7

8

that,

9

make a quick inquiry,

If the doctor said

I didn't hear that.

If you want to

you may.

10
FURTHER REDIRECT EXAMINATION

11

12

Q

(By Mr. Kolman)

Doctor, Mr.

13

continued to engage in punching windows in

14

January -- in the month of January,

15

well.

16

A

In the month of January.

17

Q

Okay.

18

A

It was either a wall or a window.

19
20

So you said you -Now I

don't remember.
Q

Okay.

So i t didn't stop at the end of

December.

21

22

as

A

I don't believe so.

23

MR. KOLMAN:

24

MS. KEALY:

Okay.

Thank you.

Your Honor
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FURTHER RECROSS-EXAMINATION

1

2

Q

Dr. Kwok,

(By Ms. Kealy)

on what day,

3

if you'd like to look at the chart,

4

what day was i t admitted that he had

5

punched a wall or a window?

6

A

and

on

I don't know.
(Pause)

7

8

MR.

KOLMAN:

9

THE COURT:

May I approach?
Why don't you show

Attorney Kealy first.

10

11

MR. KOLMAN:

I'm sorry,

counsel.

(Pause)

12

13
FURTHER REDIRECT EXAMINATION

14

15

Q

(By Mr. Kolman)

Doctor,

(inaudible)

16

January 19th by the social worker

17

(inaudible).

18

walls;
A

Yes.

20

Q

Thank you.
date;

That references punching

is that correct?

19

21

on

And i t

(inaudible)

correct?

22

A

It doesn't state an exact date.

23

Q

Okay.

24

A

It covers that,

(inaudible).
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1

MR. KOLMAN:

2

THE COURT:

3

Thank you.
So how many incidents

of that were there in January?
DR. KWOK:

4

It's hard to know.

I

5

don't think every incident is documented.

6

He doesn't

7

them to do it.
THE COURT:

8
9

I have encouraged

(inaudible)

So your testimony is

that, based on your knowledge and

10

interaction with staff,

that the punching

11

of the windows continued on a regular

12

basis,

even into January?

13

DR. KWOK:

14

THE COURT:

Yes.

(Inaudible).

What's the minimum

15

period that the hospital would need to

16

attempt to address Mr.
Here's my problem,

17

issues?
as I see it.

18

I'm satisfied beyond a reasonable doubt

19

that Mr.

20

from a major mental illness,

21
22

unfortunately,

suffers

schizophrenia.

I'm also satisfied that Mr.
is fearful of taking

23

medications, because of his alcohol issues

24

prior to being brought to the hospital.
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I'm also satisfied that,

1

2

in part,

3

which are not good,

4

least in part,

5

frustration at being here.

at least

the outbursts of Mr.
that the outbursts,

at

are motivated by his

I don't see the need to keep Mr.

6

certainly,

7

six months if he's

8

not going to participate in the medication

9

program,

and as Attorney Kealy pointed

10

out,

11

issue-- I'm satisfied beyond a reasonable

12

doubt that one exists,

13

described by the doctor-- that's not a

14

sufficient basis to confine someone.

simply having a mental health

as has been

I think i t would enure to Mr.

15

16

benefit if he did cooperate

17

with the hospital,

18

in medication.

19

understand that he's had issues in the

20

past with alcohol,

21

would exacerbate his issues in regard to

22

substance abuse.

23

approved,

24

have a detrimental effect.

if he did participate

On the other hand,

i t could

I can

and he feels that this

Even though medically
(inaudible)
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I am satisfied that,

1

even though

2

the outbursts,

in part-- I'm satisfied

3

beyond a reasonable doubt that as part of

4

the motivation for the outbursts is

5

frustration.

6

I'm also satisfied that,

had these

7

outbursts occurred in a setting other than

8

the hospital,

9

by staff quickly,

and they have been addressed
but perhaps the

10

outbursts could have resulted in something

11

much more than what actually had occurred.
If I were to remand Mr.

12
13

to the custody of the Plymouth County

14

sheriff right now,

15

was in a public setting in the jail in

16

front of other prisoners,

17

this type of behavior down in the area,

18

whatever,

19

would pose a significant risk to himself

20

as well as to others.

21

I'm fearful that if he

he exhibited

conduct

that Mr.

I'm going to allow the petition
The hospital is

22

for a two-month period.

23

free to request an extension.

24

hospital does request an extension,
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1

retain jurisdiction over the case.

2

I would ask that,

in light of what

3

appears to me to be a bona fide reason to

4

not wanting to take medications,

5

undoubtedly,

6

would be of great benefit to a person in

7

Mr.

8

why he'd be fearful in taking those

9

medications,

that

under usual circumstances

position,

I can understand

and that perhaps,
Mr.

during the

10

next two months,

after

11

consulting perhaps with individuals from

12

AA -- I don't know-- perhaps he could

13

change and find that his fear is not as

14

great as he may think that i t is.
If he did get on a regimen of

15
16

medication,

then I

think he would not pose

17

a danger to himself and to others.

18

saying "and to others," I'm not suggesting

19

he's done that here,

20

have been quelled quickly by staff.

In

because the incidents

The petition is allowed in two

21
22

months.

The hospital is free to renew the

23

petition if they wish,

24

be marked to my attention if that happens.

and the case will
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In the interim,

1

I would encourage

2

Mr.

to work closely with the

3

doctors here,

and I would encourage the

4

doctors,

5

somebody from AA,

6

encourage Mr.

7

fear of a return to alcoholism --

perhaps to bring,

9

10

somebody who can
that perhaps his

MR. KOLMAN:

8

I may.

I don't know,

Judge,

We do have Dr.

I'm sorry.

(inaudible)

from AA

(inaudible).
THE COURT:

11

I don't know what the

12

person from AA would say.

13

But perhaps a consultation with somebody

14

from AA might change Mr.

15

decision,

16

maybe he would cooperate in a medication

17

program.

18

If

I

really don't.

and under those circumstances,

I'm a bit upset I can't satisfy--

19

and I fully credit the doctor's

20

testimony-- I'm satisfied beyond a

21

reasonable doubt that Mr.

22

suffers from a major mental health issue,

23

that's schizophrenia.

24

at least in part,

I'm satisfied that,

his outbursts are out of
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1

frustration of being in the hospital.

2

I'm also satisfied that if they

3

happened in a location other than the

4

hospital,

5

his medical condition,

6

If those actions occurred in an odd

7

setting, Mr.

8

to himself and/or to others.

would pose a danger

please.
THE CLERK:

11

12

he would act out.

Could I have a two-month date,

9

10

i t would appear to be because of

Your Honor,

The two-month date,

would be April 3rd.

13

MR. KOLMAN:

14

light of the court's ruling,

15

sense,

16

off the petition to give Mr.

17

opportunity to inquire of an addiction

18

specialist what to do

19

Judge,

if I may,

i t may make

if the court were amenable,

THE COURT:

in

to put
an

(inaudible).
If i t ' s determined

20

within the next two months,

21

than later,

22

participate in the program,

23

consultation with the AA representative or

24

the person who's running the AA here at

Mr.

sooner rather

is not going to
even after
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1

the hospital,

then he should move into the

2

custody of the sheriff.

3

MR. KOLMAN:

Thank you.

4

MS.

(Inaudible)

REILLY:

5

(Inaudible)

6

County be dismissed for whatever reason,

7

he

8

District Court,

(inaudible)

Salem,

out of Salem

as well as South Boston.

THE COURT:

9

10

should his charges in Plymouth

Do you know what the

charges are?
MS. REILLY:

11

I do,

Your Honor.

12

The charges out of South Boston have to do

13

with a turning violation and disorderly

14

conduct.

15

allegations were that he was urinating in

16

public.

My understanding was the

17

MS.

18

THE COURT:

19

KEALY:

Objection to that.
I get the allegation.

I understand.
MS.

20

REILLY:

As well as the

21

charges out of Salem District Court were

22

disorderly conduct,

23

THE COURT:

24

if Mr.

as well.
Those are issues,

has a lengthy record,
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1

that are probationary in nature,

not

2

anything he's done -- they don't indicate

3

they were charges that,

even if Mr.

were to be found guilty,

4

(inaudible)

those

5

charges

6

based on the allegations in the charges.

7

MR.

8

THE COURT:

All right.

THE CLERK:

After hearing,

9

KOLMAN:

pose as a threat,

Thank you,

Judge.
Thank you

all.

10

for the

11

record as to docket number 1701MH21, Mary

12

Louise White,

13

of Max

14

petition has been allowed.

The petition

15

order expires on April 3rd,

2017.

petitioner,

and the matter

as the respondent,

THE COURT:

16

before

17

you go,

18

said.

19

position,

20

from AA,

21

whether or not you want to cooperate in

22

the medication program.

23
24

I

Mr.

the

I

know you heard everything I
really hope you reconsider your
after you talk with the person
but i t will be up to you as to

I

hope you make the right calls

for yourself.

I wish you the best of
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1

2

luck,

sir.
THE CLERK:

All set,

Your Honor?

3
4

(Whereupon,

the hearing was adjourned.)

5
6
7

8
9

10
11

12
13
14
15
16

17
18

19
20

21
22

23
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PROCEEDINGS

1

THE CLERK:

2

The parties involved,

3

we are on the record.

4

the first docket number,

5

For the record,

6

docket number 21.

7

Louise White,

10

as to 201701MH

The petitioner, Mary

respondent,

MC.

identify themselves for the record,
please.

Counsel.
MS. KORNBLUH:

11

12

Your Honor?

If all parties are present, please

8
9

We'll start with

Judge.

Good afternoon,

Debra Kornbluh,

representing Max

present in the room.

13
14

MR. KOLMAN:

Thank you.

15

afternoon,

16

behalf of the petitioner -- on behalf of

17

the Department of Mental Health,

18

responding to the motion to vacate.
THE COURT:

19

20

Your Honor.

Good

Mr.

on

Good afternoon to you,

Whenever you're ready.

21

MS. KORNBLUH:

22

Your Honor,

23

the motion that I --

24

David Kolman,

THE COURT:

Thank you,

Judge.

today we are here for

I'm very much aware as
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1

to why we're here today.

2

MS. KORNBLUH:
then,

Okay.

I'm going

3

to,

limit my responses on my

4

argument rather to the opposition that I

5

received on the last hearing and stand on

6

the arguments that I have contained in my

7

motion.
First of all,

8

addressing the

argument of ripeness and mootness,

this

10

position,

is not

11

moot because,

12

on -- the second petition that is before

13

the court today is premised on the order

14

of commitment that the court entered

15

February 1st.

9

16

or,

this motion,
number one,

rather,

i t is premised

So proceedings that happened after

17

that order did relate to that order,

18

that's one reason that i t would not be

19

moot.

20

and

The second reason would be that

21

the order of commitment represents an

22

order that my client has a mental

23

diagnosis and that i t has impaired his

24

ability to be safe or to not place other
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1

people in fear of their safety,

2

is a stigma to that illness.

and there

So the order of commitment is not

3
4

moot for that reason,

5

properly before the court.
Additionally,

6

and the motion is

the petitioner cited

7

no authority to support the well-known

8

proposition that cases that involve mental

9

illness are capable of repetition yet

10

evading review.

There is case law about

11

that.

12

Newton-Wellesley Hospital versus Magrini.

13

As the uncontroverted affidavits

Hashimi versus Kalil,

14

that support my motion show,

15

affidavit that was submitted at the last

16

court hearing,

17

is the second affidavit of trial counsel,

18

the evidence is that the iPhone that was

19

in question here,

20

second recording device that was used,

21

in effect before i t became aware to

22

Respondent's trial counsel.

23
24

including the

which I incorporate,

that

in addition to the
was

So that's ln contravention of the
petitioner's argument at page 4 of their
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1

opposition,

where the attorney for the

2

petitioner says that Respondent was well

3

aware that the clerk was using an iPhone.
This is misleading, because she

4

5

became aware of that,

6

show,

7

session and after she began cross-

8

examination of the doctor,

9

doctor.

10

as her affidavits

after the hearing was already in

the hospital's

The newly discovered evidence is

11

more than the handwritten note that the

12

petitioner identifies in its opposition.

13

It's the note,

14

that sets forth that trial counsel

15

recalled when the iPhone became known to

16

her and the exchange among the

17

participants about how long i t had been in

18

use.

19

together with Exhibit A,

As the transcripts show,

20

particularly the beginning of the

21

transcript and also at page 37,

22

particularly at page 37,

23

word entry there that says "Pause" and

24

i t ' s actually during this interlude that

there's a one-
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1

the trial counsel learned that the iPhone

2

was being used.

3

Apparently,

the DMH attorney said

4

he would use his own recorder,

5

renewed motion to conduct the hearing in

6

the courthouse was made orally,

7

court denied that motion.

8
9

and then a

and the

The transcript is based on the
recording that we were given,

four

10

cassettes that the clerk gave me,

11

completely silent about any of this

12

exchange ever having occurred.

13

reference to an objection,

14

reference to a renewed motion,

15

reference to an iPhone,

16

reference to Petitioner's counsel saying

17

that he would use his own recorder from

18

his office,

19

reference to the court's ruling.

20

lS

There's no

there's no
there's no

there's no

and obviously,

there's no

So one would never know there was

21

any objection or discussion about this

22

issue by reading this transcript.

23
24

Now,

regarding the copies of the

cassettes to which Petitioner refers at
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1

page 4 of his opposition,

this actually

2

misstates the characterization of the

3

cassettes.

4

affidavit,

5

original recorder,

6

that's typically done,

7

combination of three devices that the

8

clerk put onto a cassette and then made

9

another cassette out of that,

They were made,

based on my
not from an

which is Exhibit B,

as would be the way
but from a

which is

10

what the clerk had told me when I went to

11

the courthouse on March 13th, and then in

12

a later follow-up phone call with her with

13

what she told me had to be done.
So the transcript demonstrates

14
15

that the recording devices did not capture

16

all of the hearing,

17

second affidavit clarifies that.
Now,

18

and trial counsel's

the one citation,

the one

19

piece of legal authority that the

20

petitioner cites in his opposition to my

21

motion,

22

procedure -- Special Civil Rule 308 (a) (1),

23

which states that "All courtroom

24

proceedings shall be recorded

is BMC special rule of civil
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1

electronically,

subject to the

2

availability and functioning of

3

appropriate devices."
But the opposition ignores the

4

5

many rules and standards that mandate

6

courts to ensure that a respondent's

7

proceeding is -- the respondent is able to

8

receive a verbatim transcript so that his

9

appellate rights are preserved.

10

If a properly functioning

11

recording device is not available,

12

alternative is to use a means that would

13

ensure proper recording.

14

either a stenographer,

15

hearing to a location where there are

16

proper recording devices,

17

the petitioner suggests,

18

hearing anyway,

19

properly functioning recording device.'

20

That's not what the rule envisions.

the

So one could use

one could move the

but i t ' s not,

as

'We'll have the

even if there's no

21

Here,

obviously,

ab initio,

22

the beginning,

23

the recording device stopping and

24

starting,

from

there was a problem with

which the affidavit, my
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1

affidavit -- rather,

an affidavit of trial

2

counsel states happened,

3

known to everyone,

4

doctor's cross-examination.

and that became

shortly into the

This is not a situation where

5
6

portions of the recording are simply

7

unintelligible or inaudible.

8

transcriber who is listening to a

9

recording might have -- if I could

So a

10

illustrate for the sake of argument,

11

hypothetical,

12

hearing,

13

listen to a one-hour recording,

14

parts of i t would say "inaudible" or

15

"unintelligible."

well,

say you have a one-hour
the transcriber would
even if

That's not what happened here.

16
17

Here there are entire segments of the

18

recording that are just missing.

19

would have to listen to a shortened

20

version.

21

a

So she

In addition to the discussion in

22

the middle of the hearing,

23

addressed,

24

beginning of the hearing,

Judge,

as

apparently there was -- at the
there was an
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1

announcement that Mr.

2

present.

3

alluded to in the transcript,

4

also an objection or a motion by trial

5

counsel regarding another court's ruling

6

about incompetency that was made in the

7

Brockton court.

8

the hearing either.

That's nowhere at all even

So,

9

was

and there's

That's nowhere at all in

again,

those aren't designated

10

as unintelligible.

You would never know

11

that anything like that was being said.
Regarding the relief requested,

12

13

the Department of Mental Health states

14

that if the court grants my motion to

15

vacate,

16

the rest of the relief that Mr.
is requesting,

and particularly

17

dismissal of the underlying petition,

18

should be denied and the court should set

19

a hearing on the underlying petition.

20

Well,

although that suggested

21

procedure would be appropriate in a motion

22

to vacate under,

23

of Criminal Procedure 30(b),

24

other types of civil cases,

say,

Massachusetts Rule
or maybe
they would
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1

really produce an absurd result under the

2

circumstances here,

3

that is not fluid like a criminal case,

4

there's a remand;

5

trial on the original complaint,

6

the crime.

because in a complaint

they just have a new

But in this case,

7

based on

there are two

8

superseding complaints for commitment

9

which have been filed since I filed this

10

motion,

11

facts included in the original complaint,

12

particularly my client's mental health

13

issues and his life circumstances.

14

and obviously those encompass the

So to say we'll have a hearing or

15

the court should adjudicate the facts only

16

as of the time of the original complaint

17

and then have a second hearing regarding

18

the second complaint that's before the

19

court would really be unreasonable.

20

So in conclusion,

again,

we are

21

asking that the court grant this motion

22

for any one or all of the reasons that are

23

set forth in the motion and dismiss the

24

underlying original complaint for a
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1

commitment.

2

Thank you.

3

THE COURT:

4

MR.

Thank you.

KOLMAN:

Judge,

respectfully,

5

I

disagree with my sister and suggest that

6

my opposition should be allowed.
Judge,

7

initially,

just for a

I'd suggest to the court,

few

8

points,

one,

9

regard to -- my sister seems to rely on

in

10

some reason which is unfathomable to me,

11

on the American Bar Association.

12

suggest that's no controlling authority.
Secondly,

13

One,

I'd

my sister seems to rely

14

a

lot of information on the commentary

15

from the ABA.

16

liberty of actually printing the first

17

pages of the standards relating to trial

18

reports,

19

commentary contained herein does not

20

necessarily represent the official

21

position of the ABA.

22

black-letter law standards has been

23

formally approved by the ABA House of

24

Delegates as official policy."

Judge,

I

did take the

and specifically,

i t says,

two

"The

Only the text of the
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If the court would like me,

1

I

2

would be happy to show my sister and the

3

court.

4

suggest the ABA has no precedential or

5

controlling value.

However,

Judge,

6

Judge,

either way,

in addition,

I'd

for some

7

apparent reason,

my sister also decided

8

that she would cite a letter and

9

referenced as an exhibit a letter that

10

Mark Larsen sent to judges.

11

something has changed that I'm not aware

12

of,

13

represents CPCS,

14

gentleman,

15

whatsoever to this matter.

Unless

Mark Larsen is not a judge; he

16

and though he's a nice

his opinion should not matter

Judge,

in regard to my argument

17

itself,

18

matter is moot.

19

relief from judgment order was filed after

20

the commitment had expired,

21

commitment was expired.

22

after the commitment was expired.

23

seeking to waive the judgment that has

24

already entered.

I'd suggest,

first of all,

this

My sister's motion for

not before the

It was filed
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Judge,

1

in addition,

in regard to

2

my sister's arguments of newly discovered

3

evidence,

4

three cases,

5

showing that the evidence could not have

6

been discovered by due diligence in time

7

to move for a new trial under 59 (b)."

8

That reference is Flett versus W.A.

9

Alexander & Company,

10

324,

I would suggest,

referring to

"Mover bears the burden of

302 F.2d 321,

page

the Seventh Circuit.
Also,

11

says,

Brown versus Penn,

282 F.2d

12

522,

"It was also settled after the

13

phrase

14

to evidence in existence at the time of

15

trial but which the moving party is

16

(inaudible) . "

'newly discovered evidence'

Judge,

17

everyone at the hearing

18

knew,

19

there was a

20

recorder didn't work.

21

battery issue,

22

the clerk used a digital recorder.

23
24

refers

unfortunately,

that at some point

(inaudible)

and the tape
I'm presuming a

but I'm not sure why,

The clerk,
should be commended,

and

which I would suggest
as opposed to being
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1

castrated as in this motion,

2

got the court's attention,

3

to record.

4

preserving the record,

5

be commended,

6

isn't a covert recording as my sister

7

alleges,

8

recording,

9

initial brief.

used his phone

The whole purpose of
Judge,

not attacked,

which should

and clearly

under the intent of a covert
as my sister alleges in her

Judge,

10

immediately

also,

I believe my sister

11

may be confused,

12

that I operated the recorder,

13

brought to help with the recording,

14

make up for the non-recording device.

15

Judge,

16

gave the court -- the recorder to the

17

clerk.

18

It was no point under my control and

19

jurisdiction for the purpose of this

20

hearing.

which I
to

I did not operate the recorder.

I

The clerk operated the recorder.

Judge,

21

as she seems to imply

in addition,

22

suggest to the court,

23

in the courtroom,

24

clear.

I mean,

I would also

unfortunately,

even

records aren't always

I've had cases where I
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1

received copies of the CD from the court

2

and there is parts you can't here.

3

why,

4

Appeal,

5

which makes reference to the parties

6

stipulating to the context of any part of

7

the proceeding that was not adequately

8

recorded,

9

statute for that reason,

specifically,

under the Rules of

they come to a certain section

Judge.

Judge,

10

That's

It's built into the

finally,

Judge.
I'd suggest to the

11

court, my sister's relief she's seeking

12

makes absolutely no sense,

13

court made a decision on the merits.

14

Clearly,

15

effective assistance of counsel.

16

Attorney Kealy actually did an excellent

17

job,

18

seeking six months,

19

two.

20

I would suggest,

Judge.

The

there was

I did an excellent job.

I mean,

I was

the court only ordered

She was able to cross-examine,

had

21

the opportunity to present witnesses and

22

has the full faith and credit of a

23

courtroom,

24

States and Massachusetts,

the two flags,

both the United
Judge,
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and
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1

Judge,

for the record,

2

one has actually asked me to recreate a

3

hearing.

4

although there are some parts that are

5

missing,

6

the commitment,

no

I'd suggest the transcript,

clearly does indicate a basis for
Judge.

7

Thank you.

8

THE COURT:

9

at this point,

Thank you,

Mr.

Kolman.

I ' l l put the following findings on the
I ' l l try to be as collected as I

10

record.

11

can.

12

I've never been accused of the allegations

13

that are contained in the respondent's

14

memorandum.

15

I

say that at the outset, because

As a twenty-eight-year member of

16

the bar and now a twenty-one-year member

17

of the judiciary,

18

cases, both as a DA and as a judge.

19

integrity is something that I cherish,

20

I do not take attacks on i t lightly.

21

I've handled a lot of
My
and

This order expired on April 3.

It

22

was extended and extended for one and only

23

one reason:

24

consult with representatives from AA or

to see if the patient would
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1

NA,

who,

after my questions,

2

worked here at the hospital.

I discovered

3

I did so because the patient made

4

a very reasonable statement in my opinion.

5

He did not make i t himself;

6

through his attorney in a closing

7

statement after proceedings had ended,

8

during which the patient did not testify.

9

I could have stricken the statements as

i t was made

10

not based on evidence produced at the

11

hearing.

12

The statement was,

13

patient had had issues with alcohol,

14

he had joined AA and that he was very

15

afraid,

16

to submit to medications here at the

17

hospital,

18

alcoholism.

19

quite concerned,

in summary,

that

that if he were

that he may revert to his

I took those statements at face

20

value and statements that were made in

21

good faith,

22

were lacking.

23

24

the

though evidentiarily,

they

The case was postponed to April 3
to see if the patient would not consult
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1

with AA members or NA members,

2

he wouldn't change his mind and perhaps

3

voluntarily submit to medications.

4

never got that far on April 3.
Rule 11(a)

5

to see if

We

of the Massachusetts

6

Rules of Civil Procedure states as

7

follows:

8

a pleading constitutes a certificate

9

by" -- the rule says "him" -- "that he has

"The signature of an attorney to

10

read the pleading and that,

to the best of

11

his knowledge,

12

there is a good ground to support it."

13

The allegation that the court

information and belief,

14

and/or the clerk in this case somehow

15

engaged in covert receipt -- or,

16

covert recordings of the proceedings tells

17

me that the signature,

18

signed these documents,

19

one an affidavit,

20

law

21

the proceedings or didn't take time to

22

become aware of what had occurred in the

23

proceedings.

24

received

the person who
two attorneys

one a memorandum of

either ignored what had happened in

If you'll excuse me,
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22

1

use my iPhone.

The Merriam-Webster's

2

dictionary definition of the word "covert"

3

means done without attracting observation,

4

implies concealment on any grounds for any

5

motive,

6

open or declared,

7

avoid being seen or heard,

8

some misdoing,

9

stealthiness,

stresses the fact of not being
suggests taking pains to
especially in

implies a sly or cautious
implies secrecy usually for

10

an evil,

11

and often emphasizes the fear of being

12

discovered,

13

done secretly,

14

avoidance of detection and in violation of

15

custom,

16

or deception."

17

i l l i c i t or unauthorized purpose

applies to action or behavior
often with skillful

law or authority,

stresses fraud

I would ask anyone in this

18

courtroom to review the three recordings

19

that happened in this case,

20

cassette recorder for which the batteries,

21

unfortunately,

22

from the assistant clerk-magistrate's

23

iPhone that he utilized with my authority,

24

in an attempt to keep the hearing

one from a new

had not been replaced;
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1

progressing; and third,

the cassette

2

recorder that Mr.

3

obtained and was then utilized by the

4

court and by the assistant

5

clerk-magistrate,

6

openly -- with the intent simply to

7

expedite the hearings so that they could

8

occur in a timely and fair manner.

Kolman graciously

not secretly

The rule itself states,

9

amongst

10

other things,

that the recording of the

11

proceedings will be subject to the

12

availability and functioning of

13

appropriate recording devices.
When i t was discovered by the

14
15

clerk,

16

digital recording recorder was not

17

operating,

18

device,

19

the cassette recorder,

20

openly and with the sole intent to see to

21

i t that the proceeding was substantially

22

recorded as best as possible under the

23

circumstances.

24

who alerted me,

that the new

the supplementation of that

first by the iPhone and then by

There is,

both were done

in a memorandum that's
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1

been placed before the court,

reference to

2

"Covert recording forbidden.

No person

3

shall make any electronic recording in any

4

courtroom,

5

or lobby of a judge or magistrate without

6

prior authorization from the judge or

7

magistrate then having immediate

8

supervision over such place."

hearing room,

The recording,

9

office,

chambers

the

10

supplementation,

11

then by the cassette recorder,

12

done

13

should say,

14

primary device to record the proceedings

15

had failed.

16

has absolutely no bearing on any fact or

17

issue in this case.

18

first with the iPhone and
were

were utilized -- those devices,

I

were utilized because the

That rule that I

just cited

Hundreds of proceedings,

criminal

19

and civil,

occur on a daily basis in our

20

court system without incident.

21

the system is not flawless.

22

courtroom 14 could not begin in a timely

23

manner for criminal matters because the

24

brand-new FTR system had failed.

However,

Even today,
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Some notes that I've made as I've

1

2

glanced through this memorandum,

I don't

3

know where McLean Hospital fits into this,

4

but at page 3,

5

in the McLean Hospital commitment unit,

6

filed a notice of appearance.

7

idea as to where that came from.

apparently, Attorney Kealy,

I have no

8

There was an objection to

9

conducting the hearing here at the

10

hospital,

11

hearing at the courthouse, which I ' l l

12

speak about a little later on.

13

rather than conducting the

There was never a request to be

14

heard on the motion and the motion was

15

denied.

16

attorneys have routinely filed of late,

17

for which I have put my findings and

18

rulings pertaining to those motions on the

19

record.

20

It is a motion that some

I did say in the motion "denied

21

inter alia" because it was not timely,

22

not been timely filed,

23

timely filed.

24

don't fault any trial attorney.

had

and it had not been

It happens every day;
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They have
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1

busy schedules and things can sometimes go

2

astray.

3

regard to those motions knows my position,

4

and I believe i t ' s the position of the

5

judiciary generally in regard to those

6

motions.

7

that a little later.

As I said,

As I

8
9

But anyone who has heard me in

I ' l l come back to

said earlier,

the continuance

was simply to grant the patient an

10

opportunity to consult with AA or NA

11

representatives,

12

that that was a concern,

13

presume of the patient,

14

there were AA,

15

once the court found out
I'm going to
and that,

in fact,

NA counselors here.

I've covered the disclosure of the

16

use if the iPhone and the recording device

17

at the hearing.

18

The note that is in the file

19

folder,

20

note,

21

and they would have had the note.

22

note is generic,

23

discloses the communications that I had

24

with the clerk-magistrate,

if anybody wanted a copy of the

all they had to do was file a motion
The

and in great part,

the assistant
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1

clerk-magistrate, when i t was discovered

2

that the new digital recorder,

3

today's recording device,

4

in courtroom 14, weren't working.

like

newly acquired

I quote from the memorandum at the

5

"In this case,

the

6

bottom of page 10.

7

respondent's due process rights were

8

violated when the court sanctioned a

9

procedure that compromised the integrity

10

of the official court recording and

11

ultimately,

12

rights."

the patient's appellate

For four years,

13

I worked in the

14

Suffolk County District Attorney's Office

15

appellate division.

16

it.

17

i t is to get responsible lawyers and a

18

judge to reconstruct a three- to four-week

19

trial,

For two years,

Amongst other things,

I

I

ran

know how easy

let alone an hour-long hearing.

20

To make such a statement is a

21

statement that defies the reality of what

22

happened,

23

discoverable reality of what happened

24

here.

and I might add,

the easily

And what happened here was only an
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1

attempt on the part of the court,

with the

2

assistance of the clerk-magistrate,

3

make sure that the integrity of the

4

proceeding was not compromised and that,

5

as best as possible,

6

be recorded as fully as possible.

to

the proceeding could

If there is anything missing from

7

8

the recordings i t is due to inadvertence

9

and the failure of the new cassette -- the

10

failure of the new recording device and

11

nothing else.

12

they are something more than that defies

13

the record in this case.

14

To make allegations that

I have underlined here "the court

15

sanctioned a procedure."

16

my note,

"I did no such thing," and I

17

didn't.

The use of the iPhone and the use

18

of the cassette were effective recording

19

devices.

20

recording devices,

21

failure of a new piece of equipment.

22

I have here in

They were adequate alternative
needed to confront the

At the bottom of page 13,

"It was

23

foreseen here that the patient may not be

24

able to obtain a verbatim transcript of
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That couldn't be further

1

this trial."

2

from the truth.

3

time that we were able to capture,

4

will,

5

every statement that any witness made,

6

attorney had made and that I had made.

7

If -- if -- there are missing

My presumption was at the
if you

the testimony of every witness and
any

8

areas of the testimony or statements made

9

by me or the attorneys,

they were not made

10

foreseeably.

11

could and as best we could under the

12

circumstances.

13

and when I say "we" I mean me and the

14

assistant clerk-magistrate.

15

We acted as quickly as we

We did so in good faith,

These proceedings are not open to

16

the public.

17

hearings room in the hospital where the

18

public generally cannot walk into.

19

are conducted generally with the patient,

20

attorneys,

21

security and medical personnel present.

22

They are held here in a

They

family members and needed

Page 14,

"The manner in which the

23

patient's hearing was conducted was

24

irregular,

substandard and prohibited by
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1

court rules."

2

says that what was done here was

3

prohibited,

4

Yeah,

5

nothing -- else.

Irregular?

I've already covered the word
"covert" in my earlier remarks.
Page 16,

8
9

substandard.

due to the emergency and nothing

6
7

Show me one court rule that

"Although the standards

of judicial practice are not mandatory,

10

they,

11

judgment as to best practices.'"

12

missing parts from the quote,

13

that they're not relevant.

14

aspects of the civil commitment

15

procedure," more missing.

16

is added.

17

strive for compliance with the standards,

18

to be departed from only with good cause."

19

The failure of a recording device,

20

submit,

21

to take the action that i t did.

22

quote,

'represent a qualitative
In

I ' l l presume

"Various

The word "and"

"Further direct the courts to

I would

created good cause for the court

"That there is",

23

2,

24

here," you're correct,

on page 17,

item

"That there isn't any harmless error
because there
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1

wasn't any error here under the

2

circumstances.
I could go on.

3

I ' l l make one

4

final statement in closing.

5

letter here that is appendixed,

6

memorandum,

7

justice of the trial court,

8

justice of the district court,

9

chief justice of the Boston Municipal

10

Court,

There is a
the CPS

that was written to the chief
the chief
and the

of which I was completely unaware.
It would not have made any

11

12

difference to my rulings at this hearing.

13

It is a somewhat repetitious letter,

14

almost incoherent,

15

understood perhaps by a simple person like

16

myself,

17

my opinion,

18

communication with the judiciary over what

19

has been currently a significantly

20

contested issue pertaining to the location

21

of proceedings of this nature.

or at least not easily

but collectively,

that letter,

in

constitutes an ex parte

I find some of the things in the

22

23

letter,

that again is appendixed to the

24

memorandum,

to be quite incredulous.
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1

said I would get back to the reasons why

2

I,

3

Commonwealth of Massachusetts,

4

these hearings should not be conducted at

5

a courthouse.

as a member of the judiciary of the
feel that

In all too many instances,

6
7

would be taking individuals,

8

fault of their own whatsoever,

9

medicated,

you

through no
heavily

from a hospital to a

10

courthouse.

11

the way has a seizure?

12

that ideologies don't take into account.

13

These are things that fairness do take

14

into account.

15

What happens if somebody on
These are things

What would happen if and when the

16

patient arrived at the courthouse,

17

the patient had a seizure or on the ride

18

back?

And where would the patient be

19

kept?

Under what circumstances would the

20

patient be kept?

21

thing:

22

would be far different from a hospital

23

setting.

24

there

I can tell you one

the circumstances and the location

I used to be the first justice in
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1

the Concord division of the district

2

court,

3

there was another judge who sat with me.

4

On two days of the week,

5

volume is not the volume of the Boston

6

Municipal Court,

whereon three days of the week,

I

because the

sat by myself.

Emerson Hospital and sometimes the

7

8

Bedford VA Hospital would request

9

commitment hearings.

If i t was on a day

10

that I could not leave myself,

11

was alone,

12

no more than a fifteen-minute,

13

ride,

14

Emerson,

15

because I

patients would be transported
no-traffic

either from Bedford via Route 62,
via 2,

or

and then to 126.

In that courthouse,

that's not the

16

busy courthouse of the Brooke courthouse

17

or many of the other courts in the

18

commonwealth,

19

hearings room in between the two larger

20

courtrooms,

21

room,

22

in an orderly fashion,

23

the conditions at the courthouse,

24

especially with due regard of the patients

there was a juvenile

a l i t t l e bit bigger than this

where those hearings were conducted
with due regard for
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1

who appeared in front of me in that

2

hearings room.
In some courts in some locations,

3

4

because of the nature of the courthouse,

5

because of the closeness of the hospitals

6

to the courthouse,

7

unavailability of judges,

8

are appropriate,

9

everybody's acquiescence,

and because of the
those hearings

and they're done with
including the

10

patient's,

or if the patient were to be

11

incapable,

the patient's attorney.

12

Ideology didn't play a role in the

13

decision-making process for the location

14

of the hearing.

15

Most importantly,

all of the

16

hospitals in Boston today are equipped

17

with video conference machines.

18

criminal matters,

19

satisfy myself that a hearing such as this

20

hearing,

21

conference,

22

means of conducting such a hearing,

23

done arraignments,

24

hearings,

On

because I wanted to

if i t could be done on a video
would be an effective and fair
I've

I've done bail

and in my opinion,

perhaps under
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1

certain circumstances they wouldn't be

2

appropriate,

3

be few and far between and would be due to

4

a patient's inability to appreciate what

5

was going on in front of him or her,

6

voices were being heard or perhaps the

7

patient couldn't discern that those voices

8

were coming from individuals who were

9

speaking on the screen,

so to speak.

10

In my opinion,

the fair and

but those circumstances would

where

11

effective way of carrying out proceedings

12

of this nature would be through video

13

conferencing,

14

circumstances that I

15

except for those limited
just described.

The federal court system,

all of

16

the courthouses that are being built now,

17

opposite the jury box in every courtroom

18

there is a wall;

19

It's really a screen,

20

have to fly an expert in from California,

21

so that you won't have to take persons who

22

have physical or other forms of impairment

23

and require them to travel great

24

distances,

i t looks like a wall.

and indeed,

so that you won't

there are counties
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1

within the Commonwealth of Massachusetts

2

where those video conferences are being

3

done for these types of proceedings.

4

They're fair and they're effective for

5

everyone.
I've probably said too much,

6

but

7

I'm really taken back by the allegations

8

that have been made against me and the

9

clerk-magistrate, who is here today

10

because he,

11

allegations,

12

clerk-magistrates that I have worked with

13

in the system, both as an attorney and as

14

a judge.

15
16

is an object of the

one of the best assistant

Suffice i t to say,
denied.

17
18

too,

the motion is

Next hearing.
MS. KORNBLUH:

Your Honor, may I

say something?

19

THE COURT:

You may not want to

20

say something, but if you think you have

21

to,

22

you go right ahead.
MS. KORNBLUH:

I

just want to say

23

that my motion and the memorandum were not

24

meant as an attack especially against you.
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1

I

just wanted the court to know -THE COURT:

2

I had a number of

3

people review the memorandum and the

4

affidavit that was submitted in support of

5

the memorandum and the supplemental

6

affidavit that was submitted in support of

7

the memorandum and the other parts that go

8

with the memorandum in terms of exhibits.
MS. KORNBLUH:

9

10

I understand.

I

just wanted -THE COURT:

11

One hundred percent of

12

the informed individuals who read both the

13

memo and its appendixes agreed with me

14

wholeheartedly.

15

that I said.

16

I

stand by everything

I ' l l say this:

I'm not a mind

17

reader,

18

where reasonable inferences can be drawn

19

from a person's conduct,

20

statements and from a person's lack of due

21

diligence,

22

reader,

23

from a person's conduct.

24

but I've tried a lot of cases

from a person's

and while I'm not a mind

you can draw reasonable inferences

Thank you.
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MS. KORNBLUH:

1

Secondly,

I wanted

2

to know if you wanted me to give the

3

cassettes that were given to me to

4

somebody else to listen to.

5

quite clear about that.
THE COURT:

6

7

I never made any such

request.
MS.

8
9

I wasn't

KORNBLUH:

Okay.

All right.

I thought you wanted someone else to

10

listen to the recordings and I have the

11

cassettes.

12

THE COURT:

I

said that any fair-

13

minded person who listened to the

14

recordings would formulate the opinions

15

and decisions that I have made.

16

MS.

17

THE COURT:

18

MS.

19

THE CLERK:

KORNBLUH:

Thank you.

KORNBLUH:

Thank you.

For the record,

20

docket number 201701MH,

21

petitioner,

22

MC,

23

Section 16 (c),

24

Okay.

as to

docket number 77,

Mary Louise White,

respondent,

this is a petition under Chapter 123,
as well as a 123,

8 (b).

If the parties for the petitioner,
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1

please state your name for the record.

2
3

MS. KEALY:
Honor.

respondent,

5

THE CLERK:

6

for the petitioner,

7

yourself,

who is present.

Thank you.

if you could identify

Mr.

afternoon to you again,

good
sir.

Good afternoon,

MR. KOLMAN:

10

Counsel

please.
THE COURT:

8

Your

Anne Kealy on behalf of Mr.

4

9

Good afternoon,

David Kolman on behalf of the

11

Honor.

12

petitioner.

13

if permission would be granted or not.

14

I

15

mother is present.

Judge,

if I may,

I don't know

was made aware that Mr.

Well,

16

never mind.

I

was going to
had

17

say I

18

permission or not to speak to her.

19

i t may be dispositive,

20

the result of this hearing,

21

gives permission.

22
23
24

Your

didn't think Mr.

MS. KEALY:

If so,

the fact that,

as

that Mr.

Your Honor,

if we may

have a moment?
THE COURT:

Go right ahead.
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I apologize.

1

If your attorney

2

had asked that you be excused from the

3

hearing,

4

decision,

5

occur.

6

to the detriment of others,

7

request had been made,

8

allowed it.

10

12

(Inaudible)

and if the

I would have

Thank you,

Your Honor.

step outside for just a

moment?
THE COURT:

Go right ahead,

if

that's all right with security here.

15

16

Sometimes lawyers become focused

MS. KEALY:

13

14

I would have allowed that to

Go right ahead, Attorney Kealy.

9

11

as I gave my rather lengthy

THE CLERK:
minute,

Off the record for one

Your Honor.

17

(Off the record)

18
19

(Whereupon,

the hearing was adjourned.)

20
21
22
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